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OF THE CODEX WINTONIENSIS (BRITISH MUSEUM, ADDITIONAL MS 
15350; THE CARTULARY OF WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL PRIORY)'. 
The Codex Wintoniensis, a medieval cartulary of Winchester 
cathedral priory, is a composite manuscript whose text was 
written by sixteen scribes over a period of three centuries. 
Its earliest section (Cod. Wint. I; fos. 9-11VI 1ýv -67,6, 
v- 
110Y), written c. 1129 X 1139 by scribes a and b, consists of 
a transcript of 185 historical recordst intended to illustrate 
the Anglo-Saxon endowment of Winchester Cathedral. This 
section may be associated with Bishop Henry of Blois's efforts 
to restore the cathedral endowment; - its lavish palaeographical 
features suggest that it may have been intended as a symbol 
to be used in a ceremony of royal confirmation. 
A collation of the surviving exemplars of Cod. Wint-I 
to their cartulary-texts shows that scribe a was an English 
speaker; although unfamiliar with insular script and archaic 
vocabulary, he was able to modernise the vernacular language 
of documents. The only discernible attempt at falsification 
of textual content during transcription occurred in Quire X 
of Cod. Wint. I (fos. 81-8), where t, he descriptions of bene- 
ficiaries in the rubrics differ from those endorsed on the 
exemplars. Cod. Wint-II and III represent twelfth-century, 
and later medieval, additions to the cartulary by scribes 
b-h, and 1-sl respectively* 
The sources of the Codex as a whole had been 
produced in more than one scriptorilum, and belonged to more 
than one archive. An appreciation both of this variety 
of source provenance and of the composite nature of the 
-Codex is -vital-to the criticism of the cartulary's constituent 
documents, most of them otherwise unknown. All the 
individual documents should be judged on-their own diplomatic 
merits and in relation to the editorial practices and skills 
of a particular cartulary-scribe, rather than being summarily 
condemned, As hitherto, through their mere coincidental 
-association, in the Codex, ' with some obvious forgeries. 
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volume. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The finest of the surviving medieval cartularies of 
Winchester cathedral priory, 
' known since the nine- 
teenth century as the Codex'Wintoniensis 
2 
and now 
British Library Add, MS. 153502 
3 
is a manuscript whose 
personal history began in the second quarter of-the 
twelfth century and is still developing today. 
Although no further documents were copied into it after 
the fourteenth century it has,. sin. ce that time to the 
present, been consulted as A. historical source contain- 
ing records relating to the period from the seventh to 
4 
the fourteenth centuries of English. history. ' 
Because the majority of the documents in the cartulary 
are transactions made in the Anglo-Saxon period, written 
in Latin and/or Old English, the whole cartulary has in 
the past been insuffidiently-studied as an entity by 
historians, few of whom have had the necessary knowledge 
of both languages. There has instead been a tendency 
to extract the text of individual documents from the 
cartulary and to use them without any consideration of 
their cartulary-context. The fact that some of the 
dociiments. so extracted are forgeries has been used, 
I.. The two other major'surviving cartularies are BL, Add. MS. 
29436 and WCL, St. Swithun's Cartulary! 
... -2. -So christened 
by J. M. Kemble, X. below, Part E. section'l. 
3- Formerly, and at the time of the registration of the 
titlel. of the present thesis, British Museum,, Add. MS-15350. 
4. See below, Part E. 
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urithout further investigation, to impugn the authen-, 
ticity of the remain ing documents in the cartulary. 
I 
The present thesis aims to assemble all available 
information on the manuscript and its contents and, 
taking into consideration the motives and editorial 
practices of its compilers, to assess its reliability 
as a source for a large number of (otherwise unknown) 
historical documents. The research undertaken in 
pursuit of the above aims may be sirnmarised as follows: 
an investigation of the external features of the 
manuscript and of the relationship between those 
features and its textual. contents. This en- 
tailed distinguishing between the several scribes 
who wrote the Codex and dating their work by 
reference to the palaeography of other surviving 
Winchester manuscripts. The textual contenis 
of the Codex were then grouped and studied accord- 
ing to the individual scribes who had copied them 
into the cartulary; 
(ii) an investigation of the'surviving, manuscript 
sources of the Codex and of their archival and 
diplomatic provenance. A collation of these 
surviving exemplars to the respective cartulary- 
texts in order to stady the editorial practices of 
their particuler cartulary-scribes; 
(iii)a consideration of'the use and reputation ot the 
Code up to the present. A-re-assessment of 
See belowl Part El section 2. 
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its reliability as a. historical source in the light 
of the'results of the research described in (i) and 
(ii), above. 
The source-material consulted for the thesis was mostly 
manuscript, with the Codex itself as the most important item. 
Printed sources were mainly of use for information on the 
general historical background against which the cartulary 
was compiled. The surviving exemplars were examined in 
manuseript, and. other early cartularies were also consulted 
to compare the way in which their respective compilers had 
arranged and edited Anglo-Saxon texts. The later history 
of the Codex depends on scattered references to it in the 
Sal 
private papers of antiquarieslon discussigns, in modern 
historical monographs, of individual documents from the 
cartulary. 
In view bf the prominence which it has been given 
in the present thesis, somethiýg ought to be said here of 
the nature of palaeographical evidence. Although it 
might at first be thought that such evidence would be, highly 
subjective, this need not be so, given an appreciation of 
its limitatiolas and the application-of'strict rales i4 its 
use. The amount which can be said about the individual 
features of a particular manuscript, or a partibular scribe 
or artist, depends both on'the survival or a large enough 
sample of material on which to baseýa description of their 
characteristics, and on the survival of enough comparative 
material elsewhere. This comparative material, external 
to, the main object of study, may be of varyitg significance 
at different periods of time,. depending as it does'on the 
degree to which differences were maintained between script- 
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oria and between individuals within scriptoria. At any 
particular period, one may expect to find national differ- 
ences of a general type in the way that manuscripts were 
producedý such as in the method of preparing the leaves 
or the generic types of script used. Within England, 
more particularly in the Anglo-Saxon period and up to the 
end of the twelfth century, there were also differences 
between the manuscripts produced by individual scriptoria 
in more specific -features such as decoration, and style 
of script, abbreviationý and punctuation. At this 
time also it is possible to identify individual scribes 
or artists-at work by their development of idiosyncratic 
-usages within the over-all style acceptable in their 
particular scriptorium. The work of these individual 
scribes or artists may be brolcen down into units of com- 
parisont'represented by such features as individual letter- 
forms; 'range of abbreviation-marks; -and range, of colours 
and type of infill or terminals used in decoration. 
Individuals will usually be f9und to have had particular 
combinations of these units of comparison which can be 
used to identiýy their work. After the end of the twelfth 
century$ howeverj such iaiosyncrasies tena to become fewer, 
particularly in thelformal manuscripts, ana inaividual 
scribes and artists are harder to identiýy. At all 
periods5 it may be added, it is usually easier to distinguish 
between different scribes or artists whose*. work appears 
in the same manuscript than to identify without doubt one 
individual's workin two separate, manuscripts.. Similarly, 
while iý is possible to date the scribes of a composite 
16 
manuscript roughly by comparison to the scripts found 
in other manuscripýs of the, same general period and 
provenance, one may sometimes arrive at a closer date 
for-individual scribes by studying the sequence of 
scribes within the composite manuscript itself, partic- 
ularly where, as often in the case of a cartulary, there 
is internal evidence for the dating of individual pieces 
of text. 
Thei.. thesis is arranged in five parts (A-E). 
Parts A and E discuss the Codex as an entity in relation 
to its over-all bibliographical features and its use and 
criticism. Parts B, C and D. follow the broad division 
of the Codex into three periods of compilation -a twelfth- 
century core of material (Cod. Wint. I), twelfth-century 
ad(ýýtions of text (Cod. Wint. II)., and-later medieval additions 
of text (Cod-Wint. III). The Appendices are collections 
of documentary and textual material which have been ex- 
tracted from., and ref erred to , in the thesis itself 
17 
PART A 
THE PHYSICAL COMPOSITION OF THE CODEX WINTONIENSIS 
The Codex Wintoniensis is a composite manuscript 
whose present physical form, is the product of 
eight centuries of development. An appreciation 
of the separate stages of its composition and of 
their various dates and characteristics is essential 
to a proper criticism or. the cartulary's. textual 
contents. Part A examines the more general ex- 
ternal features of the manuscript and sinnmarises 
the"main stages of its composition, Subsequent 
parts (B-D). examine the various divisions of text 
within the manuscript on-their own merits.. ' 
Section I 
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The Bibliographical Features of the Codex Wintoniensis 
a) The Medieval Biilding 
The fine medieval binding: of the Codex Wintoniensis still 
survives, but since 1961 has been, 'replaced by a modern 
. binding and is -itself now. kept separately from the manuscript 
for its better preservation?. The medieval'binding still 
.. retains a 
fair proport. ion of-twelfth-century decorated 
leather on*its coversq but elsewhere is the product-. of at 
leadt two stages of later repair, one, medieval, and the 
other nineteenth-century. 
(10 The twelfth-century c. overs (see Plates IJI) 
The stamped leather of the covers belonging-to the earIest 
known stage of the binding of the Codex Wintonietsis. is a 
. 
rough white skin of whittawed leather (perhaps doeskin), 
--st-aip. -ed'pink. 
2 The eleven designs which have been 
stamped on the covers link them with two other micl twelfth- 
century. bindings, those on the Winton Domesday3 and on a 
4 
copy, of Hegesippus, De excidio Iudeorum.. The text of 
1. The medieval binding is now BL, Binding 1922. It is 
accompanied, by descriptive notesimainly composed by 
Mr. Graham Pollard, and also by photographs taken during 
the removal of the binding from the manuscript. 
2. W. H. J. Weale Early stamped book-bindings in the British 
Museum (19223 3. The most recent discussion of t his 
binding is by H. N. Nixon, 'The binding of the Winton 
Domesday', WEMAq Aipendix II, The manu qrilý)t of t s A he Winton 
Domesday, p4 P 538-40; and ibld . gure.. 
ates VIII-X. 
3- London, Society of Antiquaries; MS-154; X. Nixonj 'op. cit., 
PP- 526-40t and ibid., Plates IV, V, X. 
4. WOLIMS. 20; v. Nixonsop. cit., 'PP-53.4-69538-40; P and ibid. lates VI, VII, Y. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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the Winton Domesday was written in Winchester soon after 
11481,. but the Hegesippus has no definite *association with 
the place before 1947, when it was given to the cathedral 
library 2 Between them, the bindings on these two manu- 
scripts and the original covers'of the Codex Wintoniensis 
. 
bear the. impressions of nineteen different engraved metal 
dies; ' four, of the dies were used on all three bindings, 
and one other is common to the Hege6ippus and the Codexý 
The five, dies in the 'Winchester' group'which were used on 
the covers- of the Codex contained designs showing-two types 
of dragon, a pair of man-headed-birds. 1- a cock, and an acanthus 
scroll. 
4 
The six dies which are unique to the covers of 
the, Codex contained designs whi. Ch seem to. show the following: 
a cat, two peacocksg a mermaidý a lion, a griffin, and a pair 
. 
of fleurs-de-lys,? The group of bindings formed by the 
Codex2 the Winton Domesdays ahd, ''the Hegesippus co mprises the 
three earliest examplep of tooled -leather binding probably 
executed in 
. Englandý Similarity between the designs 
.. 
stamped on to this 'Winchester, ' group. of bindings and those 
on a group of bindings executed in Paris, perhaps as early 
as 1137 but before 1145j, for'Pr . iiice Henry, the son of'King 
Louis VI of Frances is however, suggestive of,. a Parisian origin 
1. T. Jý-Brownj I The manuscript and-. ýthe handwriting', WEMA, 
Appendix 119 p. 522. 
2. Nixon, OP-Cit-s P-534 and n. 
3- Ibid. 9 PP-533-5. The designs are illus-brated, WENAt Plate X. 
4. Nixon, OP-Cit-s PP--534-5; v. aiso-WEMA, Figure 311'and' 
Plate X, nos. 19216911, '4 resTectivel-y-. 
pos. 14 5- WEMA, Figure-311 and Plate X9 
6.. Nixong. opocitel. 1 pp. 534-40o 
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for the manufacture of the dies used on the 'Winchester' 
bindings. It is possible that the binding of thd CodeX, 
and of its two surviving contemporaries, Was the work of a 
binder trained in Parisq perhaps one who had been. brought 
2 to Winchester by Bishop Henry of Blois* What is clear 
is that the tooling on the earliest known binding of the 
Godex was of some luxury, but of a type which ýras also us. ed 
I 
on-other manuscripts associated in 'some way with Winchester. 
The use. of stained white leather for the Codex bindingg 
rather-than the-more usual brokn tanned leather used for 
and the Hegesippus, may however binding the Wint*on Domesday 
-have me 
3 
a)rked the Codex as a book of special importance. 
It is not'possible to piit an exact date on. the 
earliest'part of the Codex binding. It has been-dated 
to a, -1150 by association with the Winton Dom_esýlayj whose 
text was written soon after 11.48.4 
*' The fact that . the 
tooling on the Codex binding is less distincit than that on 
the Winton Domesday need not, howeverimply*that the Codex 
binding was not decorated until after that of the Winton 
Domesday, and at a time by which the 
_4ies 
had become worn 
through use. The difference in condition may rather be 
blamed on the harsh treatment which the manuscript of the 
Codex suffered in-the period before it was bought by the 
5 Br, itish Museum in 1844. If, the topled C6dex binding 
1. Ibid 
Ibid., P-540. For Henry of Blois's interest in art, v. 
T. S. R. Boase, English art-1100-1216 (2nd ed.; Oxford, 7968), 
. pp. 
169-80. 
30 Cf- i belowt Part Bý secti6n 5. 
4 Nixon, OP-cit-9 PP. 534-6* 
5*' See below, Part El section V. 
PIATE II : Codex Wintoniensis, twelfth-century 
second cover -CS-Cale c. 1 : 2). 
2a 
were added as soon as the writing and decoration of 
Cod. Wint. I, as far as it had reach6d (fo. 110v), was 
stopped, then it could date to 1139 or soon after. 
I if 
first bound as early as that, then its binding must 
very soon have had to be modified (perhaps as early as 
1147: cf. 12) to accommodate additional leave-s4(fos. 2-81 
23 
N 
'N 
N 
111-17) on to(most of)which fiiPther transcripts had been written 
2 by scribes. ]2 (in Cod. Wint. II). The slightly 
later twelfth-century additions by scribes S and h were 
on (by then) ex*isting leaves and. could have been written 
into a bound volume without any need for-disturbing the 
. 
binding. 3 There is of course the possibility that the 
tooled binding was not the fiqst bindingý but merely the 
earliest one which has survived. ý-In this case, the. precise 
date given, to the writing of the manuscript which the 
tooled binding eventually covered is. irrelevant to the date 
of-Its addition to the Codex, except as a terminus post quem. 
(ii The medieval repairs 
4 
Substantial repairs were made to the binding of the Codexq 
at, some time in the medieval period, probably in-the first 
5 
half of the fourteenth century.. The following features 
. 
1.. See below, Part B, section 5- 
2.. See below, Part C, sectioýf 1%2. Cf. the ink catchwords 
and quire numbers at fos-96,104ywhich seem to be associated 
with Cod. -Wint. II. 
3. Respectively, 232. and 19, on fos. 116-117 and 7.. 
4. Most of the information on the medieval and nineteenth- 
century repai3ýs'to the binding is taken from-the, notes' 
- by Mr. Qraham. Pollard, ---kept with BLIBinding 1922. 
ginde scribes 2 (on fos. 118-19) and q (on fo. 119v) 
may be dated to s. xivIj see below, 'Part. Dl sections 1,2. 
I 
ý 
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seem to have been added at this time: the oak boards; 
the leather on which the twelfth-centurycovers were- 
mounted; the head and tail bands; two seventh or eighth- 
century bifolia used as paste-downs (see (b), below); 
and the leaves of fos. 118-20. This virtual re-binding 
of the Codex., took place before the medieval foliation 
(see (e), below). 
(iii)'Nineteenth-century repairs 
1 
The following repairs were made to the medieval binding 
-during the nineteenth century, probably after the Codex 
had been purchased by the British Museum 'in 1844: 
2 the 
sewing of the . first and final gatherings (I. and 16) was. 
overc-ast to. secure them to the. rest of the book; the 
back. of the manuscript was glued and lined with canvas; 
the--, slots for the medieval cords, -and other cavities 
inside the wooden boards, were-filled with mud-coloured 
cementq over which reversed marble4. paper was stuck; new 
paste-downs and flyleaves were inserted and the two seventh 
or eighth-century bifolia were placed on guards;. the spine. 
of the medieval re-binding was made up with new leather at 
head and foot,. was stiffened inside with hard, millboard, 
and supplied -on the'outside with tooled labels. * 
See 
See 
above, 
below, 
p. 23 
Part 
n. 4. 
Ej section 1. ý 
I 
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b) The Seventh or Eighth-century Paste-downs (scribes 
i7 j; see' Plate III) 
During. the courae of the medieval (? fourteenth-century) 
repairs-to the binding of the Codex, some leaves from a 
much earlier manuscript were utilised as paste-downs 
(see (a), above). Inthe nineteenth century. these 
leaves were replaced by new paste-downs and were mounted 
on guards. They are now. -foliated as fos. 19 121 of 
the, Codex. They consist of two bifolia, from one quire, 
opened out. 
B. A. Lowe as 
Their script has been-described by. 
I, a natural but not very. expert uncial by 
two distinct hands ... the more expert using a finer pen... 
', 
and has been dated by him-to the, seventh or eighth, 
2 
centuries. In the context of the Codexq these two 
scribes have been called i and being. #stinguishable 
in. -particular, by their forms of capitals A, F and G. 
Scribe j used the finer pen and a darker ink. They 
both used a fair range of abbreviation8, but differed in 
their treatment of omitted M: scribe i used a-simple 
overline, scribe d an overline with. a dot below. 
The text written'on, these early'leaves was' 
3 
Vitae Patrum. V: Verba Seniorum. XIII. 9-XIV. 1', 10-17 
1. The leaves are thick parchm ' 
ent and have been cut down* 
. to 275 x 230 mm. Theymere ruled:, on. the-hair side, 
several leaves at a time$ with two columns of 31 lines. 
There are single bounding-lines pLnd prickingp between 
the columns. Colophons are in red'. r-apitals and red 
was also used for the first line of chapters and for 
an outline initial See E. A. -Lowe, - Codices Latini ant- 
iquiores ii$. Great Britain and Ireland d, ed.,, 
Oxford$ 1972), p. 164 and plate. 
Ibide 
LoWel'loc. cit. For the content., y.. P. L. Migne, etc. 
(edd. ), 
PatroloSiae cursus completus ... series latina... (Paris, 
1844-1904), vol. 73, Vit8e patrumsive, his: EoriEe eremitict3e 
libri decem, cols. 945--7. - 
I 
2 
cd 
; 
-4 
0 
cl d 
+3 
-ý CO 
CC) W 
- ý> 
a. cd 
cd 
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 03 4- > 
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ra 
;ý 
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It was described by Thomas Astle (1735-1803) as IH6melies. 
De obedientiain (sic)', 
' 
and in 1844 by Sir Frederick 
Madden as 'a portion of the I Latin translation of Cassian... 
'ýX' 
Cap: "de oboedentia", written in large irregular uncial 
letters, not later than the seventh century. 
2 Lowe 
has given their most likely provenance as Italy. 
3 
It is not known where the person who did the 
medieval repairs to. the binding of the Codex found the 
leaves of this early manuscript. One possibility 
however may be that they, with other leaves now lost, had 
been used as paste-boards in the tw. elfth-century binding, 
being replaced by oak boards in the course of the medieval 
repairs, If they had been paste-boards they would 
. parallel the use of leaves from a tenth-century sacra- 
mentary in the binding of the Winton Domesday. 
4 
I. - BLI Add. MS. 34712, fo. 173. 
2. Bod, MS. Eng. hist. C-157 (12 April)- 
3- Lowe, loc. cit. on p. 25, n. l. 
4. These leaves are now London, Society of Antiquaries2 
MS 154'*, v. H. M., Nixon, WEnA2 Pp- 526-31 and ibid., 
-PlLe XI. - For a descr-i7p-E-ion of their text, v. 
F. Wormald, 'Fr&gmentp of a tenth-century sa, craRentary - from the bin4ing of the Winton Domesday', ibid., pp. 
541-9. 
I 
c) Ex libris Marks 
The following ex libris marks occur at the front of 
28 
the Codex, in chronological order of insertion: 
fo-3 (fo. I of the medieval foliation): +f+ 
. 
(in'ink). 
A similar mark, in lead, occurs in the outer margins 
of fos. 24v, 26, and 27- 
fo. 2: (i) Liber domini Thome Bakcombl 1550 
A reference to Thomas Dackomb, canon of Winchester 
Cathedral 1542-72, who appears to have had the Codex 
in his possession for a short period. 
(ii) 'Winchester Cathedral Library' 
Probably to be dated tothe period 1840-4$ after the 
re-discovery of the Codex and before its purchase by 
the British Museum. It'was perhaps entered in the 
Codex in connection with J. M. Kemble's loan of it in 
1842-4.2 
d) The Medieval Table of Contents (scribe k; see Plate IV) 
An early thirteenth-century table of contents occurs 
on fo. 2v of the Codex. It is arranged in two collimnss 
containing ýrief Latin descriptions of individual doc- 
uments. Rustic-'capitals were used for most of the place 
and personal-names mentioned. The initial letter of 
each description is lacking, presumably having been 
left for an initialler to supply. - The table was 
written by scribe k of-ýhb Codex,. using a slightly less 
developed version of the style of scr . ipt. found in the 
1. Sel'. below, Part E, section 1. 
2. lb,: ýd. 
t" 
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-episcopal Pipe Roll of 1208-9. It may be formally 
described as protogothica textualis formata, into which 
the following insular letter-forms have been intruded: 
nd ft (high), Ej K (long), h, 'j, p. a It has 
wedged ascenders on d (upright), and while 
the descenders of f, 21 r (long) I (long), an. 
d 
,y 
taper to the. left. Hairlines were added to 
final aeand e, and sometimes to : the tail of The 
, _____following 
individual letters are characteristic: 
is caroline in form, often with a trailing 
top to its stem; 
d is usually round-backed, but sometimes upright 
([Clonsuetudines, fo. 2v, col. 1,1-5 UP); 
r occurs in four varieties - caroline with or 
without a descender, insular (long), and 
2-shaped after o (Bragenford, ib., 1.1); 
s isl caroline, round, or long; 
Capitals: descenders on rustic I, taper to 
the left; right-tutning feet occur on F, and To 
A is triangular; 
D has a 'paunched' bowl; 
E (rustic) has a long central bar, while the 
enlarged minuscule e, used as an initial 
capital, has an elongated tongue4, 
P has a squarish head; 
T occurs either with an upright stem (PIPMENSTRAI 
ib., last line) or with a curVea one (twice in 
TANTONIAE, col. 2, last line); 
W consists of two overlapping Is. 
Abbreviations 
Suspension was marked by a down-turning overline. 
., -us. 
The tironian nota There are signs for con-, 
sometimes occurs for et. 
0, Eccles* 2/1.59270- 
30 
PL2.. TE IV : Codex Wintoniersis, fo. 2v (scale I: 2) 
medieval table of contents; scribe k, with notes 
and additions by annotators 1,4,9, and 13. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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Punctuation. was by full point. Theýletter. i.. wqs,. som6times 
1 
distinguished*gFqm other minims by a hairline stroke above. ' 
The table is incomplete, listing only 
documents on the present fos. 6Y 79 9. - 59V (12-121 
§ý_41 71-102,102-14, L16-12) 
and folio-numbers being added 
ýo 
neither the descriptions 
nor to the folios thgmselve. s by. its compilers. 
It appears to have been'correctedt but not systematicallY: 
'although the superfluous S in CHILTESCVMBA, (Chilcombi Hants; 
-Col. 19-1.4). -has been subpuncted.: for omission, and the 
L missing from ARESFORD (Alresford$ Hants; ib, t 1.12 up) 
has. been added overlineq. the L missing-from the-same 
.,.. name (ib., 1.17) was never supplied. It-was probably 
intended to continue the table on f0-3 (which is still blank)' 
and on fo. 3v (which was blank until the addition of a 
document, (j)-in s. xivl). The. -parchment, and ruling., 
of fos. 2 arid 3 are twelfth-century, being contemporary 
to fos. 4-6;. fo. 2 is conjq int with fo. 6.2 The -table 
was thus a thirteenth-Century addition'to a'leaf added 
to the Codex in the twelfth dentury, possibly, for the 
same*purpose 
ýut never'utilised. 
Several documents present ýy the thirteenth 
century between the table-'(at f. o... 2v), and. fo. 5ýv were 
not mentioned in its list of. contents. -I -Most of the 
information in the table was prob. ably. taken from the 
rubricsj.. rather than. from the text, of documents, since 
16 The folio references which now appear on 
-the table are later, y, *below. 
2. See below, Part Cs section I. 
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it is noticeable that twenty-six out of the thirty- 
four documents not mentioned in the table lacked'any 
rubric (a-16, a2-ý 8-21 §1 -§j 70,102,106,1.12). L8 
Four of the remaining eight, although possessing their 
own rubricsq could have been intended to-be covered by 
the descriptibn in the table of a neighbouring document 
by that of 52, U-2 by -that 
ý 
of 64). The other 
four (. gI, L4-5 'n. omitted by. ý e oversight. §2) may have bee' Pur 
There is'no evidence that*the iolios-on which these four 
documents occur were anywhere but in their present positýon 
in the-early thirteenth century$ when the table was written. 
Fos. 26-79 containing 152, are part of aregular twelfth- 
century quire of four bifolia. 
2. Fo, 81. containing 21, 
is a twelfth-century leafwhich was-Certainly in 
its present position in the. mid thirteenth'centuryý at 
... that. time, the impression, of the twenty-one extra prickings 
on its. lower half versoj*. put there for the addition of 22 
(on fo. 8') by scribe m, also marked fos- 5-7ý- Fos. 81 
26-7-were. foli4ted in their present. position in-. the, late 
fourteenth century (see (e)-, '. below). 
Folio references were added-to the descriptions 
in the table. when the medieval foliation, was added to 
the Codexinthe late fourteenth. -century (see (e),. below). 
They were also noted for 4ocuments. conc-erning Chilcomb, 
-Hants, which were not actually described in, the, original 
table (14-j 59 1909; 228,236. on medieval fos. 4195013 
1. Five of the documents lacking a rubric. (L8; ý§j ý0; 
-and 102) could also have been. covered 
by the description 
of . other - 
documents, (those to L? j ' 
64 and 
. 
9ý 
respectively)., qý and 102 are. two texts ofthe same will. 
2. See below, Part B, section-11-a. 
3- For this. leaf, v. below Part 0,. section 1. 
4. See'below, p. 367 n. -I. ' 
1.. . 1. ., ýi on. 
and llý'; present fos. 6, Ot 11'5vt llýv)- 
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Similarly, folio references were noted for. 224 
ý. 
on: 
medieval fo. 112v, present fo.. 114y) and 258 (medieval 
fo-116, present fo. 118),. relating to Farnham, Surreyj 
N 
and East Overton, Wilts., respectively. Of theset 
236 and 238 were added to the Codex, by scribes n and 
subsequent. to the writing of the table, by-scribe k. 
Other brief annotations, drawing attention to particular 
documents., Ialso added to the table in. the. thirteentht 
fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries. Thesq, additions 
to the table testify to the usp-made of its at various 
times in the medieval period, a&a rough guide to the 
contents of the Codex. In. 1840, a transcript of 
the table was made by John Nichols2 who subsecluently 
lent it-to Sir Frederick Madden, arousing-t4e. latter's 
interest. in the Codex, an-interest which, led to-the 
.2 
Codex being. purchased by the British Museum in-1844. 
e) The Foliation 
I 
The modern foliation (121 fose)-includes-the early medieval 
apa ra. 
pdste-downs (see (b), above)I. A'medieval foliation, 
in arabic numerals, occurs on the present fos- 3-120. 
This earlier foliation was written, in greenish ink, 
by-annotator 4.1 whose script may be dated to the late 
3 
fourteenth century. The. folio numbers and additional 
I. -See belowl. Appendix-11 Table.. of contents (fo. 2v). 
2, -0ee below, Part IP, section 1. 
3. See below, Appendix. 1, prefatory matter, sub Textual* 
information. 
4. 
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references written in the table of contents (see (d), 
above) were also his work. The same man'also 'wrote 
-the second part-of the index to the fourteenth-c. eatury 
Winchester cathedral cartulary. The medieval 
foliation in the Codex was executed after the addition 
of fos. 118-20, since not o nly were these leaves 
included in its numeration, but a reference to 238 
(on fo. 118; scribe 2) was also added to the table of 
contents by the foliator (see (d), above). it 
is thus probable that the medieval foliation was added 
some time after the repairs to the binding. in the 
fourteenth century, at which time fos.. 118-20 were 
probably. inserted (see above). 
2 
WCL, St. Swithun's Cartularys index, second hand; 
cf. Goodmant Chartular Plate 2e 
On these leaves, X. below, Part D, kection 1. 
Section 2 
The Make-up of the Manuscript 
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a) The Collation of the Present Gatherings 
The leaves of*the Codex Wintoniensis are arranged in 
sixteen gatherings as follows: 
fos.. 11 121 are seventh or eighth-century leaves used 
as medieval paste-downs and are now bound in with 
4 
gatherings 1 and 16; 1+1 leaf after 3. + 2 leaves 
inserted after 5 (fos. 2-8); 2 
8. (fos. 9-16); 
3 8. (fos. 17-24); 48 (fos. 25-32); 58 (fos- 33-40); 
. 8.8 8 6, (fo. s. 41-8), -, 7 (fos. 49-56); 8 (fos- 57-64); 
98 (fos. 65-72 108 (fos- 73-80); 118-(fos. 81-8); 
.,, 12.8 (fos. 89-96); 13 
8 (fos- 97-104); 146(fos-o 105-7.110); - 
15 6 (fos.. 111-16); 161 +. 3 leaves inserted after I 
(fos. 117-20). 
. -Gathe rings 2-14 are regularly composed of 
twelfth-century-bifolia. -. Gatherings I and 15 are 
irregular in composition buý belong to thetwelfth 
century. Gathering 16 is an irregular combination 
of one. 'twelf. th-century leaf and three fO'urteenth- 
century ones. 
'. 
b) The Quire-Numbers 
A sequence of roman niimerals occurs, written iiý ink and 
centrally-placed, at the foot of the. last folio verso 
of certain of the gatherings of the Codex. Some, 
numbers have been lost or damaged when the leaves were 
cut before binding, but the surviving numbers'are as 
f ollows: " 
A 
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Gathering Quire-number 
3 
5 
7 vi 
8 VII 
9 VIII 
10 Ix 
11 x 
12 3a 
13 XII 
foe 
.v 
2 
46V 
56v. 
64y 
7Z 
80' 
86V 
ge 
I OLiy 
N 
N 
None of the gatherings now lacking numbers are out of 
order. The sequence apparently began at fo. 16V 
with the quire-number Ij'which is now missing. it 
is to be associated with the collation of the present 
,,.. gatherings 2-14, which were regularly composed of 
twelfth-century bifolia (see (a)., above); the sequence 
would therefore have run from I to XIII. The quire- 
numbers which now appear at. fos. 9J and 104Y (XI, XII) 
ýre, however, of a different style to. the preceding ones 
which survive, and are the only. ones associated with 
catchwords. _These. 
two. quire-numbers may have been 
added in the twelft4-century, to'replace numbers lost 
during the binding of gatherings 2-14, when gathering 15 
and the first leaf of gathering . 
16 (fos. Ill - 17) 
were added; the catchwords are similar in appearance to 
vv those on fos-. 112 9 113 9 and 114Y. 
1 
-t 
-See-b. elow, Part Cq section 1. 
I 
3 
Section 3 
The External Features of the Leavesý' 
There are significant differences between the methods 
of preparation of the leaves, the date and style of 
script, and the arrangement of the text in different 
parts of the Codex Wintoniensis; these differences 
are siimmarised in Table I. - A key to the discussions 
in the present thesis, of the external features of 
particular leaves is shown in Table 2. A list of 
the nineteen scribes, showing where. their work occurs 
in. the Codexq. their respective datesq. and where*they 
are described and illustrated. in the present thesis-; 
is shown in Table 3. 
Presentgathering '-' JI" 23 L 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 . 1J4 15 "16 
Pre sent f o]. i o no. I 2 3 I. [5 6 J7 J8 9/1 6 "1 7, /2L. 25/32 33/L. o L. 1 /L. 8. Li. 9/56 57/64 65/72 73/80 81 /88 8 9/9 6 97/1 0L.  I 05/1 10 111 II2f ii iiz. i5 II6 117 II8 II9 
' 20 "I 21 
Surviving quire-nuinber - -" - II - III]: - VI VII VIII IX X XI » XIX - _____ _____ _____ 
MedievaL f'olio no. - - I 2 3 L. 5 6 
" 
7/iL'. 15/22 23/30 31/38 39/Li6 L7/5L. 55/62 63/70 71/78 79/86 87/9L. 95/102 103/108 109 110 111 112 113 liii.. 115 116 117 118 
- 
Polio-catchwords (i. ead. ) - - - - - - - - -- - I . 1' 1 
PoUo-catchword (ii, ) - J- - - - - - - -S '. " " " 
Po]toa in gathering // 7. 88 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 6 6 
Thiledinhardpolnt  j   j  ' j 'j j j i :i  j  j  j - - - - - - 
- - - - 'I' 
Rißedlnlead - / / _* 
: 
-  
HorizontaI prickinga 31 L5 145 L. 5 L. 5 L. 5 14.8 L. 5 142 4 . L2 Li2 J Li. 2 L2 42 L. 2 2 L. 2 . 142 442 Li8 Li. 8 14& 14.8 14.8 14.8 48 I#8 Li. 8 31 
Horizontal. lines ruled. 31 45 14.5 L. 5 14.5 L5 43 21 Z4.2** Li2 L. 2 L. 2 Li. 2 42 L. 2 Lj. 2 L. 2 14.2 Ua* L. 2 U8 L8 14.8 L. 8 48 Li. 8 L. 8 14.6 ? L. 8 31 
Vertical lines ruled LI. 8 8 8 8 8 L. Li 77 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 14 1.1. 8 6 8 8 
11 ji 8 8 8 Li. 
Columns ruled. 
-'-- 
2 
- -. 
2- 
_ -. 
2 
"__ 
2 
" 
2 2 1 
" 
1 22 2 2 2. 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 
Colulans written 
; i 7_ T "; ;;; T ii I 
.I 
i i i i i i i 2 
Text-scribe jjj . b b cgb bh]. bb . aca a a ' a a a a aba a a a a ab b defb b b b bg gin P q. r ra iji 
Rubricated / _ _ 
7 j j j j j  / / J j I - - - - I 
Redslgnainsubscriptiona 7 _ _ _ ... . 
'_ . 
.  . 
. 
Lines 1,2 in capitals - - - - /I I I "I I I I ' " ' ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ 
Colouij iitils 
. 
- .--.. - 1,2 21 Li. 'Li. L L. Li. Li. Li. Li. L Li. Li. Li. LI. "222222 --- I 
"I I- .L.!. .. 1.1 I£ .L"I 
4 
3. I-- Gatherings Z-13, each ot sour bif'oUa .. I] .z 
. - 
_ 
Gathering 1l., o three birolia 
' . 
' L. ' 
. 
Notes -'-.. 
4' P0,12 ha8 been over-ruled in lead. 
.. 
*1* Three extra lines have been ruLed in lead. On f'os. 9-11. .I: 
*** P0.89 has only 14.1 horizontal. Lines ruied..  
...;: : 
....! 
TABLE I: EXTERTAL FEATURES OF THE CODEX WINTONIENIS 
______________________ 
_____ 
------ .----_. ____. __±_. ______. -- .--. 
-'4-- 
TABIS 2 KEY TO THE DISCUSSION OF THE LEAVES OF THE 
CODEX WIRrONIENSIS 
Foss Membrane RulinE Arrangement of Decorated 
(P. ) (P. ) 
Tert 
(P. ) 
Initials 
(P. ) 
25 25 25 
2 28 
3 
6 
387 
4-5 
0 
30 
315 
6 
5 3 
315P 32-9s, 344 317p 329 
7 
0 
315P 352r 3.76 317v 352 
8 
3 7 
315* 380 317 
9-11 v 53,62 68 
12-137 329, 329 
14-66 52 53,62 68 
667 315 317 
67-80 
50 
68 
81-8 53,62 68,74 
89-110 53 68 
111 315 317 
112 308 315#333036039 317.. 336,339 
113-15 
305 
315 
' 
116 
0 
315p 344, 
317 
117 
3 7 
3449,376s 384 
118. 390 
l19 3-71 372 3,90s, 395,400 
120 400P 404 - 
1217 25 25 25 25 
-The Table. IndicatesAfor-each folio of the Codex 
Wintqnlýniqdathe page at which features shawn are 
discussed in the present volume* 
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7ABLE A :. THE SCRIBES CP, THE TEXT OF THE CODEx wiNroNIENS113, 
Scribe Date pose Documents Plates Description 
vCa:. C 0 9-11, 2-6-35 
i3v'67 LO-122 V-X XI13: 55 
6, '7v-i 1 13 5 -W8 
4-57 2-12, 
67-7 11-18 
0 
b s. xil med. 
8 21-2, ix-XII 309 
24-5 xvi 
. XIX rv 7 133--ý4 
w lle-ilv gp-21-j-2 
1127-1 6v 21 r:, )-31 
a, zill me d. 
6 
V 
13 XIII 
xv 325 12-13 34-9 
T d s. RIK me (I. liz 213 XIV 333. 
e.. S. xit 112, 211 xiv 335 
f B. Zli med. i 2rv 21.4 xipxlv 337 
B, Mli 
i 
med. 6 IA-i 6 xv 342 z B. x1i J, 6v-, 7 am xvi 
- 
I. h . s. RI I ex. 7- il xvil 349 
S. vii/viii 
_, 
r-w 
pJ21 
r, r Pastedown 3 : 111 25 
a. X-133 In. 2ýv Contents Iv 28, 
a. X-ti 11 7v 20 xvill 374 
0 117 23, Wi, m s. xii: L med, 8 23 xix 377 
n 236-7 xx 381 w 0) BOXIV 3; w I xxi 385 
n a 41 XýI v 118-19 238--41 XXII 388 
_q SOXIV i 19" v 242 XXIII 394 
r, Bx: Lv m CLo 11 97-2f 243ý- 
j 
XXIII 398 
a sxIv i 20, v 247 XXIV 401 
Not e Er 0 
i, For the d1vislon Into GodoWinte I- III Xý. Part A. 
section 4. 
2* 7ext-scribeEp have 'been given. distInguishIng letters 
in alphabetIcalL order according to their date, 
In two separate series as follows: (a. -k)v twelfth- i 
cmmturyý. scribes; (I-j),, a3L3L. other scribese 
N 
N 
I 
41 
Section 4 "'ý\ 
The Stages of Composition of the Codex, Wintoniens. is 
The evidence of the physical features of the Codex 
Wintoniensis, referred to above in sections 1-31-shows 
that it was produced by the labour of a succession of 
craftsmen and scribes over several centuries. At 
its core is an original cartulary of the second quarter 
of the twelfth century, called for convenience in the 
present thesis Cod-Wint. I. This original cartulary 
comprises most of the present gatherings 2-14; its 
t6xt was written. by scribe a, 'while most of its rubrics 
were. by scribe b; its leaves were regularly preparedl 
ruled in hard point with forty-two horizontal lines', 
and quired-in thirteen numbered quires, consisting of 
bifolia gathered in eights except for the last quire 
which is, a six; its text was artistically-arranged on 
the page. and decorated with rubrics in red ink and- 
initials in up to four colours. Cod. Wint. I may 
have been bound as soon as its text was decorated, but 
not. necessarily in'the twplfth-century covers which 
survive. 
- ... -Cod. 
Wint. I was continued and added to. at 
various times in the twelfth century -6fter scribe a 
had stopped work, by scribes b -. -h and. 
extra. leaves of 
irregular preparation (fos. 2-81 111-117; gatherings 
1,15 1,16) were added, theal-probably necessitating a 
re-binding; these twelfth-ýcen: tury additions have been 
called Cod. Wint. 11. A table of. contents was begun, 
but never completed$ in the early thirteenth ce4tury; 
this was written by scribe k on a leaf belohging'to 
Cod. Wint. II. Other additions of text and leaves, 
to the cartulary at various times in the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries have been called Cod. Wint. III: 
the thirteenth-century additions of text, and one early 
fourteenth-century one (1), were written by-scribesl'- 2 
on leaves belonging to Cod. Wint. II; the other fourteenth 
century ones were written by scribes.. p- s on leaves 
newly-added to gathering 16 (fos. 118-20. ); the addition. 
of these leaves probably occurred at the same time as 
extensive repairs to the bl'naing. of the manuscript, at 
which-time some leaves of-a seventh-or eighth-century 
Vitae Patrum. (written*by scribes. i and j) were used as 
-,.. paste-downs; these earlier leaves may previously have, 
been used as Parts of paste-boards in the binding. 
Later in the fourteenth century-, a medieval foliation 
was. aadea (covering the modern fos. 3-120); this was 
the work of annotator 4, one of seyeral. annotatOrs who 
wrote in the Codex at various times. between the thirteenth. 
and the sixteenth centuries. In the nineteenth 
century, further repairs were made to the binding, and 
the paste-downs were mount. ed. piý guaý4s. In the twentieth 
ce4týi? Z ern foliation was adaed, (jR1. fos*)'t and . 
Y. 9 _a . 
1404.... 
the medieval binding removed and replaced by a modern one. 
The present thesis discusses-the text. ok the 
Codex Wintoniensis against the, background of the physical 
composition, or stru cture, of.. the cartulary. Cod. Wint. I, 
as both a cohesive unit and the largest'section, is 
1. See below, 
-Appendix 1, passim1%. and ibid., prefatory 
matterg sub Textual information. 
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afforded the longest and most detailed treatment. 
Cod. Wint. II and Cod. Wint. III, being less, homogeneous 
sections, are discussed, for the most parts. in relation 
to the individual scribes who wrote them. In each 
case, the discussion of the cartulary's. text is based 
upon a palaeographical division of the manuscript, a 
consideration which is of fundamental importance-to its 
criticism. 
r 
'a' " 
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PART B 
THE EARLIEST COMPILATION (COD-WINT-I) 
Section I 
The Palaeographical Features of Cod. Wint*I 
The palaeographical features of; 'fos. 9-11Cýv of the 
Codex Wintoniensis'show that they were*prepared, and 
most were used, 
' for the writing of a single work 
(Cod. Wint. I) which is distinct from the rest of the 
present cartulary. This work was written by scribe 
a'and corrected by scribe b. Its leaves were reg- 
N 
ularly prepared and consist of bifolia gathered into 
(thirteen) numbered quires. The text (26-2ý, ýEg-j. ý2s 
135-208) is uniformly arranged upon the page. FO. 9 
(see Plate V) is distinguished in two ways as the first 
folio of Cod. Wint. I: firstly, the rubric intended to 
2 
stand before 26_ is one which had probably been an., 
i4troductory heading to an exemplar sub-document con- 
3 
sisting of 26- and both the rubric and the 
I 
1. Documents ý4-. 2 (on fos. 12 13v) a fo. 67rv), 
, 
ýq I 
the rubrics to 26-7,30-2 fos. 9 
49; A (V T 11 ), and 
the initial to T2 were twelfth-cen: i'u'ry additions in 
spaces left blank in Cod. Wint. I. 34-2 and the rubtics 
to. 26-. 2,30-, ý seem. hovTever, to e been copied (by 
sc rom an exemplar sub-docum: ent containing 
the text- of 26-ý2, See below, Part B, section 49 
a(i), and Pl'g-tes V, -XIIT. 
2. Space was left for-it by scribe a and it was supplied. 
later by scribe c, y. precdding note. 
3-'See below, Part'BI section 4'9 a(i). 
I 
45 
Pn? E V: Codex Wintoriensis, fo. 9 (scale I: 2) 
the first folio A Cod. Wint. I; scribes I (text 
I (corrections), and c (rubric); initial in 
Style (ii); document 16 . 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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sub-document were fitting features with which to begin 
a collection of documents relating to the cathedral 
endowment; 
1 
secondlyi the de corated initial-letter to 
26 is the sole inhabited one in Cod. Wint. Ij and thus 
recalls the usage of contemporary manuscripts in 
which a particularly fine or elaborate initial was 
placed &t'the beginning of a book. 
2ý 
., 
Fo, 116v (see 
Plate X) is distinguished in two ways as the final 
folio of Cod. Wint. *I: firstly, it is the last folio 
of a shorter-than-usual gathering (Quire XIII; see (a), 
below), a feature usually suggestive of a scribe's 
intenýionj when he began the text-of a gatheringt to 
'Anish his writing somewhere. -within, or at the end of, 
that gathering; 
3 
secondlyg"the final clause to 208' 
is both a fitting one with which to end Cod. Wint. 11, 
being a sanction with parallel blessing and curse, and 
is-given prominence by the decoration Up red) of its 
initial letter and the capitalisation of . 
its -f inal f our 
letters, practices not usually employed in this part of 
documents elsewhere in Cod. Wint. I. 
4 
The palaeo- 
e, 
1.. See below, Part B, sections 2s5- 
2. Cf. the initial at the original first folio of the . Canterbury cartulary (BT49 Cotton MS. Cleo. E. iq fo. 40), 
and of the Bath one (CCOC9 MS. 1111 P-57); also those 
at the beginning of the first and second books of 
the Abin don cartulary (BL9 Cotton-NS. Claud. C. ix. fos. 
1059 1365. 
3,, G. S. Ivy, 'The bibliography of the manuscript book', 
The English libraZýy before 1-700, edd. F. Wormald and C. E. Wright ý1956)i- p. 4*1-. 
4.. Another example of such capitalisation occurs in the 
final eight letters to 33 (v. Plate. XIII). This occurr- 
ence was also significant., Fince this was the point at 
which scribe a ceased writing within the sub-document 
26-39, leaving ý4-q to. b_e copied later by scribe c, 
M. aboveg p. 4-40n. l. 
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graphical features of Cod. Wint. 1 support the evidence 
of its textual-contents' as to, its provenance from a 
Winchester cath. edral scriptorium. - These features 
are compatible with, and most are paralleled in, 
twelfth-century manuscripts ascribed to the same origin. 
2 
1. See below, Part B, section 2. 
2. The following s. xii manuscripts have-been consulted 
for comparison to the palaeographical features of 
Cod. Wint. 1 and Cod. Wint. II. Most, but not all, -6f 
the boo are 11-sted by-IF. R. Ker, Medieval libraries 
of Great Britain: a list of surviving boo __(2nd ed. 9 
. 1964) pp. 103-41 199-20271"or Tuller details, Z6 below, Bibliography. 
a) Originating from Winchester Cathedral: 
BLI. Add. MS. 29436, fos. 44-8; Arundel MS. 169; Cotton 
MSS. Nero C. iv, 
Tib. Dj)ýV (parts I and 2), Vitell. -A. 
xvii Cotton Chart. x. 17; -Royal MS* 5. E. vii: L 
Bod, MSS. 1 Auct. D. 2.4, Auct. D. 2.6, '- 
Auct. E. inf, 1,2; Bodley 365t 755,775 
CCCCq'MSS-'328 (pp. 81-230), 339 
CUL, MS. Ee 2.3 
HROIB/l/A-1 
Lincoln , Dean--and Chapter Library,, MS. 7, f os. 44-83 
Londong Society of Antiquaries, MS-154 
WOL, MSS. 20(fos. 2-97ýv), 45.1.7020 (cf. WEMA'j P-534,1 
n. 1). 
WCMI Library, MS. 18 
b) Originating from St. Mary's Abbeyv,. Winchester: 
Bod,, Bodley MS. 451 
0) Ori . ginating from the college oi the B. V. M,, Winchester: 
WCMq Libraryq MS. 4* 
d) Originating from Hyde Abbey: 
BL, Arundel M8.60; Stowe MS. 944 f o. 401-'r 
Bod,, Bodle7 MS. . 91 
e) Of unknown provenance: 
Nv WCLq MS-3, fos'o 98-122 
IiCM, * Libraryq MSS- 596,114B, 20,40 
(continued) 
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a) The Collation of the Quires of Cod. Wint, I, 
Cod. Wint. 1 was composed of thirteen. quire. a(the present 
gatherings 2-1.4). Quires I-XII were made up of eight 
leaves in paired sheets. Quire XIII was made up of 
six leaves in paired sheets. 
b) The Quire-Numbers 
The surviving quire-numbers in the Codex Wintoniensis 
. all appear on 
leaves associated with Cod. Wint. I. 
2. (contd. from previous page) 
f) Documents associated with Bishop Henry of Blois: BL, kJare. CharL- So A. 8 
BN9. Collection de Bourgoyne 80, fo. 51 
Bod, Douce Chart. 40* 
Canterbury, Dean and Chapter Library, Chart. Ant. 
C-134 
London, St Paul's Dean and Chapter Library, 'A 60/48 
London, Middlesex Record Office, Ace. 312/214 
A*D* 1143 Oxfordj. Christ Church, charter of 
Oxford, Queen! s College, MS. DD., 2527; Church Oakley 63; 
Sherborne Monachorum 4ý 
WAM, 13170t 13247 
WCM, Muniments, Hamble, drawer 5a; ''Huntbourne, 13 
g) Facsimiles of documents: 
T. A. M. Bishop, Scriptores re is (Oxford, 1961); 
H. E. Salter, Facsimiles of earTy charters in Oxford 
iiuni66nt robms ýQxford, Regesta iv; 
G. F. Warner$ H. E. Ellis, Facsimiles of royal and 
other charters in the-British=useum, it Willipm I 
Richard I (1903)o 
For full details of surviving quire-numbbrs, 'X. 
above, Part As section 21b. 
I 
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They were in the-form of roman numerals writtenin ink 
in the centre of the foot of the last folio verso of each- 
quire. 
' There were o riginally thirteen of them in 
Cod. Wint. I, of which seven survive (IIIIIIIIVIIVII, 
VIIIJIXJX). This sequence-would have begun with the 
number I at the present fo. 1671 demonstrating that the 
gathering at present coming second in the manuscript was 
the original first quire of Cod. Wint. I. The numbers 
now visible at the end of the present gatherings 12 and 
v (XI, XII; fos., 96 1 104Y) are of a different style and 
were probably added when Cod. Wint. II wad bound in with 
2' Cod. Wint. I. 
c) The Catchwords 
-.! Patchwords were written in lead at the foot of the inner' 
margin verso of various. leaves within the gatherings 
belonging to Cod. Wint. I. - They are now indistinct, and 
survive only irregularly. The lead used is similar 
to that in whic. 1a preliminary designs for the initials 
occur on fos. 29 and 31 v Thes*e catchwords may thus 
have been added by the initialler. While'adding the 
initials he would probably have found it*, more conventent 
to separate the sheets of a quire, in order to lay them 
flat, and would sometimes need a reminder of their proper 
order. The surviving catchwords are as follows: 
1. A similar usage of-quire-numbers occurs in CCCC, MS. 
328, pp. 81-230 (e-9-9 pp 104 128) and WCLIMS. 4-, 
fos. 4-51 (e. g., fos. 43.: 5, v3- Those in CUL, MS. 
Ee 2-3. are in red ink. 
2. See below, Part C, section I. 
3-- See (1)9 below.. 
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fo-34: v inconcusse; fo-5ýv ego Hugon; -fo-58y2mo 
Elfred; fo- 59V Eadpardes; fo. 61V and[Ebelsýa4; 
fo. 63V ego[Elfgarl; 
"fo. 71'r ego[Tatal; fo- 73r 
fo. 109 V ego [Elfgar] 
I 
All of the catchwords listed above correspond to the 
text of the following leaf as intended. They seem 
to have been used tomaintain the order of sheets 
within a quire rather than to maintqin the order of 
quires$ for which purpose the quire-numbers (see 
2 
above) were used. The rubrics standing at the foot 
of fos, 2ýv, 62v, 6? iv, 91v, 103v, and 105v incidentally 
act as catchphrases but this seems to have been un- 
ii1tentional; these rubrics were probably placed there 
I 
because not enough space had been left for-them on 
3 each of the folloving folios. 
The Leaves 
The leaves of Cod. Wint. I have been trimmed to 
395 X 275 mm. 
4 The. written space measures 
295 X 210/215 mm. The leaves were well prepared before 
1. he catchwords written in ink on fos. 9j and 1047 
iare to be associated with quire-numbers belonging 
'to Cod. Wint. III X. below, Part C, section 1. - 
2. They thus differ from the catchwords in Lincoln, Dean and 
Chapter Library, MS. 7; London, Society of 
Antiquaries, MS. 154 (v. WEMAI P-520); and WCL, 
MSS. 2,4 (fos- 52-141)-, 5=1. The-se have catch- 
words at the end of quires, sometimes accompanied 
by quire-numbers, 'but sometimes alone. 
3. The rubrics at the'foot of fos. 11'7 and 12V were added 
by scribe c in Cod. Wint-II, ' Z. below, Part C, section 2. 
4. Theý are thus si nificantly larger than those of the -- 
Winton Domesday Londong Society of AntiquariesiMS-154; 
WENA9 P-520) which measure 251 X 174 mm, 
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ruling. The membrane is thick. and generally'of 
good quality. It is extrem9ly difficult to-tell, 
---hait'side from flesh, but, if it is assumed that 
1 
the leaves were ruled on the hair sides.. '. then hair 
may be said to face hair, and flesh to face fleshq 
throughout Cod. Wint. I. 
Large holes in the membrane of the following 
folios were expertly repaired ýefore ruling: 29,49, 
55 (B), 59, *64 (X2)9 6591---1 '76,819 93 (X2)1100.. 
Smaller holes on the following folios were left to 
be avoided by the scribe: 26,32,37 (X3)t 411" 
43,47,639 96ý 105,110. None of these holes 
impairsthe reading of the text. Most of the 
smaller ones were eventually repaired at some time 
after the text was written, some perhaps not until 
the modern period. 
e) The Ruling 
and ruied on the hairi, 
* 
The gatherings were pricked, 
k side in hard point. Four different-arrangements 
of the ruled lines occurg each peculiar to this 
2 
section of the Codex Wint6niensist 
1. This was the normal proc6dure from the eighth to 
thetwelfth centuries at least, v. N. R. Kert CataloELie 
of manuscripts containing Anglo:: Saxon'... (Oxford, '19.57), 
P. Xxj.: L: L. 
2. 
Except that fo. 1119, associated with Cod. Wint. II$ was 
ruled similar1y to_ -, ruling,, (Jv) of Cod. Wint. Ij 
v. below, Part C, section 1. 
I 
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(i) fos. 9-16,25-56,66-71,73-88 
Ruled for two columns of text. Seven vertical 
lines (arranged 2-3-2)ruled from head to foot: 
two on each side of the written space, three 
between the columns. Seven pricks (2-3-2), 
at upper and lower margins, guide the vertical 
ruling. Forty-two horizontal lines ruled, 
guided by forty-two pricks in the outer margin. 
Lines 1,3,41,42 extend across the bifo lium. 
2 
Line 2 extends from the inner line of the pair of 
vertical bounding-lines on the left of the left- 
hand leaf of a bifolium to the corresponding line 
on the right of the'right-hand leaf. Other 
horizontal lines are-confined to the written space. 
(ii) -fos. 17-24 
Ruled for two colinnns of'text, with the same number 
of pricks and lines as (i). Lines 1,2,4,51 401- 
42 extend-to the edges of the leaves. Lines 3 
and 41 extend as lihe 2 in (i). Other horizontal 
lines are confined as above. 
- (iii) f os. 57-64,65,72 
Ruled for'two columns, with the same number of, 
pricks and lines as (i). Lines 1,39 409 42 
e: itend to the edges of the leaves. 
3 
- Lines 2 
and 41 extend as line 2 in. (i). Othejý 
horizontal lines arq confined as above. 
1. On fos. 9-16 alone, three extrA, pricks have been 
added to the outer margins to make a total of forty- 
five. On fos. 9910,11 three extra horizontal lines 
were ruled In lead, guided by these pricks; one of 
these lines"ladded at the top of the page, two at the 
foot. Fo. 12 has also been over-ruled in lead. 
2. An identical ruling'occurs in WCLI MS. 41 fos. 4-35v- 
It was a usual thing for the first and. last horizontal 
lines in twelfth-centnry Winchester cathedral ESS. 
to extend across the bifolium, but individual MSS. vary 
as to which other horizontal lines also did so. 
3- An identical ruling occurs in WCLt MS. 4, fos- 36-41'7, 
43-51. 
I 
(iv) fos. 89-110 
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Ruled for one coliimn of text. Four vertical 
lines (2-2) bound. the written spaces guided. 
by four pricks at upper and lower margins* 
Forty-two horizontal lines, guided by forty- 
two pricks. 
' Lines I and 42 extend to the 
edges of the leaves. Other horizontal 
lines are confined as above. 
Of-the above rulings, (iv) may have been designed 
specially for Cod. Wint. 1, both after it had become 
plain that the text fitted best in single coliim and 
after the parchment already set aside for it with two 
colilmn-ruling (i-iii) had been used up. 
2 
f) The Arrangement of Material on the Pag e (see Plates 
vig VIII) 
Although most of Cod-Wint. I was written on parchment 
prepared for two columns of text (rulings (i-iii), above)j 
it was written in long lines. Except for the'length- 
ier and more important subscriptions (those of the king, 
his kamilyq and the archbishops), witness-lists were'. 
however mostly arranged in two columnd'guided-by. the 
_vertical ruling. 
Most documents were introduced by a rubric. 
Capital script was used for the first two lines of 
Latin documents and the first word, or first line, of 
vernacular documents. Most documents-. were supplied 
1. Only forty-one horizontal lines were ruled on fo. 89, 
and rather untidily.., There are forty-two pricks. 
2. Most of the siirviving s. xii Winchester cathedral MSS. 
were ruled and written in two columns of text. The 
following were, howeverruled and written in single 
c0l"7I'n'-Ba4B(xI1v. MS- 755; CCCC, MS- 328$ pp. 81-230; 
and WCL, MS. 3, fos. 2-97ýv- 
N 
1) 
with a decorated initial letter. The over-all- 
arrangement of the page is decorative but c6nsistently 
ordered. See'also (j), below. 
I 
g) The Rubrics 
Most of the documents in Cod. Wint. I were introduced by 
a rubric, in red ink. These were usually in minus- 
cule script, but sometimes in rustic capitals. 
Most of the rubrics in Cod. Wint I; were written by'scribe 
b in spaces left for the purpose by the writer of the 
text (scribe a); see Plate VI. In Quire X alone 
(fos. 81-8; 1 
--isee Plate VIII)q 
both 
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rubrics and text were written by scribe a; rubricated 
sigiýA crucis before the subscriptions were also supplied 
by him in this quire, but do not occur elsewhere. 
2 
On'fos. ý_Fllv (where rubrics were not supplied until-,, 
later, by scribe c in Cod. Wint. Tj) one line was left 
between documents for the insertion o± rubrics; else- 
where two or three lines were-left. Where inadequate 
space had been left. (fos. . 62V , 103v, etc. ), then the 
rubric was pldced on the previous folio,. * 
No rubricating directions of the sort found in 
the Winton Domesday survive; 3 they'may not have been 
necessary, since both scribe ýj who was also the corrector 
(see (k), 'below), and scribe a may have"added them while 
1. For the'text of these-rubricss v. below, Part B, 
section 4ja(ii); and, *Appendix ls PýLssi 
2. See (1), below* 
London, Society of Antiquari ess MS-154; X. WEMAjp-521. 0 
f 
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checking the text of Cod. Wint-I for errors, the rubAcs 
being copied from endorsements on the exemplars. 
That the rubrics were added before the manuscript was 
bound is shown by the occurrence of a reversed offlay 
on fo- 59(l. 6) from three letters of a*rubric on a 
leaf which had been laid face-down on that folio whiid 
the ink was still wet. The letters are probably 
-ien-I from the word Wintoniensjýin the rubric to 124 
on fo. 62; if so, this offlay could only have occurred 
before binding, when the sheets were still loose. 
2 
h) The Script (scribes a, b; see-Plates V-X) 
The most characteristic feature of Cod. Wint. 1 is that 
its text was written by scribe a and corrected by scribe 
3 b. This combination of scribes appears at fos. 
9-11v, 1ýv-67,6ýv-116V (a6-22,40-132,. UL5-208); 4 
these f; lios comprise almost the whole of gatherings 
2-14. 
I 
1. See below, Part B, section 4, a(ii). 
2. ýA more diffused offlay of red ink on the facing leaf 
-occurs from most rubrics in Cod. Wint. I and II. 
This is due to the proximity-o-F-Me-facing Ye-aves 
in the bound volume over a long period of time, 
rather than to rubrics having been entered after 
binding. 
3- The same partnership occurs in'WCLITý8-59 fos- 
137-47v, 159-2247; v. below. ' 
4. The first five lines of 
ýext 
on fo. 9'(26) are in a 
lighter ink. and are less laterally-compressed. than 
the following, lines (v. Plate V). I do not feel 
justified, however, in 19scribing these lines to a scribe 
other than. scribe a, _, since they contain most of 
the 
features found in His writing. They may have been 
written by him with a different pen, which was changed 
after a few lines for another which would allow greater 
lateral compression of script. For documents ýý 
(by scribe c) and 133-4 (scribe b), in Cod. WinteI 
v* below, PWart C. 
N 
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Scribe a wrote a finegregular, Latin book-, 
hand which is large, round, and generally upright in 
character. It may be formally described as proto- 
gothica textualis formata. It was said by Traýncýs 
Wormald to be 'a magnificent book hand of' 
, 
the middle 
of the twelfth century I. 
1 It has affinities with 
the 'Mid-century Hand' used for. 'the great twelfth- 
century bibles and psalters12 but is in the slightly 
smaller size usually reserved for contemporary 
patristic manuscripts. 
3 In the . context of surviving 
Winchester cathedral manuscriptsit may reasonably be 
dated to the second quarter of the twelfth century. 
4 
The scribe reserved a different, more angularg duct of 
script, together with some special letter-forms (see 
below)9 for vernacular material. In Latin,, scribe 
a's characteristic letter-forms are as follows: 
1. 'The Sherborne "Chartulary'll, Fritz Saxl 1890-1948, 
ed. D. J. Gordon (1957), P*P- 105-6. 
2. See N. R. Kers English manuscripts, in the. centu 
after the Noiý ýIest ýUxfordj 1960) 1 VI). 
ýF-8. 
0 
Cf. the use of such a script for many of the 
Canterbury professions 1068-1164, y. T. J. Brown, 
'Handwriting of the prdfessions', Canterbury ýro- 
fessions, ed. M. Richter (CanterbuýZ and York 
§ýý 140; Torquay, 197: 5)s PP-Xxix-)=ii- 
4. Several diiferent scribes wrote the surviving s. xii 
Winchester cathedral MSS. listed abbvev p. 47, n. 2 
Individual scribes among them may be identified by 
their personal combination of variant letter-forms 
and range of abbreviations'. The following have 
proved particularly significant for distinguishing 
between these scribes: the letters dvav Fv _qj 
. 
E, S, W; the ligatures of c+t and s; -6; and abbrev- 
3. ation7s for et, -buss -orum, and -_q=e. Whether the 
tail of E is7 open7or clF_sed'seepis a significant 
S-Xii dating feature: -in the earlier MSS. it is 
open. II 
N 
N 
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a is made of two strokes ofthe pen$ its baýk is 
thick and upright with serifs at head and foots 
and its belly is finely curved with a mixtur6* 
of thick and thin lines; 
d is always upright; 
(spurrede)occurs and its spur is closed, in the 
shape of a pointed oval; 
. 
has a very upright back to its head, which often 
has a 'chin', and its taý* 1 is scythe-shaped and 
always open;, 
r is 2-shaped after o; 
s is usually caroline, but'occasionally round in 
initial or final position; 
Ligatures of c+t 
, 
and s+t occur; in c+t, the letters 
are linked by a curl standing at the joint of the 
stem and the bar of t; in s+t, the back of s is 7' 
only very rarely met by a continuation of the bar of t; 
E (rustic) has a stem which is not intersected by 
the letter's middle bar; 
sits with its tail on the line; 
W is formed from two intersecting. Vs. 
Scribe was apparently at first unfamiliar with writing 
in the vernacular and had to learn its special insular 
letter-forms during his transcription of Quire I of 
Cod. Wint. I,. perhaps referring to a, cross-section of the 
exemplars as a guide. Apart from a few false starts 
in Quire I, where he had to alter some ot his caroline 
letter-forms to insular-ones, ' he succeeded in developing 
1, On fo 14., he was inconsistent gverý the use of caroline 
and iLular f and s. on fo. 14v, he changed the forms 
of f and h rrom on7es with their stems standing on the 
lin7e to ones with descenders. He then returned to 41ter some 
of the forms of the letters f,,, sand-ý which he had 
already written up to this pointCe. g. fo. jo, k; f0s-13v, 
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a regular differentiated script for his transcription 
of vernacular documents in Cod. Wint. 1 which was not a 
facsimile of the varied scripts of his different ex- 
emplars, being consistent throughout the cartulary. 
1 
This script was made up of special letter-forms which 
may be described as follows: 
of a combination of e and insular a; 
d is always round-backed; 
f has a left-curving descender, its bar sits on 
the. line and does not intersect the stem; 
(insular) is made of two strokes of the pen, 
and has a long bar met towards its left end by 
a hook-shaped descender; 
h has both feet turned to the right; 
r is insular; I 
S is often insular (long), -but sometimes caroline 
or round; 
b has a stem with a high, clubbed ascender and a, 
left-curving descender; 
a consists of round-backed d with either a right- 
axigled, or a curved, bar meeting the stem; 
has a left-curving descender and a bowl which is 
usually flatter tha3l that of 321. but there was 
much confusion between the two letters on the 
part of scribe a; 
Y is dotted, has a clubbed, left-turning serif on 
its right minim, and a left-curving descender. 
A particular characteristic of scribe a's vernacular 
2 
script was his use of caroline, not insular, a. 
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1. On scribe a's use and recognition of 'insular letter- 
forms, v. Uelow Part B, section 41 b(i). 
2. The scribes of other s. xii cartularies were similarly 
idiosyncratic about which special letter-forms they 
adopted for vernacular texts. In the Bath Priory 
cartulary (CCCC, MS, 1119 pp. 57-92), caroline a was 
retained; in one of the two Evqsham Abbey one'F (BLI Harl. MS. 3763, fos* 62-67'). the scribe used 
caroline forms of f p, r and s; and in the Peter- 
0! ý 
gough Abbey2pýýYýag, 
ýond=7 Soc' t Antiquaries, 
1: 
ME ? S. 
S'. 60, f0s-eS i4s re ne 
I 
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He also used rustic capitals in it, as well as the 
capital -P, and enlarged forms of Be, hi 1i and 
Abbreviations were used infrequently by scribe 
a in Latin text, He did however use the ampersand for P 
et, and his abbre-iiations for the finalqyllable ' -hu-s (b3) 
and the Latin conjunction -_que (q; ) are characteristic. 
In vernacular text', as in the surviving exemplars, 
very few abbreviations were used, but the tironian nota (7) 
'was used for and. Punctuation throughout was mostly 
. /. 
2 
by point, but sometimes by the punctus_elevatus ( ). 
Two main types of capitals were used-in the 
text written by scribe a. These were rustic capitalsl 
and a range of round and square display capitals. 
3 
He quite often made use of capital ligatures as follows: 
A 
Ir 
+BvA+ Dj. A+A+A+H+I+N+ 
N+ R9 N+S, N+ Tj T+ Eq. T+H, T+R, U+R. 
4 
In 
the case. of documents whose exemplars survive, these 
ligatures do not occur in the exemplars*5 
Scribe b is more fully described below in 
6 
connection with Cod. Wint. I but may be particularly 
distinguished from scribe a within Cod. Wint. I by his 
-use of the following letter-forms and abbreviations: 
ars are discussed below, Appendix 2. ' 1. The surviving exempi 
2. Cf. below, Appendix 3, scribe a, section 16. 
3. On the usage of capital letters in Coý. Wint. Ij 
see (j), below. 
4. Such ligatures also occur in other s. xii Winchester 
cathedral manuscripts, for ekampýej T+R and N+T 
in CUL, MS. Ee 2.3, fos- 56,64 , etc, 
5. For the surviving exemplars, 'v. below, Appendix 2. 
6. See below, Part C, section'2. 
r 
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Latin text 
d is round-backed; 
e is tall in initial position; 
is round-headed; 
(rustic) has a stem which is intersected by 
the letter's middle bar; 
Vernacular, text 
a is normally insular, but., sometimes caroline; 
e has a long, protruding tongue; 
(insular) has an s-shaped tail; 
Abbreviations 
both the ampersand and the tironian nota. were 
used for et; -hus was abbreviated as (b: ) and -_que 
as (q: ). 
In his work as corrector, scribe b sometimes used a more 
informal type of script (litera glossularis) 
I 
which 
had affinities with the script (h3) he later used in 
transcribing twelfth-century documents into Cod. Wint. II* 
2 
Neither scribe a, nor scribe b, are Imown by 
name. They both wrote in another surviving Winchester. 
cathedral manuscript however$* that containing Sto Jerome 
on the prophet Isaiahe There. scribe a wrote a large 
part of the text, 
4 
while scribe b seems to have corrected 
the whole volume. 
5 Both in'Quire X of Cod-Wint. I 
(fos. 81-8; see Plate VIII), and-in diXferent parts of 
0 
1. For examplel, at fos. 471 71vt 91VI 9Z. 
2.2-, 12 (fose 4-5v), see below, Part C, section 2. 
3. WCL_j MS -54. Ibid., fos. 137-47V2159-224y. 
5- He also wrote eleven lines of text ibid., on fo- 305. 
t 
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I 
the Jerome, scribe a probably also painted several, 
decorated initials. It would seem that he was a 
craftsman skilled both in calligraphy and decoration. 
2 6cribe b, from his work as corrector and his fluency 
in documentary scriptý may have had more administrative 
experience than scribe a and may therefore have been 
4 
entrusted with supervising the compilation of Cod-Wint-I. 
The fact that both scribes also wrote in the Jerome, a 
patristic commentary, suggests that both were part of 
the priory scriptorium rather than being episcopal 
clerks of the sort to which the writing of the Winton 
Domesday has been attr3. *buteCL5 
j) The Usage of bapital Letters (see Plate VI) 
glere was a deliberate use of capital letters in the 
pbeliminary lines of documents in Cod. Wint. I. The 
first three lines of Latin documents were characterized 
by a diminuendo, a progressive reduction in size for 
artistic effect. . 
The first line (after the decorated 
initial; see (1), below) was written, in large, elaborate, 
display capitalsq with both square and round letter-forms; 
1. Fog example, those in the Jerome at fos. 1(g), 27(s)i 
1 27vý_A), 159(2), 175'(N). Initial. s at fos. 129,244, 
281 , etc. appear to be by a different decorator however. 
2. For his corrections to Cod. Wint I, V.. (k), below, 
and Part B9 section 41 b(iv). 
See. below, Part C, section 2. 
Cf. below, Part B, section 49 b(iv). 
,. '5- London, Society of Antiquaries, MS-154; see T. J. Brown, 
I'The manuscript and the handwriting' 9 WEMAI. Appendix II, The manuscriptof the Winton Domesday, P-522. I 
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the second line was written in rustic capitals; the 
third and subsequent lines were written in the regular 
minuscule of scribe a (see (h), above). In both 
individual vernacular documents and in vernacular 
boundary-clauses within Latin diplomadonly the letters 
of the first word (after the decorated initial) were 
written in largeýdisplay'capitalq; sometimes however, 
in the individual vernacular documents,, the remaining 
words--of the first line were written in rustic capitals. 
A smaller, less-elaborate, version of the 
first-line display capitals was used for the initial 
letter of individual sentences in the text. This, 
and the colour of their ink, makes it probable that the 
first-line display capitals were the work of the writer 
of the rest of the text, scribe a. The decorated 
initials in Quire. X (see Plate VIII) were probably his 
work also, but elsewhere may have been the work of othqr 
scribes (see (1)9 below). The size and elaboration 
of the first-line capitals was developed during the 
writing of Quires I-III and then kept at a consistent 
,,. size to the end of Cod-Wint. I. On fos.,,, 9-11 v9 13-14 
these capitals are one line in height; on fos. 147-221r, 
23V-24Y they are two lines high; 
_and 
on fos. 23,25-65vi 
68-75,76-110 three lines high (c. 20mm. ) The four- 
line high capitals. which appear on foS. 'GJ and 75V are 
exceptional. The three-line high capitals on foo 23, 
1. A more elaborate form of*chapter-beginnings occurs in 
the finest Winchester cathedral s-xii MSS-, in which 
lines'of alternately-coloured capitals were used. For 
example, Bod, MS. Auct. E. Anf. 29 fos. 2190; WCLI MS-3, 
fos. 2-97v, passi I WCJýj MS. 17, passi 
I 
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which are sandwiched between two blocks of the-two-line 
high ones, may represent an experiment in style which 
was later adopted as standard. 
Anothe. & change in the use of capital letters 
occurred in the early part of Cod. Wint. I. On fos. 
9-1, v, 13'v-25v, display capitals were frequently used 
for the names of individuals mentioned in the text, and 
for the names of the subscribing'king, ýrchbishopsj and 
bishops, while the names of places were written in rustic, 
capitals. From fo. 25v, rustic. capitals were used for 
all three types of name. 
Other experiments in the usage of capitals in 
Cod. Wint. I concerned the appearance of the Latin pronoun 
ego in the subsqriptions to documents. Four different- 
styles of the word occur up ýo fo. 60: with a round (or 
square) display initial E foll owed by rustic capital GO; 
a round '(or square) display initial E followed by minuscule 
Fo; rustic capital EGO; and rustic capital E followed by 
minuscule &o. These different types were tried in 
rA. 
various combinations and alteriations up to foi 60, whence, -ý 
their usage became more consistent. From this point, 
a diminuendo (see above) was used, reflecting the social 
status of the witnesses involved (see Plate VIII). 
The style with round display initial E followed by rustic 
GO was employed for-the subscriptions of. the most important. 
witnesses; rustic capital EGO for the next group; and 
rustic capital E with'minuscule So for the ministrii'. 
Scribe a seems thus to have made some effort 
to enhance the visual appearance of his text by developing 
I 
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a deliberate usage with regard to capital letters in 
Cod. Wint. I. Once developed, in the earlier part of 
the cartulary, this usage remained fairly stable. 
It was n6t, however. copied by scribes b and c in th-eir 
additions of text on fos. 67 rv and 12-13'7 respectivelye 
k) The Alterations and Corrections 
Some errors of transcription seem to have been noticed 
and altered almost immediately by scribe a himself.. 
Others were corrected at a later stage by scribe b, 
2 
perhaps when a complete quire had been transcribed and 
before the decorated initial was added to each documentj 
e. ince an error by the initialler, on fo. 451 was not' 
subsequently corrected. 
3 Various techniques used 
ý-. in the righting of errors in Cod. Wint. j may be 
illustrated by the following examples: 
1. These additions belong to Cod. Wint. II9 v. below, 
Part C. 
2. For textual aspects of correction in Cod. Wint. l. 
see below, Part B, section 41 b(iv). Manges 
to punctuation made by scribe b do not seem to 
be corrections made with reference. to the 
exemplars, v. below$ Appendix 3, scribe b, 
section (i), D. Scribe b also corrected the 
work of scribe a (and of other scribes) in WCLj 
MS- 5- 
3, The initial X (instead of as added to RISTI 
to make XRISTI (instead 
VC)RYSTI); 
this was 
in spite of the guide-letter 0 in the margin 
(cf. below, p. 701 n-3 ). It-may however have 
bedn impractical to correct such errors without 
making too much of a-mark on the leaf. 
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An incorrect letter or word was erased and. the 
correct reading written over the erasure: 
SPRETO (fo. 21,1.8 up), originally written as 
SECRETO; -LC- erased, and -P- written. Many 
examples of this type were alterations made- by 
scribe a himself-' 
(ii) An abbreviated word whose, interpretation had 
presented difficulty waswritten in the margin 
by scribe a. in the form in which it occurred in. 
the exemplar; the correct reading was sub- 
sequently added in the spaceprovided'in the text 
, 
by scribe a: 
Consideret (fo. 89 V, 1.4 up) 
2 
(iii) The word-division was corrected by the use of a 
conventional sign, 9ften a uniting underline, 
sometimes combined with an oblique stroke above 
the line: 
pontis arci sa restauratione (fo, 73tl. 5 up) 
corrected to pontis arcis22 restauratione. 
At other times,, wrongly-united words were divided 
by the addition of oblique lines above and below 
the place of word-division: 
v "ite (fo. 121.18) quer 5 
s&onante (ib. s 
1.22) 
(iv) Omitted letters or words were inserted from 
overline: 
There were no erasures however of the length of 
those in the Winton Domesday (London, Society of 
Antiquaries, MS. 154), v. M. * Biddle, 'The correct- 
ions in the Winton Dome9day', WEMA, Appendix II,. 
The manuscript of the Winton Domesda v PP- 523-4. 
Cf. the notes written (in lead) in the margins 
of WCLI MS. 4 (fo. 85jetc. ) with queried readings. 
1) 
t 
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% iuxta scealdeburnan'. (fo. 26v, 1.17)1 
quinque eo loco qui beoýýrýý(fo. 62v, 1.12Y 
reseru %eJ. ntur (fo. 32 v11.1) 
Wintonie'#(fo. 9J, 1.11) 
(V)* A long passage of omitted text was added in 
themargin, either with a signe-de-renvoi which 
corresponded to a similar mark-in the text: 
fo. 47 W! fos. giv, 9ý v (-Y) or with an in- 
sertion-sign in the margin-but not in the text: 
fo- 71v V) 
. 
(vi) Otiose words or letters were underlined for 
, omission ( the word and letters given below in 
brackets being underlined in Cod. Wint. I): 
illa uenerabilis (memoria) familia (fo. 2J91.16) 
(iuxta scealdeburnan) (ib., 1.18)2 
(re)tractata (fo. 64y, 'l. 18) 
(vii) Incorrect letters were underlined, or subpuncted3 
and the correct letters written overline: 
marcessibili (fo. 4911.2)t a misreading for 
marcescibili; the second -s- was subpuncted and 
a -c- written above. 
(viii)An incorrect phrase was corrected by a combination 
of erasure$ underlining, and insertion: 
ordi/num hominibus (fo. 49,11.13-14; the oblique 
stroke here indicating the line-division) was 
changed to ordini/bus hominum; -ni- inserted after 
ordi-, -ninn altered to -bus b*y-erasure and re7. 
. writing, 7ibus underlined and -nilm written overline 
for. insertion. 
This example. represents the re-location of the 
two words omitted on 1.18 of the same folio, 
bel. ow, sub (vi). 
2. See preceding note. 
3. That is, an ink dot was placed beneath the letter 
concerned* 
6 
(ix) The sentence-order or clause-order was 
corrected by the use of suprascript 
letters in wrong 
f 0'. 607 (11.6-7 
On fo. 10ýv (11. 
was combined wit] 
like signs. 
alphabetical order: 
up) ]I/aLc i 
10-11 up) this method 
i the use of gibbet-'. 
The Decoration 
The initial letter of each do cument in Cod. Wint. I 
was usually depicted in a combination of up to four 
colours of ink (blueq green, browng red)e 
2 In 
additiong the initial letter of the-vernacular clause 
introducing. estate-boundaries was usually depicted 
681- 
in... a combina: tion of up to three of these four coloursl. 
but occasioiially occurs in monochrome (e. g. -red fo-537t 
blue fo- 7E7, green fo. 79, brown fo. 74). Most 
documents were introduced by rubrics. in red ink (see 
above), and it was also intended that the rub- 
rfeator should. add siEna crucis in red ink before 
each of the subscriptions, but this was not done except 
in Quire X (see below). The over-all effect of these 
coloured inks on the page is highly at. tractive and usually 
artistically well-balanced across a-page-opening. 
The four*colours used in the decoration 
(blueq green, browng and red) do-not all atpear at 
1. The combination of such letters and a gibbet-like 
sign also occurs in WCLI MS. 2, fo. 25 (12/a)- 
Other gibbet-like signs, used as paragraph-marks, 
occur in texts written by-scribe b in Cod. Wint. 'Il, 
v. belowq Part Cl-section 2* 
2. The same four colours occur, in WGLI MSS- 3 and 4. 
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every opening of the book. Sometimes two colours, 
alternate as the predominant colour on successive 
folios. On fos- 73-80, the dominant colours of the 
decorated initials appear in a discernible sequence of 
green, red, blue, brown. In Cod. Wint. I as a whole, 
red is the commonest of the four colours, followed by 
-green,. brown, and blue. The use of blue decreased 
towards the end of Cod. Wint. I,, none being used on 
fos. 99-105V and on ly faint applications of it on sub- 
sequent folios (106,109,110). This may indicate 
a temporary shortage of the ingredients of the colour 
at Winchester at the end of the period in which Cod. Wint. I 
was written (1129 X 1139) 
1, 
perhaps caused by a disruption 
of communication at the beginning of the civil war during.. 
King Stephen's reign. The colour blue was. however., a 
luxury even in normal times, owing to the limited sources 
of its componenýsj 
2 
and what was available at Win chester 
may have 'become needed -for something else. 
3 
Most of the initials in Cod. Wint. I were embellished 
with floriations, and are of a recognisably Anglo-Norman 
type of minor ornam6ntal initial found in religious manuscripta 
1. See below, Part B9 section 
2. The colour ultramarine blue was made f3ýom lapis lazuli, 
.a semi-precious stone mined 
in the medieval period in 
what is now N. E. Afghanistan, v. J. R. Gettens, G. L. Stout, 
Painting materials, a short encyclopedia (New York 1947, 
reprinted 19bb), pp, 165-7. 
3- Even the blue used in the psalter associated with Bishop 
Henry-of Blois (BL, Cotton MS. Nero C. iv) seems to have 
been scraped off at'some time, presumably for re-use, 
V. T. S. R. Boase. English art 1100-1216 (2nd. ed.; Oxford, 7968), P-172. ' 
0 
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at Winchester and elsewhere*' The sole inhabited initial 
appears at fo. 9 (see Plate V), the first initial of Quire 
I, in which a mants headt dressed in a Phrygian capq peers",,, 
2 from the foliate stem of the letter A. 
Guide-letters for the initialler (in ink) were 
usually written in the margin adjacent to the space allotted 
to each initial. Occasionally the guide-letters were 
ignored by the initialler. Thus, on fo. 1ý', j2 was 
supplied instead of B;. on fo- 30 -D instead of V; on 
fos. 14,31,3)*instead of 13; and on fos, 29ý7,101" 
instead of D. The first two examples probably reflect 
errors, due to unfamiliarity with the OE word -Disl 'these',, 
on the part of the writer of. the guide-lettersl buV the 
remaining examples perhaps represent substitutions, by the 
'-decorator, of letters. having the same linguistic value as 
each other, on grounds of artistic style. 
3 No instructions 
seem to have been given as to choice of colour. Preliminwýy 
designs, in lead, probably by the initialler himself, are 
v4 discernible beside the initials R on fo. 29, and A on fo*31 
1. For similar initials in Winchester cathedral MSSI v. 
passim Bod., Bodley MS- 365, fos. 93-330; WCM, LiT; raryPI5., Sj 
the contemporary minor initials from Bury 
St. Edmunds, v. E. Parkert 'The scriptorium of Bury St. 
Edmunds in th7e- twelfth century$, London Ph. D. *1965, pp. 48-53 
E UOL Art, 
2. The description by Boase, lp. 175, of,. these initials as 'very 
strongly characterized initials... whose foliage encloses 
human heads in its finely drawn coils' is an over-statement 
of the amount of habitation they contain. 
3. The example quoted above, p. 65, n-3, seems to have been 
a simpler error, associated with the Greek-style spelling 
df Cristilas Xpisti. 
4. The lead used for tfiese designs is similar to that used 
for the catchwords, X. (c), above. 
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The following three styles of decorat9d 
initial occur in Cod. Wint. Il perhaps representing 
the work of different artists:. 
Sty e (i) (see Plates VII VII) 
The average size of the major initials in this style 
is c-60 X 60 mm. (height X width), with individual 
examples reaching proportionsas great as c. 160 X 75 mm. 
(fo- 37vs E (Plate VII); fo. 6ýv, The minor 
initi: als are on average 2-35 X 35 mm- In this 
style, the most common of the three found in 
Cod. Wint. 1, the body of each initial was supplied pre'- 
dominantly in one matt colour, while acanthus-style 
foliations-and buds, in contrasting colours, were 
used as both infilling on. a void ground and as ter- 
2 
minals. Occasionally$ a network infill also 
occurs. (fo. 97,2; fo. 101vi 15)o The left side 
of letters with vertical stems was sometimes outlined 
in a different colour and given scalloped protrusions 
(fo. 3771 F (Plate VII); fo 64v, 1; fo 72v, I!, k). 
Sometimes the body of an initial, was panelled in a 
-contrasting colour (fo. 31v, A). 
3 
or in'two such 
colours, (fo* 24, At other timesq the panel 
1. The initial to. ýý (on fo. 11 v, v. Plate XIII) is to' 
-be associated with Cod. Wint. 11. If-is similar to 
the initial at foo 12:; and, -1-1ke it, was probably 
added after scribe-c had copied 44-. 21 and the rubrics 
to 26-2 , into-spaces left 
iv 
-cribe a. - See , 30-ý YS bel7w-, Part Ol. section 2., 
2. These initials are most similar to those in BodqY1S. Auct. 
E. inf. 2 (on chapter incipit pages) and WCL, MS. 4. 
3. This initial also has a descending stem in two colours. ý 
i 
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PLATE VII Codex Wirtoriersis, fo-37v (detail, 
scale 6 57, initial in Style (i), E in red 
ink w: Lth green and brown foliation; scribes a 
(text), and b (rubric and corrections), and 
annotator 3; documents 82-ý, in Cod. VýIint- 
I. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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might be void (f 0- 30, f 0- 52, divided by' 
a dovetail line (fo. 34, 'E; fo- 3ývs 1ý)j divided 
by, a bead-and-spindle moulding. (fo. 25, B; fo. 78, 
fo. 102, fo. 108: 7, q)ll or contain a poloured 
acanthus design (fos. 18,3J$ 651 A; fo. 8ývl 
Style (ii) (see Plate V) 
Initials of this type were similar to those of Style 
(i), but are distinguished by the use of a coloured 
grouild and of*a more elaborate style of acanthus 
decoration. Only four initials occur in this style: 
fo, 99 A, with blue ground, network panelling, and 
a human face; 146 x 70 mm. See Plate V. 
fo. 2ý', 2, with blue ground", and acanthus panelling; 
80 X 120 mm. 
fo. 7ýv, E, with blue ground, beaded panelling', and a 
network ground to the-projecting terminal; 
- 115 x 90 mm. 
fo. 1109 2. with red ground; a. 45 X 45 mm. 
These initials appear to have been used sparinglyq 
perhaps because they were time-consuming to*complete. 
Two of them occur at very significant locations within 
Cod. Wint. I, q introducing the first and the last 
documents in the book (269 208at fo. p. 99 110). 
The other two may have been placed within the main 
body of the book to maintain an over-cý-11 artistic 
balance. 
A similar type of beading was used to decorate the 
pair of ivory book-covers (possibly from Winchester) 
which are contemporary to Cod. Wint-I*j v. J. Beckwith, 
Ivory carvings in early medieval- laild (1972), 89. 
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Style (iii) (see Plate VIII) 
Initials of-this type occur only in Q#re X and were 
. probably 
the work of scribe'a2 who wrote the rubrics 
as well'as the text of this quire. He was also re- 
, sponsible for the*addition of signa crucis in red ink 
before the subscriptions to documents in this quire 
(160: -24). a feature which lie left to scribe b, to add 
in the other quires. of Cod. Wint. I. but which scribe b 
did not effect. 
2 
Initials of this týpe were smaller on average 
than those in Style (i) and smaller than three out of 
four of those in Style (ii). There was less difference 
in height between the major and minor initials'in this 
,., _style 
than in Style (i), both categories being usually 
c-50 X 50 mm-, with a maximiun height of 100 mm. 
Initials in Style (iii) were plainer than those 
in Styles (i) and (ii) and were often in paler inks, 
although with the same range of colours, Foliate 
terminal8 and infill were mostly of a finer, willowy, ý. 
leaf-form than. those of the other stylýs of initial; 
often this foliage was painted in a different ink to 
that of the body of the letter, and had seed-heads in 
yet another colour. The stems. of letters were 
1. Scribe a probably also painted some% but not all, 
of the lnitýals in-WCLI MS-t 5 (e g. fo. 1-1 E; 
fos, 27,27 fob. 145 159;, R3* 
2. See (g), above. 
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mostly panelled., Some panels were void (fo. 85,1!; 
fo. 85vjj: )j others were beaded (fo. 83, A, with 
void ground;, fo. 84,1, fo. 87 1! (Plate VII), both 
with contrasting coloured beads against a void ground), 
and others again were bracketed 
. 
(fo. 8ývj 
see Plate VIII). Many initials in this style 
have engaged 
I beads on the body of letters; and 
2 
some have beads and spindles, representing calices 
on foliate terminals. 
3 
Two of the, features of initials in Style(iii) 
are also found Passi in the first-line display cap- 
itals in Cod. Wint. Ij supporting the view that these 
initials were the work of scribe a, who wrote the 
-4, text in Cod. Wint. l. Engaged beads occur, for 
"%example, on-disp lay capitals on fos. 26,42v, 6.7,,, 
and 99, while'a floreate suspension-sign, made of 
similar. leaves to those used in Style (iii) initials, 
occurs in the first-line of documents on fos. 6Z, 
v5 70, , rv, 84,107 'etc. 
1. *That is, attached as ornament.. On this tem, v. L. No 
Valentine, Ornament in medieval manuscripts T-1965), 
p. 46, no. 9. For examples in Cod. int. I. see the 
initials D (X2) and L shown o-n-=at-e VIII. 
2. AnIornamental node... at juncture o, f stem and leaves', 
v. Valentine, op. cit. 1-pe4l, no. 69. 
3- Similar usages of beads occur on initials and display 
capitals in Bod, IMS-365; Bod, MS. Auct. E. inf. 2; Wcm, 
La'6r&r3. MS. 5; WOL9 MSS. 293,5; all from Winchester 
-Cathedral. Also in-BLI-Arundel-MS. 60 
(from Hyde 
Abbey) and BodjjMS. 451 (from St. Mary's Abbey). 
4. See (h, j), above, 
5. A similar suspension-sign'occurs on the word 
CalamitatibI on p, 116 of CCCC9 MS-32811I. ' 
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The above brief description of the decoration-used 
in Cod. Wint. I does not in any way do justice to the skill 
of the artists employed in its execution. It does. liowever, 
show that the book was endowed with an unusual degree of 
lavishness for a documentary work. Although the decor- 
ation found in Cod. Wint. I cannot compare in beauty to the 
(slightly later) bibles produced'at Wincliester Cathedral, 
it can at least rank with several patristic and liturgical 
books produced there, with which it is contemporary. 
2 
It probably represents the more conventional Anglo-Norman 
style . of the Winchester cathedral scriptoriuml as opposed, 
to the exotic Byzantine and classical influences reflected 
3 in the figure-drawings in the Winchester Bible and the 
. 
B16is Paalter. 4 
Bod, MS. Auct. E. inf. 122; WCLI MS. 17. See T. S. R, - 
Boasel English art 1100-1216 (2nd edition; Oxford, 
1968)., pp. IV4-60; ibid.., Plgtes 28c, 29,61,63ab, 66a, 
1? 6b; and W. Oakeshott, The artists of the-Wi nchester 
Bible (1945). 
41 2. Bod, Bodley MS- 3652 fos. 93-330; HRO-B/l/A-1; WCM2 
Library, MS-5; WCL. 9 MSS. 214,5- 
3- WCL, MS. 17; see Oakeshott,. op. cit, 
4, BL, Cotton MS. Nero C. iv; v., F. WqFmald, The Winchester' 
Psalter (1973); also Boase, 7op. cii9*j pp. 172-3, anE- 
ibid., Plates 64ab. 
I 
-.  
I? 
I 
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The distinctive palaeographical features of 
Cod. Wint. 1 may be siimmarised as follows: 
(i) The leaves are arranged in regular, numbered, 
qUires of four bifolia (apart from the last 
quire (XIII), which is of three bifolia). 
They are well-repairedg and ruled. in hard point 
in one of four rulings. The written space 
measures 295 X 210/21ý mm., 
0 
(115 The text was written by scribe a and corrected 
by scribe b. Except in Quire X, rubrics, 7 
were added by scribe b. The text is regularly 
arrýanged upon the page in a calligraphic style wh±ch may 
be seen developing in the early part of the book. 
(iii)Initial Letters to individual documents were 
decorated in three st7les and in a combination 
of up to four colours. 
,,... Within the context of the over-all regularity of its 
palaeographical featuresq the variations found in 
Quire X with rubrics and decoration by scribe 
_a) 
do not upset the physical unity of the book (Cod. Wint. 1) 
v contained on fos. 9-11 . 3v- 67,6ýv - Ile of the 
Codex Wintonlensis. In contrast, the additions 
ol text on fos. 12-13V (by scribe O'and on . fo. 67rv 
(by*scribe, b), on leaves or parts of leaves left blank 
by scribe a, - ignore the conventions as to arrangement 
of text, usage of capitals, etciq found in 2od. Wint. I; 
these additions are thus described as part of Cod. Wint. II,,, 
below. 
1. Ignoring here the-rubrics, added by scribe c on 
'-fos. 9-11vq which are to be taken as part Ff 
Cod. Wint. II (v. belows Part C, section 2)$. but 
which were adUed in spaces left for the purpose by scribe a. 
I 
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, 'f, 
The palaeographical features of Cod-Wint-1 
support the view that it was produced in the second 
quarter of the twelfth century in a Winchester cath- 
edral scriptorium, and probably by monastic scribes 
belonging to the cathedral priory, rather than by 
episcopal clerks. Its physical-size, monumental 
script, and lavish decoration make it outstanding 
among surviving medieval cartularies. Their use 
in Cod. Wint. I may-have been with the intention of 
imbuing the cartulary with an extra authority of a 
symbolic, rather than a legalistici kind, perhaps in 
connection with a ceremony of confirmation of the 
qathedral endowment. 
1 
- These features certainly 
contrast. to the smaller, inore mundane-, appearance of 
the. Winton Domesdayt probably written by an episcopal 
2 
clerk in 1148-or soon after, and whose purpose was 
to record the fiscal liability of tenements in the 
city of Winchester. 
3 In general. 9-the physical 
appearance of Cod. Wint. I is reminiscent of religipus 
? rather than of administrative books and this may be'a 
10 
r6flection of its intended functions to act as a solemn 
record of the ancient endowment of thecathedral chtirch 
of Winchester. 
4 
1. See below, Part B$ section 5- 
2. London, Society of Antiquaries, MS. 154; 
v. T. J. Browng I The manuscript and the handw3ýitinglý 
WEMA, Appendix II, The manuscript of the Winton 
15-ome sd! j r an latds , Zj * 
522, also. ibido, fro piece 
T-11i. 
Athough 
both the Winton Domesday and the 
Codex have similar blind-tooled bindings, the 
leatUer of the Codex binding is of a more unusual 
and distinctive sort', y. above, Part, Aq section 1ja(i). 
3. See WErIA, pp. 9-28. 
4. See below, Part-B, section 5- 
I 
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SeCti6n 2 
The Contents of Cod. Wint. I 
An analysis of the physical features of the Codex 
Wintoniensis has revealedg at its core, an original 
cartulary of the second quarter of the twelfth cen-- 
tury. 1 This cartulary-I which has been called 
Cod. Wint. I in the present thesis was probably 
written between 1129 and 1139 
2 
and cons ists. of a 
ýraniqcription of documents (185 distinct records: 
26-ý21 ý12-1321 135-208)3 recording transactions and 
memoranda ranging in apparent date from A. D. 643 x 672 
(40) to 1066 x 1086 (63)4 Most of these documents 
were royal diplomas, but episcopal leases and agree- 
ments, fiscal memoranda, estate boundaries, and the 
. wills of. 
important lay persons also occur. Their 
texts concerned the title to, and administration of, 
temporal estates; no documents concerning spiritual 
affairs, no papal documents and no documents issued 
by the Anglo-Norman kings were included. A further 
-six texts (34-2), although not-copied into the Codex 
(by-scribe c) until later in the twelfth century and 
1. See above, Part Aq sections 2-4. 
2* See b*elow, Part B, section 5- 
3. See belowt Appendix 11 for a. full description of 
all these documentso The principles adopted for 
their numeration are explained in the -preface' 
to the said Appendix, sub Textual iiýf ormation. 
i 
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thus technically part of Cod. Wint. IIt represent 
the completion of work intended to form part of 
Cod. Wint. I but left unfinished by scribe a; 
the content of 'these six texts is thus included in 
the following discussion of the contents of 
Cod. Wint 1. 
The predominant language within the royal 
diplomas is Latin, but the majority of them also 
contain vernacular boundary-clauses. All the 
vernacular language used in documents in Cod. Wint. I 
had been Old English., although it was modernised to someaegree 
during transcription-; 2 Old Norse does not occur. 
Almost all of the documents which are not royal diplomas 
had been in Old English. In general, there is a.. 
-high proportion (over 4: 1). of Latin, or Latin with 
Old English, documents to those wholly in the vernac- 
ular. 
a) The Grantors 
The royal documents copied into Cod. Wint. I were almost 
entirely those issued either by kings of Wessex or by 
kings of the whole of England. The two exceptions 
(1632 206) were both diplomas issued by Eadgar as 
king of Mercia (A. D. 957-9)- The period apparently 
covered by these documents ranges from the mid seventh 
century to the mid eleventh (see Table 4). 
3 
1. See below, Part'Cl for a discussion of other. 
aspects of ý4-2. --- 
2. See below, Part B, section 4, b(ii)(iv). 
3e The dates given on these documents are here taken 
at face value, although some are later forgeries. 
I. 
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TABLEJ4 ROYAL GRANTORS OF DOCUMENTS IN GOD. WIIqT, I 
KINGS CP WESSEX 
Coenwealhp A,, D. 643'-72 
Cadwallap 685-8 
Ine, . 688-726 
JEthelheard, p 726-? 740 
Cuthredl, 740-56 
Eagbeorhtt 802-39,7 
A: thelwulf j, 839-55 
N. thelred, 865 ic 866-871 
A91fred, 871 -99- 
KINW CY ENGLAND 
Edwaz; cl. the Elder, 89%-924 1'- . 13 
Athelstant 924-39 1.13 
Hadmunds, 939-46 
Eadre&p 946-55 T 
Eadwigr 955-9 
Eadgar'_ (Merciat 957-9) 
959-75 1 33 + 
Edward the Mart.. Vrp 
975-8 1 979 
Athelred Unradt 
978 X 979-1016 F 15 
Knut, 1016-35 
Edward the Confessor# 
1042-66 
........... .. 
Latin diplomas Vernacular grants 
For referenceff to indIvidua3L documents. * vs Appendix 1,, indexv under thename of each king, Where bofh-Latin'and vernacular 
documents. were'issued by a particular king# the number of Latin 
ones 'is shown firsts., " 
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Secular grantors of estates, other than 
kingsl occur in Cod. Wint. I either as testators 
of wills or as parties to episcopal agreements whose 
terms included the granting of an estate to Winchester 
Cathedral. These testators included both men and 
women and ranged in status from Ethelstan Etheling, 
the son of King Ethelred Unreed, (939 102), to a certain 
Wulfgar (162) who-was probably the thegn (minister) 
of that name who was the beneficiary of 161. Most 
of the wills and bequests in Cod. Wint. I are of the 
mid tenth century and none is earlier than c. 900 
1 
Documents copied into Cod. Wint. I which had 
been issued by ecclesiastics all concerned estates be- 
,,. %longing 
to Winchester Cathedral. Bishops of 
Winchester appearing as grantors of-estates always 
acted in association with the cathedral community, 
whether secular or regular at the time, but in 126a 
''it was the cathedral community who, together with, and 
thus probably with the protection of, King Eadgar, 
leased an estate. to the bishop. Nearly all the 
episcopal documents were either leases or dependent 
upon leases. Three hoyqever (ý21 115,130) were 
full alienations, although 115 had a., provision for 
re-purchase, and the other two were each part of an 
exchange. The'episcopal grantors of documents in 
Cod. Wint. I are shown in Table 5- Their date-range 
is from the early ninth century tq the mid eleventh, but 
there is a long break between the Benedictine Reformation 
and the reign of Edward the Confessor.. 
See below, Appendix 1; 9391029106 85, M. , 122,151,162,172 sL 
I 
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TABLE 
-5 0 
EPISCOPAL GRAIVORG OF DOCUMENTE; IN COD. WIWr- I 
BISHOPS OF WINCHESTER 
Ealhmund, A. D. 801 X'803-805 x 8% 
Ealhf rith, 8 62 X8 67 -8 71 X8 77 
Denewulf., 878 X 879-908 
Frithustanp 909-932, X 933, 
Beorhthelml, 9,60-3, ' 
/Elfwi-ne, 1032-47 
Stigandq 1047-70 
A 
Latin documents C? -5* Vernacular 
documents 
For references to individual document sy vo Appendix Ig index# 
under the. name of each bishop. Where Voth Latin and 
vernacular documents-were issued by'a particular bishop., the 
number of Latin ones Is shown f irst, 
I. 
.1 
0 
b) The Benefidiaries 
f 
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Illy 
i 
The beneficiaries of documents in Cod. Wint. I 
included not only ecclesiastical communities but also 
both ecclesiastical and lay'individuals. 
The most frequently-occurring ecclesiastical 
beneficiaries are those associated with Winchester 
Cathedral. Grants or beque'sts were made to the see 
of Winchester QL21 56, etc. ); Ito individual bishops in 
a personal capacity (Ethelwold j_8 Elfwine 9, ýq 157, 21 F 
160, Beorhthelm 143); to the. secular community at the 
cathedral (130,151, etc. ); and to 'the monks of the 
Old Minster (L6-81 191, etc. ). The dedication of 
the cathedral is variously given in these grants (Holy 
Trinity j8ý-L; St. Peter 759111a,. 121; SS. Peter 
and Paul 40,97,180, etc.; SS. Peters Paul, and the 
Holy Trinity L6-. ý2,78, etc. ), but its significance 
must, of course, be examined in the context of the 
diplomatic of-individualdocuments before it can be 
used as historical evidence. 
Zcclesiastical communitieii, other than the one 
associated with Winchester Cathedral, mostly occur-as 
beneficiaries in wills. Christ Church, Canterbury, 
Ely Abbeyt Shaftesbury Abbey,. and. - the New and the Nuns 
k. 
Minstersq Winchesterg benefited under the will of 
Rthelstan. Etheling (22,102); the church at Kintbury, 
Berks., and the New Minster, from that of Wulfgar (162); 
and-the abbeys of Glastonbury and Malmesbury from 
that of Ealdorman lglfheah-'(185). Three of such 
rI 
It 
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ecclesiasticalcommunities occur as beneficiari'es ' 
to diplomas however ( the monastery at Taunton, 
62-5-118; the church of St. Peter and All Saints, 
South Stoneham, 166, ? 167; and the church of 
St. Andrew, East Meon, 81); each of these churches 
was. however, at an estate which, belonged to Winqhester 
Cathedral by 1066.1 
Individual ecclesiastics, other than bishops 
of Winchester, occur as beneficiaries to both wills 
and diplomas. Ethelstan Etheling bequeathed the 
estate Rtheorulfestune (? Harleston, Suffolk) to 
Elfwine his chaplain (93,102). Two religiosae 
Ybminae, Elfswith and Ethelthryth, were granted 
estates by King Eadmund on separate occasions (76988); 
N% 
an abbots. 21fric, of unknown provenance, acquired"one 
from King 2thelstan (79); and three men, Cedd, Cis, 
and Crispas who were either ecclesiastics or the 
patrons of such, received the valuable estate of 
Farnham2 Surrey, from King Caedwalla'for the foundation 
of a-monastery (114). 
Lay beneficiaries of documents in Cod. Wint. Il 
as of Anglo-Saxon grants in general% were usually 
people'closely associated with. the'donor, either through 
faithful service or through the ties. of kinship, and 
sometimes through I)othý 
2 Privileged estates, of 
bookland or of loanland, were particularly useful to 
DB i, fos. -87v; 41v; 389"40v'. 
2. Osweard and Elfheah, the beneficiaries of 137 and 
'L82 respectively, were not only the king's mi-nistri, 
but also his kinsmen., - 
6 
I 
87'-f 
I 
the king as rewards to his followersl but seem. &lso 
to have been valued, by others besides kings, as presents, \,,,,. 
which could be granted to favourite kinsmen, free from 
the customary rules of inheritances' Thus, 
King Ethelstan granted 17 hides of land at Droxford, 
Hants, to his sister Eadburh in 939 (195); Bishop- 
Denewulf (878X879-908) appears": to have acquired leases 
of the cathedral estates at Alýesfordj. Hants, and 
Bishopstone, Wilts., for two of his kinsmen (Elfred, 
121, cf. 30; Beornwulf, 123a); and a certain 
Ceolwynn bequeathed 15 hides"at Alton Priors, Wilts., 
i. nc. 900, to the refectory of Winchester Cathedral, 
in return 'for prayers and a life-lease to her nephew 
.,.. Wulfstan-of I hide of land rent-free (151). Ealdorman 
Elfheah bequeathed various estates in-968 x 971 to 
his wife, his brothers his two sons, his sister's soný 
and to another kinsman (185). 
Royal servants were often rewarded with quite 
substantial grants of land. Although usually 
described in royal diplomas simply by the Latin term 
minister they are very occasionally given more specific 
titles: Leofwine, the beneficiary of 202 (A. D. 987) 
was described as the king's huntsman (uenato 
It is probable that the formalism of Latin diplomas 
discouraged the use of more particular.. descriptions 
of such men. More, familiar terms-were used, for 
example2 in the vernacular declaration of Athelstan 
I* On these tenures, y'. belowl 
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Etheling's will (93,102), which included amongr? t 
its beneficiaries the testator's sieward (disebeg 
'NI 
his staghuntsman (headeor hifnta), and his sword- 
polisher (stur8 litaq for s? urd Fita). 
.4 .4 .4 
Some at least of the lay beneficiaries of 
documents copied into Cod. Wint. I were no doubt 
known to each other. Several of the individuai 
beneficiaries of the wills were personally related 
to each other as well as to the testator, The 
fact that some of the beneficiaries of diplomas kept 
at Winchester Cathedral by the end of the Anglo-Saxon 
period were also related to-each other is of sig- 
nificance to the archival provenance of documents in 
the Codex as a whole and is discussed fully below. 
The-Estates 
(i). Type and location 
The Anglo-Saxon estates which were the subject of 
the documents copied into Cod. Wint. I were of vary- 
in sizes and origins but all vere ossessed under P 
similar privileges of tenure. Their owners, or 
lessqrs, were all exempt from payment of the royal 
feorm or its commutationt and of all other rents 
and services due to the king apart from the Three 
Burdens of bridge-building, fortress-buildingg and 
army-service. Such privileged tenures were of 
two types - being either perpetual and freely-hered- 
itable (bookland) or-held on-lease for the duration 
1. Part B9 ýection 3, a. 
89 
of a specified number of lives (loanland). 
1 
ýI 
Bookland, because of its perpetuity, was a peculiarly 
royal form of donation. An estate of loanland, 
in contrastj could be created by any individual, or 
any community, who already held it as bookland. 
With both types of privilegea tenure there was a great. 
stress on written record of title. Grants of book- 
land seem to have been always recorded by royal diploma 
(OE_b6c), at least until the use of the sealed writ 
as an alternative form of title-deed in the eleventh 
century. 
2 Royal grants of loanland were usually 
recorded in diplomas only slightly modified ( in the 
description of the tenure) from those grantitg b6okland 
(see, for examples 2. ý$-Illa, 192). Qrants of loan-, - 1% 
land other than by the king, howeverwere usually in' 
the form of vernacular declarations (121,150, etc. ); *WriUAS in 
these were oftenimore than one copyg for, the security 
of all parties. 
3 
Most of the'land bequeathed in the wills-in 
Cod. Wint. I was held by the testator as bookland. 
Those estates held by him as loanland are. probably to 
be identified as those in which reversion to areligious 
house was specified. 
le See Stenton, LC9 PP- 50-65. 
2. See P. Chaplais, I' The Anglo-Saxon-chandery: from 
the diploma to the writIq Journal of the Society 
of Archivists 3(19,65-9), ppe 160-76. 
3. See 150, for example. . Also Robertson, AS Charters 
189 -4U-9 101 (Sawyer 1281,1326,1471; from Wor ter 
and Christ Churchi Canterbury),, etce , 
I 
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Folkland, the other major type of Anglo-' 
Saxon land tenure, is not mentioned in Cod. Wint. I 
and pqobably does not occur therein, being a tenure 
which was extinguished by the creation of an estate 
of either bookland or loanland. It was not 
alienable by will without-the king's express per- 
mission - that is, unless the king himself was 
willing to grant it as bookland or loanland to the 
intended beneficiary --and when so bequeathed was 
specificalýy categorised as. such. 
2 H. D. Hazeltine's 
view that the mere asking of*royal permission to 
make a will implies that folkland was to be included 
therein is not. necessarily correct. 3 Such a re- 
quest was more likely a form of insurance that the 
terms of the will would receive royal protection. 
The request made in 187 was probably included-not 
only because the king was the testator's lord and 
relativeg but also because he was particularly asked 
to protect the testator's own followers after her 
death; none of the estates bequeath6d in 187 were 
categorised as folkland. 
1. See 
2. See 
3- See 
4. The 
lor 
the 
Stenton, ASE, PP. 309-12. 
Harmer, EHD 10 (Sawyer 1508). 
Whitelock, AS Wills, preface, p*4Fxxxv, n. 1. 
payment of heriot in wills to the ýesta toes 
i appears to have had a similar function by 
mid tenth century, X.. ibid., p. 100* 
i 
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Most bf the estates referred to in documents, 
other than wills, in Cod. Wint. I were assessed in 
a unit originally representing the land area 
necessary to support one ceorl and his family, but 
later used more notionally as a rateable value for 
fiscal purposes. The hidage of estates bequeathed in 
wills is often not stated howeVer2 no doubt being det-. -. 
ailed in the relevant title-deeds which would eventually 
be passed to the beneficiaries with the land. 
2 
The hidages given in documents in Cod. Wint. I run 
from 1 hide (122,186, etcjto 133 hides (117), 
the full range being as follows: 
11 lVa., 22 24j, 41 51 6v 71 Mai 8,9$ 10,11,12, 
15,. 16,17,20,222 25,30,33,38,40,459 501 
60,64,65,70,100,120,130,133 
Pieces of land smaller than I hide also occur - 
3 yardlands,, - " in 202, for example, and 46 acres in'96 
and 10-9 - but these are always dependent on larger 
estates. The relative frequency-of the occurrence 
of the various hidages mentioned in Cod, Wint. I'is as 
follows: 
Hidage Number, of instances 
5 21-5 
io 16-20 
15,20 11-15- 
31800 6-10 
All others 1-5 
1. See T. M. Charles-Edwardsl "Kinship, status, and the 
-33- origins of the hidelq Past and Present 56(1972)gPP-3 
2. On the surrender of title-deedsoy. belowt Part B, 
section 39a(i). 0 
4 
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The above figures show that 5 hides and multiplqs of 
it were the most frequent units of assessment in these 
documents. The 3 hide unit may also have-been a 
regular one and, if so, some at least of the 8--hide 
estates may have been formed by a union bf two estates 
originally of 5 and 3 hides respectively. 
1- An 
example of such a union seems to be the 8 hides at 
Martyr Worthy, Hants,. (176) which was probably formed 
from the two estates granted to Hunsige in 178 (5 hides) 
I and 179 (3 hides). 
The highest hidages in Cod. Wint. I are nearly 
always those relating to estates granted to Winchester 
dathedral (Downtong Beddingtong Alresford, Tauntonjetc. ) 
but a few are contained in grants to other especially 
favoured beneficiaries, for example, to Eadgifu, 
King Eadgar's grandmother (65 hides at East Meon, Hants, 
80) or to the three men, Cedd, Cis, and Crispa (60 
hides at Parnham, Surrey, 114). On the whole, 
however, it seems to have bden unusual for laymen to 
receive individual estates of more'than 20 hides at a 
time, although they could, and did, build up a large 
holding from a series'of such acquisitions. 
2 Two 
of the smallest estates were those leased by Bishop 
Stigand - of 2 hides and 4 yardlands (150), and I hide 
(186), respectively. 
1. Cf. the 3,10, and 20 hide units in the Laws of 
Ine, 64-61'v. Whifelock, EHD 32. 
2e Cf. the case of Wulfric Cufing who owned a large 
land-holding in the mid tenth century, made up of 
. )quite 
small estatesl v. BCS 1055 a number of (Sawyer 87 , and Hart, ECNEI PP-_37-0-7. 
i 
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The hidage at which an estate was assessed 
is only a very broad indicator of its size and should 
not be interpreted too literally in terms of physical 
area. The example of Chilcombq Hantsq is a salutary 
one: it had been given a beneficial hidation by at 
least 10669 when its huge area was assessed at 1 hide. 
instead of 100 hides. 
I 
,. Similarly, the hidage 
reveals little of the real value of these. estates to 
their individual owners. Besides*the status, given to 
a layman by possession of an estate of bookland, or 
lo. anland, and the future seburity given to a religious 
institution by its endowment with landed wealtht there 
wdre more mundane profits. in the form of money-rents, 
food rents, and services, to be enjoyed by. their possessorse 
The rents and. services due from the ceorlas of Hurstbourne 
priors, Hants, in the tenthocentury were detailed in 
142a. 2 Ownership of other estates gave rights to appurtenant 
resources. such as salt-pans Q69119). swine pasture 
(ibid., 137, etc. ), wood-cutting (49)9 or urban tene- 
ments (104b, 127,203b, etc)* Such rights, when 
specifically recorded in this wayq were... at a physical- 
distance from the main estate, to which they supplied 
advantages not naturally present within its boundaries. 
Those resources which were a. 1ready prýsent within the 
estate unit were usually fairly varied.. Most estates 
1. DB ij fo. 41; cf., 14,2Z-_81 190,228,235. 
2. See translation in Robertson, AS Chartersl p. 2079 
and the discussion by H. P*A. Finbergj rT-he churls 
of Hurstbournell Lucerna, pp. 131-43- ý 
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were supplied with arable, meadows some pasture,, woodsq 
and a water-supply within their own boundaries. 
The boundaries were usually described in detail in 
the vernacular, often as an integral part of the 
I diplomas, or as a supplement to the leases, but some. - 
times as separate records. They are not only 
impo; tant in defining the areaof entire individual 
estates, or of the various parts of those estates with 
detached resources, but can also be used to identify 
I 
estates either which-have changed their names or which 
possess names of a very common type, 
Because the boundaries of estates were not 
kivenin willst there are several estates mentioned 
-in the'wills in Cod. Wint. I which cannot now be iden- -, 
. 
tified with certainty. This is particularly 
true of those estates wh; se names are of a common type, 
such as wt norbtune (a 'Norton'; 2ý, 102)9 or 
'eet. pyr8w (a 'Worth'; 185). The non-identification' 
of estates like these is not., however, a major barrier 
to understanding the contents of Cod. Wint. l. All 
the wills therein included bequests to the bishop and/ 
or the community at Winchester and those were the ones 
in which the cartulary-maker was interested, d6tails 
of other bequests being transcribed merely as context. 
This full transcription of wills (there was little 
alternative. given the form of such documents) means that 
the geographical distribution of the (identifiable) 
bequeathed estates is a widd'oneo The will of 
0 
I 
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Ealdorman Elfheah (18.5) included estates in Berkshire, 
Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Somersetj Surreys Wiltshire, 
and perhaps Middlesex. The identifiable estates 
in thb wills were in Wessex, and the eastern part of 
England. None have been yet identified as being 
in Northumbria or the west midlands. 
The estates in documents other than wills 
in Cod. Wint. I have almost all now been identified, at 
least tentatively. The exceptions to date are the 
estates granted in 144 (Et E&STVNE; 5 hides) and 208 
(pude tune, for ? ude tune; 4 hides). Both these 
estates have names of a common. Anglo-Saxon type and 
Vill only be positively distinguished from other 
estates of the same name by a full comparison of their 
respective boundaries to those of identically-named 
places. In additiong there are some minor appurt- 
enances of other estates still to be locatedq such as 
the pastures of Whitchurch, Hants (fiscesburnan and 
felghyrste. 1816)9 and a meadow Et hengestes ige be- 
longing to Witney, Oxon (94). 
Some of the estates have undergone a complete 
change of name since the Anglo-Saxon periodq but 
luckily these changes are revealed by a study of med- 
ieval records. Most of-these changes were from 
estate-names based on an original nature-name to those 
of an explicitly habitative, type. -Thus, the, estate 
'at, or on, the River-Ebblell (EBBLESBURNAN, etc.; 
I 
L6-s ýLO-ýEs 123ab, L90), and that 'at the slope' (Et C110fe, 
are now both calledby names meaning '. the bishop's 
I 
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estate', Bishopstone ( in Do'vmton Hundred) and Bushtonj 
respectivelyq Wilts. 
1 Similarlyq Stocktong Wilts. 
(perhaps 'estate belonging to the monastery', rather 
than 'enclosure made of tree-stumps') 
2 
was once. the 
estate 'at, or on, the River Wylyel (Et 
172,174ab). 3 
The names of other estates have been modified 
by the addition of affixes to what were nearly all 
originally simplex names (the exception being Wolver- 
hampton, a compound namel but of a common types-see 
below). In this way, (Burgh)clerej (High)clere$ and 
(Kings)clere, Hants 9 were distinguished from each other 
in"the post-conquest period. 
4 Similarly, (Aýbots) 
Worthy, (Headbourne) Worthy5 and (Martyr). Worthy, Hants,. - 
were particularised? The modillers used in this" 
process could be. topographical (OE h6ah, 'high' in 
Highclere; Hidburnal the river, in Headbourne Worthy); 
1, Bishopstone is Bissojýeston in 1166, v. PN Wilts, 
P- 392. Bushton is Bisso: Feston in 1242, ye ibld., 
pp. 266-7; the manor was still called Cl ve in 
12859 y. Cal Chart R 1257-1300, p. 288, b is may 
have been an antiýu-arian usage at that date. 
2* That is, from OE st5c + ttin (DEPNI p. 444) rather than 
I p. 230) from OE stoce + 717ts- 
3- STOTTVNE DB i, foe 6ýv; but still called Wyli in 
6.11211 G3odmanj Chartular7 2). Cf. Wyliq id est 
'fftoctone P. 
4.3)EPN, p. 111.5. DEFNI P-5ý6'(Headbourne Worthy 
and Martyr Worthy). Cf. Kings Worthy, ibid., 'which 
is not mentioned iA the Codex but is analogical. 
I 
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manorial (OE cyning, 'king', in Kingsclere; OE abbod, 
labbotl(of New Minster)., in Abbots Worthy); or relate 
to some other characteristic of the place (OE burh 
'borough', in Burghclere). . Sometimes the manorial 
modifier consisted of the name of the lord of the 
estate at a date later tha3i its grant in surviving 
Anglo-Saxon documents. Examples of this sort are 
Martyr Worthy, Hants the surname of Henry La Martre, 
who held it in 1201); 
1 Alverstoke, Hants (ET STOCE, 
138t A. D. 948; given to the Old Minster by Elfwarul 
temp. King Eadsar) ;2 and Wolverhampton, Staffs. 
(Et HEANTVNE, 159, A. D. 985; named after Wulfrunj the 
beneficiary of 15W Woolstone, Berks., (formerly 
Rt Rscesbyrig) shows a complete change from one 'manorial*' 
type of place-name to another - from IRse's stronghold' 
-to 'Wulfric's estate'; the Wulfric involved probably 
being he who acquired both halves of it in the mid 
tenth century (198-9. )ý 
1. DEPN9 p-536. 
2. LC. On Elfwaxul v. below, Appendix 1 187, n. 12. 
The etymology of Alverstoke in DEMT 
ýp_. _67, from 
a personal-name Elfweard or 4eI_w_eard*+ OE st6c, 
should be altered to Elfwaru + stbe in. the ligHt 
of her donation. I 
3. DEPNI P-529. On Wulfrun,, v. ' belovi. "'Appendix 11 
153, n. 1 
4. See PN Berks ii, 'P. 383; -and below, *Appendix 11 
200 I-F. 
-1. 
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An investigation of name-changes such-as' 
the above is obviously relevant to the correct loc- 
ation of the estates referred to in Cod. Wint, I and 
to their over-all distribution. It will be shown 
below that a knowledge of the former names of the 
estates whose names have changed since the medieval 
period and an appreciation of"-the similarity between 
many of the estate-names used in documents copied into 
Cod. Wint. I. are important to an understanding 
both of the choice of texts for inclusion in the cart- 
ulary and. of their arrangement therein**' 
The over-all distribution of the estates in 
docume. nts other than wills in Cod. Wint. I is pre- 
dominantly in the central south of England (Hampshire, 
: Wiltshire, and Somerset), a distribution which reflects 
01 the luile 
thattof the pre-conquest : Winchester cathedral endowment 
(see (ii), below). A small group of west midland 
estates (in Shropshire and Staffordshire; 14ý-21 159)2 
also, occurs however, the significance of whose in- 
elusion is discussed below in the context of the nature 
of the archives extant at Winchester Cathedral in the 
late Anglo-Saxon period. 
3 Other counties rep 
a- 
resented by estates in these documents are Berkshire, 
Dorset, Essexj the isle of Wight, Oxfordshire, Surreys 
and Sussex. 
1. See (iii), below i. and Part B, section 4, a(i). 
2. Cf. also 209 (in Cod. Wint II) relating to Wotton- 
under-Edge, Gloucs. 
3- Part B9 section 3, a(ii). 
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(ii) Winchester cathedral estates .I 
By the end of the Anglo-Saxon period., the bishop of 
Winchester and the monks of the Old. Minster owned.. 
considerable estates. The diocese at that time 
was second in wealth only to that of Canterbury. 
I 
While most of the estates held by the bishop and 
.'I the monks in 1066 were situated in Hampshire, they 
also held large areas of land in Wiltshire$ Somerset, 
and Surrey, and smaller estates in Berkshire, Oxford- 
shire) Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, the isle of Wight, 
and Buckinghamshire. 
2 Such landed wealth had been 
accumulated since the mid seventh century in the fo37M 
of donations by kingsl layment and ecclesiastics for 
the good of. their own souls and those of their relatives; 
occasionallythe donor received a counter-gift of' 
money or . treasure (see 18,58- or of a fitting 
burial 
. (1229 187)03 Our 4nowl'edge of these bene- 
. factions 
is culled from both documentary and narrative 
sources. Whatever tbeir-accuracy about individual 
gifts, they seem to give a coherent general-picture of 
the growth, of the endovment in the Anglo-Saxon period 
1. Barlow, English Church, p. 225- - 
2. DB ij fos- 31(Surrey), 40-41vý 43 (Hants), ýýV' 
(1-sle of Wight), 96,58(Berksýq 6P(W51ilts. ), 87 
(Somerset), 133'(fierts. )q 143 (Buck&), 154-5 
(Oxon. ), 190 (Cambs ).. 
On gifts and counter-gifts, v. *T. M. Charles-EdwArds, 
'The distinction between land and moveable wedlth 
in Anglo-Saxon En5la 11 Medieval Settlement, ed, 
P. H. Sawyer (1976 1 ppe 180-7, especially -1. 
f 
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which does not contain too many contradictions., 
When collated. they represent a body of tradition 
accepted at Winchester in the middle ages as to 
the provenance of the cathedral's most important 
estates. This body of tradition survives not 
only in the form of documents granting, or claiming 
I to grantl*estates to the bishop and/or his community 
but also in lists, of benefactions which seem to have 
a common source in. a. lost Libellus Donationum, men- 
tioned by John Leland in his Itinerary (1535-43 .1 
Several documents in the form of confirmations or 
restitutions also mention earlier grants of the same 
estates of' which no separate documentary record sur- 
2 
,. vives. 
Domesday Book gives very little, information' 
about when particular Winchester cathedral estates 
were acquiredq usually only stating that they were, 
or were not., held in 1066-and/or 1086; an exception 
to this being the claim by the monks in 1086 that 
Queen JElfgifu Emma had given them the whole of the manor 
of'Hayling, Hants# part of which had since*been alien- 
ated. 
3 The kings of Wessex and ofýEnglandj and 
sometimes their queenst seem to have taken a personal 
1. The Itinerarv of John Leland in or about the vears 
1.535-1543, ed. Lo Toulmin Smith (1964) ilp. 272. 
Although one of these lists was giirep by Leland ibid. (LI), the best text (LC) is in his Collectanea, 
eT-. T. Hearne (1770), -Other texts are 
2. For example, some of the grants and confirmations 
mentioned in 26-39. Of. also the grant by Eanwulf, 
comes, mentiON-Clin 130. 
3- LB ig fo, 43v. See below, Appendix It 194., n. 1. 
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interest in the church and its welfare from its 
foundation in the mid seventh . century up. to-the. 
Norman Conquest. Although this royal interest 
seems to have been intermittent up to the end of 
the ninth century, it became very strong in the 
tenth and early eleventh centuries, probably re- 
flecting the important economic and political 
01 1411aclester 
status. attained by the city1within the kingdom of 
England by 1066, when it ranked in s: ýýe only after 
Londong York, and probabýy Norwich. 
1 There is 
no mention in the Winchester endowment traditions of 
I. gifts from any of the early Anglo-Saxon kings except 
those of Wessex. Nearly all of the ecclesiastical 
benefactors mentioned were bishops of Winchester, the 
exception being the monk Wulfwig$ presumably of the 
2 Old Minster. All the lay benefactors were 
either members of the West Saxon royal kin or other 
landowners with estates in Wessex. The general 
character of the Anglo-Saxon benefactors of Winchester 
Cathedral was very similar to that of the parties 
to documents copied into Cod. Wint. -I. All 
of them were part of an aristocratic, and to some 
extent interrelatedg community of individuals which 
maintained a tradition of serv#e and loyalty both 
to the West Saxon royal house and to the mother church 
1. See WEMA, p. 469-ý and ibid. 2 Part V, chap. 1. 
2. See below2 Appendix, 11 242. 
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of Wessex. It is*important to note however, that' 
Cod. Wint. I was not arranged in any chronological 
order; its arrangement is by estates and their 
dependencies rather than by either donors or bene- 
ficiaries-' 
Although it cannot be proven by reference 
to. Cod. Wint. I alone, the majority of the estates 
mentioned in documents other than wills therein were 
held by the bishop or the monks of the Old Minster 
in 1066. While it is probable that its compiler(a) 
hoped in most cases to provide documentary evidence 
of the pre-conquest tenure by Winchester Cathedral 
of its estates, it seems that sometimes there was no 
direct evidence of this sort to hand and they had to 
make use of documents which merely recorded their 
tenure by previous owners. Such documents did 
at least provide evidence of the status as bookland 
of the estates involved, and could be used as circum- 
stantial*evidence of the ownership by the cathedral 
of these estates, if it were argued that they rep- 
resented the surrendered title-deeds of., previous lan&- 
owners, transferred with the estates to the cathedral. 
Winchester cathedral estates mentioned only in 
documents of this sort in Cod. Wint. I are as folloiýs: 
Alverstoke, Hants (ft STOCE, 138); Ambersham, 
Hants (81); Bleadon, Somerset (204); Burghclere, 
Hants (eet CLEARAN, 26); Bushtonj Wilts. (Et Clife, 
153-: ý); Ecchinswell, Hants (odT CLERAN9 ? 9); 
1. See below, Pait B, section 4, a. 
I 
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Exton2 Hants (203a); Hannington2 Hants (205); 
Harwe112 Berks. (22-101); (East and West) 
2 ý2-ý); Mdredon2 Wilts. Meon2 Hants (LO 
Poolhampton, Hants (86-ýj); West Tisted2 Hants 
(1032 104a); Westwood, Wilts* (201-a); wool- 
stone2 Berks. (EtAWCESbyri (198-_200); and 
Wootton St Lawrence, Hants (207). 
. 
Apart from Ambersham, Burghclerej and Moredont all 
the above estates were held by, the bishop or the monks 
in Domesday Book-' 9! he inclusion' in Cod. Wint. I 
'N 
of documents relating to five of the above estates 
may, however. have been more by luck than by judgements 
the Anglo-Saxon form of their names being indistinguishable 
from those of other pre-conquest Winchester cathedral 
estates. Thust Alverstoke's Anglo-Saxon nnme-form 
--had been identical to those of Bishopstoke (Hants, ), 
and Stoke St. Mary (Somerset); that of Bushton had 
been identical'to that of Cliff, Hants; those-of 
Burghclere and Ecchinswell had been the same as, that of 
.. -----. -Eighelere, 
Hants; and that of Moredon was indisting- 
uishable from that. of Steep3e, Morden. (cf. below) Cambs. 
Ambersham is not named in Domesday Book but the bishop 
held land there in 1211 and it was appurtenant to the 
cathedral estate of East Meon in 1284.3 Burghclere 
2 
is'not named either in Domesday*Book,, *but'belonged to 
the cathedral'priory in 1129 and later. 
4 Moredon 
1, DB i, ; os. 41"(Haxits)s 58(Berks. ), 65rv(Wilts. )t 
Tn-d 87 (Somerset). 
2. For Cliff, v. DB ij fo-51' For the others, v. below, 
' &ppendix 1,22 
Tn. 1; HigLlere)j 93(n. 5; rteeple 
Cn. 2; Stoke St. Mary) 216 (n. 1; Bishop- ý Morden), 128-- 
stoke; c. alled YTINgSTOCe ibidn but TT-oc'ej STOKE in 
3. Cur 11-14 John, pp. 171,298-9; Cal Chart R 1257-13001-p. 27_3 
4. Goodman, Chartular 9 3,14,26,42. 
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had been acquired by the Old Minster before 975 X 979, ' 
when it was alienated in exchange for land within 
Winchester (21-g; in Cod. Wint. II); - ýdocuments 
relating to it (89-91) were very proba. bly included 
in Cod. Wint. I . however. because 
they were taken to' 
refer to Steeple Morden, Cambs., an estate bequeathed. 
to-the-Old Minster by Ethelstan Etheling in the doc- 
ument (93) copied next-but-one'into the cartulary. 
I 
Besides the documents recording lay tenure 
of estates later owned by-Wi nchester Cathedral, there 
were several documents copied into Cod. Wint. I re- 
cording lay tenure of estates which seem never to have 
belonged to the church of Winchester (see (iii), below). 
.,, 
The wills all contain much extraneous material, but 
all include at least one bequest to the bishop of 
Winchester or his community. The documents, other 
than wills, which relate to alien estates are discussed 
fully below in the context of their archival provenance. 
The lack of evidence of transfer of certain estates 
into the possession of the cathedral was evidently 
regarded more seriously by the main scribe(a)of 
Cod. Wintj than by his (? senior) colleague (scri-be b), 
since, when he had the opportunity o: ý. working without 
The intervening document (92) relates to Adderbury, 
Oxon., also bequeathed-to the Old Minster in 
Part B, section 3, a(ii). 
I 
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scribe b's supervision, in Quire X, he altered the 
description of some beneficiaries in the rubrics of 
documents (161, jo-ý2 166-21 1712 1732 174a) to 
give the false impression that these grants to laymen, 
were grants either to the bishop or to the Old Minstero 
Such alterations were made to documents bothdeal*lng 
with alien estates and with estates in fact later 
owned by Winchester Cathedral, 
With regard to several estates held by the 
bishop and/or the monks T. R. E., it seems that there 
were either no documents relating to their pre-conquest 
tenure to hand when Cod. Wint. I was compiled orl where 
. it'was availablej there was no time to include it. 
These estates are as follows: 
2 
Abbotstonet Hants (RB it to. 46v); Abington 
Pigotts, Cambs. (ib-, to. 190); Avington, 
Hants (ib., to. 41),; Bassingbournt Cambs, 
(ib. to. 190 ); Boarhunt, Hants (ib. s to. 41v); 
Bransbury, H=ts (ib. ); Brockhampton, Hants 
(ib., to. 43); Burghfield, Berks. (ib., to. 62v); 
Chingescampq Hants (unidentified; ib., to. 4OV); 
1. See below, Part B. section 4, b(iii). Cf. also the 
apparent interpolation of Bishop Swithun's name in the 
rubric to 168. The sole alteration by scribe b of a 
beneficiaryý-Tifven in the rubric occurs in that To 17q, J-r. I which seems to be a change from abbode to biscope; 
this could however be either an error or a rationalisation., 
2. - The 1 hide at Brownwichq Hants, heýd.., in fee by the bishop 
from the king T. R. W. (DB i, fo. 40 ) seems to have been, 
a post-conquest acquisi7ion and is omitted here. 
It was held by Eadric from the king T. R. E. For the 
fiefs of the bishop and the prior within Winchester T. R. E. jý 
V. WEMA, PP. 353-5. ' There appears to have been no 9pe-c-i-Fir7c effort to include evidence about these urban 
fiefs in Cod. Wint. 
_j; 
although 104b and. 203b did relate 
to urban ýEenements appurtenant to West Tisted and Exton, 
Hants, both documents were embodied within diplomas 
. 
(104as 203a) which would have been included anyway since 
t =ey related to rural cathedral estates. 
0 
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Cliff, Hants (ib., fo- 51); Clopton, Camba. ' 
(ib., Xo. 190); Cottered, Herts. (ib., fo- 133); - 
East Overton, Wilts. (ib., fo. 6ýv); Fawley, 
Hants (ib, fos. 41vi 51); Fyfield, Wilts. 
. 
(ib., fo. 65v); Hoddington, Hants (ib., fo. 41v); 
Houghton, Hants (ib., fo. 4OV); Ivinghoej Berks. 
(ib., fos. 143v, 146v); Long Sutton, Hants (ib-9 
fo. 41v); I Meonstoke, Hants (ib., fo. 40v); 
Oxford (9 houses in; 'ib., 'fo. 154); Througham, 
Hants (ib., fo- 51); WestýWycombe, Bucks. (ib., 
fos. 143v, . 4. ); 2 Wield, Hants'(ib., fo. 40v); 
Wonston, Iiants (ib., fo, 41v). 
Of these, Abbotstone, Avington, Boarhunt, East Overton, 
Hoddington, Long Sutton, Througham, and possibly Wonston, 
a3ýe mentioned in documents later copied into Cod. Wint. II 
and 111.3 Bransbury occurs in a spurious document, 
. 'blaiming to be a grant by King Edward the Confessor-, to 
the Old Minster, whose earliest surviving manuscript is 
a fourteenth-century transcript, but whose single-sheet 
was at Winchester Cathedral in 1640.4 
1. According to 222 (in Cod. Wint. 11)2 Long Sutton wat 
counted as'pa7r-t-of the-7ý5-hides at Crondall until some 
time in the reign of Eadgar 0973 x 975)- It was probably 
thus included (but not named) in the bequest of Crondall 
to the Old Minster in 968 x 971 (185). althpugh this 
fact was probably not appreciated by the compilers of 
Cod. Wint. I , the relevant documents 
(22222ý0) being in 
Cod. WiH-t-. II. 
2. Probably not Et *. cham (187), which was bequeathed to 
Bath Abbey. 
3- 16 (Abbotstone, Botrhunt)- 21 . '(Throug4am); 222,230 t-2? 2 (Hoddi=gt6nrý TT; on Sutton); 223 (Avingtonq- 
W28 
&ast 
Overto-n)7. - Wonston mly Te- the 10 hides at 
icheldever in 16. 
4. PRO/ C-53/118., no. , (J5, in. 32; BL . Harl. 
MS - 596, fos. 20vý-21 
Sawyer 1016 (112). This text as it stands is-post-1086, 
as it includes details from the Domesday account of 
Bransbury, cf. DB i, fo. 41'v. It may be connected with a (contd) 
I 
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Two of the above estates (Cliff and Througham) and. 
parts of another (Fawley) had been lost to the New 
Forest by 1086.1 Sincehowevera document 
concerning Througham occurs in Cod. Wint. II, it does 
not seem that the title-deeds to these estates 
were surrendered to the king with the land. Part of 
Fawley*was confirmed to the bishop in 1284ý but no pr6- 
conquest documents for the estate survive. Such 
evidence concerning Cliff may have been mislaid by the 
twelfth century; it is'probable anyway that its omission 
from Cod. Wint. I would not have been realised, since its 
name was identical to the earlier name of Bushton, Wilts. 
(Jýt Clif e. 153-4). Meonstoke was 
perhaps ýimilarly assumed to be includedl either in the 
group of documents relating to estates at Meon (80, §2-2) 
or in those concerning estAes called simply (Et-) Stoce. 
3 
4. (from previous page) tithe dispute of 1328, v. 
Goodman, ChartularY 323. Bransbury had been "glienated, 
by 1086, but had been restored by 1205, Z. DB i, fo. 41 
and Goodman, Chartular 45- 
1. DB i, fos. 41 v% 51. 
2. Cal Chart R 1257-1300, p. 273 (appurtenant to Bitterne). 
-3. Alverstoke 
(138), Bishopstoke (38-9), Longstock 
Odstock (130-, all Hants; SoutT-S'foke, Sussex (137); 
Stoke St. Mary, Somerset (65 129- dalled stoce. -Je-3 orceard 
in 12% Stoke by Burstboii7rne, Hants, and Stoke by 
Sha, =ourne, Wilts., are consistently given these affixes 
in Cod. Wint. I (141,142b; 29, ý82 60-ý §22 118, respectively), 
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Evidence of pre-conquest title to the remaining 
twelve estates listed aboveg if then extant, was 
apparently unavailable not only to the compilers of 
Cod. Wint. I but also to those of Cod. Wint. II and 
Neither does it occur in the other surviving Winchester 
2 
.3 cathedral cartularies,, or in any modern collection 
Some other cathedral estates, said in medieval 
Winchester tradition to have been acquired before 1066, 
and which were held by the bishop or the monks in the 
twelfth century, were neither mentioned in Cod. Wint. 1 
nor as part of either the bishop's or the monks' fiefs 
in Domesday Book. ' Documents concerning the pre-conquest 
tenure of two of these estates Michelmersh, Hants, 
(221) and Portland, Dorset (19) occur in Cod. Wint. II 
"however. 4 Michelmersh appears, with East Woodhay, 
Hants, and Wargrave, Berks.., in the lists of Anglo-Saxon 
benefactions from the lost Libellus Donationum. 
5 
Wargrave also occurs in a twelfth-century forgery claiming 
to be a confirmation by King Edward the Confessor of his 
mother's bequest to the Old Minster. 
6 
1. The twelve are: Bassingbourn, Brockhampton, Burghfield 
Chingescamp, Clopton, Cottered, Fyfield, Houghton, 
Ivinghoe,. Uxford (9 houses)2 West Wycombe, a4d Wield. 
Burghfield had been a; ienated to Ralph o; f Mortemer by 
1086, y. DB i, fo. 62 
2. BLI Add. MS. 29436; BL, Harl. MS. 315, fos. 46-7; 
BL, Harl. R. CC. 21; WCL9 St. Swithun's Cartulary. 
3--See Sawyer, s. nft. 
4. -For the tenure of Michelmersh by the cathedral priory in the twelfth century, y. Goodman, Chartula 3145- 
For that of Portland, y. ibid., 19,45. 
5.119LM. For the priory's twelfth, -century tenure of 
East Woodhay, v. Goodman, Cheýrtula= 3926. For that of 
Wargrave v. 2 -4 1; Goodman2 Chartulary 71449; 
Cal Chart-R 7ý0612E'j P-3562 no., 12. 
6. BLI Cotton Chart. X-17 (Sawyer 1062). 
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Another group of cathedral estates omitted 
from Cod. Wint. I were those which are recorded, either 
in pre-conquest documents copied into Cod. Wint. II 
or in the late twelfth-century Winchester Annalsas 
having. been acquired by the bishop or the monks by 
1066 but which are not recorded as cathedral estates 
in Domesday Book or in post-co4quest documents until 
after the twelfth-century. 
' 
11 
1 These are: the fishery 
at Brentford, Middx.; perhaps the fishery at Calshotj 
Hants (if later included in Ower, Hants); land at 
Whippingham, Isle of Wight; and land at East Oakleyj 
Hants. 2 
The final group of estates omitted from 
Cod. Wint. I consists of those which are stated in 
Cod. Wint. II. j or in pre-conquest documents not included 
in the Codext or in medieval Winchester tradition, to 
have been acquired by the bishop or the monks by 1066 
but which are not. recorded as cathedral estates in 
Domesday Book or in post-conqubst documents. Most 
of them were probably in fact owned by the cathedral 
before 1066; all had apparently been alienated by at 
least 1086. These estates are as follows: pet Eppelhyrstes 
Barton Stacey (and Forton inj, Ringwood, Whitley', Wol- 
verton, all Hants; Banewadam, Brading, Muleburnam, 
1. On the author, and date, of the Annals, y. ý. T. Applebyj 
'Richard of Devizes. and the Annals of Winchester', 
; -B. I. H. R, -36(1963), 
Ppe'-? O-5. 
See below, Appendix 11 16 (n. 9; East Oakley), a2 
(n. 2; Brentford), 18 rn-. 1; Calshot). For Whippingham, 
V. Winchester ann., s. a- 735; Goodman, -, Chdrtula "458 Reg Pontissara iij p. 423; Cal Pat R1 -92, 
p-122. 
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Shalfleet, Thucam, Yaverland, in the Isle of Wight; 
unspecified booklands in Kent; Molesey, Surrey; Calne 
and Damerham, Wilts.; and Dorkinham (county unknown)* 
The above discussion has shown that there is I 
no absolute correlation between the Winchester cathedral 
estates mentioned in Cod. Wint. I and those said in the. 
Winchester Annals or the lost Libellus Donationi'm to 
have been acquired by the bishop'and/or the monks. of the 
Old Minster by 1066. Similarly, there is no absolute 
correlation between the cathedral estates in Cod.. ý Wint. I 
and those on the fiefs of the bishop and the monks in 
.. 
Domesday Book. Domesday Book could, however, have be6n 
usý& as a rough guide as to which estates to seek to 
document, since it was kept. in the, royal treasury (which 
was still at Winchester in the twelfth century)2 and it 
was then familiar to Bishop Henry of Bloisý While 
there are several estates held by the bishop or the monks 
I in Domesday Book which are not mentioned in Cod. Wint. 1. 
this may only have been because of the unavailability 
1. For details of these estatesy. belowt, Appendix 4, s-nn. 
2. See*Domesday rebound (Public Record Office, London, 1954). 
P. 91 = Sir Henry Ellis, A general introduction to 
Domesday Book (Record Cormission 1833-Ireprinted 1971 11 
pp. 355-4. As no by Ellýýv(op. dit. sP-353 n. 2), BL9 Lansdowne MS. 213, fo. 369 , refers to a, 
lDoomesday- 
vault' in the N. E. aisle of Winchester Cathedral in 1635 (Ellis, loc. cit. *, 1634). This was however more likely a 
name for -the chapel of the Holy Sepulchre, whose wall- 
paintings may have been interpreted as depicting the Last 
Judgement, i. e. Domesday, rather than being a name for the 
location of Domesday Book, as the Lansdowne MS. infers. 
On the royalýtreasur- at Winchester in the twelfth century, 
v. WEMA, pp. 291,30L5- Cf. also, ibid., p. 1, n. 2. 
3. De necessariis observantiis Scaccarii dialoE: Lis"qui vul5o' 
itur Dialogus de Scaccar o ed. and translated G. Johnson 
095O)s Pp'* b3-4. On Bishop enry's probable association 
with Cod. Wint. I., v. below, Part B$ section 5- 
of relevant pre-conquest documents by the twelfth- 
century due to loss or misplacing. Alternatively, 
some such documents may have been still extant and to 
hand but have been omitted from Cod. Wint. I through 
lack of time; this may be true of thos e documents 
later included in Cod. Wint. II or III. 
In summary, and in spite of the omissions 
noted above,. it may be said 
ýhat': 
Cod. Wint. I contains 
much information, not now extant elsewhere, about the 
pre-conquest tenure of many of the estates owned by' 
Winchester Cathedral in 1066 and later. 
(iii). Alien estates 
Although the majority of the estates mentioned in I 
'Cod. Wint. I are recorded elsewhere as Winchester cath- 
edral estates at some time in the medieval period, there 
remain some which seem never to have belonged to the 
cathedral. Several of these were included in Cod. Wint. I 
I. 'simply because they occurred in the same documents as 
Winchester cathedral estates and could not be deýleted 
without-wholesale editing and re-writing of the exemplars. 
Most of this sort occur in the wills, but-some (such as 
Creech St. Michaels Somerset, in 129) are referred to 
in diplomas rqlating to estates-subsequently associated 
with the cathedral (here Stoke St. Mary). Besidds 
these 'contextual' inclusions of alien estates, there 
remains quite a significant number of alien estates 
I 
which appear independently in. diplomas copied into 
Cod. Wint. I and not-in company with cathedral estates; 
these estates occur in the cartulary as follows: 
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Group A A. D. 947 X 986) 
Estates on the River Ebble, Wilts, (et. EBILESBVRNAN, 
etc. ), tentatively identified as Coombe Bissett, 
Fifield Bavant (twice), Stratford Tonys and partoi 
Odstock., 
Group R A. D. 928 X 982) 
Estates called Rt STOCE, Et STOCE: Longstock, Hants; 
Odstock, Wilts.; and South Stoke, Sussex. 
Group C A. D. 957 X 975) 
Estates called EASTVN, Et EASTVN(E): Aston in 
Wellington, Salop; Church Aston (with Plaish), 
Salop; *Little Aston ( and Great Barr), Staffs.; 
and an unidentified estate of this name. 
Group D (159; - A. D. 985) 
An estate called Rt HEANTVNE Wolverhampton 
(with Trescott), Staffs. 
Group E (163; A. D. 958) 
An estate called HAMME: Ham, Essex. 
Group F( 164; A. D.. 975) 
An estate called Et FIF HIDON: Fyfield, Hant s 
Group G_ (1712 A. D. 977 X 988) 
Estates called Rt YigLI, ET YiLig: Wylye2 Wiltse 
Group H (1? 5; A. D. 1026) 
,.. An estate called PorBI: Abbots Worthy2 Hants. 
Group J (206, L08; A. D. 906(for 956) and 958) 
Estates called Et Yudutune, tude tune (MS.. pude tune): 
0 Wootton, Oxon.; and an unidentified estate. 
Each of the alien estates listed above occurs in a' 
diploma, copied into Cod. Wint. lý which recorded a 
grant of that estate as bookland to a 'ýeneficiary other 
than the bishop, of Winchester or his community. There . 
is no evidence for an-y'of them of subsequent transfer of 
title to Winchester Cathedral. Each of these eQtates 
1. This document also occurs in Cod. Wint. 111(240). 
113. 
however, possessed a name of a common Anglo-Saxon, type, 
D 
and one which was identical to the name of an estate, 
or of several separate estates, ovmed by the bishop 
or the monks by 1150- The inclusion of the above 
documents in Cod. Wint. I is almost certainly due to 
the fact that they were mistaken by the compiler(s) 
of the cartulary to refer to the previous lay tenure 
of cathedral estates of the same names. Thus, the 
documents relating to Group (A) were probably assumed 
to refer to Bishopstone, Wilts. (EBBILESBURNAN, etc.; 
I 
. 
26, ýLO-ýý, 190) and those relating to Group (B) were 
probably thought to concern one or more of the cathedral* 
estates called by the name (Rt) Stoce in the Anglo-LSaxon 
period (Alverstokeg Bishopstokeý both Hants; Stoke St. -.. ' 
Maryq Somerset; cf. also East Stoke in Hayling Island, 
Meonstoke, Stoke by Hurstbourne, all Hants, and. Stoke 
by Shalbourne, Wilts The documents 6Lssociated with 
Group (C) were no doubt assumed to concern the episcopal 
estate of Easton, Hants. Those in Groups (D-J) were 
probably thought to relate respectively to the synonymous 
priory estates of Hinton Ampner (Hants); Ham (Wilts. ); 
Fyfield (Wilts. ); Stockton (Wilts.; Et PiLig 172,174b, 
Bl; iL: i 174a); Martyr Worthy and Headbourne Worthy 
(Hants); and Wootton St. Lawrence (Hants 
Differentiation between synonymous Anglo- 
Saxon estates is still today a-difficult taskpeven with 
modern resources of reference. Two of the above 
estates are still not yet even tentatively. identified, 
while a further four await verification of suggested 
I 
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locations. In the twelfth century it would have 
been impossible (except by pure chance, such as one 
of these estates being it close proximity to the birth- 
file 
place of one of the monks oflcathedral priory) to 
identify any of these alien estates except those in 
the closest proximity to Winchester. Moreover., it 
is likely that the compiler(s) of Cod. Wint. I had no 
reason to believe that these documents referred to any. 
estates but the, ones of those names owned by their 
church. The recognition of these estates as alien 
depends both on a collation of their boundaries to 
those of synonymous estates owned by Winchester 
Cathedral, and on an appreciation of the contents of 
the various archive collections associated with Winchester 
Cathedral- in the twelfth century. Besides, the 
collation of estate boundaries is not so straightforward 
as it seems. Even where two documents refer to the 
same 'estate the bounds given are not always totally 
identical (for example$ those in 41 are not identical 
to those in 40.42-4; all relate to the 45 hide estate 
of Bishopstone, Wilts Boundary-descriptions 
seem often to have been updated by the insertion or 
substitution of new boundary-points for ones. formerly 
used. Also, in cases where an estate was, at a 
later date, split into more than one unýt of landholding,,. 
or, conversely, 'joined with a neighbouring estate in 
the same ownership, there may be only one or two points 
common between the boundary-descriptions of the 
1. See below, Part B, section 31 a(ii). 
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original estate-units and those of subsequent estate- 
units made up from them. Even if it were realised 
that some documents then preserved at Winchester 
Cathedral related to alien estates, the task of 
separating those documents from the ones relating to 
cathedral estates would have been very difficult to 
achieve with any degree of pr6cision in the early twelfth 
century. That similar difficulties were experienced 
in the later twelfth century, and in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries, is shown by the inclusion of 
documents relating to alien estates in Cod. Wint. II 
-133. -_41 209,214-: 12) and Cod. Wint. 111 (239-40). 
' 
Theýfact that some alien estates were among 
those whose tenure was documented in the Codex was 
first recognized by H. P. R. Finberg and has recently 
been discussed in some detail by C. R. Hart. 2 While 
their action in publicising this discovery is to be 
welcomed, the conclusions which they went on'to draw 
about the archival provenance of the exemplars of : 
these and other texts in the Codex. cannot be accepted,, 
and are challenged below. 
3 
As noted by Hart, 
4 
an earlier writer, R. R. Darlington-, had put forward 
the dangerous proposition that: 
1.240 is a record of the same grant'.., as 164, and 
was probably copied from the same'exemplar, 
below, Part D, section 2, scribe j2- 
2. Finberg, ECWM, pp. 21-2; Hart, Codex, pp. 9-11. 
3- Part B, sectioýA a(ii. )* 
4. Hart, Codex, p. 12. 
4 
16 
'The grants of Eadred... j Edwy..., Edgar, and 
Ethelred II [that isq 46,48,45,49,471 
respectively: Group (A), above3 to their 
thegns probably relate to Bishopstone, since 
the preservation of the documents in the Codex 
Wintoniensis raises the p. &esumption that the 
lands were subsequently given to Winchester. 
" 
Hart is correct in that Darlington's proposition is 
unwarranted, but Hart's own assertion that the estates 
in these five documents: 
Ididdescend to Winchester Cathedral, all being 
included within the 45 hides at Ebbesbome 
2 
restored to the Old Minster in 997 [4411 
is probably erroneous. If the identifications 
suggested above for the estates in Group (A) are-proved 
right, all of them were outside the hundred of Downton 
(consisting of 55 hides at Downton and 45 hides at., 
3 Bishopstone), and none were subsequently held by 
Winchester Cathedral. Haýt also classified some 
estates as alien which were in fact owned by the cath- 
edral by the twelfth century (Burghclerej Ecchinswdlls 
Highclere, and West Neon .4 
The erroneous inclusion, in a medieval cart- 
ulary. of documents concerning alien estates-is not 
unique to the Codex. Such errors were, however. much 
more likely in collections. of early documents containing 
the names of synonymous estates which had not yet undergone 
1. VCH Wilts ii, p. 841 n-36. 
2. Hart, Codex, p. 12. -ý 
3. -See PNWiltsj. map. of hundreds and parishes, hundred =X. 
4. Hart, Codex, pp. 12-13; for details of their tenure, 
ve below, Appendix Is 76 (n. 1), 22 (n. 1), r?? (nýl 
and (n. 2). 
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the(mainly post-conquest) mbdification representpd, 
by the addition of identifying affixes (see (i), above). 
Documents concerning alien estates also occur in the- 
BurtonAbbey cartular and, as noted by F. M. Stenton 
as long ago as 1913, in the twelfth, -century cartulary 
of Abingdon Abbey. 2 With regard to the latters 
he commented: 
'A great majority of extant land-books are 
derived from cartulary texts; but it is 
never safe without external evidence to assume 
that the esthtes conveyed by a charter thus 
preserved ever belonged to the religious 
house whose inmates have copied the document. 
This advice is as important to users of the Codex as 
to those of the Abingdon cartulary. It-is probably 
as well to bear it in mind in relation to all cartularies. ) 
even those consisting of documents issued after the 
Norman Conquest, until their contents have been thoroughlY 
examined. - Inclusion of documents relating to alien 
estates is. however. much less likely in those cartularies 
whose compilers undertook a policy of 'excluding all 
documents with lay beneficiaries unless there existed 
direct evidence of subsequent transfer of title to the 
church concerned. As P. H. -Sawyer has noted$ such 
documents appear neither in the'early cartularies of 
Worcester cathedral pri-ory nor in the Textus Roffensis 
XLWj Peniarth MS 390; v- Sawyer, Burton Charters 
2-41 9-14$. 19-22: -24-5, 
-32-3,37-8(listed, --Eawyer 
395,397s392 548 557 5ý4 569$623,707s7203? 393749, 
853,863$92213sP8061 
2. DL$ Cotton Ms. Claud. C. ix, fos. 105-203; The early 
history of 
- 
the abbey of_Abingdon (Reading. 1913), 
pp. 40$ 
3. Ibid., p. 43- 
for this reason. 
' 
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Thus, the physical unit defined by palaeographical analysis 
as Cod. Wint. I 
2 
also possesses a discernible cohesion as a 
collection of textual matter. Even the documents relating 
. 
t6alien estates (see (iii), above) seem to have been 
(erroneously) included in Cod. Wint. I as a consequence of 
its over-all purpose, which was to transcribe in one-volume 
all pre-conquest documents concerning the Anglo-Saxon endow- 
ment of Winchester Cathedral. 
3 The omission of documents 
relating to some cathedral estates owned in the pre-conquest 
period was either due to the unavailability of such documents 
in the early twelfth century or to lack of*time to include 
them (since some of them do occur later in Cod. Wint. II and III). 
1. 'Charters of the Reform movement: the Worcester archivelý 
Tenth-centurýr studies, ed D. Parsons (Leicester$ 1975), 
pp, 86-Y. The Worcester cartularipp are BL MSS. Cotton 
Tib. A. xiii, Nero E. i (part 2, fos . 181-43, and Add. 46204. On the first, v. N. R. Ker, 'Hemming's Cartulary: 
-a description of the tUo Worcester cartularies in Cotton 
Tiberius A. xiii, Studies in medievalhistory, presented 
to Frederick Maurice Powicke2 edd. --IF. W. Hunt, W. As Pantin, 
R. W. Southern (Oxford, Ij pp. 49-75. For the Textus 
Roffensis (Rochester, Dean and Chapter Library, MS-. A-., -37. ) 
v. facsimile, ed. P. H. Sawyer (EarlZ English manuscripts in 
Yacsimile, 7,11; Copenhagen 195Y, 
2. See above, Part A, sections 2-4; and Part BI. section 1. 
3. See below, Part B, section 5. 
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The categories of document included in Cod. Wint. 1 
were those connected specifically with the tenure and 
administration of estates of bookland and loanland. They 
cover the period from the mid seventh century to the Norman 
Conquest and include evidence of earlier lay tenure of 
estates subsequently owned by Winchester Cathedral. Wholly 
vernacular documents were included as well as'thosb wholly. 
in Latin or in Latin with Old English clauses. No papal 
documents nor any texts concerning spiritual rights occur,, 
however. 
Cod. Wint. 1 includes much unique information about 
the early history of the tepiporal endowment of Winchester 
Cathedral. It also provides material, incidental to its 
main purpose, - such as docume nts concerning alien estates, 
references to moveable wealth and to family connections 
in the wills, and some interesting administrative memoranda 
which contribute several important items to our stock of 
knowledge about material culture and social classes in 
Anglo-Saxon Englands as well, as to our knowledge of the 
history of individual estates. 
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Section 
The Sources of Cod. Wint. I 
a) The Archival Provenance of Documents in Cod. Wintoi 
(i) The nature of Anglo-Saxon archives 
Distinct archives of documents were mentioned in 
England by the late Anglo-Saxon period and some of 
these can be reconstructed, at least partially, from 
a study of extant records. Each archive may be 
*-defined as a collection of documents which had been 
drawn up or used in the course of administrative or 
executive transactions (whether public or private) 
of which they themselves formed a parýj and. which 
one of the parties to those transactions, or their 
legitimate successors, had subsequently preserved in 
their own2. or personally-designated, custody for. theýr 
o-vm information. The contents. of archives 
_. -included records of title'to the possession of land 
and privileges, as well as records which documented 
the administration of such possessions. Besides 
records of the actual disposition of land,, they could 
This definition-is based, with slight modification, ' 
on the definition of archives formulated by 
Sir Hilary Jenkinson, A manual of archive admin- 
istration (Revised edition, 1965)lp. ll. 
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7/ 
also include legal and fiscal memoranda, law-b, ooks, 
and inventories. 
' They could include items in 
book-form as well as on single sheets of parchment 
but their memorial and administrative function 
distinguishes such collections from librariesý whose 
contents were usually less mundane, as well as from. 
scriptoria, whose function was the production of 
writing rather than its preservation4, 
While the memoranda preserved in Anglo- 
Saxon archives, where they survives are of great 
interest to legal, social, - and economic historians, 
they did not form the core of such archivest being 
secondary to the latters' primaryfunction which was 
the preservation of the legal possession of land I I.. 
and privileges on behalf of the, owner of the archive. 
In particular, it was two fundamental aspects of 
privileged Anglo-Saxon landholding which had a great 
effect on the nature and location of Anglo-Saxon 
archives. These were the reliance on written title- 
deeds, and the invocation of religious sanctions to 
protect those title-deeds. 
1. -For examples of administrative memoranda y. ýý1142a. 
An inventory of church goods isr-associate'd with a 
lease of A. D. 1071 x 1080 in a Durham maniiscript 
(CCCOt MS. 183), v. Robertson, ASCharters, Appendix 
111 4 and ibid., Fp. 480,497. , 
The collection of 
Anglo-Saxqn laws in the Textus Roffensis (Rochester, 
Dean and uhapter Library$ MS. A. 3-. 5. ) was copied by 
the same scribe who transcribed the documents 
therein, which. sUggests that the exemplars of both 
law-book and cartularywere kept in the same archive 
by the early twelfth century. " 
0 
a 
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From their inception, privileged land 
tenures in Anglo-Saxon England-whether completely 
alienable (bookland) or only partially so (loanland)- 
relied for their continuance on a public recognition 
of their status and on a public acceptance of both 
0 
the owner's perpetual title and-the lessee's temporary 
one. 
1 Evidence of title could in ýheory be either 
simply oral or both oral andwritten. A vernacular 
oral declaration of the terms of an agreement or of 
&a 
a grant-atipublic gathering, such as a shire-moot or 
a seasonal royal assemblywas pro'Odbly necessary for 
1.2 
all such transactions to become effective. At. 
first, such declarations relied almost entirely, 
f or the maintendiýce of their terms,. on the memory of 
those who witnessed them, but wills often included 
the additional device of a specific request to the 
testator's lord to protect their terms.. 3 With 
bookland however, as its name implies, the terms of 
the grant were also recorded iii writing from a very 
early period - probably on the insistence of the 
ecclesiastical beneficiaries who were'the first to, be 
favoured by the tenure. The Latin diplomas so 
1. On these tenuresl see further$ above, Part B, 
section ? -, c(i). 
2. 
ý 
Cf. Harmer, ASWrits, pp. 45-57- 
3- This protection was usually in return for-the 
payment of heriot, X.. Whitelock, ASWillslp. 100. 
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issued probably followed a traditional oral puýlic 
ceremony of livery of seisin but in tiiýe-with the 
death of wiýnesses - became the sole evidence, of 
the tenurial status of a particular estate. It 
has been suggested that the piece of parchment upon 
which the record of a grant of bookland was to be 
recorded might itself have been used as a symbol of 
the estate in a ceremony of livery of seisin. 
Whether or not this was so and the diploma when 
granted was thus both dispositive and evidentia. ry, 
its subsequent evidentiary use cannot be questioned. 
In time. too. the oral declarations, recording wills 
or agreements about leasehold lands were also-written 
down for future reference, although here the vern- 
acular, and with it a more oral-formulaic linguistic 
structure was retained. 
Because of the process by which the diploma 
itself came to be the only lasting Tminiment of title 
to an estate of bookland,. there is little doubt that 
only one diploma was granted to record a single grant 
and that this diploma would be handed from heir to 
2 heir with the estate in question. With wills, 
1. Parsons, 'Some scribal memorandal P-32; 
P. Chaplais, 'The authenticity of the royal Anglo- 
Saxon diplomas of Exeter', B. I. H. R. 39 ('#-___j1966), 
PP. 33-4. 
2. Cf. the references to the transfer of title-deeds 
in 21-2, ýIj 106,122,1? 4b,. 229. Note that although 
and ý3_ 112 Rn7d 113,1-2 aRd-155 ý5 and 136, are 
t7aree pairs 04'ýIplomas, recording the same transactions, 
none of these pairs is made of two identical 
records. 
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where there was often more than one beneficiary and 
where any livery of seisin was in the future after 
the testator's death, and with grants of loanland, 
where there was both an immediate and a reversionary, 
beneficiary, the written record was usually made in 
the form'of a chirograph. In these cases. more 
than one copy-of the transaction would be written on 
the same piece of parchment which, would then be 
divided along a line2 sometimes serrated, cut through 
the middle of a word (often Latin cyrograp Iwriting') 
written in the space between each of the adjacent 
texts. The authenticity of any one text could 
later be ascertained by placing its parchment. in 
original relationship to the other(s). - The 
testimony of any one of such vernacular texts would 
not be enough. on its own but., since such chirographs 
usually recorded mutually-advantageous agreements, 
single copies were probably not often destroyed on 
purpose. To guard against accidental destruction., 
however,, it was often the practice to make a. triple 
chirograph and to deposit one copy with a neutral 
third party. 
2 
There must have been an increasing 
See Whitelock, ASWill I pp. xxiijý-v. 
For the upper part of a double chirograph, 
v. Plate XXVp 
2. For an example of the middle part of a triple 
chirograph, v. BL, Cotton MS. Au ii- 70 
(Sawyer 1471; B. M. Facs. iv, 275: 
0 
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I reliance on written evidence of title 
to land during 
the Anglo-Saxon period as the incidence of grants of 
bookland and 'loaniand became more common. This 
reliance underlined the need for the safe-keeping of 
such evidence and its protection by the invocation 
of supernatural powers.. A written invocation of. 
Christian forces, in a pictorial as well as a verbal 
form, was placed at the beginning of. individual 
diPlomas, and often of individual vernacular agree- 
ments, 'as a means of protection for the actual document 
against harm from the illiterate as well as the literate. 
A further use of religious sanctions for the protection 
of individual title-deeds, as well as whole archives 
of documents, was that obtained by placing them in 
close proximity to sacred places. Such documents 
were often kept not just within the buildings of a 
religious houses but in the most holy parts-of that 
house. Single documents were sometimes placed on 
the altar of a church during ceremonies relating to 
the transfer or surrender of title'of estates to that 
church. 229 (in Cod. Wint. II) records that',, in 979, 
one Flfnoth plaped the diploma which had been made 
for his brother Wulfric. concerning the estate of 
Crondall, Hants, on the altar of St. Peter in the Old 
Minster and declared that it should'remain there 
I 
without controversy, as a symbol of his quitclaim in 
it to the Old Minster. Presumably Wulfric's, 
diploma and others like it were later transferred 
from the top ýf the altar to some protective"covering, 
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perhaps the inside of a liturgical book or of eý , 
portable reliquary kept on, or adjacent to, the 
altar-' A number of such deposits would in 
time come to represent an arc4ive of the title- 
deeds of the religious house concerned. 
N. P. 'Brooks has observed that: 
gat Christ Church [Canterbury] before the 
great fire of 10671 the 
, 
ancient privileges 
and archives of the, church were kept in 
the little separate church of St. John the 
Baptist where the bodies of the archbishops 
2 
were buried'. 
I 
It is perhaps worth recalling that the bodies of 
*, particularly revered saints were often not buried 
in the modern sense but rather enclosed in 
reliquaries which were made to be opened so that-- 
For the association of documents with liturgical 
books and reliquaries. see F. Wormald, 
'The Sherborne "Chartulary'", Fritz Saxl 1890 - 
1948 ed. D. J. Gordon (1957), pp. 106-7. For 
the placing of reliquaries on or adjacent to 
altars in Western Europe from the ninth century 
onwards, v. C. E. Pocknee, The Christian Altar 
(Alcuin Ulub$ 1963) PP. 84-5. At St. Augustine's 
Canterbilryin the early fifteenth century both 
reliquaries and ancient books (libri missi a 
Gregorio ad AuE!. istinam) were placed on top of the 
screen behind the high altar, y. W. St. John Hope, 
English altars from illitminated manuscripts 
(Alcuin Club Collections i, 1899), Flate 9. 
Cf. below, Part BI section 5. 
2. N. P. Brooks,. 'The pre-Conquest charters of Christ 
Church Canterbury' (Oxf 
, ord 
D. Phil-, 1969) p-49. 
Dr. Brooks further suggests that. after the com- 
pletion, of the treasury near the high altar at 
Christ Church in 1130, the bulk of the pre- 
r-onquest documents were kept therein$ ; Lbid., p. 66. 
k 
12 7 
the remains might be viewed and venerated. 
' Some 
of such reliquaries, such as that of St. Cuthbert 
2 
now at Durham, were fitted with an inner shelf 
which was used as a repository both of treasures 
and of documents recording the granting of estates 
to the saint during his lifetime, or to the church in. 
which his body'was stored. - It may be suggested 
that the use of long narrow coffin-like boxes at 
Norwich Cathedral in the fourteenth century for the 
storage of deeds3 originated in the use of reliquaries 
for the purpose at an earlier-date.. The Latin 
word scrinium itself was used in the Anglo-Saxon 
period and later with the meaning of a 'box for 
storing documents' as well as with the narrow modern 
4 
sense of 'shrine often no doubt it meant both 
at the same time. Anglo-Saxon kings were also- 
sometimes recorded as having placed documents with 
their relics, in their haligdom, for safe-keeping. 
5 
1. The relics of Saint Cuthbert (Oxford, 1956), 
ed. G. F. battiscoEU_ep. V, n. 2. I 
2. Ibid. Cf. 232. 
3. 
" 4. 
5. 
I Norwich cathedral 13riory The charters o. 
(Pipe Roll bocie I New Series 409 19'/4 for - 
1965-6) ede Barbara Dodwell, ppý xvii-xviii- 
Barlow English Church p. 122. It was still 
used in this sense in A. D... 1235, v.. Cur 17-21 
Henry 111,1472. 
See further 
, 
(ii), below. 
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All these instances bear witness to the practice of 
individuals and institutions-in the Anglo-Saxon 
period ( and later) of'putting important records 
under the spiritual protection of the most holy 
articles they possessed. An extension of this 
practice was the commendation. by individuals of 
their personal Tminiments to the protection of a 
favourite saint whose remains'were kept in-a re- 
ligious house, of which the individuals concerned 
were not themselves members but with which they had 
a close connection. Each of such alien deposits 
constituted a private larchivel in the sense of the 
word given above. 
1 
By the end of the Anglo-Saxon period., many 
monasteries were the guardians of several distinct 
archives within their precincts, those of themselves 
as institutions as well as those of individuals and 
families. In the immediate post-Conquest period, 
those of these once distinctlarchives which survived 
the events of the Norman settlement'were sometimes 
mixed together by monastic administrators into one 
mass of material which is now often difficult to 
re-segregate into its original archive groups, 
particularly where further disruption and loss of 
I. For alien deposits at Winchester, 
ýr. (ii), ',. below. For 
a thirteenth-century alien deposit v. Cur 1? -21 
Henry 111,14? 2, where the archive PoT W11IIIiam 
Briwerre is shou, 4 to have been kept at Mottisfont 
Priory in 1235. 
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documents took place at the time of the Tudor 
Refo=ation or in the Civil War of the seventeenth 
century. An appreciation of the possibility that 
some of the surviving documents associated with a 
religious house may include those which originally 
belonged to alien archives preserved within its 
walls is, however. the first ste' in the reconstruction, p 
however partial, of the contents of those original 
ar-chives - As will be shown in the next section, 
a part of the contents of a few of such alien' 
archives may be recognisable among documents later 
associated with Winchester cathedral Tnitniments, most 
of which occur in the Codex, but one or two on single 
sheets of parchment. 
(ii) Winchester archives and the sources of Cod. Wint. I 
By the end of the Anglo-Saxon periodthere were 
several distinct archives in existence in Winchester, 
some of which may have lost their separate identity 
by the time that work stopped on Cod. Wint. I 01139)ý 
Monastic archives were established at each-'of the 
three monasteries (the Old, the New, and the Nuns' 
Minster$ by 975s 2 each of which might also by then 
have acted as a repository for private archives. 
The bishops' archive was distinguished from that of 
For this date, v. below, Part B, ýection 
See 25 (A. D. 974, X 9? 5). - 
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the Old Minster in a document of 1043 x 1044 (22)1' 
but may have been separate since the physical seg-- 
regation of the bishop's residence at Wolvesey 
from the three monastic precincts at the time of 
Benedictine Reformation. There may also have. 
been more than one archive associated with the 
king in Winchester by 1066. In theory, any of 
these could have been the original archival source 
of individual documents in Cod. Wint. I but some are 
more likely than others, as will be shown bel6w. 
In particular, the view first put forward by H. P. R.. 
23 
Pinberg, and later amplified by C. R. Hart, that 
most of the documents in the Codex with beneficiaries 
other than Winchester Cathedral were extracted from 
the 'royal archives', will be challenged. 
As may be seen from the collation of texts 
4 in Cod. Wint-I to surviving single-s4eet documents, 
the immediate precursor of the cartulary was a large 
assembly of documents mostly written on individual 
See WEMAtpp. 323-4; of. 21-2v 24-ý. The reference 
in 9=. mid baes bisceopes '[-MS-. bl_sceovýesl landbocan. 
-prol5ably refers to an Upiscopal arcrilve rather 
than to Bishop Elfwine's personal title-deeds 
alone, though the former may well have-included 
the latter. 
2. Finberg, EGWMI pp. 21-2. 
3. Hart,. Codex, pp. 9-20. 
4. See belowl'Appendices 20. 
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sheets of parchment. Only with regard to isolated 
groups of documents did the cartulary-maker(s) follow 
a pre-existing order of-texts which presupposes any 
2 
common exemplar. coa. wint. I itself was an 
original compilation, and not, in contrast to two of 
the surviving cartularies, of Christ Church, Canterbury 
and another associated with the see of Canterbury, a 
copy of an earlier cartulary now lost-3 The palaeog- 
raphical features'of Cod. Wint. II 
4 the . character of the 
majority of its contents, 5 as well as its later historyI6 
suggest that it was written by scribes associated with 
Winchester cathedral priory. Whether the place in 
i4hich they assembled its exemplars was at Wolvesey 
Palace or in the cathedral priory, it is impossible to_ 
say. The fact that some of its exemplars were among 
This conclusion is contrary to the stemma of two 
precursor MSS. between the single-sheets and the 
Code postulated by R. A. Williams, 'Die vokale der 
tonsilben im Codex Wintoniensis', An li, 25 (1902), 
PP. 396-7. Williams's theory was, oweVe2r, based on 
neither a collation of the MSS. of surviving exemplars 
to the MS. of the Codex nor on a thorough palaeogra- 
phical investigation of the Codex. 
2.26-39,64-70 probably represent two such exemplar _Eubý-doc_ume_nts_j v. below, Part B, section Lýa(i)- 
3. COCCI MS. 189; Canterbury, Dean and Chapter Library, 
Reg. P; London, Lambeth Palace, jI. S. 1212. All three 
are copies of lost cartularies which derived from 
a common source, v. N. P. Brooks$ 'The pre-conquest 
charters of Chris-t Church$ Canterbury', (Oxford 
D. Phil., 1969), pp. 102 foll., 127. 
I 
4. See above, Part B, section 1.. 5- Ibid., section 2. 
1 
6. See below, Parts-QID; and. Part E$ section 1. 
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the cathedral muniments in 1640 and 1643s-rather 
than at Wolvesey, should be noted, but only as 
circumstantial evidence-' It is. also impossible 
to say whether the pile of exemplars assembled 
immediately prior to the writing of Cod., Wint. I in 
maae up J a4cumeuts 
1129 X 1139 USO )taken from one contemporary Tnu-niment 
store or-several. It is probable,, however., that 
groups among them had belonged to separate archives 
at the end of the Anglo-Saxon period, some of which 
may have been merged by the early twelfth century 
(see below). 
The surviving exemplars do not carry any archival 
press-marks of the twelfth century or earlier, and 
no press-marks are given against the texts in the 
cartulary. However, most of the rubrics in 
Cod. Wint. I were probably copied from endorsements on 
the exemplars, some of which endorsements may reflect 
an association with one archive or collection of 
documents rather than wit h another* In particular, 
most of those documents in Cod. Wint. I with either a 
Latin or a hybrid (Old English and Latin) endorsement- 
rubric may have been associated with an early twelfth- 
century1collection' of documents which either related 
to Winchester cathedral estates or 1ýad as beneficiary 
the bishop of Winchester and/or the cathedral commlinity. 
2 
1. See below, Appendix 21 . +ýqj +L22$ +157, +161, +162, 
114 79,91 ? +1691 +190. Cf. Appendix Is 
": 
_t ? 1? 91 ? 1ý5_2. 
2. See below, pp. 217-22. ' 
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I.. 
Documeýits whose endorsement-rubrics suggest that 
their exemplars belonged to such a 'collection' are 
as follows: 40-1,20-1, Z-L, ý05 62,77-ýj L01,110i 
1129 114,116-122 119,122, L241 126b, 130-1,140a, 
148b, 152$ 1? 71 181a, 183, and 190.1 The 'collection' 
may also have included the exemplars of 126a, 140bs 
- 148a, and 181bc, which are associated in the cartulary 
with 126b, 140a, 148b, and 181a respectively. The 
exemplars of 58,113, and 184, alternative versions 
of 60,112, and 183, inay also have been kept in close 
relation to those documents, if they were not actually 
written on the same parchment. The above list 
includes documents in Latin,, in Old English, and in 
both. Diplomas, leases, boundaries, exchanges, and 
confirmations are included. Their date-range is 
(apparently) from the mid seventh century (40) to 
the late tenth (58,60)9 but there is a high proportion 
from the reign of Edward the Elder (thirteen out of 
2 
thirty-one documento. 
It would be hazardous to draw any conclusions 
about theýlcollectionl., postulated above',. based on the 
above documents alone., since other documents with similar 
This list excludes 26,6ý, 92-3, and 142al)which have 
some Latin in their--rubF1"cs-. In thesFcasesthe 
Latin does not appear to have been copied from 
endorsements but rather from the face of the respective 
exemplars. The same goes for the rubricated clause 
introducing the bounds in 59 (fo. 25)- 
2. ýO, 62, Z8$ 1101'1121 113,116,126, LO-1,140,181, 
L90; -countiFg7here as singl-e-do ents 'IL"6pE-, 
12TO-abs 181abc. 
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endorsement-rubrics occur in Cod. Wint. III and*another 
document on a single-sheet, but not copied into the 
Codex$ is extant with a Latin endorsement of the'above 
2 type When these too are taken into consideration, 
the date-range is extended to one'covering: the pe. riod 
from the mid seventh century (40) to 1053 X 1066 (19) 
in a not too uneven distribution. Apart from 213 
(in Cod. Wint. 11, a record ofýthe Council of Hatfield, 
in 679, relating to the authority of the metropolitan 
sees of Canterbury and York), and the single-sheet 
document referred to above (a grant of personal book- 
land to Bishop Ethelwold in 975),, all the documents in 
the 'collection' concern estates held by J--ý Winchester 
Cathedral by 1066. Most of them have as beneficiary 
the bishop and/or the cathedral corniinity. Bishops 
usually occur in these documents as the representatives 
N 
of the see. but in the above single-sheet document and 
in 126a, 210, LIL5-16, and 225 (the last four in Cod. Wint. II) 
3 they appear in a personal capacity. Grants of 
land*and privileges to the cathedral churchý of Winchester 
are included, dating both'from before and after its 
L 
-1 
222 18,21,24-5,211-12, ? 121 I. Z-ýýO -81 230-1 Tscribe h-7, cf. al-ýo ; ý21 the vernaculai--ýe'rsion 
of 21; LI (scribes dj e); 19 (scribe h). 
The rubrics to 238--ý2ý 2471 in Uod. Wint IIY (scribe j? ) 
Appear to represent cartulary headings, y. below, 
Part D, section 2. scribe 
2, BL, Harl. Chart 43 C. 6 (Sawyer 801(l)), which 
uses a similar formula of endorsement to. 181 L4, 
227 (in Cod. Wint. II). 
3- Probably also in 107, although the rubric describes 
it as a grant to t=e church of Winchester 
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reform in 964. The few grants in which Winchester 
Cathedral does not appear as either an immediate or 
reversionary beneficiary (107 
2,114 in Cod. Wint. I, 
and 211-12,226 in Cod. Wint. Il,;, excluding the- 
personal grants to individual bishops mentioned above) 
all relate to estates owned by the cathedral by at 
least the mid twelfth century and probably represent 
surrendered title-deeds (cf. below). 
While the 'collection' discussed above does 
not include all surviving An glo-Saxon grants of-land 
and privileges to Winchester Cathedral., it does rep- 
resent a considerable proportion of such documents. 
It is not impossible that documents recording grants 
to Winchester Cathedral or relating to Winchester 
cathedral estates which do not have either a Latin'or 
enaorsement- 
a hybridLrubric in the Codex but which were copied into 
the latter in the twelfth century were also part of 
3 this 'collection'* Even on the evidence of only 
enaartement- 
the 4ocuments listed above as having Latin ot hybridý 
rubries. howeverl-it seems that this., Icollecti'on' 
1. On 
(A) 
the 
(E) 
Benedictine 
(F), s. a. 
Reform at Winchester, v. ASO 
964.1 
2. Cf. above, p. 134, n-3- 
3. That is, any of: 26-ý4,42-4, ý2,22-2, ý91 61,6 1 1? 9-106,10872,117Tab, ýýj 718,120-11 23ab, 21 
132,1387-14 -1-7 7-60-21 1 01 2, ab 7-q- 1 15 
20 in C d. Wi t. I;. 
1*217-6 
-lM-M5-$ 
wr-i-d any oY-ý4-77 -2 TTOs 
iýýj 
221$ 229 in 
Cod. Wint. 'Il-. --Pe' 
Nap 
also tFe-lo'97doFuMmen7ts mentioned 
in WCL, Book of John Chase, fos. 18's 56,55, ?3 
(Sawyer 1812,1815-16,1818) ýnd in 229 (Sawyer 1817)- 
i 
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included documents which one might reasonably expect. 
to have been kept in the bishops' archive as well as 
some which belonged to that of the cathedral priory 
(the Oýd Minster). The date at which the 'collection'' 
was assembled from'these two archives depends on the. 
dating of both the text qnd the endorsements of two 
surviving single-! -sheet documents which appear., from 
the form of their endorsements., to have been part of the 
'collection' ( +19LOý and BL, Harl. Chart. 43 C-6)- 
- The text-script of the former has been dated as 
probably eleventh-century and that of the latter as 
of the first half of the eleventh century. 
2 The 
relevant endorsements, or additions to endorsements,, 
on both documents may be dated to the early twelfth 
century; that on +190 is either earlier than Cod. Wint-I 
or at latest contemporary to, it, since it appears as 
part of the rubric to 190 in the cartulary. On 
this evidence. the 'collection' seems to have been 
assembled between the early eleventh century and 
1129 X 1139, the date of the writing of Cod. Wint. I. 
Further, if the Latin and hybrid endorsement-rubrics 
were composed as an immediate result of the assembly 
of bhe 'collection', rather than as part of a later 
sorting of it, its assembly may be dated to the early 
twelfth century rather than before. Even. if the 
'collection' were assembled earlier, the composition 
1. BL, Harl'. Chart. 
1 
43 C-1 (Sawyer 376(l)); 
v. below, : Appendix 2. 
2. Sawyer 376(l), 801(l), quoting Mr. N. R. Ker and Mr. T. A. M. Bishop, y. ibid., p. ix. 
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of the additional endorsement-rubrics appears tp have 
been carried-out in the early twelfth century. 
I. 
That composition2 at least, may perhaps have been 
associated with an investigation into the cathbdral 
endowment due to the claim by the monks of the priory 
that Bishop William Giffard (1107-29) unjustly held 
estates which had been originally assigned to them. 
2 
Alternatively, it may either have been associated 
with a similar claim during the early part of the 
episcopate of Henry of Blois (1129-71), 3 or even have 
been an early stage in'the sorting of the exemplars 
for Cod. Wint. I.. If the latter, it would mean that 
several documents in the 'collection' were excluded 
I from the cartulary written 1129 X 1139, either from 
oversight or lack of time. Later in the twelfth 
centýry, one of the documents in the 'collection', 
but not in the Codex (BLI Harl. Chart. 43 C. 6ý) 
Ue 
was probably used asl source for a stat. ement in the 
4 Winchester Annals. It seems then. from the above 
1. Assuming,, as seems likely from their similarity of 
phrasing, that they were all composed at the same date. 
2, Winchest. er ann., s. aa. 11222 1124. Cf. Goodman, 
ChartulAry 1,2. 
3. Cf. ibid. , r?, 10,14,26,42. 
4. Winchester ann., s. a. 959: ... rex Edgaras... Wintonienpi ecolesim6edit... apud Pladanleýam iii. hidas 
The reference to the grant oT-E-reedon, Leics apud 
Breodunam),, ibid.,,. may have had as source eithLrýSawyer, 
Burton Charters 22 (Savrjer ý49), whose only surviving. 
text is in the Burton Abbey cartulary (NLW, Peniarth 
MS. 390), or a different (now-lost) diploma extant 
at Winchester Cathedral in the twelfth century. 
On the authorship of the Winchester Annals, y. 
J. T. Appleby, 'Richard of Devizes and the Annals of 
Winchester', D. I. H. R. 36 (1963)s PP- 70-5- 
4 
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discussion., that the compiler(s) of Cod. Wint. I were 
able to draw upon a large 'collection' of Anglo- 
Saxon documents relating to the Winchester cathedral 
endoutmentt assembled either at Winchester Cathedral 
or at Wolvespy Palace in the early twelfth century. 
Whether or not this 'collection' was an ad hoe one 
for the very purpose of writing such a cartulary, 
or it related to an earlier investigation into the 
cathedral endowment., we do not know. What is. 
probable is that Cod. Wint. I includes documents which 
at the end of the Anglo-Saxon period were-not yet 
arranged in such a 'collection', being either in the 
IýIshoýsl archive, in the Old Minster's archive, or 
in other archives then at Winchester (see below). 
It is difficult to distinguish with certainty 
between cathedral endowment documents in Cod. Wint. I 
I-. which in the late Anglo-Saxon period were in the bishops' 
archive rather than in that of the Old Minster. With 
few exceptionsl. any clear distinctions as to estates 
or beneficiaries associated with one-archive rather 
than another, if they existed before, have been blurred 
by the assembly of the Idollection' discussed above. 
Many of the documents relating to, the cathedral 
endowment., in any case,, had as beneficiary both the bishop 
and the cathedral. community. Such. * 
documents dating 
from before the Benedictine Reformations and thus from 
beforethe bishop's removal to Wolvesey, may however 
1. There was peT-haps also some dislocation of archives 
during the rebuilding of the cathedral in the late 
eleventh and early twelfth centuries, and of Wolvesey 
Palace in the earl twelfth centurys y. WEMA, pp. 
308-9,324-8, and 
Llow. 
0 
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have remained at the Old Minster and have been there 
still in the eleventh century. Whether Bishop 
Rthelwold took with him to Wolvesey any documents 
which he considered related specifically to episcopal 
privilege is not known. He, and later bishops, 
almost certainly collected subsequent documents of 
this sort there., however, and probably kept their ourn 
personal title-deeds there als(l perhaps in the same 
location and without distinction between episcopal 
documents of a public and a private nature. 
22 (a lease), whose exemplar was one part of 
a'triple chirograph, may have come from either the 
61d Minster's qrchive or that of the bishops, as a 
copy was to be deposited in each. 
2 The exemplars 
I. 
of Ell g13-70 (memoranda and boundaries relating to 
the episcopal estate of Taunton, Somerset, and its 
dependencies) may more probably have come from the 
bishops' archive, while that of the memoranda con- 
cerning Hurstbourne Priors, Hants, (142ab) probably 
6ame from the. tof the Old Minster. The exemplar 
1. For Bishop J2thelwold's private milniments. y. further, 
below. 2ý, 157,160,210,225 were all Uocuments 
recording grants of personal bookland to Bishop 
Elfwi: ae (1032-47) and were probably subsequently. 
surrendered by him, with the estates, to the Old 
Minster. 216 was a life-leases dated 960, in 
favour of Fil-shop Beorhthelm, with. reversion to the 
Old Minster. ýý-14 could also p6ssibly have 
belonged to an epi'E-copal collection; but., for 214, 
cf. furthers below. 
2. A more remote pos'sibility is that the exemplar of 
92 was the lessee's part) subsequently surrendered. 
THe same applies to 1. ýQj 186,194, v. below. 
"1 
0 
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of 120, the boundary of what is stated to be 'Bishop 
Stigand's estate Rt Yenbeorg'an', may have come from 
either of the two archives, since -_-: -part 
(Little 
of 41MC. sail astate 
Hinton, Wilts. )Jrightfully belonged to the monks 
rather than to the bishop. 
1 
Besides. 22, mentioned above, other leases 
(1ý01 186,194) in Cod. Wint. J, whose exemplars were 
each one part of a chirograph of which one copy was 
given to the lessor and one copy was to be deposited 
in the Old Minster probably came from the latter's 
2 
archive. With 150, this is more likely than 
that its exemplar was the third copy deposited at 
Wilton, Wilts*3 With 194, a third copy of which 
0 
w4s to be deposited in the New Minster, as well as 
the one at the Old Minster, it is ptill likely that 
it was the Old Minster's copy that was used for 
Cod. Wint. I, unless we can ass=e, firstly., that the 
Old. Minster's text was unavailable by the early 
twelfth century and,, sezondly., that the scribes of 
Cod. Wint. I had access t6. the New klinster-Hyde Abbey 
text. 
4 The exemplar of 186 was merely a double- 
chirograph, with one copy deposited at the Old Minster. 
DB i, fo. 65V (WEMBERGE). See below, Append'ix 1, IZ01n. l. 
2. 22, ý2,220a,. in Cod. Wint. IIjalso. had chirographed 
dxe mplars. 
3- It is unclear whether the abbey or the royal palace 
was meant as the'place of deposit. 
4. On the latter possibility, X. below. 
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In' all these caýes the possibility that the text used 
wa*s one which the lessee had been given and which he 
had subsequently surrendered to the Old Minster should 
be considered. but is perhaps less likely. 
Anglo-Saxon wills'were also often written in 
several copies, one being kept by each of the principal 
beneficiaries and one by the testator. The inclusion- 
of*two texts of the will of Ethelstan Ethe-ling (93,102) 
in Cod. Wint. 'I should probably be explained as reflecting 
the presence of two separate chirograph copies of it 
among the sources of the cartulary. 
2 One was 
probably from the Old Minster's archive, that instit- 
ution being the first beneficiary named in the . saia rccora., 
The other copy may have come from the bishops' archive 
and have been deposited there by Bishop Rlfsige II 
(1012 X 1014 - 1032), another beneficiary (in a personal 
ca pacity). It may, howeverhave 
'come 
instead from 
the archive of either the New Minster or the Nuns' 
Minster, two other beneficiaries (cf. below). Two 
further possibilities., however. are either that it was 
the testator's ovm copy, or that it was that of his 
father, King Ethelred Unrwdj another beneficiary-Y 
1. Whitelock ASWills, pp. xxiii-vi. Cf. also the- 
several cOpTies of king Elfred's first will which 
. he had entrusted to many of 
its witnesses, but 
which he later annulled, v. Harmer, EHD 11, 
particularly p. 18ý 11.36--5- 
2. For other extant copies of this will. y. below, 
Appendix 1,93. 
3- On the sending of copies of wills to the king when 
he was a beneficiary, v. P. Chaplais 'The authen- 
ticity of. the royal An7glo-Saxon diplomas of Exeter', 
B. I. H. R- 39 (1966), P. 17- 
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In these latter cases, the copy concerned might-have 
been deposited in a personal collection of title-deeds, 
either in the Old Minster or in the_ royal palace 
opposite, whence it was subsequently removed into the 
cathedral's possession at some time before the vrriting 
of Cod-Wint. I (see further, below). 
The Old Minster was, also a beneficiary of all 
the other wills in the cartulary (106,12-2s 151s 162s 
172,185,187). In the first three of these. not 
only was it the foremost. b6neficiary and the only 
ecclesiastical one named, but no royal beneficiaries 
were included. In these casesit is highly likely 
Uat the exemplar of the cartulary text came from the 
Old Minster's archive. With 162, although the 
New Minster as well as the Old Minster was a beneficiary, 
it was the bequest to the latter which was specifically 
mentioned in the contemporary endorsement on its 
(still-extant) exemplarli which suggests that this' 
was the Old Minster's copy. Similar mention of, 
2 the Old Minster was made in the rubric to 172, 
whose exemplar does not survive, and although the, 
actual bequest therein was given for the provisipn 
of clothing for the bishop and his (unreformed) 
community, its exemplar too probably once belonged to 
the Old Mi33ster's. archive, since its-date (946 X-947) 
1. See below, Appendix 2)+ 162. 
2. Although 1? 2 is in Quire, Xj in which some inter- 
olation of rubrics was undertaken by scribe a 
M. below, Part B, section 4, b(iii))., there is no- reason to question this particular phrase. 
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was before the bishop's move to Wolvesey. 
In 185, the Old Minster was the only 
ecclesiastical-beneficiary associated with Winchester. 
Other beneficiaries., however. incluaed King Eaagar, his 
wife Elfthryth, and their two sons, so there is the 
possibility that the exemplar was from the king's, 
or one of his family's, personal archive rather than 
from the Old Minster's archive- (see furtherlbelow). 
With 187ý there is an even wider choice of 
provenance for the exemplar. . All three of the 
Winchester monasteries, as well as King Eadgar, his 
queen, one of the Ethelings (probably the later King 
ýdward the Martyr), 1- and Bishop Ethelwold ( in a 
personal capacity) were beneficiaries. The testato3Z, 
Elfgifu, also had a close relationship with the Old 
Minster, bequeathing her private shrine, with her 
relics, to it and wishing to be buried there, ' so she 
herself may have deposited her o-vm copy there. In 
theory thent the exemplar of 187 could have come from 
the archive oý any of the above beneficiari. es, or that 
of the testator (see further, below). 
1, 
Although it is not impossible that the 
exemplars of 18.5 and 187 were copies of the respective 
wills belonging to beneficiaries other than the Old 
Minster, or even that the exemplar of 187 was the 
Whitelock, ASWills, p. 1-20. Cf. the di: s*cussion*'of 
Elfgifuls diploma-, concerning klewnham M=ýbn' 
(BL, Harl'. Chart. *43 C. 5), * jý?. 159-60, below., 
a 
testator's own copy, it is perhaps more likely that 
they, and the exemplars of the other wills in the 
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cartulary, were in fact the copies belonging to the 
Old Minster's archive from the time immediately 
after each of the wills had been declared. Except 
in the case of Ethelstan Etheling's will, of which 
two texts (93,102) were copied into the cartulary, 
there is no reason to assign the exemplars to the 
archive of any of the beneficiaries named other than 
to that of the Old Minster, in which they pres-Umably 
remained until removed either to form part of the 
'collection' postulated above or to be copied direct 
into Cod. Wint. I. 
It is almost certain that documents in 
Cod. Wint. I whose exemplars recorded grants to 
beneficiaries other than the see or the Old Minster 
of estates later owned by Winchester Cathedral 
reprgsent surrendered title-deeds kept., by 1066, in 
either the Old Minster's or (after the move to 
Wolvesey) the bishops' archive, according to whether 
the estates concerned belonged to either the cathedral 
co=ýmity or the bishop. 
I Such surrender of title 
These documents are:, 52,22,59,72_4ý ? 69 29-91, 
94-61 98-1011-103-ý TI-02,108-9,. 117ab, 114: _ 'ýIT, 22; 41 
19 
10= 
*2 
al 0 
T-F61 '225 1 23 in UR. Wint- IIIL381 241 in 
'Wi nt .II 
and-pýý. sýbi_y tEose noted -in WCL) BooZof John Chase, 
fos. 101 , 56s 55,73 (Sawyer 1814-16,1818; on 1815, v. below). Some of these may have been in- 
cluded7in the 'collection' of documents relating 
toý the cathedral endowment, postulated above. 
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to an estate's new owner, was specifically mentioned 
in 61,106i i22,174b in Cod. Wint. I, and in 21-2,229 
in Cod. Wint. II. 
1 In 61,106, and 122,. the title- 
deeds were given up in return for a life-tenure of 
the respective estates with reversion to the see (61) 
or the Old Minster (106,122). It is probable 
that the diploma surrendered by Beorhtric Grim in, 106 
was the one later copied into. Cod. Wint. I as 105; it 
was to be placed in the Old Minster, where the earlier 
diploma which King Rthelstan had granted (cf. 108) 
was already kept. 2 The diplomas mentioned in 61 
and 122 do not survive. That in 122 was surrendered 
to the Old Minster for a life-lease on condition that 
it was to be available for loan should the lesseez' 
title need clarification (to wnire rihtinge). 
3 
174b 
is a copy of a vernacular memorandum, within the text 
of 174a, recording the transfer of an estate, with 
its title-deeds, by Ethelwulf, the beneficiary of 174a.. 
to one Deorswith, in 901. Sometimes, the beneficiary 
named in the surrendered document was a distant ancestor 
of the person'who actually gave. it up; thus., the diploma 
mentioned in 21-2 (A. D. 975 X 979) as being surrendered 
-at-that time was one granted by King Llfred (A. D-871-9) 
to the ancestor of one of the parties to 21-2. This 
1. For 229, y. (i), above. 
2. Presumably Beorhtric had himself deposited in the 
Old Minster the diploma granted by King 2thelstan, 
but had retained the one granted by King Eadred to 
himself.. 
3. OE rihting is translated as 'correction', Whitelock, 
ASWills, p*. 17, and BTI s. v., but the meaning 'direction,,. ' Tu7i'dancell BTib., seems more appropriate; that is, 
that the di7pl-oma should be available for consultation 
in case of a lawsuit., 
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particular example underlines the importance of, , 
the diploma as a symbol of the privileged tenure 
of &-ff estate, handed down with the latter to the 
beneficiary's heirs. 
Some of such surrendered documents were 
subsequently copied into the Codex as part of the 
cathedral's tiVle to the estates concerned. In 
the case of Bushton, Wilts. (153-ý), East Overton, 
Wilts. (238; in Cod. Wint. III), Ecchinswell, Hants 
Hannington, Hants (205), Harwell, Berks.. (99-101)9 
West Tisted, Hants (103-: ý), - and Woolstone$ Berks. 
(198-200)lidocuments represent the bole surviviri-9 
iýint of a pre-conquest association between these' 
estates and Winchester Cathedral, their lourner 
in 
Domesday Book. I In the case of Burghclere, Hants, 
not named in Domesday Book, 76 is the only association 
between the cathedral and the estate before the twelfth 
century. 
2 It may be that these estates, with their 
title-deeds, were the subject of pre-conquest bequests 
to the cathedral (like those recorded in 106 and 122) 
the written record of which had been lo. st by 'the twelfth 
century93 although the surrendered title-deeds were 
still extant. 
Before their final and absolute surrender to 
the Old Minster or the bishopit is-no. t impossible that 
DB i,. fos. 40v (West Tisted), 41v (Ecchinswell, 
Rannington), 58 (Harwell, Woolstone), 65v(CLIV 
i. e. Bushton ; , -7---. 1 East Overton) 
2. Goodman, Chartula 3, -14,261,42. 
3. By the early fourteenth century with regard to 2L8. 
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some of the above title-deeds had formed a part of, 
different alien archives deposited in the safe custody 
I- of a religious. institution$ either in Winchester or 
elsewhere, and protected from misuse or theft by their 
close proximity to sacred objects associated with a 
chosen saint. 
' Beside s the evidence for such ali. en 
deposits at Winchester, discussed below, it is probable 
that there were such alien archives. preserved at the 
2 
abbeys of Burton and Abingdon in the Anglo-Saxon period. 
Some of the documents later surrenderedwith their re- 
spective estates, to the ownership of the Old Minster or 
the bishop of Winchester may even have already been 
Yept at the Old Minster before that time as part of an 
alien archive. 
3 Such deposits say a great deal for. 
the trust of the owners of documents in the. integrity 
of the members of the religious institution chosen as 
a repository and/or in the power of sacred-anathema to 
prevent their misuse. 
It is particularly within the context of the 
aeposit, at religious houses, of alien, archives belonging 
to inaiviaualst or to whole families, that the problem 
of the provenance of those documents relating to alien 
estatesý both in Cod. Wint. 'I and in Cod. Wint.. II-IIII 
1. See (i), abo-,, re. 
2. See Sawyer, Burton Charters pp. xii i, xv, x1i; and 
F. M. Stenton, The early histo of the abbey of 
Abingdon (Reading, '1913), pp. 40$ 43-4. 
Cf. the reference in 106 to the diploma relating 
tQ Rimpton, Somerset% granted by King Zthelstan(? 108). 
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must be approached. ' 
f ollows: 
coamint. i 
These documents are as 
: ý2, A. D. - 956, King Eadwig to Wulfric, 2rocer; 
5 hides-et EBLESBVRNAN (? part Odstock, Wilts. ) 
ýL61 A. D. 947, King Eadred to R. lfsige, homo; 
5 hides et EBLESBViUTAN (? Fifield Bavant, Wi . lts. ) 
47, A. D. 986, King 2ýhelred Unrwd to Elfgar, minister; 
5 hides at EBBLESBVRNE (? Stratford Tony, Wilts. ) 
ýL81 A. D. 957, King Eadwig to Elfric$ minister; 
5 hides et. EBLESBVRNAN (? Fifield Bavant, Wilts. ) 
49, A. D. 961, King Eaagar to Beo=sige, minister; 
5 hides ET EBLESBVRNAN (? Coombe Bissett, Wilts. ) 
135, A. D. 982, King Ethelred Unrwd to Leofric; 
I 
3 hides, 30 acres at Longstock, Hants 
136, A. D. 972 for 982, as preceding 
2 
132, A. D. 975, King Eadgar, to Osweard, his kinsman and 
minister; 4 hides at South Stoke, Sussex''. 
139, A. D. 928, King Rthelstan to Burgfrith, minister; 
12 hides at Odstock, Wilts. 
144, ýA. D. 967, King Eadgar to 121fsige, minister; 
.5 hides ET EaSTVNE (unidentified) 
145, A. D. 963, King Eadgar to Wulfric, minister; 
6 hides at Plaish and Church Aston, Saloý 
146, A. D. 975, King Eadgar to Ealhhelm,. minister; 
3 hides at Aston in Wellington, Salop , 
147, A. D. 957, King Eadred to Wulfhelm, minister; 
5 hides at Little Aston and Great BarrjStaffs- 
159, A. D. 985, King Ethelred Unreed to-Wulfrun; 
10 hides at Wolverhampton ahd TrebcottýStaffs- 
163, A. D. 958, King Eadgar of Mercia to Rthelstan, 
comes; 5hides at Ham, Essex --. 
164$ A. D. 975, King Eadgar to. Flfweardt minister; 
3 
5 hides at Fyfield, Hants 
For a discussion of such estates mentioned in 
Cod-Wint. 1, v. above, Part B, section 2p(ýii). 
2. Although apparently record the same grant, 
they are not identical documents. 
3.240, in coa. Wint. 111, seems to have been copied 
from the same exemp.,. ar as -164. 
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171, A. D. 988, King Ethelred Unrxd to Elfgar, 
minister; 5 hides at Wylye, Wilts. 
=3, A. D. 9771 King Edward the Martyr to 
21fric, minister; 10 hides at Wylye, Wilts. 
175-2 A. D. 1026, King Knut to Bishop Lyfing (of 
Crediton); 5 hides at Abbots Worthy2 Hants 
. 
2067 A. D. 9582 King, Eadgar of Mercia to Lthelriq2 
minister; 20 hides at Wootton, Oxon. 
2082 A. D. 906 for 956, King Eadwig to Ethelweald2 
fidelis; 4 hides at pude tune (for ýude tune. 
'Wootton' or 'Wotton', unidentified)' 
Cod. Wint. II (scribes b, f: transcribed in-the mid 
twelftE century) 
1332 A. D. 9562 King Eadwig to Ethelgeard, princeps; 
10 hides at Chidden, Hants' 
1ý4, A. D. 9582 King*Eadwig to Eadheah, homo; 
2Y, hides, 25 acres at Ayshford and Boehi112 
Devon 
209, A. D. Oý40, King Eadmund to Eadric, minister; 
4 hides at Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucs. 
214, A. D. 905 (? for 910), record including grant 
by King Edward the Elder to the see of Crediton; 
of Pawton, Callington, and Lawhitton, Cornwall 
215, A. D. 883 for 983, King Ethelred Unraed to 
Bishop Ethelwold of Winchester; a fish-weir 
on the River Darent, Kent 
Cod. Wint. III (scribe 2: 'transcribed in the early 
fourteenth century) 
239t A. D. 948, King Eadred to Frithuricjý minister; 
4 hides wt ofeer TVNE (? Ort'on Waterville, Hunts. ) 
240, as 164 in Cod. Wint. I 
Pive non-Codex documents, present at Winchester Cathedral' 
in the mid seventeenth century and re. lating to alien 
estates, should be considered with the above cartulary 
-documents. These are 
1. On the status of Chidden in the Anglo-Saxon period, 
y. below, Appendix 1,133, n. 2. 
r 
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BL, Cotton Chart. viii- 36 (Sawyer 298): - 
A. D. 847, King Athelwulf of Wessex to himself; 
20 hides at the South Hams2 Devon 
BL2 Harl. Ms. 596, fos. IJ - I? 
v (Sawyer 668): 
A. D. 922 for 9722 King Eadgar to E&dric, ' 
minister; 10 hides Eet Rinterburnan 
(? Winterbourne Bassett, ýilts. )' 
BLI Harl. Chart. 43 C. 5 (Sawyer 7380)): 
A. D. 966, King Eadgar'to Elfgiful'his kinswoman;. 
10 hides at Newnham Marren., Oxon. 
BLI Harl. Chart. 43 C. 6 (Sawyer 801(l)): 
A. D. 975, King Eadgar to Bishop Rthelwold of 
Winchester; 3 hides at Madeley, Staffs. 
WCL2 Library Showcase (Sawyer 649): A. D. 9572 
King Eadwig to Wulfstan, minister; 9 hides 
at Conington,. Hunts. 
The second, third, and fourth of this last 
group of documents were used at Winchester Cathedral 
by Sir Simonds* d'Ewes in 1640.2 The last four of them, 
and perhaps the first, were listed there by John Chase 
in 1643- 3 
As may be seen from the above list, th6 
documents relating to alien estates which were included 
in Cod. Wint. I (because of an identity of form between 
the names at the said estates and those of cathedral 
estates) 
4 
represent only a selection of such documents 
1. For this suggested identificationl.. y. Hart, ECEE, 
pp. 253-4. 
2. They weýe_traý, scribed by him in BL, Harl. MS- 596, 
fos. 16 19 . 
3. WCJý, Book of John %ase, fos. 8 (Sawyer 649,668), 
66'(Sawyer 801), 75 (Sawyer 738), 91 (Ham. A Saxon 
bundarie and an other; ? Sawyer 298).. 
B. bj Uotton Uhart. V11i . 36 (Sawyer 298) was itself 
endorsed by John Chase with the word'Saxon'. 
4. See above, Part B, section 2, c 
(iii). 
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which had an archival association with Winchester 
Cathedral by the mid seventeenth century. Those of 
them which were copied into Cod. Wint. I must have 
been accessible to scribes working at the cathedral 
priory in 1129 X 1139,. while those copied into Cod. Wint. II 
were so accessible by 1150. The single-sheet, 
BLI Harl. Chart. 43 C. 6, seems to have been part of 
the early twelfth-century 'collection' of cathedral 
documents. discussed above. Those copied into 
Cod. Wint. III must have been accessible to scribe 
probably at the cathedral priory, in the early fourteenth 
centu 
It is not possible to say for sure that any 
of the above documents were at the Old Minster or at 
Wolvesey in 1066. It is very probable. however. that 
three*or four of them (215; BLt Harl. Chart. 43 C. 6; 
WCL, Library Showcase (Sawyer 649); and perhaps239),, 
which can be associated with Bishop Ethelwold! s 
personal activities outside Winch. esterýhad been de- 
posited by him at Wolvesey before his death. in 984 
and presumably remained there afterwards. The first 
two of these were personal grants to him, of a fishery 
in Kent and of land at Made'ley, Staffs. The latter may 
have been associated with his refoundation of monasteries 
in. the midlands and East. Anglia. 
2 
Another. grant 
to him, of three hides at Breedon, Leics., connected 
See below* Part D, section 2, scribe 
2. Stenton, ASE, pp. 451-6. Madeley was associated with 
the abbey7-of Much Wenlock, Salop, in the early 
eighth century, v. Finbergs ECWM 429 (Sawyer 1802). 
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with the refoundation of the monastery there, was known, 
of at Winchester in the late twelfth century and was 
mentioned in the Winchester Annals written at that time. 
' 
The presence at Winchester of Sawyer 649, and perhaps of 
the exemplar of 239, may also be due to. Bishop Lthelwold. 
Wulfstanj the beneficiary of Conington2 Hunts*, in 
Sawyer 649, was probably he who ha 
Id 
exchanged Yaxley and' 
Ailsworth, Hunts., with Ethelwold for Washington, Sussexo 
in 963 X 975. Rthelwold gave'Yaxley to Thorney Abbey, 
ai ils -refoundation 
JQ -worth to Peterboroughý as part of his 
of them. 
3 He may also have given Conington to Thoraey, 
which held it in the early eleventh century but not in 
4, 1066. If Wulfstan was the son of Elfsige Hunlafing, 
who was granted the estate of Alwalton, Hunts., by King 
Badred in 955,5 and if ? L9 relates to Orto4 Waterville, 
Hunts., which is conterminouswith Alwalton, and 5 hides 
1. Winchester ann., s. a 939. Cf. Sawyer, Burton 
Charters 22 (Sawyer ý49 ,a diploma granýEI-ng Breedon, etc. to Bishop Ethelwold., which was later, 
kept at Burton Abbey. 
2. Robertson, ASCharters 37 (Sawyer 13? 7). 
Cf. Whitelock, ASWills, pp. 129-30; and below, n-5- 
I 
3. Whitelock, ibid. Ailsworth was not, however 
11 mentioned in the list of Ethelwoldl. s gifts to Peterborough, 
Robertson, ASCharters 39 (Sawyer 1448). 
4. See WhitelockvýASWills 23 (Sawyer. 1523), and p. 178; 
DB i, fo. 206. 
5. Robertson, ASOharters 30 (Sawyer 566), and p. 312. 
glfsige. Hunýll-afing does not I however,, appear 
to be the 
same as the Elfsige who received a grant of Ailsworth 
from King Eadred in'948 (BCS 8? 1, Sawyer 533), 
v. Hart, ECEE, p. 162. 
t 
II, -1 ". 
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of which were hela by Peter: borough Abbey in 1066 as a 
berewick of its estate at Alwaltonll then the presence 
of 239's exemplar at Winchester by. the early fourteenth 
century may be explainea by ýhe same personal connection 
between Wulfstan and Ethelwold. It may be that 
others of the documents listed above were also connected 
with Bishop Etbelwold's far-ranging business transactions$' 
but it is not at present possible to make any connections 
between him and the estates in question. 
Before considering the question of possible alien 
archives deposited at the Old Minster, the presence in 
Cod. Wint. I of documents which have a specific association 
with the respective endowments of the Nuns' Minster. and 
the New Minster must be discussed. 
are variant records of the same grant, to 
one Leofric in 982, of Longstock, Hants, an estate ourned 
2 by the Nuns' Minster in 1066. There is. no surviving 
record of the estate between these two dates', or of any 
other connection between Leofric and the Nuns' Minster. 
The exemplars of 135-ýý may have formed part of Leofric's 
DB i, fo. 205. The 5 hide Domesday estate at Orton 
Va-terville probably included the 4 hides in 239, 
whose boundary describes an area smaller than the 
modern parish. Hart, ECEE, pp. 22-3, identifies 
the estate in 239 with the 3VI hides at Orton 
Waterville giv-eFn-to Peterborough Abbey T. R. W. 
(DBI ibid. ), but this is less likely, given the 
5 hide estate's T. R. E. association with Alwalton. 
The 5 hide estate was acquired in 958 by Elfheah, 
whose title-deed (BCS 1043; Saw: r. -. -,, 
6? 4) was at 
Peterborough in th7e-mid twelfth century ( it is 
preserved in the Peterborough cartulary; London) 
Society of Antiquaries, MS. 60, fos. 31-2). The 
grýmt of Alwalton to Elfsige Hunlafing (see aboveiP-152) 
is preserved in the same cartulary (fos. 51-2). 
2. DB i, fo. 43 
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I 
archive and have been deposited with it at the Old 
Minster where ýhey remained when superseded by a later 
grant to his heirs. ' It is pos*sible. however. that 
they had been part of the Nuns' Minster's archive in 
1066, as surrendered title-deeds. If so, their 
presence in Cod. Wint. I may be due to deliberate 
poaching, by the bishop or agents of the cathedral 
priory (the Old Minster).,. from ýhe Nuns' Minster's 
archive at some time before 1129 X 1139 (cf. below). 
If the exemplars of the wills 187 and 93 or 102 also 
came from the Nuns' Minster's archive'(see above), 
they were presumably poached at the same time. it 
may be that the nuns voluntarily deposited their archive 
with the bishop or the prior during the rebuilding of 
Zheir house in the early twelfth century,, and that one 
or two of their pre-conquest title-deeas, particularly 
those previouslý surrendered by laymen, were never re- 
claimed by them, remaining at Wolvesey or the cathedral 
- -------untiL-1 re-7discovered2 and taken to be part of either the 
bishops' or the Old Minster's archive,. during preparations 
for the writing of Cod. Wint. 1. 
The document (175) which relates to Abbots 
2 
Worthy, Hantsý an estate owned by the New Minster in 1066, 
may owe its presence in Cod. Winto I either to the 
1. See WEMAI PP. *322-3. 
2. DB i, fo 4ýV. 
relationship 
of Crediton, 
its exemplar 
New Minster, 
New Minster 
between its benefic: 
and the Old Minster 
had previously been 
to a deliberate act 
I 
archives. If the 
iary, Bishop Lyfing 
(see below) or, if 
surrendered to the 
of poaching from the 
latter explanation is 
-preferredt 175 should perhaps be considered in assoc- 
iation with 133 (in Cod. Wint. II), whose beneficiary, 
Ethelgeard, seems to have had a close connection with 
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the New Minster. He bequeathed Sotwell, Berks., to 
it in 957 X 
-c- 
958,1 and was remembered as a benefactor 
in the New Minster Liber Vitae. 2 In contrast, although 
all the documents in Cod. Wint. I'whiclý have'Ethelgeaid 
as beneficiary all relate to estates later owned by the 
cathedral (83,26s 28s 10_31 104ab, -109,203ab), he does 
not appear in the lists of cathedral benefactors derived 
from the lostlibellus Donationum. 3 and these documents 
probably represent title-deeds surrendered by a later 
4 
owner. 133, which relates to the estate of Chidden, 
Hants,, later part of the cathedral estate of Hambledon, 
may possibly reflect a similar surrender, altbough 
Chidden seems to have had an independent existence in 
the Anglo-Saxon period. 
5 Alternat-ively, it may be, 
an unsurrendered remnant of Ethelgeard's. own archive, to 
1. Whitelockq ASWills 6 (Sawyer 1496). 
.0). .. 2. LVH9 P. 22 (Ethelgeard pren 39" 
4.203ab may perhaps have been surrendered by Elfwaru 
wH-enshe granted Exton to the Old Minster, temp. 
King Eadgar, v. WCL,, Book of John Chase% fo-. 5r 
(Sawyer 1815)-- 
'See below, Appendix 1,332* 
I 
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which the other documents to JEthelgeard had also 
presumably belonged during his lifetime, end which 
would more likely have been deposited by him$ because 
of his closer relationship with it, at the New 
Minster rather than at the ola Minster. If S03 
then its presence in Cod. Wint. II implies that its 
exemplar was removed from New Minster-Hyde Abbey at 
some time before c. 1150ý If its exemplar were 
removed together with those of 175 (see above, but cf. 
also below) and 194 (a chirographed lease, of which 
one part was to be deposited in the New Minster, as well 
as one in the Old Minster and one to the lessee), and 
- --yossil-bly with copies of the wills 162,187, all in Code 
Wint. Iq then the date of their removal would have to be 
by 1129 X 1139- 2 Such an act of poaching would 
not have been impossible for an agent of the bishop to 
co=it during the (first four years of) the period 
1135-42, when the abbacy of Hyae was vacmit-ana in the 
hands of Bishop Henry of Blois, but was perhaps unlikely 
at an earlier petiod. 
3 
Apart from the documents associated with 
.F aua 
Bishop Ethelwold3ithose discussed above which may have 
been at the New or Nuns' Minsters in 1066, and those 
discussed below which may possibly have been'part of 
a royal archive, there is no reason to suppose that 
For tvi; s Aaka. ef. 
ýbelowj Part Cq section$2 scribe b-), 4. 
2.23, in Cod. Wint. IIT, may also have been removed 
from Hyde Abbey at this time, although not copied, 
into the Codex until the mid thirteenth century 
(by scrib-e. 7-M-T. Alternatively, however, it may have 
been surrendered in 1110 with the site of the Now 
r-inster2 on the latter's move to Hyde. 
3. HRHI p. 82; WEMA, PP. 319-20. 
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the single-sheet parchments of any of the other diplomas 
relating to alien estates were anywhere in 1066 other than 
within the confines of the Old Minster. If we ignore 
the unproveable, and unlikely, possibility that any of 
the estates concerned may have been owned by the cathedral, 
after the date of the documents listed above but have 
been alienated by 1066, their presence there in the late 
Anglo-Saxon period may be explained*by the assumption' 
that they belonged to several different alien archives 
deposited there, for safety by their owners,, each of whom 
had a special relationship with the Old Minster.. 'Some 
_-.. --of. 
these parchments may have belonged to the same alien 
archive, particularly those which could have been to the 
.. pame 
beneficiary: Elfgar (47,21); Elfric QL8t 173)1 
Alfsige (46,144).. Similarly, those which recorded 
successive tenures of the same, or parts of the same, 
estate: ? Fifield Bavant, Wilts., L6 (21fsige), 48 (21fric); 
Wylye, Wilts., 'IZ1 (, elfgar), 173. (Elfric); and 
mastock, Wilts., 45 (Wulfric), 139 (Burgfrith). Also 
those which apparently belonged to members of the same 
family:, examples of this type may be 145 (Wulfricý minister)jj 
141?, (Wulfhelm)-and 159 (Wulfrun)q whose beneficiaries may 
all have been kin of Wulfric. Spotý .,. 
The latter is 
said to have founded Burton Abbey with an abbot and monks 
from the Old Minster, a connection which continued into 
1. See Hart, ECNE, pp., 368-91 . 01 
3? 3 - On Wulfrun7, -y. also Whitelock, ASWills, pp. 152-3. 
Cf. also, Saýýer, Burton Charters, pp. 7--, cxviii-xliii. 
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the thirteenth century, seven. out of fitteen of its 
abbots between 1004 and 1214 having previously been 
monks at Winchester. 
1 It is possible that the 
exemplars of 145,147, ana 159 all at one time be- 
longed to Wulfric Spot's archive, or to that of his 
mother Wulfrun, although none of the estates involved 
were included in Wulfric's will., 
2 Wulfric or his 
mother may well have used the Old Minster as a re- 
pository for a family archive, part of which seems later 
to have been transferred to Burton Abýey after the 
latter's foundation in 1002 X 1004ý 
Certain of the beneficiaries of the diplomas 
listed above as relating to alien estates were them- 
selves also beneficiaries of diplomas in Cod. Wint. I 
concerning estates which were later in the possession of 
the cathedral. Ethelgeard has already been mentioned 
as such a one. Elfric QL8,1? 3) may have been the 
benefýciary of 52 (A. D. 956; Alresford, Hants), 
99 (A. D. 973, Harwell, Berks4 cf. Ethelric, below), 
and 138 (A. D. 948; Alversto ke, Hants). 
4 
Rlfsige 
(L6,144) may have been the beneficiary of Ll (A. D. 943; 
Moredon, Wilts ). Ethelric (206) was probably also' 
the beneficiary of 100 (A. D. 985; Harwell, Berks. ) and 
I -may have been the successor of Elfric; '-above. 
1. -HRH, PP. 30-1; 
14hitelock, ASWills2 P. 160. 
2. Sawyeri Burton Charters 29 (Sawyer 1536). 
3. Sawyer, Burton Charters, pp. xiii, xv, x1i. 
4. He of ý2 probably also leased Bighton, Hants, 
from the New Minster in 959, v. BOS 1045 (Sawyer 660). 
%oL ý.. 
t 
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Ethelweald, fidelis, (208) was perhaps the beneficiary 
of 204 (A. D. 956; Bleadon, Somerset). it is 
possible that the alien documents associated with these 
beneficiaries could have come into the possession of 
the Old Minster with the title-deeds of the cathedral 
estates concerned. This is perhaps unlikely however, 
as it would assume that the respective owners of the 
alien estates had in all cases acquired new title-deeds 
rather than relying on their predecessor's title2 which 
they had in effect discarded. it is more likely that 
the new owners had deposited the title-deeds of their 
predecessors in their own private archives at the Old 
Mihster, whence those relating to estates subsequently 
acquired by the cathedral were surrendered into the Old 
Minster's archive, while those relating to estates not 
so acquired remained as alien deposits until rediscovered 
in the post-conquest period. 
Rlfgiful the beneficiary of BL, Harl. Chart. 
43 C. 5., a grant by King Eadgar, of Newnham Murren, Oxon. t 
was the testator of 187 (A. D. 966 X 975). In 187, she 
bequeathed Newnham Murren to the Etheling, probably to be 
2 
identified with King Edward the Martyr (died 978 or 979). 
It seems thatthis bequest. was' not implemented, unless 
we are to assume either that the Etheling did not remove 
JElfgifuls diploma from what had been. her archive at the 
Old Minstort where it remained until the seventdenth 
century, rQlying for his title on the will itself, or 
that this diploma onceýformed part. of his personal 
1. Presumably thede alien deposits would need to be renewed 
with each successive owner of the estate, unless the 
estate remained in the same family and the deposit became 
Part of a family archive,. see below. 2. Whitelock, ASWill , p. 120. 
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archive deppsitea at the Old Minster or in 
, 
the royal 
palace nearby. There is. no. recordea connection 
between the Old Minster and Newnham Murren, so the 
diploma in question cannot be claimed to have sub- 
sequently been surrendered, with the estate,, to the Old 
Minster. 2A further possibility, if JElf9ifuls 
bequest-were in fact implemented, may be that her 
family managed to regain the estate on the untimely- 
death of the REtheling, if indeed the latter was the 
man Who subsequently became the martyred King Edward. 
In this case, they may then have deposited the title- 
deed in the shrine bequeathed, in 182, by Mf9ifu. to 
the Old Minster. Particu2w]y where estates of 
bookland or loanland descended within the same family, 
it is possible that the relevant title-deeds of-their 
ancestor were kept together in the place where they 
had been deposited during that ancestor's lifetime. 
Title-deeds of estates subsequently acquired by members 
of the same family may later hav-e. been added to the 
original deposit, forming a family. archive. 
Whether or not Elfgifu actually deposited her 
archive at the Old Minster during her lifetime, she 
may not have been atypical of the class of person who did 
Cf. the possibility-that the e3; emplar of 187 
ij 
have been the*2theling's own copy of MfTifuls ma 
W, 1, above; and the discussion of royal tit e- 
deeds, below. 
2. Newnham Murren'was held in 1066 by one Ingelri, and 
in 1086 by Milo Crispin, X. DB is fo- 159- 
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She was both a member of the West Saxon royal, kin, 
I 
and- 
someone who had a speci al regard for the Old Minster as 
the mother church of Wessexl*, intending to be buried 
2 there, in company with many others of her rank. 
3 It 
is certainly not improbable that some, at least, of the 
. 
individuals buried in the Anglo-Saxon cemetery outside 
the church of the Old Minster belonged to families Cý/ 
whose archives were deposited within that church's wallso 
Osweard, the beneficiary of 1371was a relative' 
of King Eadgar, and several of the other beneficiaries 
of the documents listed above may have belonged to 
leading Anglo-Saxon families which counted-among their 
members royal officials and ealdormbn. All, of course, 
were of the landowning class. Any of them or their 
heirs may have deposited their own, or their immediate 
family's, archive of title-deeds in the Old Minster for 
safe-keeping. The latter church, the more ancient' 
foundation of the three Winchester monasteriesand the 
4 
one more associated with royal ceremonial, might, unless' 
1. She was called kinswoman (que mihi affinitate 
mundialis cruoris coniuncta est) by Kin adgar in 
BL, Harl. Uhart. 7; 73 C.. 5. She was probably the 
sister of the chronicler Ethelweard (y. Whitelocks 
ASWills, pp. 118-19) and of 21fwaru who gave 
Alvers: Eoke, Exton I and East Woodhay, Hants, to 
the 
Old Minster (Z. 21 LO). She may also have been the 
divorced wife of King Eadwig, v. Whitelock2 ibid., 
2. See 187. 
3- See M. Biddle, 'Excavationb at Winchester, 1968: 
seventh interim report', AntiQuaries' Journal 49 
(1969), PP. 321-2. 
4. See WEMA, P-303. 
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there were strong personal reasons involved (cfý. Rthel- 
geard, above) have been the more natural repository for 
_. ____thQ--archives 
of figures important in the royal admin- 
istration. The king himself may have kept his own 
title-deeds there by 1066, but more probably kept them 
in the chapel of his palace opposite (see below). 
In the case of Bishop Lyfing of Crediton and Worcester, 
2 if indeed he had, as stated by William-of Malmesbury, 
previously been a monk of the Old Minster, he may well 
have resided there anew during his deposition from the 
see of Worcester in 1040-1, and have deposited there 
the exemplar of 1? 5 (but cf. discussion, above) and the ex- 
em"plar (or the exemplar's exemplar) of 214 at' that time. 
3 
214 recorded, amonZ6 other things, the grant of three 
Cornish estates to the see of Crediton in 905 (? for 910)- 
If the diplomas relating to alien estates so 
far discussed were either (? M-E, 1? 5t 194) poached 
from the archives of the New and Nuns' Minsters, or were 
., I. Lyfing was Abbot of Tavistock*c. 1009-1027, bishop of Crediton 1027-Lý6, bishop of-Worcester 1038-40, 
1041-61 V. HRH p. 72- Powicke andltyde, pp. 218-19, 
260; BOloV, "-_ )pp. 73-4.. 
2.. WMGP2 p. 200. 
3. The exemplar of 214 may have been-only a copy of 
the extant single-sbeet (BL, Add. 7138), v. below, 
Part C, section 2, scribe f, (41. ii); it may have 
been copied in 1040-1 and the singlq-sheet taken 
again by Lyfing to Crediton. The. see of Crediton 
was transferred in. 1046-to Exeter, at which place 
the ''single-sheet was copied into Bod, Boale-yMS.. 579, 
fos. 2-3. See below, Appendix 1$ 214. 
0* 
4 
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at one time a part of alien archives deposited at the 
Old Minster, but possibly some either at Wolvesey, the 
New Minster, or the Nuns' Minster, in the tenth and 
eleventh centuriest their presence at Winchester in 1066.. '! 
and later is explicable. Most of theml as title-deeasq 
had probably ceased to be current by that date, having 
been replaced in that functiong but not destroyed, by 
later confirmations to the heirs-or s-4ccessive owners 
of the estates concerned. It is even possible-that... 
the presence of sorae of them -at Winchester was re- 
discovered in the late eleventh, and early twelfth 
centuries during the rebuilding ýrogrsmmes at tb: e 
.. Old Minster, Nuns' Minster2 and Wolvesey. Palacel'or 
even in the destruction of the New Minster buildings 
after the latter community's move to Hyde. in 1110. 
What is certain is that all of them were associated 
with Winchester cathedral'muniments at some time after. 
the early twelfth century, our knowledge of most of 
. them being due to their being copied into the Codex,. 
An alternative theory to, the one advanced 
above, as to the archival provenance of diplomas in' 
the Codex which relate to alien. estateswas first 
2 
put-forward by H. P. R. Finbergi and has since been 
considerably expanded by CIR'. -Hartý'3 Both have seen 
he k-oyal archiV6ý' 
1, See WEMA, PP. 308-9,318-19,324-8. 
2. Finberg,. ECWM, p, "22. 
3. Harts Codex, pp. 9-20, 
/ 
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as the source of all such documents in the cartulary. 
alien a0cu-Inento Finberg postulated that the-lwere. copied into the 
cartulary in the twelfth century from exemplars poached 
at that date from the royal treasury at Winchester. 
Hart has suggested that they were poached over a longer 
period, from the mid tenth century to the Norman Con- 
questj'by the monks of the old Minster, from the royal 
haliFdom or relic-collection (see below) in which they 
had previously been deposited, as in a registry of title, 
as copies. of grants issued by. the later Anglo-Saxon 
kings. 2 Both Hart and Finberg have made assumPtions 
about the number of title-deeds kept by pre-conquest 
kings in England which are supported neither by surViving 
references to such records nor by what is known about 
the workings of privileged land tenure in Anglo--ýSaxon 
England. Hart, in his idea of a registry of. documents 
issued, has gone on, in the words of N. Brooks, -'to credit 
the Anglo-Saxon monarchy with bureaucratic procedures 
that would put them more than two centuries in advance 
3 
of all other secular governments in western Europe -. 
1. Finberg, ECWFIj p. 22. 
2. Hart, Code pp. 17-19. Cf. also Hart$ ECNEI PP. 32-61 
where voluntary deposit of diplomas. in the registry is 
suggested by the same author in order to get over the 
difficulty of more than one text of a diploma being 
made. This would hardly safeguard. , 
the beneficiary's 
title however, particularly against the donor. 
3. N. Brooks, 'Anglo-Saxon c4arters: the work of the 
twenty years', Anglo-Saxon England 3(1974), p-228. I aG-" t 
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Three different types of records can be shown 
to have been kept by the Anglo-Saxon kings - those re- 
lating to the title to their own personal, bookland; 
those relating to some aspect, of the king's dignity; 
and those concerned with financial adrainistratione 
Documents recording the settlements in 825, of dis- 
pute between Archbishop Walfred and Abbess Cwenthryth, the 
daughter of King Coenwulf of Mercia, included the con- 
dition, stipulated by the archbishop, that the names of 
estates making up the 100 hides given him by Cwenthryth 
be deleted from the ancient diplomas at Winchcombe. 
I 
This was presumably a reference to the personal title, 
I deeds of Cwenthryth, and Coenwulf deposited at the abbey 
of Winchcombet Gloucs. (which is said to have been 
2 
founded by Coenwulf)q rather than to a collection of 
duplicates of diplomas issued by Mercian kingsl as 
assumed by, Hart. 
3 A similar collection'of r oyal 
family title-deeds seems to have existed'somewhere in, 
Wessex in the ninth century: -two separate records of I 
agreements. reached at Kingston, Surrey, in 834, refer to 
Owritings of the inheritance' of Kings Ecgbeorht and 
Rthelwulf (hereditatis eorum scripturae. 
4 In the 
1. BCS 384-5 (Sawyer 1436). 
2. Knowles andHadcockj p. 80. Cf. BCS 33§, (Sawyer 167)- 
3- Hart, Codex, p. 18. 
4,220a (Sawyer 281) and BCS 421'(Sawyer 1438). 
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next centuryg King Eadred is said to hdve deposited his 
own land-charters and the best of his jewels and the 
treasures of his predecessors in the monastery'of Dunstang 
abbot of Glastonbury. 80 (? A. D. 959) records 
the fact that King Eadgar, while still Etheling, had 
been entrusted with the care-of his grandmother Eadgifuls 
diploma concerning East Meon, Hants, but it had been 
mislaid either through his own carelessness-or through 
the fault of the person into ý7hqs6, custody'he had given 
2 it. Obviouslyj kings and queens had as great a need 
for places of safe deposit of their title-deeds as did 
their subjects. Sometimes, they made use of the 
Bedurity offered by deposition in a favourite monastery, 
at other timeshovreverthey-may have preferred to make use 
of the supernatural protection. offered by personal 
collections of relicsl kept either in a palace chapel 
or in a portable reliquary. Such a collection of relics 
was probably what was mpan; ý, býr tý. e phrase 'the king's 
haligdom' which is onl2r recorded in connection with the 
second of the three types of royal recordýlisted above - 
those relating to the king's dignity - b-qt which may also 
--\.... have been 
1. Whitelock, EHD, p. 829. 
Vd-terem etenim huius telluris cartam tempore quo 
clitonis fu-n-g-el5ar officio mea micHil ad Custodiendum 
co=isit aua sed ýer tumultuantis uiýQ incuriam eam 
perdidi. uel infideli qui eam cplat ignoranter ad 
custodiendum commendauie A similar story is told 
in BCS 1186 (Sawyer ? 44; A. D. 966) where Eadgar's 
graMmother is called Wynflmd; the latter may be 
the beneficiary of 82. 
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the place of deposit of his personal title-deeds. 
All six surviving references to the deposition 
of documents in the king's haligdo (latinised in the 
twelfth century as both thesaurus and gazophilacium) 
2 
occur ixx relation to one part of records which had 
been written in the form of a chirograph. Four of 
the six references relate to documents which apparently ' 
record matters of state: that the will of the traitor 
Ethelric of Bocking should stand (A. D. 995-X 999); 
that an estate be restored to Christ Church, Canterbury 
A. D. 1032); that the endowment of the monastery of 
Stow St. 
CMary, 
within the see of Dorchester, be increased 
"(A. D; 1053 X. 1055); and the report on the Council of 
Rheims (A. D. 1049)03 The remaining two references 
both concern wills* In the first, the king was 
specifically asked to protect the conditions of the 
will of-Leofflmd (A. D. 1017 X 1035), and in the sec6nd 
(A. D. 1035 X 1044)s the king himself was a beneficiary 
of two marks of gold to be paid by the testator's heirs 
and may also (although the phrasing-is obscure) have 
4 been asked to protect a particular religious foundation* 
1. For King Ethelstan's relic-collection, v. J. Armitage 
Robinson, The times of St. Dunstan (6cford, 1923), 
pp. 72-80. 
2@ Liber Eliensisq ea. E. O. Blake (Camden Societyv3rd series 
92; 1962)q P-158. Chronicon abbatiEe Rameseiensis a s=. 
x. usque ad an. circiter 1200: in quatuor partibus, ed, 
. 
W. D. Macray (Roll-s Series 83; 1886), p. 171. 
3- Whitelock, ASWills 16(2) (Sawyer. 939); Robertson, 
ASCharters (S4-wyer 981,1478); Chronicon 
abbatiEp IFameseiensis (y. 'preceding note), PP- 177-2. 
4. Liber Eliensis (v. aboveg n. 2), PP- 158-9 (Sawyer 1520); 
WhiteloFk-, ASWii-ls 29 (Sawyer 1521), ll. 11-13. 
t 
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Leaving aside the Canterbury documentq which is spurious 
but of which the clause relating to the king's haligdom 
was at least not implausible to its drafters, all the 
other references share the characteristic that they 
related to matters touching the king, and either his. 
-dignity as head of state or his personal-wealth* In 
no case were documents said to.,, 'have been placed in the 
haligdom. which merely recorded the granting of land 
by the king. 
The third type of'record known to have been 
kept by Anglo-Saxon kings related to the. collection of 
taxes. Our knowledge of them-is derived mostly from 
ieferences contained in pos't-conquest. records, such as 
2 Domesday Bookq although one or twofragments survive. 
It is probable that the centralised system of coinage of 
3 the later Anglo-Saxon kings also required some written 
'records, but none have survived. Groups of these 
records may have been kept both*in several manorial 
or shire-centres and in the care of the person within 
his immediate household to whom'the, king eAtrusted his 
4 
ready cash. 
1. See references quoted sub Sawyer 981. 
2. See S. Harvey, 'Domesday Book and its predecessors's 
Y., H. R. 86 (1971), PP--753-73; cf.. WEMAs pp. 9-10,449. 
See also the Tribal Hidages for texts and discussion 
of which, v. W. Davies and H. Vier,, ', M 'The'contexts of t ttl Tribal Hid7age: social aggregates c emen se 
patterns's FrUhmiitelalterliche Studien 8 (1974), 
pp., 223-93 
3* See R. H. M. Dolley, D. M. Utcalf, 'The reform of the 
English coinage under Eadgarl, Anglo-Saxon coins, ede 
R. H*M. Dolley (1961), pp. 130-5d. 
ý---4. - C±. 13arl6w,. English Church. pp. 123-4*-, Stentons ASE, 
I 
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ThereAs no reason why examples of some, or 
all, of the three types of royal record discussed above 
should not have been kept at the royal palace in Winchester 
in 1066 and still have been there, or in the newly-built 
castle, in the early twelfth century. 
1 Documents 
of the first type may even have been deposited at the 
Old Minster itself by 1066 (see -below). - There is, 
however, no evidence to support Hart's idea of a general 
registry or title among royal records at Winchester or 
0 
nyw here else at either period. 
Except in cases of forfeiture for felony, it 
is improbable, given the importance of the diploma as 
.a symbol of 
the beneficiaryl. s title, that'the king had 
in his possession at any time in the Anglo-Saxon period 
any title-deeds but those relating to his, ovm personal 
estates of bookland. 
2 
These estates had come to 
him by inheritancel bequests, or sometimes by means of a 
grant to himself (see below). Finberg's suggestion 
that allIthe diplomas in the Codex-which relate to alien 
estates were taken in the twelfth, century from the 'royal 
archives', then in thie royaý treasuryg is based on an 
over-estimation of the number. of diplomas likely to be 
in the possessidn of the king'in the-Anglo-Saxofl'period. 
3 
-----I-. -Cf.. -WEMAj pp. 291-22 302ý-5- 
2. For references to King Elfred's bookland, v. Ha=er, 
-EHD 11 (Sawyer 1507). - 
3--Finbergg ECWMI p. 22. -The reference quoted ibid., n-3, 
to the pjifu-Mgiorum pumerosa multitudo, said to be in 
the royal treasury in the late twelfth I century (De 
necessariis observantiis Scaccarii dialogus qui vulgo 
dicitur Dialog-u-s-idbe beaccario, edo anU. VranS* Ue Johnson 
(195O)l p. 62)9 need not refer to pre-conquest documents 
and does not tell us anything about their nature. 
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Most of such alien documents in the coaex were probably 
from several private archives of individuals or families, 
amongst them more distant members of the royal kin, which 
had been deposited at the Old Minster in the late Anglo- b 
Saxon period (see above). However, besides copies 
of the wills (172,185,181, and_2ý or 102) referred to 
above, the (now lost) exýmplaýrs of two documents in the 
cartulary, and also two single-sheet documents which were 
later in Winchester cathedral niinimentsg could at some 
time have belonged to an archive of documents concerning 
the personal bookland of Anglo-Saxon kings.. The 
exemplar. of one of the two in the cart'ulary, 220a, 
however, more probably pertained to the Old Minster's 
archive; it was one part of an agreement, dated 838, 
between Kings Eegbeorht and Rthelwulf on the one hand' 
and the bishop of Winchester on the other, of which one 
copy was to be put with the 'writings of their [Ecgbeorht 
and Ethelwulfs] inheritance' and the other with the 
muniments of the bishop's church. In the. early twelfth 
century, it seems to have been included-in the 'collection' 
of cathedral documents discussed above. 
Apart from 220a, two of the ather three docUMentsq- 
other than wills, which could have once belonged to a 
royal archive. each recorded grants of bookland made by 
Anglo-Saxon kings to themselves,, 1§5 was a graný 
1. On such grants, v. Ste nton, Los pp. 20-21 where it is 
suggested that tHeir ultimate purpose was to create 
an estate of bookland for the'church. This could 
however, have been accomplished by a direct grant by 
diploma. The estates are perhaps more likely to have 
been intended for the king's personal benefit, and 
that of his designated heirs. 
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by King Eadgar, in 963, of 5-hides at Patney, Wilts., 
while BL, Cotton Chart, viii- 36 (Sawyer 298) recorded 
a grant by King Ethelwulf, in 847, of 20 hides at the 
South Hams, Devon. The estate at Patney was later 
acquired by the Old Minster and seems to have been 
included in the estate of Alton Priors in 1066; 
1 
165 thus appears to represent'a surrendered title-deed, 
but had, presumably. earlier belonged to King Eadgar's 
own archive. There is no recorded connection betwee. n- 
the estate at the South Hams and Winchester Cathedral 
however, and no reference to the. Cotton charter in 
Winchester cathedral muniments*before the mid-seventeenth 
2 
century. The fact that the Cotton charter was not 
copied into the Codex, even though it related to an 
estate whose name was formally identical to that of the 
cathedral estate of. Ham, Wilts. s. 
3 
suggests that it was 
not available to the scribes of Cod. Wint. I and II in 
the twelfth century or to their successors writing in 
Cod. Wint. III up to the late fourteenth century (but 
cf. -below). 
The fourth of the. documents under discussionj 
the single-sheet BL9 Harl. Chart. 43 C- 5 (Sawyer 738(1))ý 
mentioned'above, by which Elfgifu acquired Newnham Murre4j. 
Oxon. j may at one stage have been surrendered into the 
archive'of the Etheling who may have later been King 
4 Edward the Mattyr. This single-sheet Was at Wincbedep 
1. 
_DB 
iý fo. 657. See below, "Ap'endix 11 IrO51 n. 1. p 
2. It was endorsed by John Chase with the word Saxon', 
and is probably referred to in WCLf Book of joFhT-Chasd, ' 
fo. 91. 
3. Cf. above, Part B, section 2, c(iii). 
4. See above, pp. 159-60. 
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Cathedral in 164091 but its whereabouts before that, 
date are not known. It is possible that it and the- 
Cotton charter (and the copies of the wills referred 
"IX 
to above) belonged in 1066 to the king's private 
collection of titleý-deeds deposited either in the Old 
Minster or, perhaps more 1ýkely$ in the chapel'of the 
royal palace. opposite (which may-at that time have 
also contained the king's relic-ý'collection or haligdom). 
If the former, t, hey probably entered the cathedral 
muniments in the same way as other documents formerly 
belonging to private archival depositsq by a process of 
assimilation after 10669 perhaps-during an investigation 
into the cathedral endowment or during reconstruction 
programmes affecting the buildings in which they were 
housed. If they. had, on the other hand, been in the 
royal palace, they may have been poached therefrom 
following, 'the acquisition of its siýe by-Bishop Henry 
of Blois$ apparently by 1138 
2. Finberg's suggestion 
then may, in regar4 to these-few documents alone, beý 
credible, always providing that the'term 'royal archives' 
used by him be limited to mean- the king I. s personal 
collection of title-deeds. -There is, however, no reason., 
to suppose that any other documents, either in-the Codex 
or with a later association with the cathedral miirimehts, 
were ever part of the king's personal c9llection of 
title-deeds. 
1. BL, Harl. Ms- 596, fos'*. I? V-lg (Sawyer 738(. 2))* 
2. WMA, pp., 296-302. ' 
8 
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As may be seen from the above discussion, 
.1 
I 
the problem of the archival provenance of the documents 
copied into Cod. Wint. I cannot be considered in is- 
olation from related questions as to the nature of Anglo- 
Saxon archives as a whole, what archives were at 
Winchester in'the late Anglo-Saxonperiod and the twelfth 
century, and what other documents had an archiyal 
association with Winchester Cathedral but were not in- 
cluded. in Cod. Wint. I. What is underlined by such a 
consideration is that Cod. Wint. 1 was an original. com- 
pilation drawing on a large assembly of exemplars. 
Although some of these exemplars may have already been 
-'in theform of files of material (26-0, §4-201 L40-2), 
and several probably came from the same early twelfth! - 
-century 
'collection' of cathedral endowment documents, 
each individual record had. its own origin as a written 
witness to a particular historical transact: bn or 
situation. Each of these records-had by 1066 become 
an integral part of a particular archive at Winchester, 
in which it had been deposited for-the advantage of its 
beneficiary and his, or its, heirs. Such archives 
included those of the Old Minster and of the bilshops of 
Winchesterg the latter in both a private and a public 
capacity, as well as those which laymen had deposited 
for safety at the Old Minster. A.. small number of 
Cod. Wint. I's exemplars may have only come into the 
possession of the cathedral in the early twelfth, century 
14 See belowl Part Bq'section 41 a(i). 
I 
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by poaching from the archives of the New Minster, the 
Nuns' Minster, and the kingg during periods of re- 
building and demolition adjacent to the cathedral'. 
Cod. Wint. I thus represents an amalgamation of some, 
but by no means all, of the contents of many Anglo- 
Saxon archivess other ingredients of which were excluded 
from it but are recorded at., Winchester in later'periods. 
The apparent multiplicity of archives at 
Winchester in 10669 described above may be an extreme 
case in England at that time., due to the importance of 
the city in both the religious and the royal business 
of the nationo It may, however, be a salutory 
one*for editors of Anglo-Saxon material surviving from 
other pre'-conquest centress-and a warning against thq 
. assumption that all the pre-conquest documents in a 
medieval, muniment-room'were part of the same archive* 
-in 1066* 
I WEMA pp. 449-6g.. 
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-l/ 
b) The Diplomatic Provenance of Documents in Cod. Wint-I 
Although a full diplomatic analysis of the documents in 
Cod. Wint. I is outside the scope of the present thesis, 
it seems relevant to examine the general viability of. 
these documents as diplomatic products of the Anglo- 
Saxon periodq and the variety of. '-their diplomatic. 
provenance. While the preceding chapter shows that 
documents'in Cod. Wint. I had not. all belonged to the 
same Anglo-Saxon archive, the present chapter will 
attempt to show that the same documents had not all 
been written in the same scriptoriWn or drafted in the 
sam .e drafting-office. 
It seems probable2 from the work of modern 
scholars, that there was no permanent central writing- 
office for royal diplomas-or writs in the Anglo-Saxon 
period, but rather a devolved system of document 
production in which the onus for getting a transaction 
recorded in writing lay on the beneficiary, who would 
See Chaplais, 'Origin and authenticity' , passi ; P. Chaplais, 'The Anglo-Saxon chancery: from the 
diploma to the writ Journal of*the Society of 
Archivists 3 (1965-; 39 PP- 160-76; Parsons, dome 
scribal memorandalg ass . in; N. Brooksq 'Anglo- 
Saxon charters; the work of the labt twenty yearsIq 
Anglo-Saxon England 3 (1974)9pp. 217-20. 
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arrange for a record to be'produced by-the most convenientj 
or most personally-familiarg monastic or diocesan 
scriptorium. Royal grants to a particular eccles- 
iastical institution would oTten be written by the 
institution's own agents, the scribes who wrote its own 
administrative memoranda and library books-' Befo*re 
the devastation of religious houses by the Vikings in 
the ninth centuryq and after, th6 Benedictine Reformation 
of the mid tenth centuryq there were thus probably'aS 
many potential writing-offices for royal diplomas 
(andi in the eleVenth-centuryg for royalurits) as there 
were monastic or diocesan scriptoria. The, large 
measure of formulaic consistency in surviving royal' 
diplomas of the first part of the tent. h. century, which 
used to be explained as the product of a centralised 
royal 'proto-chanceryll 
2 is now more satisfactorily 
regarded as reflecting a greater concentration of 
document-production in a few centres,. because of the'' 
drastic reduction in the number of functioning eccles- 
iastical scriptoria at that time. 
3 
This was not an absolute rule however. The grant 
by King Ethelred Unrwd to Muchelney Abbey of lands 
-in Somerset, in 995 (Taunton, 'Somerset County Museum, 
Taunton Castle; Sawyer 884(l)) was"written at 
St Augustinels, Canterbury, v. T. A. M. Bishop, Englis 
caroline minuscule (Oxford, 1971),, P-7- 
2* R. Dr6gereitj 'Gab es eine Angelsgcýsische kbnigskanzlei? ', 
Archiv fUr Urkundenforschung 13 (1935), pp. 335-436; 
Stenton, LC, ppe 53-5; 17 HNtelockq EHDI P-345. 
. 
3. Chaplaisi 'Origin and authenticity's wi-59-61., - 
I 
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The number, date-range, and variety of 
I 
the beneficiaries of documents copied into Cod. Win: ý. 3: 
makes it likely that the products-of more than one 
diplomatic writing-office are present in the cartulary. 
Because of the close connection which several of these 
2 beneficiaries seem to have had with the Old Minster 
it is., howeverprobable that a fair proportion of the 
docinnents in Cod. Wint. I had originally been drafted 
and written there. Apart from such arguments 
based on historicalprobability, there are two lines of 
study which may be expected to give firmer grounds for 
the-attribution of at least. sone of the documents in 
Cod -Wint. I to particular writing-offices. The first 
involves a palaeographical comparison of the surviving 
exemplars to each other and to contemporary manuscripts 
whose provenance is Imown. The second involves a 
diplomatic comparison of the texts in Cod. Wint. I whose 
exemplars have not survived to that of documents of the 
same period which are extant on original single-sheets of 
parchment and whose palaeographical fehtures give grounds 
for their attribution to a particular writing-office; 
a very high incidence of identical diplomatic formulae 
between such cartulary-texts-and the. said single-sheets' 
allows at least the presumption of. a common diplomatic 
provenance, and the-possibility of a common scribe.. 
I., See abov% Part B, seotion 
2. Ibido 
I 
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With both lines of studythe number of cartulary- 
documents involved is limited by the total number of 
1' 
comparable surviving Anglo-Saxon manuscripts whose 
palaeographical provenance is discernible. Com- 
parisons of diplomatic content are of course also 
possible between documents in Cod-Wint. I and those 
which survive elsewhere as copies, but such documents 
cannot be attributed to a particular writing-office 
I in more than a circumstantial way without the palaeo- 
graphical controls that are provided by surviving 
original single-sheet documents* 
(i) Documents concerning-Winchester Cathedral and see 
Iii-. the'light of current diplomatic theory. (outlined 
above), it is probable that most, of thefollowing 
documents in Cod. Wint. I were drafted dmd, written at, 
or by the agents of, Winchester Cathedral 
Royal diplomas to Winchester Cathedral and see 
. 
(dating,, 
or claiming to dateg from the seventh, to the eleventh 
centuries): 
26-, ýJj ý2-ýj ý0-19 ý41 ý6-§j 601,. 712 77-§9 2Z, 110, 
L12.7119 116-j_91 : 124-ýj 
. 
1281 1ý1-2,140ab, 1419 149, 
168-29 177,1802 181&1 183-ýL, 190-1,197*1 In 
the case of diplomas containing estate-boundaries. 
it is probable that the boundarids would have been 
recorded in the area of the estate and forwarded as 
a memorandum to the place where thý relevant diploma 
was written, The names of witnesses to a particular 
I7s18j ý4-. 29 21 -18,220ab, 222-21 227-81 230-1 ýaU_'ýerhaps 
_27 
1-n Td--. wiiit. 119 a7nd 'ý_36 in 
jC 
Cod. Wint. III, also b_eT6-ng-tO-thi8 . category of documents. Cf. also 14, in Cod-Wint. 11 ? which is a*royal Anglo-Saxon writ. 
i 
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grant may also have been recorded in a memorandum I 
made at the place of the oral grant and later been 
forwarded to the writing-office for inclusion in 
the relevant diploma. 
' The main part of the 
text of these documents was. however. probably both 
drafted and written at the same place. 
Royal diplomas granting pe3ýsonal estates to bislýo s of 
Winchester (A. D. 879-1045)t 
aq 929 1079 143, =9 160ý The same. comments 
regarding boundary-clauses and witness-lists apply 
to these as to. the previous group of documents. 
Episcopal andeathedral grants and leases (A., D. '801 x 805-c- 
1053): 
L21 929 111b, 11 9.. 1219 123a, 126ab, 130,148a, 1502 
181cs 18Z9 
t4 
Memoranda and boundaries relating to cathedral estates 
(undated, and c. A. D. 900-1066 X-1036): 
61? 0-709 120. ' 123b, '142ab, 148b 152ýj 158, ILO 
4 181b, 188-9. Most were perhaps drafted in the 
iimediate vicinity of*the estate and. later converted' 
from rough memoranda into more formal records at a 
local administrative centre (such as Taunton, Somerset) 
if not at Winchester itself. 61,1 the record(in 
10 -See Parsonsq 'Some scribal memoranda', passim. 
LIOI L12T16,225, in Cod. Wint II, also belong to this 
category. 
3- Ll-, gl 219,224, in Cod Wint. II, are ilso of this sort. 
4,16,229, in Cod. Wint. II', ' are *also of this sort. 
Cf. also 23 ( in Cod. Wint. III)s X. below, Part D, 
section 3, b(i). 
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the form of'a: letter) of a declaration associated 
with a lawsuits may however have been written at 
-Canterbury following its oral delivery to Archr 
bishop Elfric, one of its addresseesý 
Wills beaueathina estates to Winchester Cathedral 
(c. A. D. 900-1015): 
2 
U, 102,1069 1221. *151 t 1629-172,2-829 18?. 
The exemplars of six of the documeats listed 
above, survive as single-sheets of parchment (+! a, +L6 
+=, +ý162-9 +1629 
. 
+190). 
3 The. four of th . em 
(+ýjq ýý69 +162,4.190) which are not documents, 
haVing probably been written ( by different scribes) in 
the eleventh centuryg 
4 
and containing questionable 
diplomatic features95 were probably produced by the 
cathedral communityg-whom they were intended to benefit, 
t1621 which includes the vernacular bequest of-Hams Wilts., 
Bee P. Chaplais, 'The Angl6-Saxon7chancery: from the 
diploma to the writ's Journal of the Society of Arch- 
ivists 3 (1965-9)1 P-173- 
2, Cf. also 19, in Cod. Wint. III a royal, bequest in the 
form of a writ. 
3. Respectively: BL9 Cotton Chart, viii 11,17s 91 16B; 
Edinburgh University Library, Laing CLrt. 181 BL, Harl. 
Chart* 43 C- 1- See below,, Appendix 2* 
4. ' See Sawyerg s.. nn... 5409 4439 313,376-- 
5- See references quoted, Sawyerl-loo-cit. Cf. Finberg, ECWj 
-chap. ?, (for +43, t261*+190; referred to as ICS 86271- 
7279 6201) and7lbid. q P-703 
(for t162; referred to 
as ICS-478')- 
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to the Old Minster, A. D. 931 X9 39, was probably 
written in the Old Minster scriptorium 
2 
which, before, 
the-Benedictine Reformation there in 96413 would have 
consisted .,., of members of the bishop's clerical 
familial; its script is similar to. that of part. of 
the annal for 922 in the Parker Chronicle, 
4 
which in 
the tenth century was somewhere in Winchester. 
5 
+= records a grant, in. 10451 of personal bookland to 
Bishop Jglfwine of Winchester and was written by the 
same scribe a. s +210 
6 (later copied into Cod. Wint. II), 
recording a similar grant. of a different-estate., in 
1042. Although this scribal identity has been taken 
1. The testatorl Wulfric, was probably the beneficýary 
of . +161 ý for which see 
(3.1), below. 
2. The rubric-endorsement refers only to the Old Minster, 
although the document included also the New Minster 
and the church at Kintbury, Berks., among its 
beneficiaries. 
-3- 
ASC (A)(E)(F), s. a. 
4. Chaplais, 'Origin and authenticity', p. 60, quoting 
Mr. N. R. Ker. The passage referred to is CCCC$ 
MS-173, fo. 25,11.1-7; ' v. 'facsimile,, edd. R. Flower 
and A. H. Smith, The Parker-Chronicle and Laws (Early 
English Text Socipty, 1941, reprinted 19 
. 13-Parkes, j 
'The palaeography of the Parker manuscript of the 
Chronicle, 'laws and Sedulius, and historiography at 
Winchester in the late ninth and tenth centuries', 
Anklo-Saxon England 5 (1976)1 p. 154, n. 21 explains, 
the variation in script at this point and at, fo. 23 
1_ _, 
the part of 11.12-15, as 'lapses from standard' on 
the scribe who wrote most of fos. 2 25. - 
5- Parkes., op. cit., pp., 162-71. 
6. BL, Harl. Chart. 43 C- 81 v. 'below) Appendix 2. 
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by Dr. Chaplais as evidence of the probable production 
of these two documents in the (by then monastic) 
scriptorium of the Old Minster. 
' there is. no reason 
why they could not have been written in a separate 
episcopal wriiing-officeestablished by the bishops of 
Winchester for their personal use after the removal of 
their residence to Wolvesey after 964.2 If two 
separate writing-offices did exist, one serving the 
3 
monks and the other serving the bishopq their res- 
pective diplomatic and palaeographical practices may 
have been virtually indistinguishable from each other, 
Uiafortunately, no original single-sheet diplomas having 
the Old Minster as beneficiary survive from the period 
-. after 964 to allow a palaeographical Comparison to be 
-made between them and the mid eleventh-century episcopal 
ones (+=, '+21O)j, mentioned above. A diplomatic 
comparison of the text of these two single-sheets to 
that of two small groups of copies of contemporary 
documentsl which have either the Old Minster as bene- 
4 ficiary (219 132) or the bishop QUI 160,225 ), Shows 
no greater similarity of formulae to thoseof the two 
single-sheets by one group. pha4 by the other. All 
1. 'Origin and authenticity's p. 60. 
2. See WEMAI PP- 323-4. 
3- Cf. the apparent distinction between the episcopal 
and monastic archives from this times X. above, 
Part B9 section 31a(ii). 
4.225 is in Cod. Wint. II; another text of this document Fu-rvives as a si sheet written in the fifteenth 
century (BLI Cotton Chart. xii. -76; Sawyer 1013(l)), by the same scribe as WCLI Library Showcase (Sawyer 
12(l)) and BLI Cotton Chart* viii- 18 (Sawyer 804(l)). 
ee belowq Appendix 1,22ý5, 
I 
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these documents have similaýr features in their dating 
and subscription-clauses but preserve a more individual 
character elsewhere, with the two single-sheets them- 
selves being most alike. 
11 Diplomatic evidence for 
the ascription of these seven documents to one or other 
a14 inUel lot UA 94ACNct 41f " A-4% 
of an episcopal or a monastic writing-officelin thelate 
Anglo-Saxon periodl thus appears'inconclusive. 
No original Latin diplomas'on single-sheets 
having. the Old Minster or the bishop as beneficiary 
survive*from the period (A. D. 931-63) for which I 
Dr. Chaplais has been able to identify eight different 
scribes who wrote royal diplomasl*six, perhaps seven, 
of whom seem to have been Winchester scribes, and 
another of whom was perhaps associated with Abingdon 
. 
Abbey-2 Latin diplomas claiming to be of this period 
. copied into Cod. Wint. I which 
have either the Old Minster 
or the bishop as beneficiaries (42-. ý, ý6_. 21 125,183)3 
are all of1doubtful a#henticity, probably having been 
4 
written in the eleventh century. Diplomatic com- 
parison of their texts to'that or the"surviving single- 
5 
sheet diplomas written by Chaplais's eight scribes, 
1. -+157 and +210 have the same proem2 royal style2 and 
royal subs'eription. The former is a grant of King 
Edward the Confessor2 the latter one of King Harthaknut. 
2. Chaplais2 'Origin and authenticity'2.., Pp. 59-60-See(iilbelow, 
'; 
3- For the exemplars of ý11562 V. discussion of +43, +, 56, above. 
4. Cf. 'Finberg, IGW, chap-7-' 
5- BL,. Cotton MSS. Aug. 'ii*. 23, ý9,40,441451621.65i73,83 (Sawyer 
447 1ý 
)1690(1ý2 
687(1)2552(1)1624(1)1464(1)9425(1)9510(1)2 
528 1,; BLI uotton Chart. viii. 122 16A228 (Sawyer 636(l 1 416 1), 706(l)); BL, Harl. Chart. 43 Cý3 ýSawyer 703(1)ý; 
BL, Stowe Chart. 24,25,26,29 (Sawyer 12 1)1497(1), 535(l), 
717) ; Bod. 9 Eng. hist. a. 21no. v'(Sawyer, 646(l)); WCLI Library Showc aý e (Sawyer 643 ýI WCDI I Muniment ss Cabinet 7, drawer 2, no. 2 gaý; Yer 4700) 
1 
not surprisinglyl shows no significant identity-of' 
formulae. 
As already mentioned, some of the diplomas I 
under discussion are of doubtful authenticity. 
Several of these (26-ýIj M, 41-ýLj ý-0-19 54,56-_81 609 
117,128,140a, 141,1772 190) contain almost identical 
passages recounting the antiquiýy of the Old Minster's 
tenure of the estates concerned. Although these 
N 
passages may in some cases have been historically factual - 
those concerning the acquisition of Chilcomb and Alresford, 
Hants in the mid seventh . century. for example' - their 
presence, in very similar wording, in documents-of 
apparently widely-differing dates (A. D. 701-997). is one 
causeq among others, for suspicion of the diplomatic 
integrity of these documents. 
2 The degree of that 
authenticity is not. however., at issue here. In fact, ' 
the presence of such passages in these'documents 
supports the opinion that they, at least in the final 
state in-which they were copied into Cod. Wint*'Ij wI ere 
products of a Winchester cathedral sc'r'i. ptorium, probably 
that of the Old Minster. 
Some of the diplomas referred to here, and 
also some of those in (ii), below., have dating-clauses 
containing the statement that they were. written 
1.27-8,190 (Chilcomb); 1-0 0 54 (Alresford).. 
pp. 256-8, and 6. 
2. Cf. -Finbergi ECWj chap-7- 
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(scripta est, 41,62,97t etc. '; caraxatum est, 142,180; 
per cripta est, 79,161; depicta estl-'L39) at 
a particular place. When such clauses are contained 
in spurious documents they. cannot be-taken at their 
face-value, often having been included to give added 
to & clocu3nerit 
___weIg4tjby 
reference to a historicaloccasiong such as 
the holding of a particular royal assembly, known from 
other sources. Even on the rare occasions where 
they occur in original diplomas,, such locative clauses 
may-perhaps not refer to the place'at which the formal 
record of, the grant concerned was produced. Rather, 
they may refer-to the place At which the oral grant was 
declared by, or in the presence of, the kingland wit- 
nessed by his advisers', and where the names of the wit- 
2 
nesses were noted in a scribal memorandum. Scripta 
est, caraxatum estj etc., may even in this context be 
no more than alternatives, favoured by individual 
draftsmen, -to the verb acta est. 
3 The verb perscripta 
4 
est in the original diplomas, referred to above., which 
were written by recognizable tenth-century scribes 
1. A full list of documents in the ca7rtulary containing 
such statements is as follows: 41,62,9929§5-, 97, 
118,129-31,139,140btl4l, 149,1619778--. -90,, 
4ý7 
in 
Uo. 71'nt. T; ZLZP Di- 
2. See Parsons, 'Some scribal memoranda'. 
Cf. the alternation between scripta est (4,179) and 
acta. est (117,128,177) in documents claiming to have 
been gran ed-o-n-fhe oame occasion (WiltonjEaster 854). 
4. See above, P-183, 
I 
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is, for example*9 limited to the two documents written 
by Chaplais's scribe 1. Thus, though such phrases 
-----probably cannot be taken literallyq the usage of 
particular types of them may be a clue to the work of 
individual drafters of documentse 
-A more significant indicator of the diplomatic* 
provenance of some royal diplomas, both authentic and 
spurious ones, may be'a reference to an act of inter- 
cession by an influential individual in order to obtain 
a grant from the king to a particular beneficiary. 
2 
Whether such acts had actually. occurred or not, references 
to them presumably reflected the high esteem in which the 
individual intercessor was held by the drafter of the 
,,,, document concerned. 
Where the intercessor was an 
. 
ecclesiastic, the document in question may have been 
drafted in the writing-office with which he was most 
involved in hislifetime, and most renowned after his 
death, As might be'expectedl Bishopý Ethelwold of 
Winchester (963-84) is named most frequently as an 
intercessor in documents in Cod. Wint. I which record 
grants or confirmations of estates to the Old Minster, 
1. BLI Cotton MS. Au iiý(6ý, and COPon Chart. viii. 
16A. (Sawyer 425(15*, 41 1 
2. Such references occur in 26-01 4ý-4,50,56-81 602 
21, ýý, 7 78,10 11 112-1ý 125,12F, - 7467- 09 110 
-2 
11ý-7 -I 0 in 6oa-. W-int, Y. aTad 17, ý4-8,278-in 7 
Co Winf. II. 0 
3.26-ýaq 289.60. Also 24-§., in Cod. Wint. II. 
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but lesser-known 
(805 X 814-833) 1 
'-Ealhstant bishop 
but both times ii 
bishops of Winchester. such as Wigthegn. 
and Elfheah 1 (934-51)2 also occur. 
of Sherborne, occurs in 117 and 128, 
a association with Bishop-&withýn of 
Winchester, The only secular person named as an 
intercessor in these documents was Frithugyth, the 
queen of King Ethelheard of Wessex (726-40), who is 
recorded in 119 as prevailing upon her husband to 
augment her previous grant of Taunton, Somerset, to 
the cathedral', by the addition of appurtenent swine- 
pas . tures and saltings. 
3. She was remembered,, in the 
twelfth-and thirteenth centuries, as a benefactress 
of the cathedral. 
lý 
None of the documents in Cod. Wint. I whose 
beneficiary was Winchester Cathedral or see can at 
preseýt be shown to have been produced in any drafting- 
office not associated withthe cathedral. The 
royal diplomas among them were probably produced by 
scribes working for the cathedral community and/or the 
bishop, and with or without royal. permissioný depending 
1.149.2.43,57,125. 
3. She is also referred to. in retrospect., in 56. 
4. Winchester ann., s. a. 721; Bf, Add. MS. 29436, To. 732 E-w-ocorrodies. t6 be enjoyed -in-the 
refectory of. the cathedral priory on'her 
anniversary* 
I 
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on whether the records concerned were genuine or 
spurious. The episcopal and cathedral grants, leases, 
I and estate memorandag listed aboveg-were more certainly 
produced by such scribes, as were bequests of whom the 
Old Minster was the sole ecclesiastical beneficiary 
(106,122,1519 172). Only with wills which coxýtaLýed 
bequests to other principal ecclesiastical beneficiaries 
is there the real possibility of-another drafting-office 
being involved. Thus in 
. 
2ý, 102, Christ Church,, , 
Canterbur7iand the Nuns' Minster, Winchesterneed to be 
considered as. r, well as the Old Minster; in +162, perhaps 
the New Minster, Winchester, but probably not the church 
of iintbury, Berks. ý; 
'-in 1.85, Malmesbury, Bath, and 
Glastonbury Abbeys; and jn 1871. the New Minster, 
Winchester, and theabbeys of Romsey, Abingdon, and B. ath. 
(ii) Royal grants to alien beneficiaries, and associated 
documents 
42-2, ý21 252 - Z2-ýýq 76,72-91, ý4 8- oil 1 59, - _9 
96,2 L_ 
103,104abl 1051 108-2,111a, 11-4i' 127,129, 
144-7,12ý-ýqj 159,161,163-. Zl 171t 173,174ab, 
2 175-§, ý28-29 182,192-ý, IU-E, 198-ý202,203ab, 204-8. 
On the evidence of the rubric-endorsement,. the 
Old Minster scriptorium is more lik6ýy as the 
provenance-for this document. howe. ver. 
2. Pre-conquest documents of this type in Cod. WintjI 
are ja-ýEj 209,211-129 221. ý 226; in God. Wint, Ilf_, 2_3_8_4T_, 
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The documents in this section range in 
apparent date from the late seventh to the mid eleventh 
century. Since nearly all their beneficiaries weiZe 
4 secular and none were ecclesiastical institutions, it 
is probable thafthese documents were written for, ' 
rather than by, the individual beneficiaries. Since,. 
in addition, they concern estates. in various parts of 
-England, their diplomatic provenaýce is likely to be 
more varied than that assumed for the documents in the 
previous section. They were included in Cod. Wint. I 
as apparent baclc-title to Winchester cathedral estates, 
as some of them indeed were, others having been deposited 
for safe-keeping in various Winchester archives in the 
lpýte Anglo-Saxon period and later having been subsumed 
into the cathedral archive. 
The exemplars of only three of the documents 
listed above survive as single sheets of parchment, all 
originals (+ýq 
2 
+127, tl6j. ).. The earliest of these, 
+161, recording-the grant in 931, by King Ethelstan to 
3 the thegn Wulfgar, of the estate of Ham, Wilts., was 
written by the man whom Dr. Chaplais has designated as 
'scribe 11.4 This man also wrote the single-sheet 
1, See above, Part B9 section 3A(ii)- 
2. Respectively: BLI Harl. Chart. 43 C. 2; BL, Cotton 
Chart; viii. 12,16A. See below, Appendix 2. 
3- Wulfgar was probably , the testator of +1629 on which 
vo (i), above* 4' 
Chaplais, 'Origin aAd a3athenticityl, 'p. 60. - 
0 
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, which contains the text of Sawyer 
42511 and his hand- 
writing has been compared to that in a tenth-century 
copy of Bede's lives of St. Cuthbert. 
2 Although 
+161 was later attached to +162, which was probably 
writt en at the Old Minster, 3 it itself may not have 
been written there. 
4 The'second single-sheet, +121,. 
recording the grant in 956, by Ki-ýg Eadwig to his 
princeps Wulfrict of the estate of Millbrook, Hants, 
was wAtten by Chaplais's'scribe 41 who probably also 
5 wrote'the annal for 951. in the Parker Chronicle. 
Since the Parker Chronicle was somewhere in Winchester 
in the tenth centuryg. Chaplais's scribe 4 has been 
7 classified as a Winchester scribe. +12? *is 
10 BL. Cotton MS,. Aug. -ii., 65; X. Chaplais, 3 'Origin. 
and authenticity', p. 60. 
2. CCCCi. MS-183 (N. R Ker, Catalogue of manuscriDts 
containing Anglo-AaXon, Oxford 119.57,4e); v. 
Uhaplais, loc, cite 
3- See (i)., above. 
4. - Cf. N. Brooks, 'AnGlo-SaxqpL.! ýiarters: the work of'the 
last twenty years', Anglo-Saxon-EnEland 3 (1974), 
p. 218. Although it is stated in +161 that it was 
written (perscripta est) at LiftoH-, Devon, this may 
only have been the place at which a scribal memorandum 
of the oral grant was made, discussion in (i), above. 
5. Chaplais, 'Origin and authenticity', p. 601 quoting 
N. R. Ker, Catalogue of manuscripts containing Anglo- 
Saxon ((bcfordj1957)s P-lix.; CCCCt MS- 173, -fo. 28. 
Go M. B PpLrkes, 'The'pala eogra hy of the Fýarker manuscript 
of'; he Chronicle, laws and 
§edulius, 
and historiography 
at Winchester in the, late ninth and tenth centuries'. 
Anglo-Saxon England 5.0976), pp. 162-71- 
7- Chaplais, 'Origin and authenticity", p. 60. 
I 
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assumed therefore to have/written ( and presumably. 
drafted) in a Winchester scriptorium. +a, the 
third of these documents, a, record of the grant'in 961 
by King Eadgar to Coenwulf, of the estate of Withiel 
Plorey, Somerset, has not yet been identified as the 
product of any particular scriptorium. Both its 
script and its formulae differ from those of contemporary 
documents written by the scribesfidentified by Chaplais. 
I 
- None of the exempýars of the eight documents 
(85,1149 129,174a, IZ69 178-. 2t 200) 2 in Cod. Wint. I 
recording royal grants to alien beneficiaries from before 
the reign of King Ethelstan (924-39) have survived. 
1141t4e record of a grant by'King Ceedwalla of Wessex, in 
A. D. 685 X 687, may however be assigned to the same drafts- 
man as two other documents, that recording the grant to 
Chertsey Abbey by Frithuweald, sub-king of Surrey, in 
672 X 674, and that of Gthelred to Barking Abbey in 
c. 686 X 688, with which documents it shares several 
formulaeý Professor Whitelock has suggested that their 
common draftsman may have been Eoreen,. 4eald (bishop of 
4 London, 675-93) who occurs in all three documents. 
See above, P-1839 n-5. 
2* On 174b, v. below. 212, in Cod. Wint. Ill also belongs 
this categoryo 
3-- : E-CS 34.81 (Sawyer 1165,1171). For a translation of 
all three documents, v. Whitelock, EHD 54,58,60. 
On the date of Sawyer771171, v. -D.. WH13-telocks I Some Anglo-Saxon bishops of LondoHl (1974 Chambers Memorial 
Lecture; University College Londons 1975)1 P-7- 
4. Ibid., PP- 5-8- Eorcenweald signs BCS 34 (Sawyer 1165) 
as, abbot, t 
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: It is also possible that Cedd, one of the beneficiaries 
of 114, was the same person as. Ceadda, a witness to the 
said Chertsey charter. At the present time, little 
definite can be said of the diplomatic provenance of 
the remaining -seven documents, but some features may. 
be noted for future reference. 1769 178-9 refer to 
parts of the same estate, Martyr. Worthy, Hants, and 
128-. 2, moreover, have the same beneficiary. 
'176 
is 
a forg ery of not earlier than the tenth century. 
179 is a text associated with King Ethe. lwulf'B... Decimation 
of A. D. 854 and must, therefore be considered within the 
context-of'othet documents similarly. associated. 
2 
178 has several clauses in common with 212 (in Cod. Wint. II), 
both being grant s by King Ethelred of We6 
' 
sex. 
3 85 
and 178 share. the same dispositive verb in the perfect 
tense (largitus sum), which is of a type which may-, 
4 
generally be characterized as West Saxon, while 174a 
Its formulae are those of the first part of the'tenth 
century. Cf. Finberg, ECH 56n; Sawyer 351n. 
2. Cf. Finberg, ECW9 chap. 6, -but also the review by D. Whitelock, E. A. R. 81 (1966)9 pp... 101-2. Cf. 9Z, 
117,128$ 168-ý. The diplomatic of 11? 9 is 
especially close to that of 97 (to Winchester 
Cathedral) and BCS 469 (Sawyer 308; to the'thegn 
Wigfrith)o 
3. See belowq Part C, section 31b (iii). 
4. Chaplais, 'Origin and, authentici7ty!., P-58- 
I 
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and 200's4are one in the present tense (concedo). 
129 contains an oblique ref erehce in Latin, as part 
of the appurtenance-clause,, to (? p. asture) rights over 
woodland apparently reserved to another estate. 
I 
Such reservations of rightsq where they occurred, may 
well have been dealt with separately from similar 
appurtenances belonging to the estate granted. The 
latter are usually written in thelvernacuýar and placed 
adjacent to the estate-boundaries. 
2 Another 
example of the specification of reserved rights in the 
I 
Latin part of a document occurs in 111a, (A. D. 961), 
in which a note of rents payable -ýo the lessors was 
plac . ed before the clause describing the length of the 
lease. 
The exemplar of 174a (A. D. 901) contained a 
vernacular memorandum (174b) which would almost . -certainly 
have been written by the same scribe as 174a: in the 
position in which it occursl after the sanction but 
before the dating-clause of 174a, it is unlikely, to ha-ýe 
been a later addition. - It has been"suggested by 
Professor Whitelock that the said memorandum was assoc- 
iated with a marriage-settlement pf which the transfer 
of the-estate granted in 174a, with its title-deeds, from 
the beneficiary of 174a to-one'Deormod, formed, a part. 
3 
BT cyricesludu sex Ebb4dlle [? for hebdomadae, Eeriods 
: quia per inet aa yEL ETVN (fo. 64y). a week's duration, i ýEll 
2. For example, those i3ý. 45 .1 49,94,1ý21 135t 1382 207. 
Whitelock, EHDI P-340. On the transfer of title- 
deeds, X. all-ov6, Part B, section 7ýa(i). 
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The transfer of estate and title-deeds is said iri. 174b 
to have taken place on the same day as the grant recorded 
in 174a, and was obviously dependent upon it. It is 
I thus possible that the formal records of both transactions 
were composed by the same draftsman, as well as being 
written by the same scribe. This draftsman may also. 
have composed another document, later at Wilton Abbey, 
which contains several of the same formulae and the same 
rare item of Greek-based Latin vocabulary. 
I 
Of the documents in Cod. Wint. I coming from the 
period from the reign of King Ethelstan to that of King, 
Eadgar (A. D. 924-75), a, 161, and 127 have been mentioned 
above in relation to their exemplars. Other documents 
of the period are 48-22 52,222. 72-ýj 76, '? 9-L4,86, 
88-91, 249 1169 '28-2,1011 '103, 104ab, 122, 108-9, Illa, 
137- 144-71 1,22, L6ý-21 L82t' 192-ý 
. 
98-9,203ab, 195 M 
2 204,206s 208. 
IThere seems at this period to have been quite 
a large common pool of variable formulao used in royal 
diplomas written by differen t scribes, 
3 
and even documents 
written. by the same scribe did not alw&ys, have absolutely 
1. Whitelock, iýid. The Wilton documdnt is BCS-588- 
(Sawyer 364). The word involved is epica-r-m-6i (174a), 
epicarmoci (BCS. 588). 
2.209 (in Cod. Wint. II) and 238-40 (in Cod. Wint. 111) 
are also of this category, 
See the documents listed above, P- 163, n-5. 
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identical wording. Since the writer and the drafts- 
man of a document were not necessarily the same person, 
considerable caution should be exercised in using purely 
diplomatic evidence to attribute to particular scribes the 
writing of documents which survive. only as copies. 
2 
ft 
Where however two single-sheet diplomas can be shovm to 
have been written by the same scribe and have a very high 
identity of wordingthere is a good possibility that the 
, two diplomas also had the same draftsman. Pairs of 
such single-sheets occur among those written at this 
period by Chaplais's scribes 19 2,3, and 6 the first 
three scribes being associated with Winchester, and the 
3 
fourth one with Abingdon Abbey). A diplomatic 
comparison of the text of each of these four pairs of 
single-sheets to that of documents listed above whose 
exemplars have not survived reveals a very clos-e identity 
of formulae on the part of respective groups of the cartulari 
documents to that of each of the pairs. It may thus be 
1. Contrast$ for example$ the formulae of BLI Cotton MS. 
lkug. ii. 45 (Sawyer 624(l)) to those of Bod, MS. Eng. 
hist. a. 2, 'no. v (Sawyer ý46(1))$ both written by 
Chaplais's 
, scribe 
5s y. haplais, 'Origin and authen- 
't-icityl I p. -60. 
, 2# This consideration undermines. the evidence for a central- 
ised tenth-century royal chancery put forward by 
R. Dr6gereit, 'Gab es eine AngelsUchsische k6nigskanzlel,? ", 
. 
Archiv fiAr Urkundenforschung 13 (1935), Ppý- 335-436- 
3, Chaplais, 'Origin and authenticity',. -p*60. 
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suggested that 79 and 83 were drafted at Winchester by 
the same man who drafted the documents Sawyer 416 and 4251 
whose texts survive on single-sheets written by Chaplais', s 
scribe 1. Similarly2 203a may have had the same. 
Winchester draftsman as Sawyer 447 and 464, whose single- 
2 
sheet texts were written by Chapiais's. scribe-2. 
138 may. have been drafted by the same Winchester drafts- 
man as Sawyer 497 and 528, whoseýsingle-sheet texts 
3 
were written by Chaplais's scribe 3... Five documents' 
4 
may have-been drafted by the same .9 
949 164) 
Abingdon draftsman as Sawyer 706. and 717, whose single- 
sheet texts were written by Ohaplais's scribe 605 
104a and 203a contain similar. (but, not identical) 
vernacular memoranda (104b and 22ýb). recording subsequent - 
grants of urban tenementsq to the same beneficiary., to be 
held as appurtenances of the ýwo estates granted in 104a 
and 203a. - The position of 104b, after the boundary 
but before the date in 104a, implies that the latter was 
not written until after the date of 104b, at least three years 
later (A. D. 946 X 955) than the date o: t the grant recorded 
1. BL, Cotton Chart. viii. 16A, and Cotton MS. Aug. ii. 65. 
2. BL, Cotton MSS. Aug. ii 23,62.238 ( in Cod. Wint. III) 
also has several formulae in common- Cf- (A-7-777), 
201 (A. D. 983), discussed below. 
3.. BL, Stowe Chart. -259 and Cotton MS. '-, Aug- ii- 83- 
4,, 240 (in Cod-Wint. III) is the same document as 164. 
5, BL, Cotton Chartq ýiii. 28, and Stowe Chart. ý9- 
Cf. 47 (A. D. 986), 'discussed below. 
f 
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in 104a, (A. D. 943, ? for 941). The position of. 
2Q3b (A. D. 946 X-955), after the subscriptions in 203a, 
is more obviously that of a later addition to the record 
of the grant in 203a (A. D. 940). Both these ve33nacular 
UIC3 wCe- 
memoranda may have been drafted by the same man., althoughý 
subsequently added to, or included. in, diplomas recording 
grants of different'dates. 
111a, a Latin lease by King Eadgar to his thegn 
Ethelwulf, of the. Winchest-er -cathedral estate of Kilmeston, 
Hants, was probably drafted and written at Winchester with 
111b2'the cathedral record of the same lease in the vern- 
acular. 
147, a Latin diploma of King Eadred,, dated 957, 
contains an identical vernacular sanction-clause to'that 
in the Old English grant of Alwalton, Hunts., by the'same 
king to )Elfsige Hunlafing. The Alwalton doc=ent 
is one of a group of alliterative documents-produced by 
a Mercian drafting-office, perhaps at Worcester. 2 
1. Robertson, ASCharters 30 (Sawyer 566)) See Sawyer574n. 
For Elfsige Miniarln v. also above, P-152. 
2* The documents, are BCS 667, ? 461 750-1,771-3 815., 876, 
-7,13461*(res'pectively, 
882-4., 890,893,9U77,911,93 
9 Sawyer 404,392.1 472-39 479,484,1606 520,49-5P, 
544, YVq, 557,556,566-ý ý69,6ý39 5725, also Hart$ 
ECEEI pp. 193-4 (Sawyer 931). See Whitelock, EHDI 
P. 3-40; N. Brooks, 'Anglo-Saxnn charters: the work 
of the last twenty years', Anglo-Saxon Eligland 3 
(1974), p. 218, n. 4i Sawyer, Burton vhartersjpp, x1vii- 
xlix. In connec. tion with a possible Worcester 
provenance for these-documents, note that the bishop 
of Worcester subscribes 147 with the verb. dictaui. 
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147 may perhaps have had the same diplomatic. provenance; 
so may 163, which is similar in form to 147 (except for 
the vernacular sanction) and which relates to an estate 
I in Essex granted by Eadgar as king of hercia (957-9)- 
146, which recorded the grant of a Shropshire estateg 
made-at Glastonbury Abbey in 985-with the intercession 
of the monk Plfwine, may perhaps, have been written. at 
Glastonbury 1 but followed the same diplomatic model as 
documents like 147 and 163t to which it is very similar. 
On the other hand, 2069 another document granted by 
Eadgar as king of Mercial followed a different model to 
that used in 163. 
The remaining eighteen documents in this section 
(: ý71 ý§Zj loot 122-ý2, *153-ýý, 156,159,166-2,171,173sý 
: 1ý21 201-21 20ý2, ; 207)*relate-to the period A. D. 9*77-104.5.2 
The larger number of potential scriptoriadue to the- 
revival of monastic life in England in the mid tenth 
pentury, makes the question of diplomatic provenance of 
these documents bven more. difficiflt than those of the 
preceding period. The problem is complicat. ed by the 
frequent use of documents of the preceding period as 
models. 
3 173 (A. D, 977) and 201 (A. D. 983) both 
used several formulae previously-employed in documents 
On intercessorsl' an: d. pLace-dates, -v. ', (i), above.. 
2. See also 211 (A. D. 1049)t 221.226 in'Cod. Wint. 11; 
and 241 i-n-Tod. Wint. III. 
Cf. Stenton. LC, p. 84, With'reference. to eleventh- 
century docum7en-tso 
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written by Chaplais's scribe 29 
1 
while ýE2 (A. D. 986) 
used several formulae used by Chaplais's scribe 6.2 
At the sane time. some new, and some new-styl. e, clauses 
were introduced which re-appear verbatim in individual 
documents. Thus ý21 100, and 159 (A. D. 985-6) 
have the same clause annulling previous documents 
relating to the dstates involved, while 100 and 159 
(both. A. D. 985) contain the sameý I very long proem (as 
well as many other features in common). It is thus 
difficult, without palaeographical. evidence$ to tell 
with certainty which documents were written in the same 
scriptorium, and when documents of one d: rafting-office 
were used as models in, another. 
-Although 
it is often not, at present. clear wherel" 
individual documents were actually-written or drafted, 
some of them arehoweverable to be linked tentatively 
to each other, or to documents from other atchives2 on the, 
basis of their possession of many identical formulae., 
*135 and 136 (A. D. 982 and 972) in fact relate to the 
same grant and have many identical clauses but differ 
in their A. Do dates, 
3 their . rubric-endoraements, the 
exclusion of bounds from-1ý61 and the spelling of personal. - 
names. 153 and 154 (A. D. 983) are diplomatically 
identical, differing only in thei r ben e. ficiaries; since., 
howeve3ýthe beneficiary., of 153-may have.. been the son of 
1. BL, Cotton MSS. Aug. ii. 239'62. 
2. BLI. Cotton Chart., viii,. 28$' and-Stowe Chart. 29. 
3. A difference which was probably'. 
* 
due to a copying error, 
vebelow. Appendix. 1,136, nýl* 
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taldorman Mthelmwr , the beneficiary of 154 who is re- 
1 
corded as having died in 982, both documents may h&ve, 
been written at the same time. The grant in 154 was 
perhaps not formally recorded until after its beneficiary's 
death, when his heir arranged for a new grant to be made 
and recorded with himself named 4s beneficiary, the' 
scribe. erroneously giving both gpants the same date and 
subscriptions. 
2 166 and 167-(A. D. 990 X 991) have 
the same unusually shortý layout of-text as -each 9ther 
and proVably the same . beneficiaryJ3 although*their actual 
-wording is different. 
171 (A. D.. 988) has many 
clauses in common with a document of the previous year, 
k-41ater at Burton Abbey'4 and some in common with 202 
5 
alsOI(A. D. 987)- Each of these three documents has 
particular clauses in common with*two documents of 
A, D. 987, one later at Glastonbury Abbey, and the other 
6 
later 'at Rochester Cathedral. 175 (A. D. 1026)1, *. 
1. ASO (0), s, a.; his -will ig Whitelock2 ASWills 10 
(Sawyer 149 
2* Note that the statement, Whitelock, ASWills, p. 126, 
that ASC was wrong as to the date of Eal an 
Ethel-meer's death was rejected, ibid., addendum, p. xlvii, 
in favour of the date of 154 being a copyist's error. 
The date A. D. 982 would appear to be confirmed by the 
document printed in IHpp. 217-27 (Sawyer 842). 
3- A line of text, probably containing the name-of the 
beneficiary, appears to have been omitted in'167. 
4.. Sawyer, Burton Charters 25. ýSawyer 863)-. 
5- Cf. initium of-proem, description of tenure, immunity, 
sanction, Latin introduction to bounds, etc. 
6. KCD 659 (Sawyer 866); Campbell, Rochester . Charters 
To- (Sawyer 864).. 
I 
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whose beneficiary was Lyfirg, bishop of Creditong has 
several identical clauses to a Crediton episcopal 
document which claims to record a grant of A. D. 1018 
butlis thought to be a later forgery. 156 
(A. D. 1045) is identical, apart from the beneficiary, 
to +157, an original diploma of the same year recording 
a grant of personal bookland to Bisbop JElfwine of 
Winchester, 2 and seems to be a forgery modelled on +151.3 
The above brief survey of the diplomatic 
provenance of texts in Cod. Wint. I illustrates the com- 
plexity of the diplomatic problems raised by a twelfth- 
century collection of documents drawn up at various times 
in the Anglo-Saxon period. While, in the present 
state of diplomatic knowledge) it is not possible to 
assign every document in Cod. Wint. I to a paPticular 
drafting-office - and perhaps it will never be so -6it 
is at least clear that these documents were not all drawn 
up at Winchester. Although it is possible that most 
of the documents which specified either Winchester 
Cathedral or the bishop of Winchester as their bene- 
ficiary were both drafted and written there, this is 
certainly not true of those. documents specifying alien 
beneficiaries, 
I. - KCD 728 (Sawyer 951)- See P. Chaplais'- -'The authenticity 
oT-the royal Anglo-Saxon diplomas of'Exeterl, 
B. f. H. R- 39 (1966)1*pp. 21-2 (no. 21). 
BL, Cotton Chart. viii. 9 (Sawyer 1008 (1)), see'(i), 
above; and below, Appendix 2. 
Cf. F. Barlow, Edward the Confessor (1970)s PP- 331-2. 
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All the documents in Cod. Wint. I seem to be 
viable as either authentic or spurious diplomatic 
products of the Anglo-Saxon period. Most of the 
cathedral- forgeries were probably products of the early 
eleventh century, while the forgeries in favour of 
alien beneficiaries have no apparent connection with 
post-conquest history. It is, above all, very 
unlikely that any documents were concocted in the 
twelfth century specifically for inclusion in Cod. Wint. l. 
This view, based on diplomatic content, is supported by 
the fact that the surviving exemplars of (cathedral) 
forgeries (+LýJ, +ý62 t1692 t190) are all written in 
eleventh-century hands. 
See Sawyer, s. nn- 540,443,313,376; 
below, Appendix 2. - 
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Section 4 
Editorial Principles and Practices 
in 
Cod. Wint. 1 
a) The. -Internal Arrangement. of the Cartulary 
The contents of most cartularie6 occur lin another- 
ýhan-random order.. Texts in such collections 
seem to have been transcribed, as far as possible, 
in a sequence governed by the over-all purpose of 
the compilation. Liiiitations on the applicat . ion 
of the intended sequence were imposed by the nature 
of tEe sources used and the efficiency of their 
transcriber, who in some cases need not. have been 
the person who had. plaýned the cartularyls*prod-' 
uction. Where the cartulary wds intended 
merely as an inventory of the contents of an archive, 
the order of the archive probably dictated that of 
the book; such inventories are sometimes disting- 
uished by the inclusion of their exemp lars' press- 
marks and are often less than a full transcription 7, 
Por the different ways in which medieval 
cartularies were arranged, v. Davis, pp. xii-xiii; 
and D. Walker, 'The organi-zFtion of material 
in medieval cartulariesI. The stud): of medieval 
records: essays in ho'nour of Kathleen Major, 
edd. D. Bullo gh, R. L. Storey(Oxfords 1971), 
pp. 132-50.1 Cf. (iii), be. low. 
f 
6 
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of each document. Many cartularies are. howevermore 
than inventoriesq and are editions of particularly 
significant documents in the archive2 comprising a 
full transcription of individual texts arranged in a 
specific order for a particular purpose. If the 
purpose of the compilation were to illustrate the 
history of the endowment of the'institution to which 
the compiler belonged, then a chronological, and often 
a narrative, arrangement would probably be adopted. 
If there were an underlying intention to have. that 
endowment confirmed, then documents recording royal 
gifts would probably'be seg: pegated from those recording 
papal or episcopal privileges or those concerned with 
very small. grants of property by lesser laymen; such 
a segregation might entail the production of separate 
cartuldries for each type of grant-or the allocation of 
individual sections of one cartulary to each type. A 
similar policy of segregation was-used to isolate doc- 
uments concerned with the pýrtions of the endowment 
appropriated to the different obedientiaries within a 
mohastery. The most common arrdngement, however, both 
of cartularies as awhole and within sections of cartularies 
segregated by donor or beneficiary, was a topographical 
one of some kind. I4ere the. full range of evidence 
for the tenure ( and occasionally the management) of 
each particular estate would be_t; anscribed, sometimes 
in chronological order, as a self-contained entity 
within the larger whole. It was sUch. an arrangement 
that was chosen for the contents of Cod. Wint. I.. 
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W The grouping of documents Individual documents 
(including wills) 
1 in Cod. Wint. I were grouped in the 
main with other documents whidh related to the same 
pstate or its'dependencies. Each group cfdocuments . 
consisted, or was intended to consist (see below), of a 
miscellaneous set, of evidence demonstrating the pre- 
conquest -title to an estate... ' ýSuch groups usually 
included documents recording t#e'previous lay tenure 
of estates subsequently held ( or thought to have been 
held) by Winchester Cathedral, as well as documents 
recording their acquisitialLby the said church; some- 
times however they contained only. documents recording 
the previous lay tenure. This over-all arrangement 
was sometimes interrupted by the influence of what appear-- 
to have been some pre-existing files (see below). 
Documents in Cod. Wint. I were grouped to refer to estates 
2 
as follows: 
26-213 restitutions and confirmations of various 
estates by King Eadgar 
40-4 . the hundred of Downton with Bishopstone- Cat Ebbesbourne. 1), Wilts... 
1. The wills are 9311021106$L22,151 IL621172118L21187. 
2. ' The groups given here agree in most, but not all, 
respects with those distinguished in Hart, Codex, 
%10-111 25-36. Those ibid., pp. 24,36-8 7nos. 190- 
21 ), and nos. 116-17 , are howevei'part of Cod. Wint. II and III and should not be seen as part 
of the or"i-ginal, ar-rangement of t, he cartulary. 
3- 34-9, written in Cod. Wint. II by scribe cl were 
proEably copied from the same exemplar Fs 26-2ý, 
v. below. Scribe a had left a space for 377-9 in 'Cod. Wint. I and proVAbly. intended to incluUe them 
therein; they'ar6 of the same type of document 
as 
N 
45-9 estates 'at Ebbesbournel, Wilts. 
50_4 Alresford, hants 
22-. ZO the hundrea of Taunton, Somerset, with its 
dependencies 
Z11-2 Pitminster, Somerset 
74-2 estates 'at Clere's Hants 
80-5 estates 'at Mon'$ Hants, etc. 
B6"8 Poolhampton$ Hants 
. 
89-U Moredons Wilts.; Steeple Morden, 
and Adderbury$ Oxon. 
24-2 Witney, Oxon. 
96-ýg Brightwell, etc*, Berks. 
29-101 Harwell, Berks... 
102 c 93 
103-4 West Tisted, Hants. 
Cambs. ; 
Rimpton and Ruishto4, both Somerset 
109 'Macknev and Sotwell. etc.. Berks. 
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1110 Crawley and Hunton,, Eants 
111ab Kilmeston, Hants* 
112-1ý Overton, -etc., Hants 
114-16 Farnham, Surrey, etc. 
Taunton, Somerset 
120, Downton, Wilts., with Calbourne (unnamed), 
Isle of Wight 
121 Alresford, 'Hants 
122 Candover, Hants 
123ab, part Bishopstone (, 'at Ebbesbournel), Wilt's. 
124 Calbourne, Isle of Wight 
125-6 Tichbourne, Hants 
127 Millbrook, Hants 
128-2 Stoke St. Maryj etc., Somerset 
1ý0-1 two early'tenth-century exchanges of land 
(Hants and Wilts. ) 
132 South Stoneham, Hants 
135-9 estates 'at Stoke-' (Hants; S-ýssex; Wilts. ) 
1.133-4 are in coa. Wint. fI,, being added by scF; be b, 
in a space left blank by scribe a, on fo. 67 - Neither document can be associat9d with any of the 
groupings suggested here. howeverand it is unlikely 
that 133-ýý were intended to occur in Cod. Wint. 1 in 
the position they now occupy in-the Codex. 
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140-2 
143-8 
149-ý2 
15374 
15578 
159-ýO- 
161 -ý 
164-2 
1 ý6-2 
168-"", 
. L-V 
ý21-4 
1 r? 5-, LO- 
181 abc 
182 
1 
185 
186 
187 
188-2ý0 
191-2 
193-ýL 
195-. Z 
198-200 
201-2 
203 
204 
'205 
206-8 
Hurstbourne Prioisý and Stoke by Hurst- 
bourne, Hants 
estateslat Easton/Aston' (Hants; Salop2etc. ) 
Alton Priorss Wilts. 
Bushton (jEt C11--fe), Wilts. 
Millbrook, Hants 
estates 'at Heantun' (Iiants; Staffs. ) 
estates 'at Ham'. (Esse.: k; Wilts. ). 
5 hides at Fyfield, Hants; 5 hides at 
Patney, Wilts. 
. Documents 
in faýour'of. the church of South 
Stoneham. ' Hants 
estates 'at Wanboroughl, Wilts. 
estates 'at, or by, Wylye', Vilts. 
estates "at Worthyl,, Hants 
Whitchurch and Ashmansworth, Hants 
Wroughton (RT ELLtNDVINTE), Wilts. 
Enford$ Wilts.; Chilbolton, Hants; 
Ashmansworth2 Hants 
Wroughton (Et mllwndune), Wilts. -, etc. 
Sparsholts Hants 
Princes Risborough, Bucks., etc. 
Beddin'gtonj Surrey, et . 0. 
Havant,. Hants 
Hayling islands Hants 
Droxford, Hants 
Woolstone (9t RSCESbyrigletc. ), Berks. 
Westwood. Wilts. 
-- -- -- -I 
Exton, Hants 
, -Bleadon, Somerset. 
Hannington2 Hants 
estates'tat Wootton (Hants; Oxon., etc. ) 
. 1. The-text of 16? 
is incomplete, lacking the beneficiary 
and part of tFe- descriptio. It is closely related to 
that of 166 however. 
2.209 relates to an estate'at Wotton-under-Edge, i5Loucs. 
TE-was written by scribe h however, and should be taken 
as part of Cod. Wint. II., it may originally have been 
intended to include-Tt- in Cod. Wint. I but have been 
omitted through lack of timeý It s used by scribe b 
to link his continuation t6 the. original c. ompilation, - 
v. below, Part Cl section 21 scribe b. 
i 
c 
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The topographical groups, as listed above, consisted of 
blatween one and fifteen documents. Some estates suqh 
as Candover, Hants (122), or Bleadon, Somerset (204), 
occur only once in Cod. Wint. 1, perhaps due to their 
relatively late-acquisition by Winchester Cathedral 
(tenth and eleventh centuries).. In contrastt other. 
more ancient and important tenures - such as the estates 
of Downton, Wilts.; Taunton, Somerset; an4'Alresford, 
Hants - are better represented, apparently possessing 
larger files of evidenceý inclu4ing unattached boundary- 
2 
surveys and memoranda as well-as actual dispositions. 
While the topographical grouping is fairly 
consistent throughout Cod-Wint. 1, it is on-occasion 
interrupted. These. interruptions had two main causes: 
the continuation into*Cod. Wint. l., of a pre-existing re- 
lationship, which was other-than topographical, between 
certain of the exemplar texts; -. and what appears to have 
been human error due to unfamiliarity with the content 
of theliexemplars. 
Pre-existing relationships betweeA. exemplar 
texts may have been of more than one typp. -, A common 
archival provenance shared byindividual exemplars was 
capable of being ignored iX1 favour of the chosen arrangement 
Candover was probably bequeathed to the. 'Old Minster 
in the tenth centuryv. 122. - Bleadon is said to, 
have been donated by *GitFa-I wife of.. Earl: Godwineý 
v. Winchester ann. s" a. 1053; vit was 
held by theý 
=7-0-661 X- 
bB i, fo- 87 ; the grant by King ZonFs 
Eadgar (BCS 1313; -79avýyer 804) is spurious. 
2. For the tenure of these'three estates, v. below, 
Appendix 1$ 40 (n. 1),,. 119 (n. 4), and ýI (n. 1), 
respectively. 
I 
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of Cod. Wint. I by estates rather than by parties. 
Where however the relationship was a physical one, 
documents of the same type and date but relating to 
different estates being written on the same piece of 
parchment, there was a strong case for the preservation 
of the original arrangement. This appears to have 
been the case with 26-ý2, a group of confirmations and 
restitutions of estates to the church'of Winchester 
which (together with 34-2,. in 0. od. Wint. -II) were probably 
writt. en on the same exemplar parchment,. and which exhibit 
marked internal similarities. The rubric standing 
before 26 was probably the de-scription of the whole group 
of texts' which follow, as it reads: 'This is the 
inlieritance (CLERONOMIA) of the Holy Trinity and of the 
apostles, Peter the principal one and his co-apostle Paul, 
which the venerable King Eadgar was zealous to renew with 
the sign of the Cross? - The fact that this group of 
interrelated documents was placed at-the front of 
Cod. Wint. I probably refl*ected -its importance to the 
cartulary's compiler(s) an: d exempted it-from the purely 
topographical arrangement of most of the contents of 
Cod. Wint. I. Elsewhere2 the order of ýgý20, within 
5_. ý720, may have been the group formed in the cartulary by 
carried. -over from a common. file of exemplars. He re 
-the rubric standing before 64 <'These are'. %the English 
estat. e-boundaries pertaining to Taunton'). could have 
For example, 145,147 and 159, which may all have be- 
longed to an archive of Wulfric Spot or. his mother, 
v. above, Part B. section 3, a(: ýý)-. 
2.. See Plate V. Note that, although this rubric was not 
added until later (by scribe cl as part'of Cod. Wint. =). 
space had been left for it byscribe a whoi_n_ýende. a it to begin Cod. Wint. -I. Cf. (ii), beloýr. 
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covered 64,66-20 at least, while it is not impossible 
that 65 was also attached to the same physical file,, 
since it was a memorandum concerning the leasing of 
estates dependent on Taunton. The group 140-2 may 
also represent an archivalfile of exemplars. 
' 
Another type of pre-existing relationship 
between exemplars may have influenced the final de- 
quence of documents in Cod. Wint. 'I in'a minor way. The 
similarity of the type of transaction in 1,30-2. (both 
early tenth-century exchanges of land), which is high- 
lighted by the formal similarity between their rubrics 
QExchange (COMNUTATIO) of land, Fonthill for Lydiard' 
and 'Exchange (COMTVTaTio. ) made of Waltham for Portchester'), 
2- 
. 
may have led to'their proximity in Cod. Wint. 1. al- 
though here too there may be the effect of an archival 
arrangement, if the exemplars were already filed 
together because of-. their similarity of type. 
As well as the erýoneous inclusion in 
Cod. Wiht. I of documeiits-relating to. alien estates 
catlear&1 
within groups of documents relating talestates of the 
same name, 
3 which does-not affect the present. discussion 
of the'cartulary's over-ali arrangement, the intended- 
I.. See below, Appendix 11 s. nn. 
62 however, another early tenth-century exchange 
with a similar rubric2 was grouped with other 
, documents relating to Taunton. 
See above, Part. B, '. section 2, c(iii). * 
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plan of arrangement seems also to have been disrupted 
by the misplacing of documents, either through the 
misassopiation of places with similar names or through 
pure oversight. Examples of oversight may be 127, 
which would be better placed with 155-ý2 (all relating 
to Millbrook, Hants); which would more 
logically follow 40-4 (all relating to Downton, Wilts., 
or its dependencies); and 109, which could have been 
put next to 96 (both concerning Mackney, -and-Sotwell., etc., 
Berký. I Of these2 howeverj. 124, concerning Calbourne, 
a dependency of Downton, (but probably not 120, relating 
to the same place but not a. ctually-. naming it) and 123abs 
relating to 'at Ebbesbournel (that. is$ Bishopstone, Wilts. ), 
.. may 
have been placed near 12576, which concerns Tichbourne-, 
Hants,. because of the similarity between the three names3 
2 
-all ending in OE burnal a sprixig, a stxýeaml. 
Other instances of the erroneous association 
of unrelated documents also occur-in Cod. Wint. 1. 
89-21, concerning Moredonj-Wilts. (ET MORDVNE) are almost 
certainly grouped with 92-ý because it was thought that 
they related to Steeple Morden, Cambso -b MORDVNE)j 
bequeathed to the Old Minster-in 93's together with the 
estate'. of Adderburys Oxon., * to. which 92 relateg. 
together'l In 96, Mackney-and vith land near 
Wal15gfordj, Berks. s were apparently 
dependent on, 
or a3sociated with,. Brightwell. - - 
In 109, Mackney and Sotwell were . granted together. 
wit=and near Wallingfor4j*but Brightwell was not 
mentioned. 
2. MV iI pp. 63-4. 
0 
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1071 relating to Ruishtont Somersett was probably. 'I 
included in a sequence of documents relating to Rimpton, 
Somerset Q0 jo8), because of a palaeographical. 
similarity between the OE spelling of Ruishton (RISCTVN) 
ancl 
kthat of Rimpton (RIMTVN). ' 164-2 may have been 
put next to each other in Cod. Wint. I because of the 
similarity between their rubrics., both referring to 
'diplomas of 5 hides', though in. fact two different 
5 hide estates were concerned. Finallyq 182-and 
185, both relating to Wroughton, Wilts., may-have been 
placed adjace4t to 183-: ý because of the superficial 
similarity of the former name of. Wroughton (ET ELLENDVNE, 
Rt mllemdune) to the OE spelling of Enford, Wilts. 
-4.2 _ýENtDFOrD), 
which occurs in 183 
Similar errors of association may also have 
occurred between groups of documents as a whole and have 
affected the order in which these groups were trans- 
cribed into Cod. Wint. I*. Thus, it is probable that 
the gr; up 135-2, relating to estates called 'at Stoke', 
was followed by 140-.? because it was thought-that some 
at least of the documents in the former group. referred 
to the estate of Stoke by Hurstbourne which appears in 
the latter. The group represented by 129-§ýO, concerning 
estates 'at Heantunlmay have been placed near to 
concerning Millbrook, Hants, through misassociation with 
the Norman-influenced post-conquest name-form 
1. As suggested by Hart, dodexs P. 10. 
2. As preceding note. 
A 
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of Southampton (HANTVNE, DB i, *fo. 52), 'which place, was 
conterminous with Millbrook. i -? 
Similarly, it has been suggested by C. R. Hart that 
166-2, documentq which had probably both originally 
been granted in favour of the church of South Stoneham, 
HantS, 
_the 
foimer of which records a grant of Hinton 
Ampner, Hants, may have been placed before the group 
- 168-209 concerning estates 'at Wanboroughl, because 
the latter group included the estate later called 
Little Hinton, Wilts. I This final example'of 
apparent misassociation of places with similar-names 
(that is, of Hinton Ampner and Little Hinton) is, however, 
not so certain as the others given above. ' 
Although PNWilts quotes the form Hynyton for Little 
Hinton as of the twelfth centuryq this form is taken 
from a much later endorsement (of the seventeenth 
century) on the manuscript of the document quoted, which 
is itself. in fact, fifteenth century in date. 
2 The 
change of name from 'Wanboroughl to 'Hinton' cannot be 
proven to have taken place before the-latter' .S occurr- 
3 in a ence (Hynetone) in a document dated 1171; 
1. Hart, coaex, p. 11. The text of 167 is incomplete but 
shows TH-teFiýal similarities to thaý oL' 166. 
2. IPNWilts, p. 286, quoting BCS 477 (Sawyer 312). The 
endorsement from which tH-espelling Hynyton was taken 
is on the fifteenth-century single-she_e_T, _7CL, Library 
Showcase (Sawyer 312(l)), and. was probably added by V John Chase c. 1643, -Cf- WCL, Book of John Chase, fo. 90 DEPNt p. 2411 quotes this form and Hyneton from BCS 477 
foll. with the date,. A. D. 854; Hy! jeton is from T-t-hirt- 
eenth-century endorsement on. EdInburgh University 
Library, Laing Chart. 18 (y. belowl Appendix 2, +169; 
and Plate XXVI). I 
Goodman, Chartul 
I 
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document datable to c. 1127, indeed., the estate was. still 
referred to by its earlier name (Wepberge)ý Hart's 
suggestion may thus be anachronistic. if the name 'Hinton' 
was not yet-in use for the estate in question when 
I. 
4 
Cod. Wint. I was compiled. 
Apart from the above errors of association, 
and the. location of 26-33 at the, fro, nt of Cod. Wint. f 
(see above), no reason can be suggested for the order in' 
which the. other groups of documents occur within the 
cartulary. They do not follow any sequence of 
estates contained in the: presumed exemplar sub-document 
26-ý92 nor do they follow. a county. or regional sequence. 
(ii) The rubrics 
Rubrics. in red ink introduce most of the individual 
documents in Cod. Wint. I's The majority of these 
rubrics were added by scribe b2 soon after the trans- 
cripýion of the text by scribe a and probably'near to 
the time that the corrections were niade. They were 
inserted into spaces left by scribe a, for the purpose, 
between the texts of individual documents. Only in 
Quire X Q60-74) Were th. e. rubrics written: -by. the scribe 
of the ; ext (scribe a). The rubrics to 26-2,30-3- were 
not written by either scribe a or b ho-Ke 
' 
ver, not being 
inserted until ý4-2 had been addedtD the cartulary2 by 
scribe c as part of'Cod. Wint. 11; 
3 in*, spite of this, 
1. Goodman, Chartulary- 2... 
2. See above, Part B, section 1, g. 
3. -See below, Part C, sectioh. 2. scribe C. 
I 
a 
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since these rubrics were almost certainly descriptive 
sub-headings to 26- 7ý 30-ý lexemplar sub-document con- 
taining 26-ý21 1 they have been included in the present 
discussion of the text of rubrics in. Cod. Wint. l. 
distinction may be. made between documents in Cod. Wint. 1 
introduced by a rubric in Old English; those introduced 
by-one in Latin, or. in a mixture'-Of. Latin, and Old English; 
and those withoit rubrics. 
A comparison of surviving exemplars to their 
respective cartulary copies shows that, in these cases, 
the OE cartulary-rubrics were copied., occasionally with 
some modification$ from contemporary endorsements on the 
2 
exemplars. It is probable that most of the remaining 
OE rubrics to diplomas in Cod-Wint. I.. had originally 
. 
been similar endorsements on their (now-lost) exemp, I lars. 
Such contemporary vernacular endorsements seem to have 
been a regular feature of Anglo-Saxon diplomas$ in 
Wessex at least. by the early tenth century. They 
were usually written-by the scribe of the, text of the 
diploma and took the form of a summary of its contents, 
a form"-which later provedconvenient for,. use as cartulary- 
rubrics. 
3 Besides th. eir. use in this way in Cod. Wintl, 
1. See (i), above. 
. 
28-9 are without rubrics. * 
2. See below, Appendix 2. 
3o For examples the endorse'ment-rubric to 59 states: 
'This is the diplomaof the 4 hides at Withiel which 
King Eadgar had granted to'Copnwulf in perpetual 
inheritance. '. 
i 
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rulrica 
they also appear as suchlin the fourteenth-century 
Wilton Abbey cartulary and in the twelfth-century 
Sherborne Abbey one. 
2 In contrast, the vernacular 
rubrics used for each of the Latin documents 26--ý. Zj 
. 
ýO-j may have already functioned as rubrics in'an 
exemplar text, if the group 'of documents formed by 
26-. ýý represents the transcription into Cod. Wint. I 
of part of a pre-existing textual group. (see M, above). 
The only wholly-vernacular documents in 
Cod. Wint. 1 given OE rubricb were 162, and 
172* The two latter wpre. both wills, and have 
rubrics which probably represent descriptive endorse- 
ments on the (now-lost). exemplars. The rest 
,, ýelong to aseries of administrative memoranda and 
boundaries concerning the estatp of Taunton) Somerpet, 
and'its dependencies. While$ from its form and 
location, it is probab2: e,.. that*the r-qbric standing 
before 64 was intended to describe not only 64 but also 
66-20 ( and possibly and was originally a heading 
BL, ''Harl. MS. 436; -e. g., fo. 
hida boc mt Stantune be Eadpi 
16: Pis is Dare. xx. 
cing gebocode Osulfe 
. 
bIV/). Unfortunately, 
no exemplars of the-Knglo-Saxon documents in this 
cartulary survive for comparison to the. cArtulary 
copies, X. Sawyer,. P-55- 
2.,: BLI Add. MS. 46487; y. F. Wormaldt .., 
The Sherborne 
"Chartulary" 11 Fritz Saxi '1890-1948, ea. D. U. Gordon 
: 
(1957), pp. 101-19. As in the preceding note, no 
., exemplars survive 
for this cartulary, v. Sawyer, p. 49. 
, 
It. -is noticeable that vernacular rub'riUs were used 
'. ii! this cartulary only to-introduce documents which 
had originally-belonged to the archive'of Horton Abbey 
(combined with Sherborne in 1122), documents from the 
Sherborne archive, being given Latin rubrics. . 
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or an endorsement to a file containing the texts 64-70 
(see (i), abovb)11 those rubrics standing before 67-2 
represent sub-headings., within this pre-existing textual 
group. of a similar type to those described/in the group 
26-33. The rubric to 63, which describes the'contents 
of that document alone, was.. probably. copi. ed from an 
endorsement on its exemplar, which seems to have been 
separate from that of. 64-ZO-2 
Documents in Cdd. Wint. Ilsupplied with Latin 
introductory-rubrics include both. ver; ýacular boundaries, 
memoranda, leases and wills (Z, 22-, ýq 122,126ab, 142ab, 
3 148ab, 152) and Latin, or, T4at. in and OEI diplomas 
(L61 : ý2-'ýI. j 50-ýjj- ý4,60s 621-78,107, =1 119, L24$ 
140a). Almost-all-of these rubrics could have- 
been copied froq descriptive Latin endorsements on the 
1. The rubric to 64 states: 'These are the English 
estate-boundar'les pertaining to Taunton'. 
2. 2. The rubric to 63 statest 'This is the-charter 
concerning the rights which pertain to Taunton', 
gFý 0? exp 
c31 
14r is said (in Latin)*. to. be a. chirograph, 
_, 
below, 
3. The rubricated sentence on fo. 25, introducing the 
boundary contained within'591 is omitted here. 
Collation to +59 (Ut Harl. Chart. 43 C. 2; v. below, 
Appendix 2) Shows that this sentence is und7isting- 
uished in the exemplar. Its rubrication in 
Cod. Wint'. I may have been due, ýto its addition (as 
a correction) by scribe bduring the process of 
adding the rubrics to th-e cartulary, i. e., while 
using red ink. 
- 
I 
exemplars, or, in the case of the word OYROGRAPHVM 
in the rubrics to 92-29 'L222 from a means of 
authentication at the head'or foot of the exemplars. 
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The rubrics to 126abs 142ab, and 148ab each appear to 
have been taken from an endorsement which described 
only 126b_ý, 142b, and 148b respectively, but which were. 
probably endorsed'on exeiýplars containing both documents 
in each of the pairs 126ab, 142ab, and 148ab. On 
the other hand, the-rub ric-to 140a. may have been taken 
from the heading to afile consisting of the exemplars 
of. 140-P. In the-same-wayl. the Latin rubric before 
26 was probably copied from the'heading to an exemplar 
sub-document containing 26-391, ' 
All of the documents in Cod. Wint. I which 
have Latin rubrics that could have-been copied from 
LAin endorsements on the exemplars related. to estates 
belonging to Winchester Cathedral by 1066,. None 
related to alien estates. The rubrics relating to 
boundaries merely state:. 'The boundaries of.... (with 
the name of the estate)'. Those-relating'to dis- 
positions usually state the type of transaction. (Donum, 
Confirmatiojetc. )q the name of the donor,. the plac'e 
. 
Fy (. the church granted, and, sometimes, the beneficia 
of Winchester,, or the Old Minster). 
2 
1. For example, the rubric to 152: Atelturim metse. 
2.. For-example$ the rubric to 51: Donum Ine regis de 
Alresforda. ad uetus cenobium. 
That to 122 does not give the donor's name or the 
beneficiFU$ however. 
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The following documents, which have hybrid 
(Latin and OE) rubrics. should be taken with those dis- 
cussed in the previous two paragraphs-: 110,1129 
114, ý169 177,181,183,190- Apart from 114, 
all of thest,, doc=ents had Winchester Cathedral as 
their benefkciary. 114 is a voryearly grant 
(A. D. 683, for 685 X 687), to threeptherwise-unknown, 
beneficiaries, of-the estate of'Faniham$'Surrey, later 
owned'by the bishops of. Winchester; *.. th 
I 
e. grant was 
made specifically for the founding of*,, ý monastery. 
If genuine, 114 may represent the record of the trans- 
action whereby ýhe est4te. was first converted into 
bookland. It may be that the three beneficiaries 
made their monastery subject to Winchester Cathedral, 
in which case tbeir-title-de'ed may have passed to it. 
with the'estate in question and have been*preserved 
I. with 
the documents relating to the cathedral endowment. 
The hybrid rubrics to documents in Cod. Výint. l 
probably all represent the Amplification, in Latin, of 
existing vernacular endorsements on the exemplars. 
These existing endorsements had been o. A. varying length 
and of three types, as follows: the name of the estate 
preceded by the OE preposition to, 'pertaining to' 
(772 1102 1122 116; cf. the rubrics to E-2,1132 1? 22 
141); the name of the estate, in the OE genitive case) 
The rubric. to,, 26-is omitted here since the Lati3i' 
part probably Tescri 'bes all the*texts 26-39, 
while the OB art eeferq specificallý 7o 26. For the rubriT to 3, which contains he L=n word CYROGRAPHVM as well-as an OE sentence,. Z. above, p. 217, n. 2. 
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followed by OE b5c, ' 'diploma' (114,190; of. the 
rubric . to 2211-in Cod. Wint. dI); and a declaration 
that 'this is the diploma of... /pertaining to... (with, 
the name, and sometimes the hidage, of the estate)' 
(177,181abc, 183; cf. the rubrics to 82,136-71). 
To each of these vernacular descriptions was later 
added, in Latin, the name of the: 'donor of the grant 
concerned.. 
Both the hybrid-rubrics a: Rd the purely-Latin 
ones appear solely in relation to documents concerning 
estates owned by Winchester Cathedral by 1066, although 
not all documents in Cod. Wint. I associated-with such. 
estates, or even all documents therein with Winchester 
Cathedral as beneficiary, possess such. rubrics. Some 
documents granting estates to the cathedral (42-: ý, ý6_Lj 
21-1 221 971 Lfi 12-21 13-21 1491 -1681 1801 1911 -197) 
have full'OE rubrics, all of-which, it should bd noted, 
specify the respective donors, the feature which the 
vernacular part of the hybrid rubrics lacked until it' 
was supplied in Latin. 
It seems likely that the'hybrid, rubrics in 
Cod. Wint. I reflect inbtances where the vernacular. 
endorsements on the exemplargrof documents relating to 
Winchester cathedral estates. had been regarded as in- 
adequatel in their lack of the donorb name,. and where 
this deficiency had been made good in a. short Latin phrase. 
1. Cf. also endorsement(I)to +210 (BL, *-Harl. Chart. 
43. C-8; y. below,, Appendtx=)! .:. :' 
, I_,,. ýl 
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Further, it may be suggested that some at least. of the 
documents with purely-Latin rubrics represent ones 
relating to Winchester cathedral estates whose exemplars. 
had once lacked any endorsement-at all, a defic. iency 
which had been made good by tlýe composition of a full 
Latin. description. On the other hand$ others of 
those with purely-Latin-rubrics, 'may represent cases of 
Latin endorsements on the exemplars which were trans- 
lations of full OE endorsements thereon but of which 
only the Latin text had-been used as a rubric in the 
cartulary. 
I This is not to say that there are no 
documents concerning the disposition of cathedral 
estates which lack a rubric of any kind in Cod. Wint. I 
(see below)t but these are few enough to be regarded 
either as oversights or as uncommonly unintelligible to 
the composer(s) of the Latin descriptions. 
The date at which the- Latin rubrics, and the 
Latin part of hybrid rubrics, were composed is a difficult 
problem. Were they composed solely as cartulary- 
headings to individual documents after the transcription 
of the latter into Cod. Wint. I? Alternatively, do 
they represent the transcription of actual endorsements 
which appeared on the exemplars? None'of the exemplars 
of documents in Cod. Wint. I with purely-Latin rubrics 
survives, but that. of one of those with. a hybrid rubric 
1. Cf. *the full OE endorsement (contemporary) and the 
Latin translation of it (? early s-xii) which occur on 
BL'. Harl. Chart. 43 C. 6 (Sai%-jer 801(l)), which was 
at Wincýest4F Cathedral in 1640 (y. BL, Harl. MS. 596, 
fos. 18 -19 , and whose. beneficiary was Bishop Rthelwold of Winchester, in a personal capacity. 
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does (+190)ý In this instance, both parts of the 
hybrid rubric also appear as endorsements on the exemplar., 
2 
It is significant that, while the vernacular endorsement 
is in a hand contemporary to that of the text of the 
diploma (? eleventh-century), the Latin endorsement$ 
describing the donor of the grant) is in a hand of the. 
early twelfth century. 
3 If the Latin, part of all the 
hybrid rubrics, and. the full text of all the purely-Latin 
ones, also appeared as early twelfth-century endorsements 
on the exemplars, then it is possible that the addition 
of these endorsements was associated with a sorting of 
documents in the monastic and episcopal archives at 
-Winchester Cathedral shortly before., -their transcription 
. into Cod. Wint. Is perhaps in preparation for the task 
of compiling such a cartulary. Alternativelys they 
may simply reflect an early twelfth-century investigation 
of the cathedral endowment, with no specific intention 
of compiling a cartulary, perhaps during the quarrel, 
between the monks'of the cathedral priory and Bishop, 
4 William Giffard. 
'BLt Harl. Chart. 43 C- 1; v. below, Appendix 2. 
Altbough th6 form Edpeardi on the exemplar is rep- 
resented as EdWARDI n the cartularyo 
3. Cf 
-. 
the Latin endorsement on BLI Harl. Chart. 43 C. 6 
-(ve above, p. 221ý1-1)j which is probýLbly also of this 
date. 
4. See Winchester ann4 s. m. 1122$ 11'24. Cf. below$ Part B, 
section 5- For tFie archival implications of these 
Latin and hybrid endorsement-rubrics, X. above, PP-132-8. 
I 
I 
Some documei3ts appear in Cod. Wint. I without- 
their own descriptive rubric (2la-99 61,64-69 ? 0,102, 
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,, -----'1-04bg-1061 Illb, 115,120-719.123ab, 126a, 128,140b, 142a, 
147,148a, 150,158,169-r? O, 1741), 181bc, 184-. 2,189, 
194,203b Of these$ all but five (22,115,128 
140b, and 147) are vernacular documents. In reality, 
and 140b lack only sub-headings, being 
parts of the Croups of texts 26-3ý) and 64-70,140-2 
introduced by the rubrics before 26,64 and 140a 
respectively (see-above). 147 relates to an alien 
estate. Others among the above (104b, 111b, 126aj, 
142a, 148a 174b, 181bc, 203b) are documents which have 
been embodied in later, or associated, records and 
have lost their once separate identity; some of these 
may themselves have been in the form of endorsements 
on the exemplars of the documents to which they-wer. e 
2 
subordinated in the cartulary. 106 may either have 
I 
j 
p 
been an endorsement on the exemplar of the document which 
precedes it in Cod. Wint. I (105)9 and whose surrender to 
p 
the Old Minster it mentions, or have been physically 
3 
attached to its foot by means of sewing. 184 and 
189 are vernacular versions of *183 and 188 respectively 
and were possibly written on the same exemplar parchments 
as their Latin counterparts; if an exemplar parchment. 
1. The rubric to 191 (fo-98)'is not ingluded here; it is a 
palimpsest ; Ln wFich scribe ýj (s. xiv ; v.. below,, Part D,.., 
section 2)'has. renewed'a faded, or paitFidlly eiased, -! rubric-.. 
written by scribe b. 92-2 have . 
8Ls rubric only the word 
CY. IWGRA? HVM 
2. Cf. the endorsement'(s. xi)lof the bounds of Godmersham 
and C4allock, Kent, <Sawypr-'1620) on-BL, Stowe Chart. 14 (s. ix - Sawyer 1434). an earlier record-cone6rning Easolei? 
Kent.: 3. +161 and +162 appear to have been sewn together by the 
twelfth century, below, Appendix 21 +161, endorsement(2).. -i 
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vezeshared thus. between more than one r. ecord. any, des- 
'criptive endorsements would probably have been assigned 
in the cartulary as rubrics. to the first record and 
hence the following one would appear. withput a rubric. 
The exemplars of some of the remaining documents without 
rubrics., listea above., may. originally not have had any 
endorsements and their vernacular form. may have. defied 
description in Latin in the. early twelfth century (all 
relate to catbe4ral estates)ý -Alternatively, if 
scribe b, the corrector of the Latin text of Cod. Wint. I 
and also. the rubricator of most of this. part of the '6odex, 
left systematic checking of vernacular texts to scribp 
he may have forgotten to copy their endorsements into 
the cartulary as rubrics* .3 
From the above. discussion of the differenb 
types of rubrics used in Cod. Wint. I., it appears that all 
of them were probably copied, from endorsements, headings, 
or means of authentication (the word CYROGRAPHVM) which 
actually appeared on, the exemplars. The more explicit 
endorsemen-6s and headings had probably provea-useful in 
the process of sorting the sources of Cod. Wint. 1 prior to 
their transcription into it. A misassociation of 
documents at this stage may have been behind the grouping 
of-164, and 165 in the cartulary. The former is 
1. However, asý_it is also-possible that 184 and. -189 were 
written on single-sheets. separate fro-m-783 anT-788, 
they"haVe. been assigned their own numbers in'th-eTescriptive 
List (Appendix, l, below).., 
2. The same perhaps applies to the-exemplars of 22-ý, which 
merely have the word CYROGRAPITVM as rubrics. 
3. See below, Fart 33, section 4, b(iv). 
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a grant of five hides of land at Fyfield, Hants (Et PIP 
HIDON; 'at the five hides') and the latter a grant of 
five hides at Patney, Wilts. The first was granted 
by King Eadgar to the thegn Elfweard, the second by 
the same king to himself. Apart from the donor, there 
is-no other association between these grants except for 
the fact that the first seven words of their respective 
endorsement-rubrics are identical in wording (but not 
in spelling), each beginning 'This is the diploma of the 
five hides... Other documents in Cod. Wint. I relating 
to five-hide estates (45-2) 86) 88,1052 144,171,117-5, ) 
180,193) also have endorsement-rubrics which begin 
thus, so presumably 164 could have been put with any of 
them rather than with 165. The fact that it was grouped 
with the latter in the cartulary may stem from a dec- 
ision mýde when sorting the exemplars by reference to 
their endorsements., at a very early stage in the compilation 
of the volume, which was never subjected to review. In 
contrast, it. is clear that the content of both 129 and 190 
was considered as well as the endorsements on'their ex- 
emplars when the decision was made to put each o. ý these 
records in their present respective locations in Cod. Wint. I. 
Althoug4'129, relating to both Creech St. Michael and 
Stoke St. Mary, Somerset.. mentions-only Creech in its 
rabric, the document was pfaced next to 128 which deals 
only with Stoke St. Mary, of the two estates. ' The 
other example, 1902 has a rubric which describes it solely 
as 
. 
'The diploma of Chilcomb, of King Edward, (the Elder)'. 
i 
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While the text of this document does deal principally 
with the estate of Chilcomb, Hants, it also refers to the, 
hundred of Downton with Bishopstone2 Wilts., and the 
estate of Beddington, Surrey, and 190 owes its location 
in coa. Wint. I to its association with two doc=ents, 
188-9, concerning Beadington, rather than any concerning 
Chilcomb (or Dovinton). In fdct, 188-2, Latin and 
English versions of a letter ofýBishop Denewulf to 
King Edward the Elder, mention the same lease of 
Beddington as is referred to -in 190., and hence, although 
the rubric to 190 dqes not make this. connoction clear, 
the-three documents 188-90. are quite reasonably grouped 
together in the cartulary. 
In spite of the limitations of a short 
endorsement-rubric such as that to'l it is clear'from 190 
their addition in distinctive red ink that the'rubrics 
in'God. Wint. I were int. ended to act as a rvnning guide 
to the contents of the cartulary. The alteration of 
some endorsement-rubrics, but not of the same details 
in: the main text of the respective doduments,. which scribe 
a effected in Quire X, implies that he, at least, thought 
that the rubrics might be read in preference to the full 
1 
: text"of-documents. Documents possessing rubrics$ 
, 
however brief, were enabled thereby'to retain something 
iof their identity as individual recordsý both within 
groupings of documents (see above) and within 
1. See below$ Part B, section-41b (i#). 
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, 
Cod-Wint. I as a whole. There were. howeverno 
rubrics coined specifically to introduce different - 
sections of the cartulary and no running page-headings. 
The nearest thing to sectional rubrics were those be- 
fore the groups 26_3_ý, ý4-20, and 140-2, which had 
-probably been carried over from headings to these pre-. 
existing groupings on their respective exemplari. it 
may-be,, however., that 26-E were purposely placed at the 
front of Cod. Wint. I so that the heading on their exemplar 
(the 
' 
Latin rabric, standing before 26) could ac tj implicitly. 
at least, as a form of Incipit to the volume. 
(fii) The limitations of the arrangement 
The. two recurring aspects of the arrangement of'Cod. Wint. I 
'discussed aboves the grouping of documents'and the use of 
-rubrics, are the only. discernible evidence of any plan 
behind'the organisation of its contents into book-form. 
Even the latter of these. two aspects probably took no 
invention, the rubrics being taken, from descriptions 
already on the exemplars2. while some of the groupings of 
documents used in the cartulary were probably also a 
feature of its sources. Everything else that can be 
said of the over-all*arrangement of Cod. Wint. I is neg- 
ative, it being characterized by an absence of explicit 
editorial explanation such-as the type of prologue and 
co=entary that is a feature of the twelftb-century 
Abingdon cartul and of the late eleventh-century 
1. BL, Cotton MS. Claud. C. ix, fos. 105-203. 
I 
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Worcester one (Tib. II, alias Hemming). 
1 Unlike 
in Tib. III there is no indication of the name of either 
scribe a or scribe b in-Cod. Wint. I. There is no 
original table of contents or foliation. 
The text of coa. wint-i was written inýcon- 
tinuous prose across folios and quires, in contrast to. 
the division of material between quires found in the 
early eleventh-century Worcester cartulary (Tib. 1)2 and 
in the-later medieval cartulary of, Winchester Cathedral 
itself. 3 There was no sel5regation of different types 
of document in Cod. Wint. I of the type found in the 
Abingdon cartulary mentioned above, where boundaries. 
were divorced from the diplomas in which they occurred 
into a separate boundary section at the end of the 
4 
cartulary, or in, Tib. I, Iwhe: be a large number of 
vernacular leases were grouped together. 
5 
There was 
1. BL. Cotton MS. Tib. A. xiii, fos. 119-200; distinguished 
as Tib. II by N. R. Ker, 'Hemming's cartulary, a des- 
cri-pHon of the two Worcester cartularies in Cotton 
Tiberius A. xiiiI, Studies in medieval history Rresented 
to Frederick Maurice Powicke, eddo-R. W. hunt, WeA*. Va=A3. nj 
R. W. Soutjiern$ (Oxford, 1948), PP. 55-62. 
2. BLI Cotton MS. Tib. A. 'xiii, fos. 1-118, y. Ker, op. cit., 
pp. 49-55. 
WCL, St. Withun's Cartulary; calendared in Goodman, 
Chartulary. 
4. Fos. 196-202v of the MS. in p. 227, n. l. - 
5. Fos- 57-1'01 v9 llý-13 of the'MS. in n. '; 2, above; 
v. Ker, op-cit., PP. 54-5. 
1 
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no ordering of the topographical groupings in Cod. Wint. 1 
into sections for differexýt shires, as in Tib. I and 
Tib. III I and no attempt at a chronological order Athin 
each topographical group. Similarly, documents con- 
cerning the respective estates of the bishop and the 
monks were not segregated from each other* 
The fact that Cod. Wint. 1-is characterized by 
only A minimum of editorial organisation. and a total 
lack of commentary may be due to a combination of three 
factors: the nature of its sources; the degree of 
editorial skill of its scribes; and the dictates of its 
ovel2all purpose. The exemplars of the documents in 
Cod. Wint. I were numerous. They were written in an 
. 
archaic script and many were, in whole or in part, com- 
2 
posed in an archaic form of the vernacular. These 
difficulties were oc casi on4lly made more complicated by 
the fact that some of the documents were already in pre- 
existing files of material-which could. not conveniently 
be broken up. Such probl . 
ems would be more serious 
for a scribe unused to editing materidl., in distinction 
to merely transcribing it. In the Abingdon and 
Worcester (Tib. II) cartularies the difficulties. of 
arranging similar sources seem to have been met with 
more confidence. In Tib. II the reason for this was 
perhaps. that the scribe was also the instigator of the 
cartulary, whereas in Cod. Wint. 1 it is doubtful whether 
Ker, ib. id., pp. 5ý, 56- 
2. Cf. below2 Part B, section 4, b(ii). 
I 
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scribe a was. It may well be that scribe b, the 
rubricator of all except Quire X and also the correctorg 
was the man responsible for the principles, few as they 
were, behind the over-all arrangement of Cod. Wint. 1, 
while scribe a was merely his amanuensis* Those 
principles which are discernible seem to accord best with 
the intention to produce a collection of milniments in 
book-form which could stand in its own right as a source 
of documentary evidence for the Anglo-Saxon endowment 
of Winchester Cathedral, and which would reproduce the 
text and many of the palaeographical. features of the 
exemplars in a form more convenient to consult and handle. 
The lack of archival references, unless the endorsement- 
rubrics are counted as such, implies that the 
cartul4ry was to act as a substitute for the exemplars 
rather than as a guide to their-location. The*absence of 
narrative co=entarys as also the lack of chronological 
order, supports the view of Cod-Wint. 1 as a convenient 
source of evidence rather than as a chronicle of. the 
endowment. Although', as such, th .e cartulary does 
not supply the-historian of today with any explicit 
statements of intent, and this he may regret, he. should 
reflect that, had the texts'in'Cod. Wint. 1 been more 
rigorously edited, rather than in most cases merely 
transcribedý he would have had many moredifficult textual 
problems to contend with, to separate twelfth-century 
interpolation from the tpxt of the exemplars, than is in fact 
2 the case. 
1. For a discussion of the purpose of Cod. Wint. 1, v. 
below, Part B, section 5. 
2. See following section. 
b) The Copying of the Text 
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Nine of the documents extant as single-sheets., and 
described below in Appendix 2., were almost certainly 
used as exemplars fOr ýli 561 291 1271 1571 161, 
1 162,169, and 190 in Cod. Wint. I. The texts 
of these nine single-sheets have been collated to I 
the respective cartulary-texts, and all significant 
differences between the pairs of texts are shown in 
, Appendix 32 below. The major part of all nine 
doc=ents was transcribed into Cod. Wint. I by scribe 
- a, who also wrote the rubrics to 161 and 162. 
The corrections to 43, ýLo, ý29,127,157,161, and 1,90, ancl the" 
rubrics to 431. Z, 59,127,157, and 190, werehoweve3ý 
written by scribe b. 
Since the skill and editorial practices of 
different scribes probably varied, the material re- 
lative to each of the two scribes involved in the 
transcription of text into Cod. Wint-I is treated 
separately in the present section and in Appendix 3. 
1. Respectively, BLI Cotton Chart. viii. 11117; 
BL, Harl. Chart. 43 0.2; BL, Cotton Chart. 
viii' 12,9,16A, 1613; Edinburgh Universit 
Librýry, Laing Chart. 18; BL, Harl. Chart 
43 
C. 1. 
See below, Appendix 2. In the present dis- 
cussion, all the single-sheets listed in Appendix 
2 have been treated as the certain exemplars of 
particular cartulary-texts; for a finer distinction 
between definite and pl-obable exemplars, v. notes 
on each single-sheet in Appendix 2. 
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The fact that the likely exemplars have survived in a 
S. cattered distribution in relation to the contents of 
Cod-Wint. I allows the changes shown by the collation 
to have been made to these particular texts by the two 
scribes of Cod. Wint. I to be taken as generally rep- 
resentative of the character of their respective work 
in Cod. Wint. I with regard to 'documents of which no 
likely exemplars survive. However, although the 
detailed results of the collation may be borne in mind 
when reading theýremaining documents in Cod. Wint. Ij 
none of the changes listed in Appendix 3 can be taken 
standard substitutions in all occurrences of par- 
ticular words or letters in them. The changes 
effected were not consistent enough to allow any ab- 
solute restoration of text by a modern reader. 
Further, it is likely that there was a diversity of 
script, linguistic developmentý and physical condition 
between the various exemplars which would have had some 
effect on the deg: pee of accuracy with which'each was 
copied. 
Besides the results of the collation mentioned 
above, some additional information about the accuracy 
of the scribes of Cod. Wint. I may. be gleaned from 
obvious palaeographical errors in the remainder of this 
part of the cartulary which reflect the misreading of 
certain letters in the Aow-lost exemplars. Similarly, 
Scribe b's transcription of documents into Cod-Wint, 11 
is discussed separately, below, Part C, section 
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certaiii other inaccuracies in the cartulary-texts 
presumably represent copying errors. Such ex- 
amples of subconscious eýror are to be distinguished 
from the application of a conscious editorial policy 
aimed at 'improving' the text of'the exemplars, 
instances of which do occasionally occur (see below), 
effected by both the scribes of Cod. Wint. I. 
Although it is of the utmost importance 
that some assessment should be made of the degree of 
difference between the text of the documents copied 
into the cartulary and that contained in their exemplars, 
iye should perhaps beware of being over-conde=atory 
of changes other than those which were deliberately 
I 
.. intended to falsify historical fact. The criteria 
of editorial accuracy have changed since the twelfth 
century. The modern concept qf the exact re- 
production of a text letter-for-letter in an edition, 
- ___. ___ex-cept 
in cases of properly annotated editorial 
emendation, would have been anachronistic in the 
twelfth century. At that time it was acceptable 
practice to modernise and correct an exemplar without 
comment. Moreover, the modern concept of a standard 
dictionary-spelling of vernacular words was not yet 
current, their spelling varying according to the spoken 
dialect of the. individual scribe. ýklthough in the 
late Anglo-Saxon period. there emerged some idea of a 
For examples of tha latter sort, (iii), below. 
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standard literary. language based on West Saxon! there 
was never, then or in the twelfth century, any absolute 
conformity of spelling or inflexion2 and the dialectal 
background of particular scribes was still distinguishable. 
It is not surprising therefore that the amount of ling- 
uistic change between the text of the probable exemplars 
and that. of the cartulary is quite marked. 
(i) Palaeographical errors by scribe a2 
Instances of the mistaking of one letter-foim in the 
exemplar for another occurred during the copying of 
text into Cod. Wint. 1, as also in other parts of the 
Codex. The identity of some words in the exemplars 
was obscured by the substitution of similar-looking but 
different-sounding letters. Most of such purely 
palaeographical errors in all parts of the Codex which 
included Anglo-Saxon material were due to the un- 
familiarity of its scribes with the insular form of 
script apparently used in many of the exemplars. 
Although in common use in England before the Benedictine 
Reformation, for the writing of both Latin and vern- 
acular texts, insular minuscule script had become 
reservýd for writing in the vernacular by the end of 
the Anglo-Saxon period, while caroline minuscule was 
used for Latin texts. The scribes of 
See Campbell, OEG. 16 
' -18,20;, 
and The Peterborough Chronicle 
1070-115 , ed, C. Clark'(2nd edition; Oxford, 197UY-, 
PP.. Xlii-i-v. 
2. For a fýill list of the errors discussed in this sub-section, 
v. below, Appendix 3, scribe a, sections 1,2. 
See N. R. Ker, Catalogue of manuscripts containinK 
Anglo-Saxon (Oxford, 1957ý_, pp. xxv-vi. 
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bilingual texts used both scripts to differentiate 
between the two languages. The major difference 
between the two scripts before 1066 was the use in 
insular minuscule of the OE letters ee, 
and of i-i characteristic forms of the letters a, e, 
EI hs ri as Y- By the mid twelfth century, 
however, insular minuscule had. 'gone out. of spontaneous 
use-in most English scriptoria'although it was 
occasionally used, as in the Codex, for the reproduction 
of such vernacular material as was still deemed of 
any worth. A close study of Quire I of 
Cod. Wint. I suggests thpLt scribe 
.2 was unused 
to 
writing in insular minuscule and had to develop 
I 
fluency in it especially for the cop*ng of vernacular 
documents into the cartularyý His use of it con- 
trastea with his use of a protogothic bookhand for 
the Latin text of documents. In his writing of 
vernacular material he employed-the OE letters 
as well as'special insular forms for the 
letters d, f, S$ h, E, a, y, and the'tironian nota, 
for OE and. It is noteworthy, 'however., that he 
used the same (caroline) form of the letter a in 
both Latin and Vbrnacular texts, rather than an 
ins-! ilar version in the latter. His use of his 
particular version of insular minuscule2 once devel- 
oped in Quire Ij was regular throughout the rest of 
his copying of vernacular documents into Cod. Wint. I. 
I 
1. See above, Part B, bection 12h. 
oýI 
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His writing of text was not then consciously 
imitative of the script of particular exemplars. 
He wrote all Latin text in protogothic bookhand, 
whether or not his exemplar had used insular 
minuscule for both Latin and vernacular parts of 
a document. ' Also, he seems only to have con- 
sciously reproduced letter-forms peculiar to his 
exemplars when he did not fully understand them, 
2 for example, the Z of ayses in 79, or the medial 
u (with a descender) of bearu6u and fureslegge 
in ,? 7.3 Occasionally., he substituted one 
letter-form in the cartulary for another in his 
4 
exemplar having the same phonetic value. 
Collation of cartulary-texts written by 
scribe a to their surviving exemplars (see Appendix 
shows. that he apparently misread the following 
insular letters. in the exemplars: 
For example2 +161 (BLI Cotton Chýrt- vi. ii. 16A) and 
t190 (BL, Harl. U-hart. 43 C, I), 
2. MS. 61. ses, fo. 347. BCS 674 alterb to 6i[slses. j 
3. BCS 476 reads f-. vresleage. 
4. See (iii) , below, 
-N 
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C: takeii as s in OE, +56 
r: taken as 2 in Latin, +43; as ri in OE, 
and as s in Latin, + 190 
S: taken as f in Latin, +43; as r in Latin, 
+43, +161 
OE 6: taken as d, +ý61 +. ý21 +1619 +]629 +190 
OE p taken as 2, +1279 +1619 +190 
1 
Other misreadings of insular letters by scribe a can 
be deduced from a close study of the ca37tulary-text 
of documents. whose exemplars do not survive. The 
following examples have been noticed during the pte- 
2 
paration of the Descriptive List (Appendix 1): 
a' (horned or do-ýble-c): ' taken as ce in Latin, 
191; as ci in OE2.58; as oc and as x in OE, 
(open-headed): taken as u in Latin, 149,1251 
180; ditto in OE, 189 
Note., howeve. Fthat scribe a made no consistent 
palaeographical distincti5n in Old English text 
between ]2 and p, and the two letters are often 
indistinguishalýle in Cod. Wint. I 
'. 
Also., that 
the apparent substitution of initial P for initial ? in personal-names is quite frequenýE therein. This latter phenomenon need noý imply any lack 
of knowledge of Old English however - two types 
of initial P were current in the Anglo-Saxon period, 
one of whicH was indistinguishable from initial 
scribe ý may have assumed that since one of the 
forms oF initial P was identical to ýj then the 
other could also Interchange with it. Both forms 
of P (one with a3: ý oblique serif at the base f 
its stem) occur in BodleyMS. 775 (e. g., fo. 18ý)., 
the Fthelre. d Troper (s. xi). . '. 
2. For full details$ v. notes on the text of 
individual documen7ts in Appendix 1, below. For 
the characteristics 'of insular Ietter-forms, v. 
N. R. Ker, Catalo4ue of manuscripts containing 
Anglo-Saxon tOxford, xMi -: N=iii. 
a 
a 
. 
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E2 (representing the Latin. dipthong ae): taken 
as (? horned) a in Latin', 181a 
C: taken as e, 180; as _b 
1? 9; as s. 159; as t, 
97: all in Latin 
d (with a short oblique ascender): taken as C, 
168; as t, 204: both in Latin 
(tall): taken as i in Latin, 140a, 206-2 
(above the line): taken as 1 in OE, 1022 119 
f (with a descender): taken as E in OEI 123a; 
as r in Latin, 97; as s in OE, 72 
E taken as qu in Latin, 192; as capital T in OE, 193 
h taken as b in OE, 123b 
2 (open-heaae-a): taken as r in Latin. and'in OE, '? 8; 
cf. also the reading rotantibus for optantibus., 1? 6 
1: (with long descender): 
1 taken asE in Latin, 
206; as s in Latin, 117,189,, 183; ditto in OE, 
40,1178 
(with short desceAder): taken as n in Latin, 
2. ýS, '173; ditto in OEý 123a, 181b; taken as 
u in Latin, Pj; cf. also the reading me for 
ire, '153 
'(long): taken as c in OE, 114; as e in Latin, 130; 
as f in Latin, 182; ditto in OE, 110,143 
(short): taken as r, 63, §9,26,98,112,116, 
142a, all in OE; ditto in, Latin, ? 9,90,2ZI 
of. also the reading ok -ns-- as--m- in procem/ 
etelna for Frocensetna., 145 (with etna erroneously 
taken to be a contraction of eterna) 
OE h: taken as S, 93; as k, 159; as 4,93 
The erroneous designation filius regis which occurs 
in the subscriptions to 140b, 141,., 17, was caused 
by a misreadirg of insulaFT (with-'long descender) 
for insular (short) s. in-an7abbreviate. d form of 
frater regis. 
Uie reverse mistake occurs in 181a, where (E8elstan) 
frater regis is for filtus regis 
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OE 4: taken as f '? 4; as r 
y (with both upper strokes turned to the right): 
taken as f in OE, 55 
At other times, scribe a mistook other letters in his 
exemplars for particular insular letter-forms. In- 
stances from the collation to surviving exemplars 
(see Appendix 3) are as follows,: ' 
ce read in error as OE 
d, read in error as OE 81, +ý61 +21 +=, j +161, +190. 
2 read in error as OE 49 +431-+ý6) +ý21 +161, +162, 
+1901 
s read in error as 2 in Latin, +161 
a read in error as (opeA-headed) I in Latin, +190 
Additional errors of this type can be recognized in the 
,, cartulary-text of'documents whose exemplars do not sur- 
vive. The following. insular letters seem to have 
been presumed by scribe a -in the (now-lost) exemplars: 
2 
a (open-headed): read in error for n in OE, 142b; 
cf. also the reading annuere for minuere, 208 
(rounded): read in error for o in'Latin, 203 
ditto in OE, 166-2 
c read in error for 1 in OE, 104b,; for t in OE, ? 6; 
for x in Latint 199 
(tall): read in error for i in Latin', 139,141, 
'154,159, *206 
r (with short descender): read in error for h 
in Latin, ýLl; for n in Latin, 103s ditto 
in OE, 951-12! ýý '155; cf. also the readings 
ricunditatem, rides for iucunditatem, iuaeis, L3 
1. On the similarity of ?- and ?- however., X. above,, 
p. 237- n. 'I. 
2. For full details, v. notes on the text of individual documents in Appenlix 1, below. 
f 
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(short) in combination with -n-: read iA 
error for -m- in OE, 17Q 
read in error for -fs-, 155 
The same scribe also made palaeographical errors 
stemming from the presence in his exemplars of 
features peculiar to the duct 40f insular minuscule.. 
In +, ý6, he took the trailing cross-stroke of final t 
of with the following full point as a 
Punctus elevatus. In +ý30, he took the pronounced 
tongue of final e of the first word of the phrase 
be/craýeleainga/Eearce with initial c of the second 
word as the cross-stroke of a letter t's writing in 
. 
jeainga/ In this second 
, 
Eearc the cartulary betraFRý/ 
example, the word-division in the cartulary has been 
affected by the same misreading. Another instance 
of the pronounced tongue of final e in the exemplar 
affecting the word-division of Cod. Wint. I occurs in 
+59 whose terre/do became terredo in 59. In +161., 
the descender of low insular s. in x8elsige was mis- 
aosociated by the cartulary-scribe with the cross- 
stroke of 8 in piferb in the following line for which 
he wrote jifera in 161. In the same-document Athe 
spurred e of the cartulary-form RaE2/ factis is due 
to a mistaken association of.. an. accent on ", in the 
follo5ing line of - the exemplar, with the letter e of 
paue/factis. therein'. Similar errors no doubt 
occurred in the copyi3ýg of texts into the bartiilary 
of which the exemplars. do not survive., but these are 
impossible to isolate With certainty. 
lee below. ?. 394 , zx. 
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I "More common types of palaeographical'error2 
not specifically associated with this copyist's un- 
familiarity with insular minuscule, also occurred. 
He was sometimes. prone to the erroneous extension of 
abbreviations in the exemplars. Thus Uo (standing 
for Latin quinto) in +161 was written as uero in 161-, 
and ap/decessoribus (standing for a/predecessoribus) 
in +ý30 was written as apud/decessoribus in 190. - 
The cartulary-forms predicturus and cassatos, j in 154 
and 180 respectively, probably stem from the copyist's 
ignoring of suspension-marks in the (now-lost). exemplars 
which probably read predict Lrus (that is, predictum /rus) 
and, dassatolý (that iss cassatorum; in which also insular 
r was misread as s). , In 5, ý, the form Indie seems to 
stand for an abbreviation for Indictione in the (now- 
lost) exemplar. In 161., the 
I- 
boundary-point meosh/ 
hlinc, is a misreading of 2eos/lh'linc of +161 and 
represents an erroneous doubling in the cartularY of 
a corrector's insertion. in the exemplar. 
Errors due to the misinterpretation by 
scribe a of groups of minims in the exemplars may be 
detected in cartulary texts-for which no exemplars 
survive by the use of a knowledge of normal diplomatic 
formulae employed in documents of a like type, by an 
apprýNciation of the possible range of-, consonants in 
the spelling of certain words, and by a reconstruction 
of the wrong readings later corrected by scribe b. 
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From such considerations it is plain, for example, 
that the words minuere and uobis', written by scribe a 
in 117 and 188 respectively., were errors for Latin 
munere and nobis of his (now-lost) exemplars, to 
which spellings they were later corrected. Similarly, 
the readings Rlfhim, MIDDELTIM, Ru/Lne, afmjtFEetitig 
of 146,, 83,61,187, and 189 respectively., were probably 
errors for OE Elfhun. MIDDELTUN, mine, himl and 1peentig. 
It is probable that all of the palaeographical 
errors described above were due to genuine mistakes by 
scribe a in reading. the exemplars. It is likely 
that, had they been pointed out to him, he would have 
corrected them himself. In. this respect.., they con- 
trast with the linguistic-and textual changes described- 
in the following sub-sectionsl. 'few, if any, of which 
may be classed as pure error rather than as editorial 
embndation. 
(ii) Linguistic changes by scribe a 
LinGuistic changes made by scribe a to the text of 
documents which he copied into Cod. Wint. 11 as also 
those made by the scribes writing after him in the 
Codex, were of an orthographic rather than a stylistic 
nature. No attempt to change the, literary style 
of the exemplars could have succeeded without destroying 
their validity as diplomatic-products of the Anglo- 
Saxon period, consisting of traditional ýormulae in an 
accepted order of p3zesentation. The linguistic 
changes made-in the cartulary by scribe a were thus 
Cf. above, Part B, section: 3p. 
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limited to thobe of spelling; word-division and word- 
accent; and an occasional attempt at syntactical 
correction. 
Because of the lack of an absolutely-standard 
orthography in the Anglo-Saxon period for either Latin 
or'OE texts, 
' it i's impossible to recreate the spelling 
of now-lost exemplars from the'respective cartulary- 
texts in the Codex. Such ex'emplars. w6re of different 
dates, and of varieddiplomatic: provenance. 
2 Only 
in the isolated cases of implied palaeographical 
error(of the sort discussed in (i), above) can the 
probable spelling of a few individual words in now- 
lost exemplars be suggested. Any discussion of the 
linguistic changes-made by the scribes of the Codex 
which has a basis in demonstrable fact can only be 
founded on the collation of cartulary-spellings to 
those of respective surviving exemplars, as set out in 
Appendix 3, below. Because it ignores these con- 
siderations, as also because of its use-Of inaccurately 
edited texts rather than-of the mani3scriptp'themselves, 
the only modern treatment of the vernacular language 
of the Anglo-Saxon documents copied into the Codex 
is onl 
.y 
usable with the utmost, paution-3 
1. For a summary of the dialectal inconsistencies of 
the surviving OE texts., y. Campbell', OEG 6-22. 
2. Cf. above, Part B, section 31b. 
3. R. A. Williams, 'Die vokale 
'der t6nsilben im 
Codex Wintoniensis', Angli 25 (1902), pp. 7-92-517; 
relying on BCS and KCD for his spellings from the 
Codex, and Un-secon=- and information about its 
palaeography. 
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Scribe a made linguistically-based sub- 
stitutions of individual letters, or groups of letters, 
in-the Latin text of documents copied by him into 
Cod. Wint. I which affected consonants, vowels, and 
dipthongs. 1 None of them were carried out with 
total consistency however. . Thus, althoughhe often 
doubled the single medial consonants s, and 
2 t of his exemplars, and changed acommodauit and 
acommodauerat in. +190 to accommodauit and accommodauerat 
in 190, he did hot effect the same change to acommodata 
in the same text, -which appears in the cartulary still 
with a single c 
Besides the doubling of certain consonants2 
., -. mentioned above, 
thib scribe showed some preferred 
usages of nasal consonants in Latin. - He sometimes 
alternated n and m, andchanged 
to -nn-, "Epn-, -11-, and -rr- respectively. Some 
of these may be palaeographical errors (cf. (i)., above), 
but others were probably modernisations of unfashionable 
spellings. The latter explanation is probably true 
-also of such changes as -ti- to -ci-; atquieui 
to adquieui, and mihi (+ý21 t161) to michi 
161). 3 
The most-frequent changes affecting vowels 
in the Latin of the texts here considered were those 
1, See below, Appendix 3, scribe a, section 3- 
Substitutions of letters having the same phonetic 
. value are 
discussed in (iii), below* 
2.1 Cf. his doubling of cl pj : L., in OE texts, below. 
Cf. the change of -h- to -ch- in OE texts, below. 
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affecting the letter e and dipthongs of it with a 
and o. Thus ae,, a were sometimes changed to e; 
e to e; and both m and oe to either e oree 
These changes again seem to have been due to a desire 
to modernise, particular archaic spellings, although, 
as can be seent they werb not carried out in a 
totally-consistent fashion. Similar aims probably 
lay behind changes o f. iu- to io-; and of -E- and 
-Z: -- to -i-. Here again in the latter of these 
changes there was no consistency, as the substitution 
of for -i, 
., 
(+56) to nisi 
of an archaic 
All 
stitutions in 
also occurred. The change of nise, 
(56) probably represents a modernisatiorý 
spelling of the Latin word for 'unless'. 
of his linguistically-based literal sub- 
Latin presumably reflect some attempt 
to. change particular spellings in the exemplars to 
ones which conformed more to the idea of, current 
(twelfth-century) Latin orthography held by this scribe. 
Sometimes, hoyever, it seems that he was content to 
copy the more archaic spelling of. his exemplar. 
For example, he retained the respective exemplar spellings. 
abebant in ý6 (corrected by scribe to habebant) and y 
diucesim, inretitum, inlicitum in 190 (similarly correct6d 
to diocesim, irretitum, illicitum). A similar 
criticism of rules apparently being recogni%ed but 
inconsistently applied2 may be made of. his treatment of 
See below,, Appendix 31 scribe-a$ section 122 s. v. 
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word-division in Latin. 
' As was usual in medieval 
manuscripts, most of the confusion over Latin word- 
division concerned either the division of prepositions 
from the nouns they governed or the integrity of com- 
pound nouns or verbs containing a prepositional modifier. 
Sometimes scribe a divided words that were written as, 
one in his exemplar, 'at other times he. did the opposite. 
Occasionally, he retained an unusual word-division from 
his exemplar (afry8egyýa +f6 and 56). 
One copying-error which occurs in 43 and 190 
and. which, from the evidence of corrections, seems to 
have been frequently committed throughout Cod. Wint. I 
by this scribe, was founded on a wrong word-division in 
-, the diplomatic clause concerning the reservation to 
the king of the trimoda necessitas of army-service, 
bridge-building, and fortress-building. Here arcisue 
of the exemplars was frequently written in Cod. Wint. I 
as arci/sup. This particular change impliez a =is- 
comprehension of the clause, ' due to mechanical copying 
and/or to a lack of historical knowledge of the Anglo- 
Saxon period, rather than to deficiency. in Latin scholar- 
ship. 
In places, acute accents wq; ve added above Latin 
vowels in Cod. Wint. I where they did not appear in the 
surviving exemplars. Others were o, niitted, perhaps 
2 in error. Such accents added in the cartulary- 
See below, Aýpendix 3, scribe a-, ýsectio4 ý 
accents on a, ibid., section 12T. 
.. 
5.., Cf. the 
2. See below, Appandix'3, scribe at section 14. 
For accents in OE text,. v. ibid., section 15, and below. 
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sometimes indicated stress in compound words .I 
(20/adunavi, 157; etc. ),, but other functions were to. 
stress a particular word in a phrase (His limitibus 
Jf hoe rus undique circumqatur, 190; etc. ) or to separate 
neighbouring vowel sounas (mep, 161; pro/pincliss. 56). 
Occasionally, they seem to have been added in order to 
clarify an unusual word-divisibn copied from the exemplar 
(ameq 190, etc., ). 
In general, scribe a appears to have been used 
to writing Latin of a twelfth-century variety, -and many 
of the changes he made to the documents copied into 
Cod. Wint. I seem to have been intended to bring their 
tatin orthography closer to that of contemporary 
(twelfth-century) texts. His substitution of suis 
(127) for eius (+L22) seemshoweverto have been an 
J 
attempt to correct what looked to him to be a syntactical 
error in the exemplar. The fact that his correction 
there was erroneo: us is perhaps of less significance 
than that he had the confidence to attempt it. 
In contrast to his apparent familiarity with 
Latin texts, it is probable that scribe a was not used 
to wi-iting texts in the vernacular. As mentioned 
in, (i), abovelhe was unfamiliar. with the special letter- 
fo=s used in writing vernacular texts and had to de-' 
velop his fluency, in their use during., his. copying of 
documents into Quire I pf'Cod. Wint. I. This does 
not mean,, howeve3ý that he could not speak and understand 
1. See below, . Appendix 31 scribe a, section 12, s. v. 
a 
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WIIiCIx was 
the Englishicurrent in and around twelfth-century 
Winchester. On the contrary, it is probable'that he 
was of English descent but someone not usually called 
upon to write in English, since most of the books and 
records produced for the bishop or the cathedral priory 
at. that time would have*been in Latin or Frenclij the. 
languages of'the aristocracy established in England 
by the Norman Conquest. The very inclusion of 
vernacular documents, and, parts of documentsl'in 
Cod. Wint. I. implies some familiarity with the English 
language on the part of its scribes. 
I 
The linguistically-based literal substitutions 
made by scribe a to the vernacular text of documents 
copied into - Cod. Wint. I whose exemplars, survive do 
not show any clear dialectal bi&s., apart from being 
generally 'southern English' of a type consistent with 
the date of compilation of this part of the cartulary 
2 1129 X 1139). The aim of such changes seems, 
1. Cf. the discussion of the langua . ges current in 
post-conquest England in R. M. Wilson, 'English 
. and 
French in England, 1100-1300', Histor 
New Series 28 (1943)s PP- 37-60. 
For tiae vernaculars used at Winchester in the 
twelfth centuryt cf.. the review of WEMA 
by C. Clark in Archives. 58 (1977), Fp-. 88-9. 
2. See below, Appendix 3, scribe a, section 4, 
The substitution of letters having the same 
phonetic value is discussed in (iii), below. 
. Yor the date of Cod. Wint. 1, y. -below, Part B, 
section 5. 
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, as with the Latin text, to have been to modernise 
archaic spellings, in conformity with the copyist's 
personal idea of late West Saxon orthography. How 
close his concept of it came'to that held by others 
living in Winchester at the same period it is very 
difficult to say. No analogical vernacular 
literary texts. have survived from this area of -the 
country, which, incidentally, heightens the 
___. _-imp-ortance 
of the linguistic material represented by 
the cartulary-spellings of documents in Cod. Wint. I 
whose exemplars survive for comparison. These 
spellings exhibit some general characteristics of 
early Middle English, particularly in their obscuration. 
of vowels and dipthongs. Their lack of over-all 
consistency is perhaps to be explained by the fact 
that, they were. applications of an orthographic system 
to an existing set of texts which had not all been 
composed at the same time and which were not linguist- 
ically*uniformo Faced-with'such materials, the 
copyist's, or editorls, reaction was probably a 
pragmatic onedirected at individual words or phrases. 
Changes to consonaAts in the vernacular 
material*under discussion were markedly less frequent 
than those to vowels. It is interesting to note 
that examples of the doubling of m6dial c, and t, 
occur, as in Latin texts (see above).. Other 
1. Cf. Dr. von Feilitze2i's similar observatiot with 
regard to the personal-name material in the 
Winton Domesday (London, Society of Antiquaries, 
Ms. 154)2 WEMA, p. 222. 
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changes to consonants which may be characteristic 
are the group formed by final c, Ec) to ch; medial 
h to c or ch; and final h to c. These seem to 
parallel the chanEp from mihi (t4 161) to michi + 
(43,161) in Latin$ mentioned above. 
Scribe a made several andvaried changes to. 
the Vowels and dipthongs in the vernacular texts, 
affecting a, i, ie, and of the 
exemplars. By far the most common change he made, 
however, was the frequent (but not continuous) sub- 
stitution of both w for e, and e for wj in initial, 
medial, and final positions. This inconsistent 
two-way substitution probably reflected his confusion 
... over 
the phonetic value of OE ae which was, already 
in the early twelfth century; a recessive symbol* 
I 
Earle's suggestion that the substitution of ee for e 
in the Codex was due-to. an attempt by its compilers 
'to be as archaic as possible, and as if they had oýd 
Kentish specimens before them'12 is much less likely. 
The same scribe also. madq some less idio- 
syncratic, modernisations to certain vernacular wwýds 
in the exemplars. Thus., he modernised betst( +162) 
to best . (162) and feoper (47162) to feor (169), both 
1. It wont out of common literary use.. in most 
dialects during the twelfth century, cf. 
Campbell, OEG 329.3. 
2. J. Earle, A handbook to the land-charters and 
other Saxonic doc =ments (Oxford, 1888),. p. 348. 
A 
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according to more general late West Saxon usage. 
Similarly, the examples of metathesis (the transposition 
of letters in a word) which occur in his cartulary 
text of. some vernacular documents were of types common 
in late West-Saxon; for example, the metathesis of 
-sc- to -Ca- in 
AC$mere (162)', or of -r- in, the spelling 
Brithsige (161) instead of BiorYtsige (+161). 
In his spellings Peodred and Vhtred (161), however., he 
reversed the metathesi8ed spellings of his exe: Luplar 
(beoderdt uhterd, +161). 
The spellings, gldelnob (43) Ee/Lm nddeLd2Z (162), 
PiaT/easton (190), and rulfgaran/an (162), for R6elno6, 
exemliars 
_n 
of the respectiveý gemynd/L-M, 
: 
P*6/easton, and-pulfgar/La 
3 
appear to be dittographical errors due to self- 
dictation in copying. 
4 
1.. 'See below, Appendix 3, scribe 
I 
a, section 13, s. vvo 
Also, ibid., the following modFrnisations or 
standardisations: Elstan, and/lanS, beara, - -6, beoige (L61), geby H6oFa, Yi-nfiýcýeas7r intan/ 
6-eastre. 
2. Brithsige also has metathesis of -ht- to -th 
For other examples of metathesis, T. - be'low, 
Appendix 3, scribe a, section 3, - -'IS- ( -sl- (in 
a latinised personali--ýname); and iHid, secýEIon 41 
-th- < -ht- and -th' <-ht On metathesis ±n 
-60. Oid Engli'ýHh, X. camp . 
2EG 459 pbell, 
That is, they are all cases-where the copyist 
has repeated letters by mistake. ' - 
4. Cf. the textual errors due to the same process, 
discussed in '(iii)$ below. 
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The treatment 6f word-division in vernacular 
texts by scribe a was not unlike his treatment of it 
in Latin (see-above). I He sometimes disconnected 
prepositional adverbs and )prefixes in verbal compounds 
(a/pende, 169; pe/Llhte, 161; etc. ), and the con- 
stituent elements of compound nouns (bean/steedel. 190; 
Pudu/ýLordaj 59; etc. ), which we'rewritten as one word 
in the exemplars. At other times', however, he 
united words which were disconnected in the exemplars 
(cynerice, 169; etc. ), or retained the word-division I 
which he found therein. He often united the 
I... 
elements of estate-names (Danforda, 162; Ciltancumbes, 
190; etc. ), where in the exemplars they were treaýed 
2 
as discrete vernacular words. Sometimes his word-*. - 
division represents a semantic misunderstanding of the 
exemplar (Ee/Eltera/ýCcumb, 56 instead of sealtera/cumb, 
+56; : Lo/ý6wmealdn/ýLaldwj 19Q instead of to/axm ealdan/ 
falde, +190; etc His-treatment of word-division 
. in general in the cartulary reflects the lack of an 
accepted usage in this respect in the early medieval 
period. 3 The occasional word-divisilon which can 
be classed as erroneous (because it actually destroyed 
1ý For OB examples$ X. -belows Appendix 37 scribe 
. 
2, 
section 6. 
2. He usually gave these names a capital initial letter 
I too. With EBLESBVRNAN (±ý) anc PIYLEBROCE (157), 
he capitali-sed THe whole'compounE. 
3. On OE word-division, ''X. Campbell, OEG 29. 
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the sense of a group of words) was probably due, to 
the effect of mechanical copying of an unfamiliar text. 
As in Latin (see above), the only accents 
used in the vernacular in the surviving exemplars 
and Cod. Wint. I were acute ones. Examýles of both 
their addition and their omission occurred in the 
-cartulary, probably all effected by scri'be a. 
The differences between exemplars and cartulary are 
too scattered in occurrence however to indicate any 
consistbncy of editing in the cartulary. Those 
added in the latter indicated not only diaeresis 
(gebýte, 161; etc. ), but also stress on a particular 
word in a phrase (of Chreod bricgO, 157; etc. ) or, a 
particular syllable in a compouna (un/befli 'ten, 169; etC). 
The latter type was sometimes added in error due to a 
confusion over word-division (R4/mene1j=., jf2? _; etc 
). 3 
On three occasions., scribe a 
4 
made plearly-syntactical changes. to vernacular texts. 
- 1. See below, Appendix 3, scribe a, section 15; 
also (iv), below. On word-accats in Anglo-ý 
Saxon manuscripts, v. N. R. Ker, Cataloeýie of 
of manuscripts containing Anglo-Saxon ýUxford, '19.57)1 
-p. xxxv; and Campbeill OEG, 26-. 
2. That is, the marking of the second of two adjacent 
vowels to indicate that they are not a dipthong. 
3- Cf. the discussion of word-division, aboves 
4. For full details, below, Appendix 3, scribe a, 
section 13, S-vv- 
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One of these changes was in fact erroneous (7 lang/' 
mearces, 127) and another superfluous (buta /61, 
161), although'neither in a philologically-impossible 
way. The third instance was howeverjustified 
(for/minre/saple, 162). Whether such changes 
were made consciously or subconsciously, they reflect 
his confidence, in using English. Like the other 
linguistic changes made to the vernacular, by this 
scribe, they support the view that he himself was 
an English speakero 
(Iii) Textual changes by scribe a 
Changes 
0 
made by scribe a to material copied by him 
, into Cod. Wint. 1', other than palaeographical errors 
or linguistic standardisations of the types described 
above, may be divided into tW'O categories. Firstly, 
there are the mechanical errors and substitutions toý 
be expected in any copyist's work. Secondly, 
howev. er, there, are what appear to. be more deliberate 
changes to the text2*but of whých only a small pro- 
portion were made with the intention of falsifying facts. 
Cf. also the textual changes, disciissed in (iii), 
below, which may be ascribed-. to the influence 
of self-dictation. It is significant that-in 
these he substituted one OE word for another, 
rather than writing nonsense. 
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Errors and substitutions caused by the 
process of copying affected both Latin and vernacular 
texts in Cod. Wint. 1. Considering the volume and 
difficulty of the material copied, their number was 
remarkably small. Some misreadings were noticed 
and altered by scribe a h-imself, others were latbr 
corrected by scribe b. 
' Very few omissions of 
words occurred in the text of documents whose 
exemplars survive-for comparison. 
2 One-line of 
text was omitted from Another was apparently 
omitted from 167, whose exemplar does not survive. 
4 
In general, the addition of whole'words due to ditto- 
5 
graphy seems to bave been infrequent. However, 
, another 
type of dittographical error, which occurred 
once in the texts whose exemplars survive but which 
can be shown to have occurred on several occasions 
, elsewhere in Cod. Wint. I, j was the misplacing of the 
S 
1. See above, Part B$ section 1, k; and (iv),, below. 
2. See below, Appendix 3, scribe as sections 8,9. 
3. 
_Ibid., 
section 
4. See belowt Appendix 11 1ýý7, nn. 1,3. This omission 
may have been deliberates . in order to disguise a 
-difference between the Ointerpolated) rubric and the 
clause of disposition, but similar omissions do, 
not occur in other texts with interpolated rubrics 
(161 166,168,1? 1 1 173,174a; cf.. 79). 
See below, Appendix 3, scribe al'section 11, s. vv. 
landws, mearcee on. ' See also, Xýpendix 11 111ab, 
Te-RE-ual note. 
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names of witnesses in degrees of social rank within 
the subscription-clause of documents. 
' I Thus, the 
last three abbots listed as subscribing +157 were 
named as ealdormen (duces in 122, while the addition 
of the subscription of Elfhere minister to 127 was 
probably caused by the presence of Zlfhere dux in 
the same witness-list. Other substitutions occurred 
whose genesis probably lay in the use. of self-dictation 
during copying, where the scribe would memorise a short 
phrase from his exemplar and repeat it to himself while 
writing it into his copy. In this wayýsubstitutions 
of one word for another. with'a similar s ound (but a 
2 different meaning) occurred.. Thus,. OE his,. 1his', - 
(169) stands for OE bis2-lthisl, (tI62); and OE of,. 
'from', (127) for OE oD, 'as far as',. (+L2, ). 
3 
For the same reason', the frequent interchange of letters 
1. See below, Appendix 3f scribe a, section 12, s. v. Dux; 
and Appendix 1, notes to 48,84$ 95,110,112,116-1 
121 126a, 130,134,148a, 71576-, 1-59-6ý_11§T--H, -1173, 
TO: =01, _3, Y_. In77 ISZ; --21 TF. -A YFý U_tFese 
6-rrors were not'FE-by"-Robertson, ASCharters, pp. 276, 
287,289,306,333- The. alter_na_t_Io_n_Fe7iýeen 
frater regis and filius regis in 140b, 141, IL81 and 
181a. was probably-a palaeographic=eýror, X. above, 
P-238, n. 1. 
2. Cf. the erroneous reading. -arci/sue' and the ditto- 
graphical errors Aldelnobs etc.., discussed in (ii)., above. 
3. See also, below, Appendix 3, scribe a$ section 121s. v, 
terramque; and section'13% s-v-v- Et, _4 , land, beorEe (12 jor/minrej his, of, Donre. See al-s-o App 1 7, '-; r4-. 7a 
textual not'i E MLIET-uno episcopo. 
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having the same phonetic value took place during 
copying. Thus, v in-the cartulary often replaced 
u in the exemplars; H replaced u, uu, and p and 
the leýters h and ý interchanged. ' Those 
'dictationall substitutions which affected whole-words 
(see above) were usually. substitutio4s within the 
same language. The change' i from Latin et, IandI2 
(+120) to OB Ltq 'at', (190) is however a bilingual 
example. 
In contrast to the apparently subconscious 
textual changes discussed above, there is some evidence 
of'more deliberate changes having been made to texts 
by scribe a. Most of these were minor editorial 
changes made in answer to the problems of transcribing' 
a large number of archaic documents in a variety of 
shapesý sizes, and internal arrangement, into a more 
regular and convenient book-form. 
Although the arrangement of the exemplars 
in'long lines, and their use of OE language and letter- 
forms (see sections '(i) and (ii), above) and of 
cobimns for witnesses, were in principle retained in 
the cartulary, none of these features were reproduced 
in exact facsimile. For example, although all 
1. See below, Appendix 3, scribe a, sections'3,4; 
in section 4, note also the alV6rnation of 
and and. The change from -uu- to -rpu- also 
occurs (169), but seems compalýatively7-rare. 
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witnesses were, copied, into the cartulary, the-dolumns 
in which they had. been arranged. in'the exemplars were 
. _-of-ten not 
divided in an identical way in the cartulary. 
There is also some evidence of attempts to regularise 
the appearance of these columns in the cartulary by 
the additions of Ego or a designation of rank which 
I did not-appear in the exemplarb. The omission 
of consensi et subscripsi after seventy--; nine of the 
witnesses in-161, wc, ýs no doubt maae in order*to save 
both time and &pace. 
2 A similar reason probably 
laybehind the substitution in 157 of the roman 
numerals XLV for the. exemplar's quadragessimo quinto. 
ý 
it is probable., how. ever, that it was not the intention 
of scribe a that the signa crucis standing before the 
subscriptions of individual witnesses in the exemplars 
should be omitted from the bulk of the cartulary. 
They do not appear there, apart from in Quire X (fos. 
81-88v) which he himself rubricated, simply because 
he had left their rubrication to scribe b, who failed 
to insert them. 4 In contrast,, 'the omission 
of chrism6ns and signa crucis from the., beginning of 
documents, where in the exemplars they served. as 
pictorial invocations, may perhaps'have been for 
1. See below, Appendix 3*, 
' 
scribe a, section*10. 
2. Ibia-2 section 8. 
Ibid. 
-II 
4. See above, -Part B, section 1, g;. and below, 
Appendix 3t scribe a2 sqqtion 7. 
a 
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artistic reasons with which he concurred , since-in 
that position in the cartulary they would have stoo4 
too close to its elaborately-dedorated initial letters; 
in support of this suggestion, it is noticeable that 
scribe a himself did not retain these symbols there 
when he supplied the decorated-initials to Quire X. 
The variety of punctýation-mark found in the 
surviving exemplars was limited'-in the cartulary almost 
completely to the point (full and medial) and the 
punctus elevatus. 
I The incidence of punctuation 
between sentences, as also within them into clauses 
and phrases, was occasionally altered in Cod. Wint. I$ 
though sometimes probably by the corrector (see (iv)$ 
below) rather than by scribe a. 
The sole changq brought to light by the 
collation of the surviving exemplars to Cod. Wint. I 
which can only have been a deliberate attempt to 
falsify the historical content of a document occurs 
in relation to 161. There the cartulary-rubric 
contains material not present in the endorsement to 
+161.2 Since the latter can be shown to have 
been the actual exemplar'for 161,3 the difference 
between the cartulary-rubric and the exemplar's 
1. Ibid., section 16. On medieval punctuation in 
general, v. T. J. Drown, 'Punctuation', Rncyclopwdia 
Britannic"E (15th ed.; Chicago, 1974)$', pp. 274-7. 
2. -See below, Appendix 3, scribe a, section 11. 
See below, Appendix 2, +161. 
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endorsement is almost certainly due to interpolation - 
by scribe a., who wrote the rubric to 161. The words 
which. he added purported to record the donor and the 
beneficiary associated with the estate granted in the 
document, details which were not included in the 
exemplar's endorsement. However., while the name 
and status, -of the donor (King ýCthelstan) were 
correctly added by him to the 'rubric, he described 
the status of Wulfric, the beneficiary, as 'bishop', 
whereas in fact it should have been Ithegn'. 
Although he did not make a corresponding change to 
the clause of disposition (where the designation 
minister remained), the alteration to the-. rubric would 
have deceived a casual reader into assuming that the 
document had been granted in favour of a bishop (pre- 
sumably of Winchester) rather than-of a layman. 
Other instances of the designation given in rubrics to 
beneficiaries not tallying with. that given to them 
in the body of respective cartulary-texts, occur in 
Cod. Wint. I$ all except one of them'in Quire X, written 
I by scribe a. The exception, 79, with a rubric 
supplied by scribe b, may have been a subconscious 
error by the latter (the change there was apparently 
from 'abbot' to 'bishop'), since no other instances 
occur in the rubrics added by him to 'either Cod. Wint. 1 
2 
or Cod. Wint. II. The ceveral changes made by 
----l. --See below, Appendix 1,163-41 166,1? 1% 173,174a. 
Cf - 167; Z. below, p. Z6f-, -n. -I. 
2. Cf. however the amplifications made by him to 
the rubrics of 43,127, ' 
12ZI. in Cod. Winý. I; Z. below, 
Appendix 3, scribe b, part'(ii7, sections 11,13. 
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scribe a, all in the quire in which he himself 'supplied 
the rubrics, can however hardly have been accidental. 
They must be taken as attempts to make the material 
he was copying seem of more direct relevance to the 
Winchester cathedral endowment than in. fact it was. 
Besides 161, discussed above3 and 171,1? 31.1? 4a 
all contain episcopal-benefidiaries in their rubrics 
and lay beneficiaries in the clauses of disposition. 
166 has a rubric naming the Old Minster as the bene- 
ficiary while the body of the charter names the church 
of St. Peter and All Saints, South Stoneham, Hants. 
The reference to Bishop Swithun in the rubric to 168 
may also be an interpolation. 
Other alterations may have been made by 
scribe a to the text of documents copied into Cod. Wint. I 
whose exemplars do not survive, but there are no 
further clues to them in the collated material presented 
in Appendix 3, below. Such changes, if they 
exist, may be suggested from the results of a thorough 
diplomatic analysis of the documents in the*cartulary3 
but will never be able to be proven to"have occurred 
in the same way as can those affecting documents whose 
exemplars survive. Deliberately deceptive changes 
1.6 also has a rubric n4ning the Oid Minster as- ýe2neficiary, 
but the text of the main body of the 
document is defectiie in the cartulary and the 
name of the beneficiary is missing from it. 
This omission may have been coincidental as 
similar omissions do not occur in the otýer documents 
in Cod. Wint. 1 whose rubrics have been altered. 
16132 may have had the same, beneficiary as 166. 
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by scribe a in the cartulary-texts whose exemplars 
survive are remarkably few. The fact that these 
surviving exemplars appear to have survived by chance 
allows the changes made by scribe a to their respective 
cartulary-texts to be taken as representative of his 
work in. CodýWint. I and inspires some confidence in 
him as a copyist who rarely attempted to deceives 
and then only in a clumsyZrudimentary-manner. 
(iv) Corrections, textual changes, and rubrics by 
scribe b 
'While some errors of transcription of Latin and vern- 
acular text seem to have been noticed almost immediately 
and altered by scribe a by means of erasure and re- 
writing, other corrections to Cod. Wint. I were the 
2 
work of scribe b. This scribe not only correctea 
instances where scribe a had miscopied. the exemplars, 
, but also made changes to the Latin text of documýnts 
correctly copied from the exemplars-into th. e cartulary 
by the earlier scribe.. These c orrections and. changes 
were probably effected at the same time that he added 
most of the rubrics to Cod. Wint. 11 perhaps immediately 
after the text of a particular quire'had been trans- 
crib ed. 
3. His apparent exclusion of most of the 
1. Scribe a's freedom to alter the texýb of documents 
was in liy case probably'limited byhis apparently 
subordinate position to scribe b; v. (iv), below. 
2. On the palaeographical aspects of correction in 
Cod. Wint. I. v. above, Part B, section I, k. Scribe 
b als5-cori-ected the work of scribe a (and of other 
"Ecribes) in WCL, M5.5. / 171-4 
The rubrics to-IQ--. 8-, T. Fe: Fe written by scribe a 
'Corrections to the text of these documents seem,, however, to be by scribe b. 
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4 
vernacular cartulary-texts from the correction-process 
should not be taken to reflect any lack of knowledge 
of English on his part. He did, after all, manage 
to write the majority of the, rubrics in Cod. Wint. 1 
most of which were in the vernacular, and also several 
vernacular - parts-- of documents in Cod. Wint. Il. 
It would in any case have been impossible to replace 
the vernacular linguistic'changes effected by scribe 
with the spellings of the exemplars without considerable 
erasure., It is also probable that scribe b did 
not see that the cartulary needed correction in this 
respect., since he himself made comparable linguisti6 
changes in the vernacular material which he copied into 
I 
Cod. Wint. I-II. He may well have left the systematic 
checking for palaeographical errors of vernacular 
texts in Cod.. Wint. 1 to scribe a himself and have con- 
centrated on the Latin text,, as that part of the cart- 
ulary which would be more intelligible to the majority 
of contemporary readers. The corrections of palaeo-' 
V" 
graphical, errors inItexts which he did make were very 
infrequent and perhaps represent those noticed by chance. 
while correcting the Latin. 
1. For example, 93 appears to have been corrected in a 
few plaps by scribe b. The correction to grauet (fo . 34 , 1.2)', in 79, Was also probably bybim. He also*corrected errors in the boundary in 117, 
but this was written in Latin apart from the actual 
boundary-marks. 
Scribe b's less-than-systematic checking of vernacular 
texts iH Cod. Wint. 1 may have caused him to forget 
to copy the endorg-ements on some of them into the 
cartulary as rubrics, causing them to appear there 
without =ubrics, qf,, above, Part B, section 4, a(ii). 
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Some obvious palaeographical and copying 
errors in the Latin of Cod. Wint. 1 were corrected by 
scribe b. These included misreadings of exemplar 
letter-forms and the omission of letters and words. 
Very occasionally, a whole line seems to have had to 
be supplied, having been omitted from the cartulary-2 
On two occasions the sentence-'order was corrected. 
3 
These longer corrections imply checking of the part- 
ulary's text against that. of the exemplars. This 
process did not meanhoweverthat all the errors 
committed by scribe a in Latin texts were subsequently 
noticed and corrected. Some of them remained 
uncorrected, as for example the reading fup for suee 
in 43.4 
The same collation of cartulary-texts to 
surviving exemplars used in discussing changes. made 
by scribe a (See (i-iii), above; and Appendix 3, below) 
also reveals instances where scribe b changed material 
; Ln Cod. Wint. 1 which had been faithfully copied from 
the exemplars by scribe a. Some"of these changes 5 
were corrections of Latin syntax or vocabulary. 
1. See below, Appendix 3, scribe b, part5(iýA; also 
above, Part B, section'l, k. 
2.. Ibid. 3- See above, Part B, section 
12k (ix). 
4. See also below, Appendix 3, scribe2a: sections 
(apprede essoribus, apud/decessoribTls. Ea8no5US2 
paup/factis, uero); ?; 8 (atauos proauos2 consensi et 
ýsubscripsi ()C27T-, - 10; 12. 
5. See below, Appendix 3, scribe h, part(ý, C; s. vv. 
homini, presum'slerit, qUOdlibet2 quolibet, sedi). 
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Others were modernisations or standardisations, 
of the spelling of Latin words which had appeared in 
the exemplars in an unusual form. Most can be 
justified on linguistic grounds of gra=ar and con- 
sistency. There is an instance of a miscorrection .4 
however, in the change of clarescunt to clareseart 
in 190, where the exemplar's fo= does not seem in 
error. 
2 
Thd substitution of the verb prestare, 
I to lend', for darej 'to give,, which had been 
omitted by scribe-a from the invocation to 5(ý, -may 
have been the corrector's modernisation-of an out- 
dated political theory; the invocation had meant 
'Christ... thus also gives kingdoms to thosehe wishes 
[to be] kings' but the substitution of 'lends' for 
I givest perhaps implies a view of royal power, current 
at Winchester Cathedral under Bishop Henry of Blois 
less total than that held by the drafters of the 
exemplar in-the first half of the tenth 
. 
century. 
3 
Some chaxiges to both word-division and sentence- 
division in Cod. Wint. I seem also to have been made by 
scribe b. Ile appearsto have had his ovin idea of the 
1. Ibid. , s. -, rv-. diocesim, 
Y abebant*, - illicitums 
ind8ptpý ips,, irretitum, peripsima. 
2. Ibid. $ s. v. 
3. Ibid., &svv. ita etiam rema'ý'prestat". Cf. below, 
Part B section 5, for Henry, of -Bloiss probable 
association with Cod. Wint. Io 
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usage of boths since he changed not only features' 
which were different as between the cartulary and 
exemplars, but also those which were identical-' 
His readinessýand freedom to ediý the cartular; ý as 
written by scribe a, and not merely to correct. it2 
here, as in the case of Latin, spelling and grammar 
(see above), may imply that he was in a senior 
position to the other scribe. ' Scribe a, as already 
suggested in re-lation to th e arrangement of coa. Wint. , 
may well have been his amanuensis, employed only to 
save the senior man's time. This suggestion is 
S. upported by, the fact that scribe b was the rubricator 
of most of Cod. Wint. 1 (see below), in which capacity 
he was able to check at intervals that the cartulary .- 
I.. 
was being written-in accordance with a desired arrange- 
ment. 3 
As described earlierýmost of the rubrics 
in Cod. Wint. 1 were transcriptions by scribe b of 
endorsements on the respective exemplars, and were 
1. See below, Appendix 3, scribe b. part(i), B., D. 
2., See above, Part B, section 4, a(iii). 
3. Ibid. A close working relationship between scribe b 
as rubricator and scribe a is furýher suggested 
by the absence of marginal instructions to the 
rubricator, of the sort found in the Winton Domesday 
(London, Society of Antiquaries M 154) y. WEMAI 
PPi. 524-51 and ibid. -Plates 1,. III. 
4. 'See-above, Part B, section lig. 
0 
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inserted in blank spaces left., for this purposeýbe- 
tween cartulary-texts by scribe a. A study of 
the rubrics written by him, shows that scribe b, 
like scribe a, was unfamiliar with the letter-forms 
of insular minuscule*script. - This unfamiliarity 
p 
'seems to have caused, the ýf ollowing - misreadings by 
him of letters in the"vernacular endorsements-Of now- 
lost exemplars: 
(read as ý30 
(read as ý), ', L3ý "86', 98$ 1091 119 
(+e) (read as ý) 83 
(read as-h), -63 
(read as'd), 1? 7 
(read as D), 83 
(read as 182,196 
His misreading of insular I in += as n in 157 was., 
however., realised and altered to the correct reading. 
The collation of cartulazy-texts to surviving 
exemplars shows that scribe b made both linguistic and 
which he made are compatabie with those which he later 
made in Cod. Wint. JI. 3 They were not unlike 
those made by scribe a, except in one respect: ' the 
f orm of pre-conquest personal-names.:, - These he 
Cuarlta. 
modernised to a far greater/and aliýo. sometimes 
1, See notes to individual documents in Appendix 11below. 
textual changes to the endorsements which he used as 
2 
rubrics in Cod. Wint. I The linguistic changes 
2. See below, Appendix 3, zcribe b) part 'ii), examples 
whose documeýit-numbers bear th6 affix 
T. 
Ibid., examples with the numbe: ý 210. 
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confused. I The textual changes which he 
ma4e. seem mpstly.. to have been conscious. ones in- 
tended to'clarify the meaning of the material 
2. 
copied, but the omission of signa crucis from 
b. efore. the rubrics., as by. him from the subscriptions 
in Cod. Wint. I in general, 
3 
may have been for his own 
convenience. He did not make any attempt, in the 
rubrics of documents whose exemplars survive) to 
falsify the contents of those documents, in contrast 
to the actions of scribe a in Quire X. 
4 The 
apparent change by him of the title of the beneficiary 
in the rubric of 79 (whose exemplar is lost), from 
. 
'abbot' to 'bishop', may, as suggested earlier, have 
been a subconscious error rather than ah attempt at 
falsification. 5. While it is true that-he misplaced 
the rubrics to 126b, 142b, and 148b, this does not seem 
to have been done*with any fraudulent-intent. 
6 
1. Ibid., section 13, In the subscriptions to 210 
(in Cod. Wint. II), he confused two different FýEe- 
elements, v. ibid.; a'similar error occurs in 
the rubric to 208, X. Appendix 1, below. 
2. See below, Appendix 3, scribe b, part (ii), 
sections 
. 
11 13. 
3. Cf. ibid., smýibe a, section 7- 
4. Ibid., section 11. See aiso (iii), above. 
5. See (iii), above. 
6. See abovej'Part B, sbetion 4, a (ii); and below, 
Appendix 1, s. nn. 
v 
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In his transcription of rubrics in Cod. Wint. 1, as 
also with regard to corrections therein, it seems 
that scribe b was ready to change the text where it 
was in his opinion either unclear or inconsistent 
with current usage. Neither of these aspects of 
his contribution to Cod. Wint. I contain firm evidence 
of intended deception on his part. They appear 
instead to be the actions of an editor-responsible 
for the supervision of the writing of the cartulary, 
the bulk*of which was transcribed by a junior colleague. 
Cod. Wint. I, the cartulary produced jointly 
by scribes a and b and already isolated in the present 
thesis on grounds ofpalaeography, contents, and 
arrangement was probably never completed according 
to its original plan, 
2 
although it is probable that 
by the time that the writing of Quir6 XIII had begun 
this had been designated as the last quire in the 
cartulary. 
3 Physical gaps were later filled by 
See above, Part B. sections 1; 2; 4, a. 
2. See below, Part-B, section 5. 
3. Quire xiii was made of six paired leaves rather 
than eight, the number in Quires I-XII . 
This shortening of a gathering is usually indicative 
of a scribe's intention of finishing his writing 
within, or at the end of, that gathering, v. G. S.. Ivy, 
'The bibliography of the manuscript book'2-The English 
library before 1700, edd. F. Wormald and C. E. Wright 
p. 41. 
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parts of Cod. Wint. II, 
l but of these later additions 
only ý4-2. which were probably copied from a sub-document 
I (contai; iing L6-L9), already partly-tran scribed into Cod. Wint. 1,21 
can be said to have followed the same arrangement as Cod. Wint. I. 
Several documents which were later included in Cod. Wint. Il-III, 
as well as others not in the Codex but later recorded at 
Winchester Cathedral, could probably also have been included 
in Cod. Wint. I. but were not. 
3 In spite of the apparent 
incompleteness of Cod. Wint. I as a collection, its text may 
be judged as a fully edited unit in that the transcription 
had been corrected and rubricated. as far as it had reached* 
The collation of cartulary-texts to surviving 
exemplars (see Appendix 3, below) reveals that certain 
. 
changes were effected both during the copying ofdocuments- 
into Cod. Wint. I, and during the correction and rubrication of 
-that copy. The copying errors may be seen as changes 
committed in a subconscious manner, without intent, but 
incidentally revealing something of the degree of expertise 
of the copyist. The more conscious changes - the 
modernisation of language, the correction of syntax, and the re-ý 
ordering and improvement of text - are more direct 
evidence of editorial principles and practice. The 
changes whose purpose was to improve the text, those 
of most concern to the historian, seem from the 
1. L-91 133--: ý. ' See. bplow, Part C, section 2, scribes b, 2. 
2. See above, Part B,. ýection 4, a(i). 
-S-ee above, Part B, section 2, c(ii). 
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collation to-have been mainly of a minor editorial 
type and not intended to falsify the transactions 
recorded in the exemplars except in a very =all 
number of instances, which are in any case readily 
discernible. However, although the surviving 
exemplars seem to have survived at random, it should 
be borne in mind that this does not preclude the 
possibility that some of the aocuments in the cartulary 
whose exemplars do not survive were-subjectea to 
greater textual revision'than is reflected by the 
collation. Similarly, the collation cannot be used 
. 
to say anything about theýauthenticity of the exemplars 
copied, since as good a copy could be made in the 
twelfth century of a forged documýentas of a genuine 
one. 
The editorial-skills employed in the production 
of Cod. Wint. I were those of the first half of the 
twelfth centiXry. As an edition of that period 
.0 
it 
cannot be expected to conform to twentieth-century 
standards of editing care. In general, it is 
probable that the corrected text of Cod. Wir. t. 1 wou. Id 
have been judged in the'twelfth century as preferable 
to that of the exemplars. It w. as more intelligible, 
- . 1. 
and arranged in a modern and standardised format, 
The fact that twentieth-century editors prefer the 
text of the exemplars, where they survive, to that II 
of the cartulary, is., a reflection of the change in the 
concept' of textual authenticity and accuracy that has 
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taken place in the intervening centuries since 
coa-Wint. I was produced. Compared to some other 
contemporary, collections of similar material, 
Cod-Wint. 1 does in fact exhibit several features 
which are praiseworthy from the po int of view of 
twentieth-century historians. Unlike the Liber. 
Eliensis and the Ramsey Chronicle, it retained the 
vernacular of exemplars (albei ,t in a modernised form) 
2 
rather than translating., such documents into Latin. 
Unlike the lost (late eleventh-century) cartulary of 
Christ Church2 Canterbury, 3 it presented all documents 
in full rather than as an abbreviated calendar and Seems -to bave- 
included all witnesses$ boundary-clauses, and endorse- 
ments. In the sheer bulk of Anglo-Saxon document-... 
ary material which was transmitted to-succeeding 
1. See Liber Eliensis2 ed. 'E. O. Blake (Camden Society2 
3rd series, 92; 1962); Chronicon abbatiae RaHese- 
iensis a swc. x. usoue a2l an. circiter 120OF 
in quatUor partibus, ed. W. D. Macray (Ro=Series, 
83; 1886). 
2. On the use of vernacular written sources by twelfth- 
centýry Latin chroniclers. v. A. Gransden, Historical 
writing in England, 
_c. 
550-ýc_. 130?, pp. 2? 3-7; -. 
3, - See N. P. Brooks, 'The Pre-conqu6st chartbrg of Christ Church, Canterburyl, 'Oxford-D. Phil., 1969, 
pp. 106-114. 
IN 
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generations through its meaium., and which is now 
otherwise unknovm, coa. Wint. 1 must rank as an out- 
standing achievement of twelfth-century scholarý- 
ship. The fact that each of its exemplars was 
copied in considerable detail,, eveh though with 
some amount of editorial influence, has made 
Cod. Wint. 1 of even. greater importance and use to 
an unintended audience of twentieth-century scholars. 
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Sectlon 
The Historical Background and Purpose of Cod. Wint. I 
On purely palaeographical grounds, Cod. Wint. I may be 
dated to the second quarter of the twelfth century. 
Since an examination of the editorial practices of 
its scribes (a. and b) shows-it to*have been an original 
. -compilation from many separate exemplars, rather than 
2 a copy of an existing volume, the date. of its com-, 
3 pilation was also within the same quarter-century.. 
As Cod. Wint. I contains no explicit statement of either 
its exact date or its immediate, purpose, these can, only- 
be postulated from the nature of its contents and, their 
relationship to both English history in general, and the 
-history of the church, of Winchester in particularý in 
the perioa up to 1150. 
Cod. Wint. I was compilea auring the perioa of 
political uncertainty causea by the c*ontroversy over who' 
was the rightful successor to King Henry 11 following 
See above,, Part B, section 1. 
2. Ibid., section 4*1b. 
3. It may, however, have drawn in part i1pon an existing 
collection of individual documents concerning 
Winchester cathedral e. ndowment, 
'-y. 
-ibid., section 
4, a(ii). 
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the drowning of his only legitimate son, William in 1120ý 
Although King Henry had designated his daughter Matilda 
as his heir, his nephew Stephený count of Blois and 
Boulogne, seized power in England on King Henry's death 
in 1135.2 Stephen Is position was greatly strength- 
ened by the help of his, brother Henry of Blois, bishop. 
of Winchester, who was influential in obtaining English 
ecclesiastical support for Stephen's coronation some 
three 'weeks after King Henry's death. 3 That Bishop 
Henry and his fellow churchmen had demanded. a price 
from Stephen for their support at a crucial time cannot 
be doubted. Almost certainly. the conditions which 
they imposed upon him were those recorded in the charter 
of liberties granted by Stephen to. the English church, 
at Oxford, in April, 1136.4 This not only 
See H. A 0 Cronne, The rei$n of Ste hen 11ý5-541 Anarcby in Enajma77, -), /U) , pp. 27-9. - 
2. GS, pp. 2-15. 
3. See Isabel Megaw, '. The ecclesiastical pol icy of 
Stephen 1136-1139: a reinterpretation', Essays 
in British and Irish history in honour of James 
Eadie Todd2ecLcL. 14.. A. 'uronne, T. W. hloody, D. B. inn 
(1949)ý T. 29; W=j p. 15. For an assessment 
of Bishop Henryls. charact6r, v.: Voss, pp. 132-40, 
and 1). Knowles, -111enry of WiFchester, Saints and 
scholars, turenty five medieval ]ýortraits (Cam ge, 
. 
19G2T, pp. 51-62. For Stephen's corongtion$ 
GS2 pp. 12-13; W=i PP- 15-16. 
4.. Regest iii, 271. Cf. Voss2 PP. 13-r15; Cronnej 
. The reign of , Stephe , pp. 12578. 
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confirmea the power of the church over spiritual. 
affairs, but was also concerned very specifically 
with the safeguarding of the church's temporal 
. Z. I ? -san t. 
possessions. lheld. at the death of King William I 
and those which it had been granted since. 
2 He 
also promised to give judgement on instances where 
temporal possessions held by the church before 
William I's ýeath were now lacking'to*it. 
3 
Other clauses promised the suppression of simony, 
the continuation of ecclesiastical courts, and the 
committal of church-property sede vacante to clerks 
or law-worthy men (probi homines) of. the church. 
Unfortunately, the brief period of harmony between 
King qtephen and his leading churchmen did not last 
long. His brother, Bishop Henry of Winchester, 
was disappointea at being aeniea royal backing in 
his attempt to become archbishop of Canterbury in 
1138,4 and the whole church was al ienated by the 
I. 
O=es ecclesiar= possessiones et tenuras quas die 
ilia habuerunt qua Willelmus xex7Angjj =r= avus mei 
fuit vivus et mortuus s-ine omni calu(m)-oniantium 
recla. matione eis liberas et abSnllltas esse concedo; Te-gest iii, 2719 
Quecumque vero post mortem ipsius regis liber- 
alitate regum largitione principum-oblatione vel 
ým aýra ione vel quallbe7E transmutatione fiH)- =1um 
eis collata sunt confirTno; ibid. 
3- Si quid vero de habitis vel possessis ante mortem 
. ejusdem regis quibus modo careat 
5cclesia Te-l-rceps 
repetierit indul entie et Hispensationi mee vel 
restituendum vel discutiendum. reservo; Ibid. 
4. See A. Saltman, Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury 
(1956), pp. 8-9; 2V, *pp. 478-9 and ib-, n.?. 
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king's arrestt in June 1139i'of Roger, bishop of ,I 
Salisbury, and the latter's nephews, the bishops of 
Ely and Lincoln. 
1 The ensuing years of civil wAr 
made the terms of the Oxford Charter seem a very 
distant ideal, and effectively prevented the execution 
of any consistent royal policy towards the church. 
However, this is not to say that'churchmen did not take 
steps to defend their'property during the civil war% 
and to conserve the church's privileges. Bishop 
. 
Henry not only exercised his powers as papal legate' 
(1139-43), 2 but also actively supported both King 
Stephen and the Empress Matilda at different stages 
of the conflict. 
3' 
Some at least of the leading English churchmen.. 
probably realised during the last years of King Henry 
I's reign that whoever emerged as his successor would 
need their support in order to have any hope of effect- 
ive power in tngland. It is possible that individuals, 
among them may have investigated how they themselves, 
or their benefices$ might gain from such a favourable 
GS, pp. 72-81; 1 chaps. 469-77 ; f-. J. Kealey, Ro5er of Salisbury, viceroy of England 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles, London 1972), pp. 173-200. 
. 1, 
2. See Voss, py.. 41-53; H. Tillma=, Die p pstlichen legaten. 
in England bis zur beendigung der legation Guaias k'12IS2 
3- See Voss, pp. 22-32. He had fortified his (Bonn, 1926), 
castles in 1138, v. Winchester ann. . . s. a pp. 
41-50. 
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situation by the eventual restoration of alienated 
lands, and privileges. It is certainly true that 
--. ---the--Oxford 
Charter, for a brief period, provided 
all churches with an opportunity to pursue claims to 
alienated possessions with some hope of success. 
Later on, the prolonged political uncertainty of the 
civil war probably made further research advisable 
on a broader basis, not m. erely,. for lost possessions, 
but for the establishment of -all the existing rights 
and possessions-of ecclesiastical institutions, on a 
sound footing backed by documentary proof. 
The pragmatic use of tenurial precedent 
implied by the arrangement of ancient. rouniments in a 
volume such as Cod-Wint. I was also a reflection of 
broader intellectual-attitudes current in twelfth 
century England. Sir Richard Southern has drawn 
attention to the merits of the. histories written in 
England at this time and sees them as, a product of 
the .1 twelfth-century Renaissance!. 
2 He has also 
shown that an essential part of those histories was 
a new curiosity aboi)t pre-Norman England, often for 
practi-cal purposes of, safeguarding existing eccles- 
iastical tenures and customs. 
3 One result 
of these historical researches was to remind churchmen 
See A. Gransden, Historical writing in England,, 
c. 520--c. 1307 (1974), pp. 279-80. 
2. 'The place. of England in the twelfth-century 
Renaissance I Medieval humanism and other studies (Oxford, 19ý0). pp. qGD---2. 
3. Ibid. 
a 
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particularly of those estaies and privileges granted 
to their churches in perpetuity in the Anglo-Saxon 
period, but of which they had lost possession since 
the Norman Conquest. I 
One should perhaps be careful not to 
exaggerate the effect of the Norman Conquest on the 
temporal possessions of the ; Enýlish churchý since its I 
member institutions suffered much less deprivation in 
general than the major lay landowners of Anglo-Saxon 
England. Most English cathedrals and monasteries 
did lose some estates as a result of the Conquest 
however andPin exceptional cases,.. such. as that of the 
Iýew Minster, Winchester, a large confiscation was made 
by way ofL punishment for*active oppositi'onto the 
Normans. 3 Many of the alienations-suffered by 
churches were incidental losses rather than the clirect 
result. of an anti-ecclesiastical royal policy. 
Instances are recorded., at the abbeys of Abingdon, and 
Ramsey, of church estates having been lost because 
they haa been leasea to laymen, in 1066 whose property 
I was confiscatea by the kingg who re-grantea it without 
1 1. See Gransden, Historical writing, p. 279. 
2. DB i, passi 
3- See T. Rudborne Histo--. ia major Wintoniensis 
in Wharton, Anýlia Sacra i, pp. 248-9; 
LHI pp. x=viii-ix; VCH Hants i, pp. 417-19. 
.P 
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. reference to any reversion due the churches concerned. 
' 
Ecclesiastical institutions were of course in a far 
better position than dispossessed laymen to record 
all losses, however small, with some hope of their 
eventual recovery in the distant future. It re- 
quired., however 
11 
the combination of historical skill 
present in twelfth-century Englana ana the favourable 
political situatiýbn reflected in the oxford Charter 
of 1136 before such losses were studied with any real 
hope of their recovery. 
Surviving documentary and. narrative evidence 
shows that up to sixty-five Winchester cathedral estates 
of various sizes were alienated between, A. D. 683 and 
1107 X 1130 2 No further alienations are recorded 
between 1107 X 1130 and 1150. Except for thirteen 
of them, knowledge of all these alienations m6y be 
acquired from research into a-combination. of written 
sources, each. of which is known to have been somewhere 
onicon monasterii de I.. Gransden, 4 Ohr 
Abingdon, ed. J-Stevenson (Rolls Series 2; 
1858ý ij p. 484; Chronicon abbatiEp seiensis 
a s=. x. usquead an. circiter '1200: in quatuor 
partibus, ed. W. D. Macray (Rolls Series 83; 1886)1 
pp. 145-6. Tiae Old Minster estate of Headbourne 
Worthy, Hants, was an example of this type of 
alienation, y. below, Appendix 1,1-77, n. l. 
2. -These alienated estates-are listed below in Appendix ý, q. v. ' 
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in Winchester in 1150.1 These sources are:, 
Cod. Wint. I and its exemplars; the parts of Cod-Wint-TI 
written by scribe b, and his exemplars; Domesday Book; 
2 
3 
and the New Minster Liber Vitae. Of the-thirteen 
exceptions, evidence relating to the tenure of six was 
at Winchester Cathedral by 1200; 
4 that for two others 
there, or at Wolvesey Palace, by 1300; 
5 
and that for 
four others either at the cathedral or at Hyde Abbey by 
6 1400. The remaining alienation was recorded in a 
(spurious) diploma preserved in the thirteenth-century 
cartulary of Chertsey Abbey. 
7. 
I;. The thirteen exceptions are: 'Banewadem and Bradin92 Isle of Wight; Buttermere and Calne, Wilts.; 
Damerham, IT-ants-; Dorkinham (unidentified); Molesey, 
Surrey; -Muleburn 1 Isle of Wight; Portland2 Dorset; Ringwood, ftants; Wargrave, Berks.; Wolverton2 Hants 
and Yaverland, Isle of Wight. See below,, nn- 5-8- 
2. See Domesday re-bound (Public Record'Office, London, 
1954'j-, p. 1). and., 13ir Henry Ellis, A general introduction 
to Domesday Book (Record Commission reprinted 
1971) ii PP, 353-4- All-hough DomF: -: day Book may2 even 
at-this early date, have perambulated with the royal 
treasurer, its permanent home was the royal treasury 
at-Winchester. See below for Bishop Henry of Blois's 
knowledge of it. 
3. -BL, St6we PIS. 944 (fos. 2ýv- 3, King 91fred's will 
(Hamer, = 11; Sawyer 15073, for Chisledon. Wilts., 
and unspeFi-fied booklan, ds in Kent). 
4. -CCCCI MS. 339,, for Banewadam5-Brading, Muleburnams 
Portland, and Yaverland: v. Winchester ann., s. aa. 
683,735,1043; on the autlior$ and-date, of the annals, 
z. J-T. Appleby, 'Richard of Devizes and the Annals 
Uf Winche st er B. I. H. R- 36 (1963) , By - 
70 't)ii 
0ý 1. 
Mt 
Chart. x o on 
(., ýxiii Sawyer 1062), for, Wargrave. See also 19 (scribe 
h) fQr Portland.. - 
5. P,, for Buttemere and Dorkinham (s pelt Dockingeham, ibid Q 
6. The Liber de Hyda (The Earl-of Maczlesfield$ Shirburn Castj 
'Liber abbatiae, I), for,. (; alnej'Damerhamj and Ringwood. A 
WCLI St. Swithun's cartulary, fo. ? 5", for Wolverton. 
7. BL, 'Cotton MS. Vitell. A. xiii, fos. 41-3 (Sawyer 752). 
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Thirty-nine of the'above alienatfonp appear 
to have occurred before 1066.1 Al tbough it is 
doubtful whether any of these would have been covered 
by the terms of the Oxford Charter of 1136, this would I 
depend on the interpretation of the clause promising 
___judgement 
on lands., held before the death of King William I 
but subsequently lost. Wargrave, Berk, s., may be an 
examplp. of an estate lost before 1066, but restored by 
Stephen; although his charter of restoration states 
that it-was taken by William I, it was in alien hands 
2 
already in 1066, according to, Domesday Book. The 
cause or exact occasion of these pre-conquest alien- 
ations, is rarely recorded. Most are known today, and 
. should have been discernible in the mid twelfth century. 
(apart from the thirteen exceptions already noted)s 
simply because the record of a pre-conquest grant of a 
particular'estate to the cathedral has survived and that 
estate was not held by the cathedral in 1.066 or later. 
1. Banewadam, Isle of Wight; Banweli, Somerset; Beddington, 
burrey; bedwyn, Wilts.; Brading, Isle of Wight; 
Broum, Somerset; Buttermere, Calne, -, Wilts .; 
Charmouth, 
Dorset; Chisledon,. Wilts.; Compton, Somerset; . 
Damerham, Wilts.; Dorkinham (unidentified); (part) 
Easton, (&t) Eppelhyr_st__e_, __Fants ; Froxfield, Wilts.; 
boolclands in X-ent; Little Berkhampsteadj Herts.; 
Lydiard, Mildenhall, Wilts.; Molesey, Surrey; Mongewell, 
Oxon.; Moredon, Wilts.; ' Muleburnam, Isle of Wight; 
Portchester, Hants; Portlandj, Dor ; Princes Ris, -; - 
borough, Bucks.; Ringwoodl Hants 
.;,. -Shalfleet, 
Isle of 
Wight; Sparcells', Standlynch, Stoke-by Shalbourne, 
Wilts.; Wargrave, Berks.; Whitley, Hants Withiel. 
Florey, Somerset; Wolverton, Hants; -Wootton Rivers, 
Wilts.; Wroxall and Yav. erland, Isle.. of. Wight. 
2. See below% Appendiýc I n. 2. 
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Some details are. however. known of a few of these' 
alienations* Seven estates (Portchesterý Hants;. 
Banwell and Compton, Somerset; and Chisledon, Moredons 
Sparcells, and Stoke by Shalbourne, Wilts. ) were 
alienated by consent as part of exchanges made in the 
tenth century. 
1 The estate'of Molesey, Surrey, 
_ 
was stated, in a (spurious) diploma claiming to be a 
confirmation of it by King Eadgar. to Chertsey Abbey 
in 967, to have previously been unjustlygranted to 
the Old Minster, Wincbester, by King Eadwig (955-9)- 
2 
The reversion of Mongewell, Oxon., and Little Berk- 
hampstead, Herts., bequeathed-to the Old Minster by 
Alfgifu in 966 X 975, may never. have come to fruition. 
Part of the c. athedral estate of Easton,. Hants, appears 
to have been granted by the king to the abbot of the 
New Minster in 983,. without any reference to its previous 
ownership. 
4 Finally, 2 hides. of land at Sta ndlynch, 
-Wilts., are said in Domesday--Book 
(ijfo. 6ýv) to have 
been-alienated from. the. cathedral estate of, Dovmton, in 
the time of King Kniit (1016-35). 
From the evidence of-. Domesday-, Books up to 
twenty four of the'tenures held by the, bishop and the 
monks of the Old Minster in 1066. had passed into alien 
j41$; 21-2$ 118.. Crowcombe, Somerset$ 
Was also-exchanged Eh 71-8 but seems to have been 
re-acquired in the eleV-enth. century, v. *ibid, 118, 
n. 2. 
. 2. BL, Cotton Ms. Vitell'. A. x, 
iiij- . fos. 41ý-3 "(Sawyer 752). 
3. See', below, Appendix 1,187ý nn. 9110... 
4. LH2. -ppe 228-31 (Saýyer 84ý)-,,: 
a, 
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hands by 1086. Most of these were small pardels of 
a few hides of land each., amongst which the 72-hide 
estate of Easý Meon, Hants (DB i, fo- 38) stands out 
as an exception. One eýtate (Bleadon$ Somerset) 
was probably both alienated and restored by 1086 
(ib., fos. 145rv,, 2,10),.. Groups of estates among' 
the twenty foi; r seem to have been alienated for a 
common reason. Pieces of landat Cliff, Fawley,. 
and Througham, Hants2-were taken by King William I 
as part of the New Yorest (ib., fo. . 51; cf. fo. 41 v). 
2 
Parcels of the Chilcomb estate in. Hants. (at Headbourne 
Worthy, Otterbourne, and Swampton; ib., 'fos. 4jj 47s 
cf. fo. 41) were acquired by'. -Ralph of Mortemer when 
,,, he took over the estates of the thegn Cypping of Worthy' 
3: 
who had held them from the Old Minster. Three 
. 
1. ? Barton Stacey, Hants-.; ýBurghfield2. Berks.; Bleadong 
t*. Bradford,, Somerset; -Bransbury2-part Chilbolton'- 
Cliff, Hants ; Crowcombel Somerset; part Droxflord2 
East Meon2-part Fawley, Hayling2 Headbourne Worthy2 
Hants ; Heles Somerset; ' ? Ivinghoe Aston, Bucks.; - 
Norton-Pitzwarren, Someýrset; Otterbourne, Swampton, 
Hants ; two parts Taunton% Somerset; Througham2 
Hants ; West Wycombe, Bucks.; Witnall, part Yavingtont 
Hants. 
2ý, '-Rt Eppelhyrste-and Whitley, Aants ý now in the New 
, 
Forest, may possibly have been-lost at. this-times 
although they are not named-in Domesday Book. 
3- On Cypping and Ralph -. dfý ý9; tpqqp v. VCH Hants i 
p.. 428; WEMA 1, p . 54, 
hn; ý 
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other Old Minster estates seem to have been alienated 
when they were confiscated by the king because-of the 
disfavour of their tenants. Thus, estates at 
Bransbury, Hants, and Burghfields' Berks-1, were lost 
ce 1070 while held by the outlawed Abbot Rthelsige of 
v St. Augustinels, Canterbury. (Pos. 41 1 6e), and 
the estate at East Meon, Hanto, was lost about the same 
times ir., hile. in'the hands 'of týe deposed Bishop Stigand 
(ib., fo. 38 2 Two-small. tenures in Bucks. 2 at 
West Wycombe and Ivinghoe Aston (ib., fo. 146rv)l 
held T. R. E. respectively by one of (Arch)Bishop Stigand's 
sokemen and by one of his priests, and-vhich belonged 
in 1086 to the count of Mortain, may also represent 
alienations from the Old-Minster estates at those places, 
rather than from Stigand's personal landholding. 
In Somerset, ' the same count. had acquired. parts of the 
cathedral estate of Taunton-by 1086. (Bradford; Crowcombe2 
-Hele,. *Norton Fitzwarren: ib., -f6s., 91v, 927 Cf. ib., 
8ý',, and DB iv, p. 163. )., 
The only alienation of a "athedral estate re- 
corded from between 1086 and 1107 X, 1130 was that of 
Binptead, Isle of Wight, which King : genry I seems to 
have : ýestored very soon after its disseisure. 
3 
1. On JEthelsige,, v. VCHýBerks i, p. 299 (called glfsige); 
HRHI pp. 
2* S'tigand was deposed at the Council of Winchester in 
1070, v. Barlow,, English Church, PP. 302-10. He was r- said tU have been impr_1T-s0nTe-dE9_t Winchester-in 1072, 
. I. X.. 
Winche st er ann. ,s*a, ; and cf -. WMGP IP- 37. 
3.. Galbraith, 'Royal Charters' 33 (Regesta 11,1637). 
01 
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Including the estates of Bleadon and Binstead already 
mentioned, twelve of the sixty-five alienated cathedral 
estates discussed above had been restored to the cath- 
edral by 1150, and one other had been restored by 1205. 
Buttermereq Wilts., was confirmed to the Old Minster 
by King William I in 1070 X 1037, and although still 
recorded in alien hands in Domesday Bookq was in the 
2 
possession of the cathedral priory by 1110. Portland, 
Dorset, and its dependencies, was confirmed to the cath- 
13 
-edral priory by King-Henry I in 1100 x 1107. The 
alienated part of Chilbplton2 Hants, was restored to the 
cathedral priory by -1130, after a lawsuit in the royal 
4 
court. Two cathedral manors which hPd been in! 
the king's hands in 1086 (East Ileon, Hants; and Wargravel 
Berks. ), together with Bradfordi Crowcombe Hele, and 
Norton Fitzwarrenj Somerýet,, which the count of Mortain 
had appropriated by that date (see above), were restored 
Cf. also Haylingl-. Hants, which'was confirmed. to' 
Winchester cathedral priory by King William II in 
1096 X 1100 but was subsequently granted b 
King Henry I to the abbey of Jumibges, v. 
Llbraith, 
dRoyal Charters' 12; Round, France, -PP- 54-5- 
2. 
ýe# 
below, Appendix l, 
', 
242,247; DB J, fos. 70,72 
74 
3- Goodman, Chartulary 19; Galbraith, '. Royal Charters' 
18. 
4. Cal Chart R 1300-261', P. 345, no. 2 (Regesta iij 1509); 
71-peR_31 Henry I, pp.. 37-8. 
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by King Stephen in 1136. Although there are no 
surviving charters of restoration, the estates of 
Headbourne Worthy and Bransbury seem also to have been 
restored to thý cathedral during the twelfth century; 
the former by 1148, the latter at least by 1205- 
2 
Of the twelve estates restored . by 1150, three appear-to 
have been alienated from the, cathedral. i: R 1016 X 1066 
3 (Buttermere, Portland, and The 
remai33: de-r, apart from Binstead (see-above), had been 
alienated between 1066 and 1086*. 
4 The loss of only 
six of these e'stat*es was specifically mentioned in 
Domesday Book ( that of Bleadon, Chilboltont Crowcombel 
East Meon, Headbourne Worthy, and Hple), two of which 
(Bleadon and Chilbolton) had been restored by 1130.5. 
Documents relating to the. pre-conquest t. enure of all 
six, of the restored estates whose loss was recorded in 
DB is fos- 38,57; below$ Appendix 1, g-aj 
. 
21 10 
Ed cf. ibid., ýj 91.11. Stephen was in a positions 
asking. and as count of Mortainl-to restore these 
estates from his own fief. Although the restoration 
of Bradford, Norton Pitzwarrenj and Hele appears to 
have been either ineffective or short-lived (y. Regesta 
i#2 951ir. ), there nee 
'd 
be no doubt that Ting StepSe__n 
intended to effect it. I 
2. See WEMAI P- 54n; Goodman, 'Chartulary 45- 
3- See, respectively. Appendix 1,2121. n. 2; 12,, n. 1; 
. . 
2, n. 2. 
4. See below, Appendi3t 5, s. nn.. 
rv 
. 
5. DB fos. 145 ,, 210t(Bleadon)- Cal 
Chart R 1300-269 '-45, 
no. 2 eSes a iiq 150ý) ana Pipe it yl henry, 
PP 37! -8 (Chilb4ton). 
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Domesday Books as well as to that of B4ttermere(restored 
by 1110, X. 247), were included in Cod. Wint. I. 
1 . The. 
_ 
cathedral's pre-conquest-tenure of Bleadon, Chilbolton, 
Crowcombe, Headboume Worthy, and East Meon was also 
recorded in the late twelfth-century Winchester Annals. 
2 
No-single surviving source however re . cords, or could be 
used to discoverl either all the alienations suffered 
I 
by the cathedral by 1107 x 1130t or even the alienation 
of all twelve of the estates restored by 1150- 
Details of some of the alienated estates may have been 
included in the record said, in the sixteenth centuryt 
to have been drawn up by Bishop Henry of. Blois concerning 
3 the state of his cathedral, but this is now lost. 
The purpose of the compilers of Cod. Wint. I 
cannot be said to have been the collection of documents 
relating only to those estates. alienated from the cathedral 
204 Oleadon); 162 (Buttermere)- 18ý-4,90 
ICHilbolton); ýHj 81 60,118 ýCrowcombe): 
ý 
177 (Headbourne Wor`ilý; -. -Ed7-cT- 391 175-. ýrp 
112-8-801 
all estates 'at Worthy'); g2 (Hele); 80, '92-2 
(estates 'at Neon'; cf. 81)-- 63 also relates to 
Ford in Norton F-itzwarren7, -but 'does not name 
Norton itself.. I 
2. Winchester ann., s-aa. 639 (Headbourne Worthy; 
924 tChilbolton), 1043 (East Meo. Ti), 
1053 (Bleadon, Crowcombe. ). For the dixte of the 
ann'als. v. J. T. Appleby, ! Richard-of Devizes and 
the Anfials of Winchester' 9B. I. H. R K (1963), ' PP-797-5- 
3- See below, pp. 298-9. 
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., 
by 1107 X 1130, as it alsoincluded many documents' 
concerning cathedral estates which had not been so 
alienated. It does. howeverprovide-information. 
about the pre-conquest tenure of thirty-four of the 
sixty-five alienated estates mentioned above, 
1 
within 
a collection of documents relating or intending to 
2 
relate, to the whole pre-conqVest endowment of Win- 
chester Cathedral (see below). 
'ýý' 
It would therefore 
have been a very convenient source for anyone, interested 
in the history of those alienated estates. 
Cod. Wint. I does not appear to bear any direct 
relationship to the internal division of the cathedral 
estates between the bishop and the m. onks. Although 
many documents copied therein had one or the other, and.. 
sometimes both together, as their beneficiaries$ the' 
cartulary was not arranged with.. reference to any division 
3 
of the endowment between them. Some such division 
4 
certainly operated in the Anglo-Saxon period, but was 
. 
probably extended after the deposition of Bishop Stigand 
in. 1070. His successor, Bishop WalkeIinj-was remembered, 
-1, The thirty-four are: Banwell, Beddington, Bedwyn, 
Bleadon, Brown, Buttermere, Charmouth, Chilbolton, 
(part) Chilcomb, Chisledon, *Compton, Crowcombe, 
(part)"Downton, (part) Droxford, East Meon, (partY 
-Easton, Froxfield, Hayling, Headbourne Worthy, Hele$ 
Little Berkhampstead, Lydiard, Mildenhall, Mongewell, 
Mo3Zedonj Portchester, Princes Risbor ough, Sparcells, 
-Stoke by Shalbourne, (parts) Taunton", Withiel Florey, Wootton Rivers, Wroxall, Yavington. See references 
s. nn. in index to Appendix 1, below. C2. also 
(Ford 
in) Norton Fitzwarren (6ý)$ and Otterbourne (18, 
written in Cod. WintýII by scribe, al but probably 
intended to be in CF-d. Wint. 11 X*ý Appendix 1, 
2. See above, Part B, section 2, c. 
Ibid., section 41a. 
4. See 130,151, M, etc. The archive. 'of the bishop appears 
to have been URarate jrom that of tbe m nks *01)1043 X 
1044, y. Dffl' aboV Part bj section 
ý, 
a (J. 
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c. 1124, as having divided the endowment in two halves 
between himself and the monks. 
1 This division was, 
how'ever., blurrdd c. 1079 when three hundred pounds' 
worth pf land was borrowed*by Walkelin from the monks' 
portion to help finance the rebuilding of the cathedral. 
2 
Domesday Book records the details of the borrowed manors 
in a separate-part of its accoýant of the bishop's fief 
in'H. ampshire and Wiltshire. 
3 The new cathedral was 
entered on 8 April 1093, although the nave was probably 
not completed until ce 1122, in the episcopate of William 
Giffard. 4 'The completion of the nave may have been 
thd-loccasion for the monks to request the return to 
'them of the lands bqrrowed by Walkelin, as well as of 
the patronage of certain of their churches which had 
been alienated to the bishop during the time that Walkelin's 
brother Simeon was prior (1081 or. 1082). 
5 The 
Winchester Annals record a quarrel between Bishop Giffard 
and. the monks in 1122-4, over nine churches rightfully 
belonging to the monks but which the. biphop had taken 
from them. 6 As the quarrel was"said to'be an 
enormis et non tam narranda quam-tacenda discordia by 
the annalist, 
7 his account of, it maybe only a small 
part of the full story. His annal, for 1124 records 
that the bishop gave back to the. monks all that they 
had asked for, 
8 
while. a charter ýf 1126 X 1129 records 
I. Goqdmanj Chartula 1-. On the date., v- WEMAs P-3091n. '2. 
2. Goodman ibid. -, 
- i-PP. -308-9; 
Cf. Win-c=lesier ann.,, 
s. a. 10ý8i WMGPjpe, 'l-t2-* 
3- DB il fos. 41rv 1 6ýv. 
4. WEMAI PP- 308-9. - 
5- Ibid.; Goodman, ChartulLxZ 1; ý 
HRIT, p. 80. 
6. Winchester ann., s. aa. 1122,1124. 
7- Ibid., s. a. 1122. 
8. redditque eis omnia interrogata. 
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Bishop Giffard's restoration of seventeen churches 
to the monks-' By the time that Henry of Blois 
succeeded Giffard as bishop in 1129, the monks had 
probably regained possession of all'that portion of 
the endowment which was theirs before the loan to 
Bishop Walkelin. 2 It is possible that the quarrel. 
encouraged an investigation into the documents con- 
cerning the cathedral endowment, and that this in- 
vestigation was the cause of the addition of explanatory 
t. Latin endorsementb, and parts of endorsements, to many 
3 of the cathedral records in the early twelfth century.. 
The use of these endorsements as rubrics in Cod. Wint. I 
(and Cod-Wint-Il') seems, however, to be the sole'connection 
between the quarrel over the endowment and the arrange--- 
ment of Cod. Wint. 1 Finally, although Henry of Blois 
seems to have appropriated some of the monks' estates 
for his own use during his episcopate too, 
4 
no connection 
. 
1. Goodman$ Chartulary$ 2., On the date, Z. WEMA, p. 309, n. 2. 
2. -Bishop Giffard and King Henry I had already restored 
to the monks$ in III ,1X 
1114, the 3 hides of land in 
Alton Priors, Wilts. $ which had been converted in 1078 X 1086 into a knight ,s fief, held from the bishop$for. 
King William I's c4ok William Escudet. See Regesta is 
270; DB i, fo -6 Goodman$ Chartulary 22U-1 and Galbra"I': Eh, 'Royal 
8harters' 
26. 
3- See above, Part B$ section 4$ a(ii). Cf. also$*ýP- 132-8. 
4. See Goodman, Chartulary 7$ 14s 26$ 42s 320. 
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can be made between Cod. Wint. I and his eventual. * 
restoration of them to the monks. 
It is probable that the rQtrospective nature 
of the endowment dispute in 1122-4 not only underlined 
the import. ance of properly marshalled documentary 
records in the safeguarding-of property rights. but also 
reminded both bishop and monksý'of the wealth of'ancient 
muniments still preserved in archives under their control. 
It is unlikely however that either during, or immediately 
after, such a bitter quarpell an edition of documents 
relating to the cathedral endowment, such as Cod. Wint-I, j 
would have-been arranged without. any reflection of it., 
-Although one should beware, of the temptation to ascribe 
all outstanding events or artistic products relating to.. 
Winchester in the first part of the twelfth century to 
the influence of Bishop Henry of Blois, rather than Pf 
his predecessorl'the compilation of Cod. Wint. I certainly 
seems more compatible with what is known elsewhere of 
both his interest in administration and. his defence of 
0 
ecclesiastical rights against lay interference, than with 
Bishop Giffard's domestic conflicts. 
2 
The-contents and arrangement of Cod-Wint-I 
suggest that it was intended as a convenient edition 
of the varied and numerous separate documents of title 
3 
-to the whole Anglo-Saxon endowment of Phe cathedral. 
1, -See above, Part B, section 31 a(ii). - 
2. The work of scribes b-f and part of that of scribe 
was also effected duFilig his episcopate, v. below, 
Part C, sections 21 4; each writing in Cod-. Wint. 11. 
'3. See above, Part B, sections 29 and 4, a. 
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While it included evidence of title to several estates 
alienated both before and since 1066 (see above), and 
could thus serve as a source-book during any campaign 
for their restoration, it also "nsolidated the title 
to estates still held. That it was seen as something 
more than a mere administrative memorandum ishowever, 
suggested by the lavishness of. ', its production, probably 
in the priory scriptorium. ýIts use of a monumental 
bookhand of the type found in religious books of the 
period, its large physical dimensions, and its fine 
I decorated initials have been described above. Not 
long after work on it had ceased, it was given a fine 
leather binding. 2 .. These features. allow the suppositibn 
that Cod. Wint. 1 was intended to be of. symbolic as well 
as practical usel. '. as a solemn witness to the, antiquity 
of the cathedral endowment. This commemorative 
function would be comparable. to that suggested by P. H. 
Sawyer for the cartulary section of the Textus Roffeps4- is 
3 
after the twelfth century, although Cod. Wint. I may 
have bben intended to bave-this fun6tion from its'in- 
I. ception. As a transcripts, its legal force would 
probably have been no le; 6 'than that of its individual 
exemplars, various pre-donquest documents which in the 
twelfth century might, or might notj*be accepted in courts 
part 13, section 1.. 
See above, Part, A, section I, a. 
3-' Textus Roffensis-ii (Early'Enalish'Manu8cripts in 
Facsimile 11;. . opeýFa-genj T9bie), peT/. 
I 
I 
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of law. Ifs as H. A. Cronne has staýed, ' the 
important thing foF a litigant, or a potential one, 
was not so much to possess aft ancient charter as 
evidence, especially if it were a pre-Conquest one, 
as to have its contents embodied in a charter of 
confirmation with-a current and, if possible, un- 
conditional and non-modal warrantýlj 
2 it may even be 
that Cod. Wint. I was intended to be the evidence on 
which a detailed royal confirmation of the ancient 
endowment of Winchester Cathedral was to be based 
(see below). In. this case, it might further have 
been intended that the cartulary itself was to play 
some symbolic part ina ceremony during which. the 
confirmation was granted, in the same wav that in- 
dividual documents were sometimes placed upon the 
3 altar by their donors as symbols of the estates granted. 
1. According to Bracton, the kings of Anglo-Norman 
England'were not bound to warrant the donations of 
pre-conqupst kings, unless they themselves had 
already cqhfirmed them with -6 warranty, v. Henrici de Bracton, De legibus et consuetudinilSu7s Aýaiz, 
§Ir T. Twiss ýRolls Series 70; `T878-85), 
vil pp. 74-5; and H. A. Cronne, 'Charter scholarship 
in Englandl, 'University of Birmingham Historical 
Journal P (j9STTj-p.. 5; 2. 
Ibýd.,,. p- ý3- 
3.8ee. ab. oye, Part-BI. section 3, a (i). Por the placing 
of a charter gn'the altar of St. Swithun by Bishop I iffard, v. 'Goodihan, 'Chartulary, 32 (dated Villiam Gi 
to c. 1122-4 in VIRM, p. 309, n.,: 5). 
I 
a 
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If not meant to be kept permanently on the altar,, it 
may at least. have been intended for the sacristy or. 
the treasury. I 
Bishop Henry's practical interest in admin- 
istration is shown not only by his appreciation of 
the nature of Domesday Book, 
2 
which had been made on 
--the-orders of 
his grandfather King William I, but also 
by his re-ordering of the affairs' of the institutions 
with which he was associated. 'At Glas-bonburys of 
which he was abbot from 1126, he was responsible for 
the restoration of alienated es . tates (see J? elow). -, At 
Cluny, where he had been educated in the religious life, 
and with which institution he maintained a close 
I... For the keeping of valuable altar-books aiid liturgical 
worksin the twelfth-century treasury at Christ Church, 
Canterbury, v. N. P. Brooks, 'The pre-conquest charters 
of Christ ChUrch, Canterburyl(Oxford D. Phil. j 1969), al, pp. 65-6-. - The medieval treasury at Winchester Cathedr 
was built during the episcopate of Henry of Blois, 
v. Obed R, p. 203, n. 2. While the surviving 
ýEwelfth-century stamped-leather covers of the Codex 
are admittedly less sumptuous than the metal bli-nd-ir-n-g 
on the contemporary Sherborne cartulary (BL, Add. MS., 
46487), this need not mean that Cod. Wint. I was intended 
'for the library rather than the sacristyT as was the 
opinion of F. Wormald, 'The Sherborne "Chart-Lilary'll, 
Fritz Saxl 1890-1948, ed. D. J. Gordon (1957), p. 106. 
Firstly, the binding is remarkable amongst its surviving 
contemporaries in that it is of a pi: nk-stained white 
skin. (perhaps doeskin); secondly, it is not certain 
that the surviving covers were added until after the 
addition of the extra twelfth-century, leaves, fos. 2-81 
111-17 in-Cod. Wint. II (v. below, Part C, section 1; 
above, parT7, sectioH 1-9a), and hence they may not 
haVe been the ones intended for Cod. Wint. I at the 
time the latter was being written. 
2. S e-e- 
qu i 
I 
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relationship throughout his life, he was able, during 
his frequent visits there, to both reorganise the 
monastery's economy and to finance the community from 
2 
his own pocket in times of need. At St. Martin's 
le Grand in London, of which he was dean from 1139, 
a new prebendal constitution was established in 1158 
with his advice and consent. 
3 The 1148 survey of the 
city of Winchester was also carried out at his command, 
to the benefit of both royal and ecclesiastical finances. 
4 
Within his diocese, he was responsible for the foundýtion 
of the hospital of St. Cross outside Winchester in 
c-113695 and the re-foundation of thd collegiate 
church at Twyneham, Hants, as a priory of Augustinian 
canons in 1150,6 as well as for a re-organisation of 
the parishes within Winchester in 1143.7 Although 
1. Voss, pp. 108-19. 
2. Ibid., pp. 114-18. Bishop Henry's loan to the community 
at Cluny in 1149 is recorded in BN, Collection de Bour- 
goyne-80, fo-51 (edited by Round, France 1395). For 
his loan to Cliiny in. 1155, v. Bibliotheca Cluniacensis, 
edd. M. Marrierl'A. Duche-sne usse - and Paris. '142- 
reprinted. 1915), c'ol- 1624. , 
His survey ok-the abbey's. 
economy(1149 X 1156)'is printed, Recueil des dhartes 
de 'l I &bbaye de' Clurxv I edd. A. Beýna-E, 
-, K. =rui-el, --v-(Fa-ris, 
1894), no. 414.5. 
`3- Voss, pp. 105-6,151-2. The original record of the new 
constitution'is WAM' 13247, and was written by scribe c 
of the Codex. v. below, Part 01-section 2. 
WEMAI. ppý 18,709 49273*' 
51 Ibid. j. pý 328; Voss, pp. 
92-3,156-9. 
t' Voss, 
'PP? 9ý79s 159-64. ' 
7. WEMAq pp. 3002 493. 
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for several years he apparently appropriated the monks' 
portion of the cathedral endowment to his own use, 
probably to help both finance and further his military 
campaigns during the civil War, he eventually restored 
them to the monks, together with instructions for. the 
future government of the cathedral priory. 
2 
Henry of Blois's atitude to property rights 
is reflected in the statement of the. purpose of Domesday 
Book, attributed to him in the late twelfth century 
that it was made 'in order, that is, that every man may 
be content with his o*wn rights, and not encroach unpunished 
3 on those of others'. His attitude to the invasion 
of church-property by laymen is expressed in two-ietters 
sent by him in 
. 
1143 to the citizens of London, on behalf. 
of the church of St. Martin's le Grand; both record how he 
has consigned to Satan those who seize ecclesiastical 
1. Goodman, Chartula= 42 (papal confirmation, February 
1172) siates tha: E Bishop Henry had borrowed Chi*lcbmb 
(which surrounded the city of Winchester) lat*a time 
of enmity'. 
2. Ibid. 7; cf. 14,26. Note also the comment by Gerald 
of Wales on Bishop Henry's management of the cathedral 
estates: Terras tamen ecclesim sum et maneria duncta, 
tanquam boEus et fidelis dispensator, non supervacuus 
dissipator, posteris exempium prm ens, pi na bonis'et 
usque ad summum instaurata reliquit; Giraldi Cam- 
brensis opera omnia, ed. J-P- DiTnock (Roll-s Series 21; 
. 
1877) vii, p. 4-). 
3- ut uidelicet quilibet iure suo contentus alienum, non 
usurpet impune; v. De necessariis obser iis 
Scaccarii qui vulýo dicitur Dialogus de Scaccario, j 
ed. and trans. C. Johnson (1950), pp. 65-4. 
Cf. WEMAI pp. 492-3- 
) 
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possessionse Earlier in his career, when first 
appointed abbot of Glastonbury in 1126, he had been 
dismayed to find his church 'widowed of many great 
2 
possessions', and set out to restore its endowment to 
its former state. 
3 He left an account of his actions 
at Glastonbury, a copy of which survives in the writings 
of a later chr I onicler. 
4A 
similar account of his 
actions in: restoring the endowment of. Winchester Cathedral 
may ha-%ýe been extant at Winchester in the sixteenth 
century, if this is what was referred to by Nicholas 
Harpsfield (then chancellor of the see) when he said of 
0 .1 
1. Audistis, fratres karissimi, quoniam in concilip 
. 
Sathane trauiderimus eos omnes, ýLui possessiones 
ecelesiasticas et eorum bona diripiendo invacLun 
Voss, p. 148 (document ýe)). Et quoniam et vos 
satis audistis, quid de perturbatoribus pacis in. 
co=uni concilio nostro statuer-imus et quomodo, 
ecclesia ticarum possessionum direptores in 
in-teritum carnis Sathane tradiderimus; ibid., 
pp. 148-9 (document (f)-). 1ý'or Henry or Blois's 
decanate at St. Martin's)y. ibid., pp. 100-7- 
2. ecclesiam multis possessionibus & magnis viduatam; - 
v. Adqmi de Domerham Historia de rebus astis 
UlasFo'niensibuS, ed., T. Hearne (Oxford, . 
1727), - P-305. 
3- Ibid., PP. 304-6. For financial reforms in farming 
. 
the estates of Glastonbury Abbey, introduced by Henry of,., 
Blois, v. N. E. Stacy, 'The estates of Glastonbury 
Abbey, 'E. -1050-120011 (Oxford. D. Phil., 1971)v 
PP- 95,100-2. 
4. Adami de Domerham (y. aboveg n. 2)', PP- 305-15- 
See also 'Uffc el-, in Finberg, Lucerna?, pp. 204-21. 
Stacy (v, preceding note), p.. 9, d-a-E-es`Mis memorandum 
after tHe death of Bishop Geoffrey', %of IXirham in 1141. 
0 
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Bishop Henry: 
Vtcunque sit, ecelesiam certý Wintoniensem, successorea 
suos, atque adeo monachos, amPlissimis Possessionibus 
(de quibus scriptum confecit, quod adhuc, ad rei memoriam`-. 
extat) partim de suo, partim recuperatis, quw____prwdec_ 
essorum. incuria, vel temporum iniuria interciderant, 
mirificý auxit. 'l 
Besides his connection with the granting of Stephen's 
Oxford Charter, Henry of Blois also obtained royal charters 
restoring alienated estates rightfully belonging to his 
benefices at Glastonbury-, Winchester, and St. Martin's 
le Grand. 2 It is interesting, howqver, that, he'may 
have been AbIe to contemplate the e=ýichment of one of 
hiq benefices at the expense of another, if the story is 
true about his attempt, in 1144,. to buy the''great carbuncle' 
-: Crom Waltham Abbey, of which he was dean, in order to give` 
it to Winchester. 3 
Historia Anglicana ecclesiastica a i)rimis szentis 
susceptae fidei incunabul s ad nostra fere tem ora laeducta et in quiTidecim centurias distributa Douai, 
1622), p. ýb4 kwith marginal note: Rescrip illorum 
extat in eodem libro). This does not appear to"Fe 
a relerence to t odex itself, but rather 
' 
to a 
narrative similar to-t-H-e Glastonbury memorandum (Z. 
preceding note). 
2. Re esta iii, 341-3,527, ý29s 534- , 547,549-511 94 
ocument 10 in the Codex), 946 (Y?, 947 (2)s 948 (43, 
949 (2). 
3. The foundation of Waltham Abbey. The tract IN 
inventione Sanctm Crucis nostrm in Monte Acuto et 
de ductione ejusdem apudValtham' ed. W. Stubbs 
70=o. rdl 1661), poxxii and chap. 
ý3- 
-7Henry of Blois 
was not, however dean of Waltham in 114G X 1147, v. 
BL, Add. Chart. 1ý581-(Regesta 111,694), where botH 
he and'ilrenricusl,,, deýoiýWalthans appear as witnesses. 
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" If, as seemn prbbable, tho making of Cod-Wint. I wan 
inspired by Henry of Blois in connection with a royal 
confirmation of the Winchester cathedral endowment, it 
is best dated to the early part of his episcopato 
(1129-), ýnd before the split with his brother in 1139. 
If the royal restorations'. of estates in 11361 resulteV 
Xrom the same investigation inýo the endowment, then 
the collection of documents 'subsequently copied into 
Cod. Wint. 1 may have been begun before King Stephen's 
accession in December 1135.2 The fact that no 
detailed royal confirmation-charter by King'Stephen to 
Winchester Cathedral exists,, or is recorded as having 
been granted, as well as internal details which show 
that Cod. Wint. 1 was not completed according to its 
3 original plant suggest that the cartulary's compilers 
were overtaken by political events and that it was 
never used in a ceremony of confirmation of the type 
postulated above. In factthe only estates redorded 
as being restored by Stephen were, those in his own 
possession, either as king or as cou, lit of Mortain, and 
so., evidently, little progress had been made with any 
judicial inquiries about alienated cathedral estates 
held by other landowners before the'quarrel with his 
4 
brother. Although a royal confirmatýon of the. 
1. Regesta, 11,945-9 (Codex documents 10, 
2. See above, P-291 for a possible earlier investigation 
into the endowment in connection with the quarrel 
between Bishop Giffard and the monkso 
3. See above, pp-269-70. 
%4. 
For Stephen's restorationst X. above, pp., 286-7, and 
p. 287, n. I. 
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ancient liberties, rights, and customs of the cathedral 
ýchurch and see, as enjoyed'since the time of Edward the 
Confessor, was granted to Henry of Blois and the prior 
. 
by King Stephen before 1141, this related to rights to 
the profits obtained from the cathedral estates rather 
than to their tenure itself. ' That the compilation 
of Cod. Wint. I cannot be regarded as a complete waste 
of effort, however, is shown by its twelfth-century 
2 
continuation (Cod. Wint. II), its use in subsequent 
centuries, 
3 
and its value today as a medium for the 
transmission of otherwise unknown records from the- 
Anglo-Saxon period. 
1, Repbsta iii, 955. This was based, on a similar 
confirmation by King Henry I, in 1ý01 X 1108; 
Galbraith, 'Royal Charters' 14, 
2. See below, Part 
3. Ibid., Parts D, E. 
PART C 
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TWELFTH-CENTURY ADDITIONS OF TEXT (COD. WINT. II) 
On -various occasionsl from soo3ý after the time that 
work stopped on Cod. Wint. 1 01139) until the end of 
the twelfth centuryq several textual additions were 
made to the earlier compilation. These additions 
were written both on leaves, or. parts of leavesl left 
vv blank in Cod. Wint. I (fos, 9-11 9 . 2-, 
ýV, 67rv, 110 ) 
and onitwelfth-century leaves*added to the manuscript 
for the purpose (fos. 2-8,111-17)- For the sake 
of convenience, these twelfth-century additions have 
been called Cod. Wint., II in the present thesis. It 
should be emphasised however that, although some of 
these additions were certainly contemporary to each 
other, the section, Cod. Wint. Il was not a cohesive unit 
2 of composition in the manner of Cod. Vint. 1, but was 
a i4incellaneous series of accretions added to the 
earlier cartulary over a period of time. The documents 
contained in Cod. Wint. II are listed in Appendix 11 below3. 
as 2-19.21-2.24-59 Jý-29 and L022-32. They 
were written into-the cartulary by the, following twelfth- 
century scribes, whoo. e characteristics are described in 
1. See above, Part B9 section 5- 
Q. Ibid, sections 1; - 2; 4, a. 
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Section 2 below: scribe b (Z-L21 2-_181 21-21 24-21 
133--: ýj 209-121 215-ý_D; scribe c (jý L4-2; and 
rubrics to 26-71 ý0-2; scribe d (part scribe e 
(part 211); scribe. f(214); scribe F, (14-%16; 232); 
and scribe h (19). All of these additions may be 
dated earlier, on palaeographioal grounds, than the 
medieval table of contents (at"fo. 2v), 
1 
which inter- 
poses between Cod. WintOII and the thirteenth and. four- 
teenth-century additions described elsewhere as 
Cod. Wint. 111.2' 
1. See above, Part A., section I, d. 19 scrib4 h) 
was in any case, listed in the table 
ýfo. 
2 col. 1, 
so must have been added earlier than its 
2. See below, Part D. 
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Section I 
The Additional Leaves md their Ruling 
The leaves (fos. 2-8$ 111-17) added to accommodate 
parts of Cod. Wint-II now form gatherings I and 15, 
I 
and the first leaf of gathering 16, of the Codex 
Wintoniensis. ' The adaition of these leaves 
probably occurred in the mid twelfth century, since 
all of them, except oneg contain, or are conjoint 
with leaves which contain, material written by scribe b, 
who was the corrector and one of the rubricators of 
2 Cod. Wint. Is The exception, fo,, '1179. is similar 
in quality and ruling. to fos, 7 and 116 and may be 
taken as contemporary to them,. The re-binding which 
the addition of these lea ves probably entailed may have 
been the occasion for the addition of the surviving 
stamped-leather covers to the manuscript, if these are 
to be dated no earlier than. c. 1150- 
3' The-present 
guire-numbers XI and XII at fos. 9J and 1047 may have 
been added to the manuscript to facilitate this re- 
bi3iding. If so, they replaced numbers2 written in 
a different styles which had been lost when the leaves 
of gatherings 12 and 13 had. been cut p. 7ior to the binding 
4 
of Cod. 'Winte I, Both of the quire-numbers XI and XII 
-1 . See above, Part As sections 
21 4. 
2. See above, Tart B, section 11 g, k. 
3, They may however be earlier, if associated with 
Cod. Wint. I, y, abovel Part A, section Ila. 
4. Ibid. , section 22 b. 
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occur in association with catchwords which are similar 
in style to catchwords which'appear on fos. 112-14 in 
Cod. Wint. II. These catchwords$ written in ink at 
the foot of the inner margin verso I are as follows: 
foe 96Y (with quire-number XI) eadlra [for ealdra. 
foe 971 
foe 1047 (with quire-number XII> is sind I)a h ILE 
[presumably for ]? is sindýha land gemeerol but 
followed on foe 105 by dis synd Deera. xx. hida 
gamwrol 
foe 112 regnýante, bruhha, l [the first word of 217 
and the name of the estate (I)ruhhamg rubric. aruhtham) granted the'rein, on- foe 11. ýJ; v. pl, ate XI 
foi 113v of ceorles lylle [for. of ceeors -pyi1el 
foe 1141- do .4 
foe 114Y uulgares [the first word of 'text, foe 1151 
The catchwords on fos. 96Y and 104Y were probably used 
to maintain an existing sequence of quires, associated 
gith Cod. Wint. I, during re-binding. Those on fos. 
112. -14 however, appear to have been written by scribe b 
for his own reference during his transcription of doc- 
uments on to those folioso These are unlikely to 
haVe been intended primarily as a help in the maintenance 
of the order of folios in the gathering, since fose 113 
., and... 
114 are co'njoint and thus the catchwords*on fo-113v 
would have been otiosee 
The membrane of fos. 2-8,111-17, belonging to 
Cod. Wint-II, is of vai-jing thickness and colour. 
Pos- 89 111-15 are of . good qualit: j membrane; fos. 2-6 
Of 
arelmedium quality; being somewhat patchy in texture; 
fos. 7,116-17 are of poorer quality, having noticeably. 
darker hair sides than, flesh. There are four bifolia 
(los.. 2,6; 3,4; ' 112,115; and 113,114) and 
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six half-sheets (fos- 5t 71 8ý 111,116,, and'117). 
All the leaves are arranged with hair sides facing hair 
and flesh sides facing fle sh, except. for the opening 
at fos, 2 -3 , where flesh faces hair. Large holes, 
v '' 
or tears, on fos, 113-15 were expertly repaired before 
the leaves were'ruled. 
Several different rulings pLppear on these 
additional leaves and reflect the various occasions on 
which they were prepared for the reception of text. 
There is some degree of regularity, howeverbetween the 
rulings of the following three groups of folios: 2-6; 
7-89 116-117; and 112-15- Folio Ill seems either to 
have been ruled in imitation of the leaves of the pre- 
, %ceding 
three gatherings (12-14), in Cod. Wint. I or to 
havý been a leaf originally ruled for use in Cod. Wint-1, 
but not used in the earlier compilation. The rulings 
found in-Cod. Wint. II may be described as follows: 
fos. 2-6, (written. -space 300 X 190/195 mm., height X width) 
Ruled in hard point for two columns of text. 
Eight vertical lines (arranged 2-4-2) ruled from 
head to foot: two on each side of the'written 
space, four between the columns. Eight pricks 
(2-4-2) at upper and lower margins guide the 
vertical ruling. Forty-five horizontal lines 
ruled, guided by forty-five'pricks in the outer. 
1. Except that the written space on fo. is 
300 X 185 
4 
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margin. On fos, 2,51 6t lines 1,39 43', 45 
extend to the edges of the leaves, while lines 2 
and 44 extend f rorl the inner line of the pair of 
-vertical bounding-lines on the left of the left- 
hand leaf of a bifolium to the corresponding line 
on the right of the right-hand leaf. On fos. 3-4, 
lines 1., 31 45 extend to the edges of the leaves. 
Other horizontal lines are confined to the written 
spacee 
fos. 
_7-8.1 
116-17 
The actual written area on these leaves is not 
regular: the height ranges from 160 mm. (fo. 8) 
2 
to 31.0 mm. - (fos. 116-17); the width ranges from. 
200 mm. (fo- 7) to 225 mm. (fo. 8). All seem 
originally, to have been ruled in black lead for 
one column of text in a somewhat similar fashion 
however. 3 - Four vertical lines (arranged 2-2) 
the written spý, Lce. 
Four pricks (2-2)at upper and lower margins guide 
the vertical ruling. ' Forty-eight horizontal 
1. Two eýý; a lines of writing occur at the foot of 
fos .45, below the ruled space. 1 
Two extra series of twenty-one pricks appear on 
fos-5,6 and 7). one on the lower half of the 
inner margin and the other about 60 mm. from"the 
outer edge of the leaves These are the impressions 
made by the pricking of 
ýo. 87--to guide the ruling 
(in point and black lead) for 23 on fo. 8, added 
to the Codex in the mid thirteenth century by 
scribe -R-ý-y-belowj Part D$ section 2). 
These pricks are slit-like and may have been made 
with the point of a knife, rather than with a boring 
tool. 
2. Increased to 300 mm- in the mid-thirteenth century by 
the addition of 23. by scribe m, y. preceding note* 
3., The 'ruling on fos'. 8 and 117-is faded, but appears to 
be the same as that on fos, -7 and 116 respectively. 
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lines ruled, guided ýy forty-eight pricks in the 
outer margin. On fos. 7 and 8, lines 1,3s 
469 48 extend to the edges of the leaves, while 
lines 2 and 47 cross the inner margin and pre- 
sumably in a bifolium would extend as lines 2 and 
44 on fos. 2,51 6 (see above). Orl fos. 116-17% 
lines 1,41 46,48 extend to the edges of the 
leaves. Other horizontal, lines are confined 
as above. 
fo. 111 (written space 295 X 210 mm. ) 
Ruled in black lead for one column of text. Four 
'vertical lines (arranged 2.:. 2) guided by four pricks 
in-upper and lower margins. Forty-two horizontal 
lines ruled, guided by forty-two pricks.. Lines 
11 31 40,42 extend to the edges-of the leaf.. 
Other horizontal lines are confined as above. 
Compare ruling (iv) of Cod. Wint. 
2 
-fos. 112-15 (written space 310 X 205 mm, ) 
Ruled in brownishlead for two columns of text2 with 
eight vertical lines (arranged 2-4-2). ' guided by 
-eight pricks as in'fos. 2-6 
(see above). Forty- 
eight horizontal lines ruled, guided by forty-eight 
pricks. Lines I and 48 extend to the edges of 
the leaves. Other horizontal'lines are confined 
as above, 
The above variati*on in rulings should be taken into account 
in any consideration of the sequence which the 
documents in Cod. Wint. II were added to the cartulary (see 
section 4, below), 'a sequence which is"further delimited' 
by the ascription of the various documents to different 
scribes (see following, section). 
1, For the two 'extra series oftwenty-one pricks 
on fo. 7, y. P-3071n. l. 
2. Abovel Part B, section Ile. ' 
I 
0 
Section 2 
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The Scribes of Cod. Wint. II (scribes b-h) 
In Cod. Wint. II, as elsewhere in the Codex, differen- 
I 
tiation between the several scribes is of prime im- 
portance to the criticism of individual documents. 
Both the textual content of, and the editorial 
practices discernible-in, Cod. Wint. II will thus be 
discussed in relation to the peýrticular scribes 
(b-h) ap]ýearing therein. 
Scribe b (2-12, IZ -18,21-29 g475t. 132-aq 209-12, 
215-ýl) 
1) Palaeographical features (Plates IX-XII, XVI, XI 
I Scribe b wrote a good mid twelfth-century bookhand 
(protogothica textualis) whichl though expertq was 
somewhat less monumental than-that of scribe a. 
Three different applications of this script are dis- 
cernible in Lqtin. texts in Cod. Wint. II, distinguished 
for. convenience as scripts bl, b2, and-b3.. Of 
these, script bI was of a'superi. or grade (format 
well-spaced, and with, few abbreviations; it occurs 
at fos. 677,110v"111v (X. Plates IXI'-X). 
Scribe b also wrote correc ' 
tions and rubrics in 
Cod. WiFt. 11 y. above, Part B, section 11 gj k. 
He a correefed WCLI MS-5s in which eleven 
lines of text on fo- 305 were written by'him too. 
I 
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PLI, ', ', 'E IX : Codex Viintonjensis, fo. 67 (scale I; 2) 
top, document 132, i-n Cod. %7irt. 1, scribe a 
foot, document jjý, in Cod. %Vint. II, scribe b 
T-te-xt in script bi, and rubric)v wIth 
associated initfal. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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I 
Script b2 was of a slightly less formal grade (medi 
-with a high degree of compression and quite frequent. 
abbreviations; it occurs at fos. 67 ., rv, 1.11v . 
(foot), 
11ýV-116v (y. Plates, XI, XVII XI4 Script h2 may 
also be graded as media but has very frequent abbrev- 
iations and some documentary features; it occurs at- 
fos. 4-5y in Cod. Wint. II (v., Plate XII) but is. also 
similar to the script (litera glossularis) usedýby 
scribe b for some corrections in Cod. Wint'. I (fos. 47, 
71 v2 91 v9 92v). Cýaracteristic letter-forms used 
by scribe b are as follows: -. 
Latin text (hi, b2l b3): 
a is usually caroline in form but occasionally 
insularg when perhaps influenced by the ex- 
emplar (fo. 67 (Plate IX)j' 1.7 up, Eadpig and 
-angu Initial-a is often high, with an 
ascender which finishes. in a trailing, 'curved 
hairline; 
d is either round-backed or upright, with the 
round-backed variety being much more frequent 
in script b3; 
. (spurredS)usually has a closed, oval. spurg but 
sometimes this spur is open; 
is round-headed, and its tailds"open-and hook- 
shaped; 
s is either caroline or round, with the latter 
being very rare in scripts bl-and b2l but much 
more common in U; 
3t often has a! left-foot which trails-below the 
1 ine; .1 
I. 
I 
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PLATE X: Codex Wintoriersis, fo-110v (sc. le I: 2) 
top, the end of Cod-Wint. I, document 208, scribes 
2ý (text), and b (corrections); 
below, document 209, in Cod. VVirt. II, scribe b 
(-t-ext in script bl, rubric,, and correct. ionB)p 
with associated initials. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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A is usually triangular; I 
E is either a rustic capital or an enlarged version 
of minuscule el the latter being the usual form 
in script b3. The-centre bar of rustic E 
intersects its stem, while the enlarged minuscule 
used as an initial capital, often has a pro- 
truding tongue; 
M in rustic capitals has an inward-curving first- 
minim; 
usually has a tail whichýdescends below the line; 
S is tall but'hqs well-rounded-curves. it 
sometimes occurs in medial position in script b3. 
Vernacular text 
and ý were used, as well as special 
forms of a(insular), L (with a descender), 
(insular with an almost s-sh-aped deseender), 
(insular), 
.R 
(long insular$ and short insulart 
as well as caroline and round). - is a fusion. 
of e with insular a. Round-backed d is usual. 
was not always dotted. The cross-stroke of 
a is often similar t6the suspension-mark added 
to ascenders in Latin text written by this scribe. 
. Abbreviations - 
A full range was. used in script b3t of which only sel- 
ections occur in bl-and b2. Four different, ways of 
expressing the Latin final syllable -bus occur in 
)'of whiýh only tvfp (b: / Vý ) occur (b: b; / b3 / b' 
in bI and b2. The Latin conjunction -_que was 
expressed as (q: ). ' Suprascript ajav 1-:, and o occur. 
The tironian nota for-et was-used in all three scripts; 
-in scripts bl and b2--It interchanged with the ampersand. 
PLA'ý'E XI : Godex V. 1irtoniensis, fo. 112v 
(scale I. 2) 
ii'l-4,, ClOcument 214, in Cod. v,; jrt. II, scribe f; 
below documents ýF_15-16 ' 1TI Cod. Vv'irt- 
II, scribe 
Nxt in script b2, and rubrics), with b 'ýýC 
associated initials. Folio-catchwords 
at foot. 
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An overline abbreviation-mark, shaped like a figtre 
seven occurs with great frequency in ]2ý; in bl 
and b2 the most common mark is an upturning, overline, 
sometimes attached to an ascender. In ]2ý the 
-orum compendium was often decorated with a knot. 
Capital S intersected by a tick represents both 
Signum and Sandtus in h3; capital R in combination 
with a similar tick represents Rex or. Regina in the 
same script. 
' 
Punctuation was usually by full point, with an occ- 
asional punctus elevatus The gibbet-like 
insertion mark on fo. 4y, 1.7 from foot, in script ý21 
also occurs at fo. 115 vs last line, in script b2., and 
in the correction by scribe b at fo. 10 . 
in Cod. Wint. 1',, 
Texts by dcribe b were written iii-single columns. in 
Spite'of the two-column-ruling of fos. 2-6,112-15- 
2 
Witness-lists were given either in long lines or in up 
-to five columns. Nearly all the texts in scripts 
bl and b2 were introduced by a rubric written in red 
3 ink by scribe b himself. No rubrics occur with texts 
in script U9 although a space of one or two lines has 
been left between individual documents, perhaps for 
rubrics which were neversupplied. Texts in script bI 
1,, &V and regis'are similarly abbreviated in the 
op Domesday (London,, Society of Antiquaries MS 
fo. 13v, v. WEMAI ýPlate II. 
See above, section1l. 
The exceptions are 22 and 229. The former was, coVered' 
by the rubric to 21, of which 22 was a vernacular 
version. 229 Va--s a, memorand7um- which may not have 
had an endorsement usable as a-rubric. 
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PLATE XII : Codex Wintoriensis, fo-5v 
(scale I: 2) 
d0cments 10-12, in Cod. Wint. II, scribe b 
(script 
by, with marginal headings by annotator 
4. 
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were introduced by a decorated initial in up to-three 
colours (red, green, and brown), often with infill 
or terminals of acanthus foliage* The initials 
which accompany texts in s6ript b2 are a less elaborate 
version of the same style, one or two colours only 
being used from a choice of red, green, and brown, 
Texts in script b3 are accompanied only by small 
calligraphic initials in ordinaryýink., None of 
these initials approach the artistry of those in 
I Cod. Wint. I. Texts in scripts bi and b2 differ 
from those in h2 by the use of display capitals in 
the first-line of individual documents, this' practice 
being more extensive in script bl than in b2. 
(ii) Textual content 
The texts in Cod. Wint. 11 which were written by scribe b 
may, be divided. into the following three groups: 
133-4,209-11 were copies of Anglo-Saxon dipi6mas 
(A. D. 863-1049) added to leaves associated with Cod. Wint. 11 
and seem to represen t imitative infilling. of the earlier 
compilation. All were written in the formal script 
bI and have quite elaborate decorated initials. 
133-ý were added to fo. 67rv in.. a sp ace left blank by 
scribe a. 
2 209 was begun on fo. 110 v immediately 
1, See above, Fart B,. section ill. 
2.. The offlay of ink from the subscriptions of five v ministri on f o, 67 ,Q on tothe facing 
leaf 
7-6.7-687 shows. that 
&was 
added'to the manuscript 
whýn fos.. 67 and 68 were already ordered within a. 
gathering, ýperbapdt but not necessari. 1y). after 
binding. 
.I 
after the last document, of Cod. Wint. I and, with 
210-11, continued on to fo. III rv ,a leaf whose 
ruling is the same as that of the last three quires 
of Cod. Wint. I. 
recorded grants to 
both alien estates 
Winchester Cathedr 
Wilts. 
All the documents in this group 
alien beneficiariesi-and concerned 
and estates later owned by 
all inDevon,: Gloucs., Hants, and 
-1-7-18,21-29 24-59 212,215-31 were copies of 
Anglo-Saxon documents (A. D. 749-1046) written in 
script b2 and all, except 212 ( on fo. I1I'v)j on 
leaves (fos. 6-81 112-16) additional to those of 
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Cod. Wint. I. Most of the documents in this sroup 
'-were in favour of Winchester Cathedral, but a few had 
alien'beneficiaries. All but one related to estates, 
several. pf which had not been mentioned in Cod. Wint. I, 
later owned by the cathedral, in Hants, Somerset, 
Surrey, 'Wilts. 9 and the Isle of Wight. 
(215)'recorded, the personal grant of a fishery. in 
Kent to Bishop Ethelwold of Winchester. Six doc- 
umInt-s related to lands in Winchester itself 21-, gs 
24-21 226). Five others concerned contiguous 
estates in east Hampshire and west Surrey (222$ ý124-5, 
2 231 was a general confirmation of fiscal 
The exception.,. 
1,210 was a grant of-personal bookland to Bishop- 
11-7wine of Winchesýerq rather than to'his church. 
2. The. estates. of Crondall-s- Farnham% Hoddingtons and 
Long Sutton. 
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II 
and legal privileges to the Old Minster by King knut. 
17,181 and 215 each concerned the ownership of fisheries. 
2-12 were copies of twelfth-century writ-mdndates 
and writ-charters (A. D. 1136-1147 x 1154), written. in 
script b3 on leaves (fos. 4-5) additional to those of 
Cod. Wint. I. Their beneficiary was Winchester Cath- 
pdral and See, and they related to estates in Berks., 
Cambs., Hants,,. Somerset, and Surrey. 
(iii) Editorial practices 
Apart from the twelfth-century documents'2-12, which 
-7, 
were arranged in roughly chronological order with sub- 
grouping by estates, the texts in Cod. Wint. 11 written 
by scribe b are neither in chronologicalg nor in any 
over-all topographical$ order. - 17t LI-2, and 24_ýý 
may have been placed near each other., however., because 
of their common as sociaýion with lands and rights in 
2 
or near Winchester. 209, which recorded a grant 
of four hides at Wotton-under'-Edgel-Gloucs. (eet PVDETVNE 
in 940, was no doubt placed on fo. **110výin order to 
continue a sequence of diplomas in Cod. Wint. -I (LO6-ýg) 
concerning estates with similar names, which were 
probably taken to refer to the same. place. 
3 No 
reason can be suggested for the order in which other 
documents were added by scribe b how9ver, unless it 
1. on its authenticity, v. Harmer, ASWrits, P-382. 
2, For the possibility that their exemplars may 
have formed an archive group, X. below, section 
3ta. 
3- See above, Part B9 section-2, c(iii). 
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, 
reflected that of an unsorted pile of miscellaneous 
documents. 
The rubrics used by scribe b to introduce 
individual documents in Cod. Wint. II were, pro'ýably 
all copied from endorsements on the exemplars. 
This is certainly true of the rubric to 210, whose 
exemplar survives. 
I Most of these rubrics were 
in Latin) apart from 12, '133-L, 209-710, L161 221, 
which were in Old English. All of the documents. 
with Latin. rubrics, except (see (ii), above), 
related to estates later owned by Winchester Cathedral 
and their exemplars had probably been endorsed at 
the same time as the exemplars of documents with Latin 
2 
rubrics in Cod. Wint. I. 
+210, the sole surviving ekemplar, of the 
docuýents copied into Cod. Wint. II by scribe b%3 
has been, collated to the cartulary-textý 210, with 
the results that appear below in Appendix 3-- 
4 
Later 
medieval copies also exist of the now-lost exemplars 
22Z 
of 109 12, jand 225,5 some of which provide 
1. BL, Harl. Chart-43 C. 8; X. -belows Appendix 21 +ý_2_1_0- 
2. See above, Part B, section 41 a(ii). The exemplar 
-of 215 had probably been deposited at Wolvesey Palace 
by 71'ss-hop 2thelwold as. part. of his personal archive. 
See n. 19 above. 
4. Appendix 3, scribe b, part (ii). 
5. BL9 Add- ME. 29436, fosý018 (ý, 4), 187 (12), lg"'r(lo), 
20 20 (618)", BLI tton CEart. xii-. 76 (22 
and RO, C531703, m. 4.. (2,4s 1-2)iC53/118, - m-3RiL2). 
0 
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additional information about the missing exemplars. 
The collation of 210 to its exemplar reveals 
hardly any palaeographical errors in the cartulary-text. 
This may, however, have beeh because this particular 
exemplar (dated A. D. 1045) was only about a century old 
in the mid twelfth century and thus its scr. ipt (and 
language) may not have beeil too unfamiliar to scribe b. 
He does seem to have committed'some palaeographical 
errors in his transcription of other documents in. 
Cod. Wint. II, some of which were older and probably in 
a more archaic script and languaE; e ) than +210. 
In +210, his only misreading of an insular letter-; otm 
was of D for -D; which occurs twice, but in two occurrences 
of the same word. 
2 Other misreadings of insular 
letters, which may be inferred from the cartulary- 
texts of documents whose exemplars are now lost and 
which have been noticed during the preparation of 
Appendix 1, below, are as follows: 
3 
1. See textual notes to ý, 42-222,22ý2 in Appendix 1, 
below. Cf. also textuaT no-f-es to, ýj ibid. 
21 See below, Appendix 3, scribe b, part (ii), ''section 2. 
3. For full details,, v., below, Appendix 1, s. nn. 
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a 
a 
-e 
f 
OE 
OE 
OE 
In the 
('open-headed): taken as n in OEI 221; 
as u in Latin, 222,224-2 
(rounded): taken as o in OE, 222,226 
(tall): taken at i in Latin, 220a, 2261 231 
(with-a descender): taken as s in OEI Z18 
taken as I in OE, 226 
(with long descender): taken as s in OE, 218; 
as ý in OE, 231 
8: taken as tj 231; . as ti, 218 
taken as s in a 16tinised personal-name L22 
Y: taken as 133 
Old English parts'of both 212 and 230, he misread 
the letter n as an insular form of r (with short des- 
cender). 
1 In , the Old English parts of 212 and 226) 
he misinterpreted groups of minims (-M- as -in-, and 
ut- as it- Several of these., and others errors 
were noticed and subsequently altered by scribe b 
himself., using similar methods of correction to those 
2 
used by him in both Cod. Wint. I and in another'sur- 
viving twelfth-century Winchester cathedral manuscript .3 
The coll&tion of 210-to its exemplar rep- 
resents too small a sample for any detailed statements 
to be made about the linguistic changes effected by 
scribe b duringhis transcription of documents into 
4 *,. to be Cod. Wint. Ile These changes seem., however. 
1, He made the same error in the rubric to 1571 
v. below, Appendix 3, scribe b, part (iiý-. section 2. 
2. Methods (i)q (iii)., (iv), (vi), (vii), and (ix), 
described above ' Part B section I$kl have been 
noticed in his Work in 
6od. Wint. 11. 
3. WCL, MS- 5, passim. * 
-4. "See below, Appendix 3, scribe bq part (ii),, sections 
. 
3-61 13,15. 
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generally compatible with those he made while writing 
I 
the rubrics in Cod. Wint. 1. One feature which is 
common to both sets of material is the modernisation 
of p're-conquest personal namesý 
Some textual changes appear to have been 
effected by scribe b during the copying of documents 
into Cod. Wint. II. The collation of 210 to its 
exemplar reveals instances of the interchange of 
letters having the same phonetic value. Thus V 
in the cartulary sometimes replaced U in the exemplar; 
3 
w replaced uu; and 6 and k interchanged. These 
phanges may be classed as subconscious ones which 
had no effect, on the meaning or standing of the text 
copied. Other textual changes which were probably 
-.. ---co=itted 
more consciously also occurred, however. 
Most of these were omissions and substitutions of text- 
As was his practice when rubricating most of Cod. Wint. 1, 
scribe b seems to have omitted all chrismons aild sign 
crucis from the cartularyg both from before the in- 
dividual subscri ptions and from the invocat ions. 
4 
Although in ý749 210, and 225, he followed the arrange- 
ment of witnespes, in either colimns or long line S, 
jound in his respective exemplar. s, 4. ýi his cartulary-text 
1. Ibid., examples with document refeiýences havin5 
the suffix 'RI. See alsol above, Part B, section 
4, b(iv). 
2. Appendix 3s scribe b, part (ii), section 13- 
3- Ibid., sections 31 4. 
4. Cf. ibid., scrib6 a, section 
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, 
or tlese documents, and possibly in that or others, 
he omitted several witnesses which were written at 
the foot or the exemplars. 
I In 17, he erroneously 
described the last three witnesses as duces rather 
than ministri. 
2 
In 210, he substituted roman 
. 
numerals for words in the date or +21093 thus saving 
space, while in 225 he appear Is to have omitted the 
details of the indiction, epact, and concurrent from 
the dating-c2ause. 4 Again in- 210, he altered the 
punctuation from that of. +210, using. only full points 
-and Puncti elevati in place of the more varied usage 
of the exemplar. 
5 
There is no evidence to suggest that scribe b 
made any attempt to falsify the documents which he 
copied into Cod. Wint. II. Those changes which he 
does seem to have made were linguistic or subconscious 
substitutionst or stemmed from the difficulty of 
reading archaic exemplars and the desire to save space 
in the*cartulary. 
1. See below, Appendix II textual notes to 3, 
222 9 32 , etc. ; Appendix 3,, scribe b., FaFr-f (iff, section 8. 
2. Appendix 11 17, nn. 3-5- 
3. Appendix 3, scribe b, part (ii), *pection 12. 
4. Appendix Is 2251'textual note. 
5-'Appendix'39 scribe b, paj? ý (ii)l section 16. 
0 
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Scribe c (13, ý4-2; rubrics to 26-. Z, 30-2) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plates V,, XIIIj_XV), 
Scribe c wrote a handsome mid twelfth-century bookhand 
(Protogothica textualis formata). It occurs at 
fos. 6,12-1ýv in Cod. Wint. III probably in the rubrics 
on fos. 9-11 v ad ded in front of 26-79,20-2 (in Co'd. Wint. 1); 
and also in two separate original documentsq recording 
transactions of 1144 X 1171 and 1158 respectively. 
I- Both of these original documents were probably'drawn 
up for Henry of Blois, one as bishop of Winche'ster 
2 
and the other as dean of St Martin's le Grand in London, 
which suggests that scribe q was a.. clerk in the personal 
3 
service of Bishop Henry, 
,.. 
Characteristic letter-forms used by-scribe c are as, 
f ollows: 
Latin text: 
a often has a high back Which reaches above neigh- 
bouring minims; _ 
d is either round-backed or upright; 
1. WCM, Muniments, Hamble, drawer 5a; , 
WAMI 13247- 
For their text, Z. Vossi PP- 165-6 and 151-2 
respectively. 
2, On his decanate of S, t. Martin's, X. ibidq pp. 100-7* 
3- Scribe ds name is not known, nor. are those of many of 
Bishop ffenry's scribese Two scriptores, Ralph and 
Walter Galterius) occur as witnesses to an original 
document(dated 7151)'% associated with both Bishop 
Henry and the priory of St. Denisq'near Southampton 
(BL, Harl. Chart. 50 A. 8), in which Bishop Henry's 
chancellor (Henry) also occurs, but the scriptores 
were not necessarily part of the bishop'B cHancery, 
and the document itself was not written by any of the 
scribes of, the 'Codex. Ralph scriba appears as a witness to a legatine writ 
of BisTao-p-Me-nry (1139 X 1141), but this survives only 
in 'a fourteenth-century. copy, X. Voss, P-173 (document'f). 
I- 
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a (spurred e) often has a long, obliquel hairline 
descender; 
E occurs with either open or closed tail; 
h has an inward-curving right-hand minim which' 
is sometimes elongated into a clubbed descender; 
has a descender with a hairline serif; 
.q 
has either a descender curving to the left 
or one with a hairline serif; 
r and s occasionally have long descenders curving 
to the left; 
x has a trailing left foot which is clubbed; 
E . 'is either a rustic* capital or,. an enlarged 
version of. minuscule e. In the former, 
the centre-bar occasionally intersects its 
stem; in the latter, the tongue is sometimes 
protruded and clubbed. 
is 6-shaped; 
I in rustic capitals sometimes has a clubbed 
-descender which curves to the left; 
M in rustic capitals sometimes has its first 
two feet turned towards each other, while its 
third foot has a descender which curves to the 
left and is clubbed; , at other 
timesý it has 
two parallel hairline ascending stems andtwo 
thicker-parallel descending stems; 
N in rustic capitals has a descender similar to 
'that of the first form of M; 
P has its head on the line and a pronounced serif 
to its descender;,. I 
sometimes sits on the line with its tail as a 
descender; at other times, its bowl'is completed 
above the line and the tail ii*bracket-shaped; 
R often has-a pronounced serif to the foot of 
its stem; 
U in rustic capitals has a descender similar to 1; 
30 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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W is composed of two overlapping rustic cap, ital 
letters V, but sometimes seems more exotic 
when one of the ascending stems is broken. 
Anglo-Saxon letters 
These occur only in personal and place-names in 
the documenýs under discussion. 
2 occurs but was sometimes replaced by spurred 
and I occur. 
Abbreviations 
A full range of abbr 
* 
eviations was used by scribe cm 
The Latin final syllable -bus was expressed as (b; ) 
and the conjunction -Sue as (. q; ); sed occurs as (s; ). 
Suprascript a, il and 0 occur. Both the tironian 
nota and the. ampersand were used for et. The 
-orum compendium hasa clubbed and inward-curling des- 
cender. 
Punctuation 
Both the full point and the punctus elevatus were usedq 
the former being much the commonest'. Hairline 
strokes were added above the line to distin&ish the 
letter i from other minims. 
Scribe c wrote in a similar, but not identical, 
style to that of the episcopal sc*ribe who wrote týe 
Winton Domesday. These two scribes differed 
1.3pondon, Society of Antiquaries, MS. 154. 
On its scribe, v. T. J. Brown, 'The manuscript 
and the handwrfEing II WENA, Appendix III 
The manuscript of the WIFE= DomesdMI PP- 520-21 
9Fdj ibid., Plates I-III. 
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particularly in their treatment of the following 
letters: e;,., E; (enlarged minuscule); 
_q; and 
Wo 
There is no doubt, however, that-both worked in the 
same scriptorium. 
was written in the left column of the 
double-column ruling of fo. 6. ý4-2 werehowever,. 
written in single column on fos. 12-13v, ignoring their 
2 double-column ruling as had scribe a in the pre- 
ceding eight documents'(26-. ýý, in Cod. Wint. I). 
No witnesses were given in ý4-29 but those in 13 were 
arranged in long lines. 34-2 were each introduced 
by a rubricl written in'red ink; these appear to have 
been written by scribe c) who also seems to have added 
... rubrics 
to 26-2, ýO-ý at the same time. 13 lacks 
a contemporary, rubric, 
3 13 has a plain green 
initial H to its first word, the remainder of which was 
written in rustic display capitals about half a line 
high; similar capitals were usbd for the saint's name 
PETRI, (fo, 6, col., 1,1.8; v. Plate XV). 34-2 have 
fine decorated initials tp the first word of each 
document. These, were depicted in up to three C010urs 
from a range of four (red, green, brown, and blue), 
and in a style which only occurs in these six initials 
and, in the initial to ý2 on ýo. 11'7 Plate XIII). 
For this ruling, v. abovet section I* 
For this-rulingt X. above, Part B9 section 11 e(i). 
A descriptive heading was-however added-by annotator,. 4 
in the fourteenth century, X. Appendix 1, 
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The initial to ýý was thus probably. depicted at the 
time that 24-2 were added to the cartulary, although 
the text of ý2 was written by scribe a, in Cod. Wint. I. 
Most initials have floriate, acantho-style terminals or 
infill. in colours which contrast to that of the body of 
the letter; the G on fo. 12 was., howeverdecorated with 
scallops on thd inside edge of its body. Guide- 
letters for these initials, written by. scribe c., occur 
-----in-the margin, perhaps suggesting that it was not he who 
painted them. Display, capitals of up'to one line 
high were used for the first word, or'wordst in 
ap well as for significant place and personal-names 
in the text. 
ý. Jii) Textual content 
The documents'copied into'lCod. Wint. 
_II 
by scribe q fall 
into the following two groups: 
The text of ý4_2 and the rubrics 
to represent the completion by scribe 
cription of an exemplar sub-document, 
left unfinished by scribes a and b in 
This sub-document contained restitutii 
to 26-Z, 30-. 9 seem 
c of the trans- 
containing 
Cod. Wint. I. 
Dnýs and confirmations 
of estatest made by King Eadgar to the Old klinsterin 
964. 
-13 was a writ-charter of King Henry II to Winchester 
Cathedral (? A. D. 1154), concerning the', manors of East 
Meon, Hants, and Wargravel Berks., and'an extension of 
. 
St. Giles's Fair at Winchester. 
1. For this sub-document, above, Part Bj $ection 4ja(i). 
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(iii) Editorial practices 
The location of documents written by scribe c. was 
dictated by the work-of previous scribes. 
followea 2-12, written '6y scribe bl'in the first 
available subsequent space in gathering 1. The. 
texts of ý4-2 were added on fos. 12-1ýv which had 
been left blank by scribe'a fýr their eventual additioni, 
The rubrics to 26--71 30-2 were added in 
spaces left between texts, on fos, 9-11VI. written by 
scribe a and not subsequently filled by scribe b as 
rubricator of Cod. Wint. I. The'rubrics used to 
introduce ý4-9 were probably copied'from those of 
the exemplar sub-document behind 26-ý2,. 
' 
since they 
are similar in wording to those of 26-2,20-2. Sincd 
neither this exemplar sub-document, nor the exemplar 
2 
of 13, survive for collation to the cartulary-tekts, 
little can be said of the accuracy of-scribe c's 
transcriptions It is probable. however. that the 
insular letters D and 8 were misread as D and d in 
the copying of ý4 and 35, which contain the spellings 
ADELWOLdo and adelwoldo respectively. The =ýds 
3 
comitibus in 13 May be in error for vicecomitibus. 
................. 
1. Zee. Part B, section 4,. a(ii). 
2. For the relationship between and the contemporary 
writ-charter BLI Add. Chart. 
4L58i 
X. below, 
Appendix 11 13, 
'n. 
6. 
3- 1 bid. 
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A few alterations occur, probably effected by scribe 
c himself. Comparison of ý4-ý to 26-ýý, apparently,,, 
from. part of the same exemplar2 
2 
suggests that the 
omission of dating-clauses and subscriptions from 
reflects, the nature of the exemplar rather than 
any editorial decision by scribe c, since these featýires 
are also lacking from 26-ýý. The large amount of 
abbreviation present in ý4-2 -was probably a textual 
change made by scribe q however, it being much greater 
than that in L6-22, written by scribe a. Its 
immediate purpose was no doubt to fit into the 
limited amount of space available on fos. 12-13", but 
it*may have b. een common practice to scribe c. in his 
business as an episcopaýl clerk, 
3 
1. In 35 (foe 12), instituens was altered to rtuens by underlinin o in- resTi f, and writing of 
re overline; in ý, 6 (ib. 
5. 
peEUsema was altered `ýo peri. Esima by writing overline; of. also ý8 (foe 12, v)q Obli't'terata-- Some alterations4ave 
also been made to the punctuation on fos. 13 s but these were probably by annotator 3 (S-Xiii/xiv)i' 
Appendix 11 39, n. 12. 
2e See Part. B, section 4, a(#). 
3, A comparable degree of abbreviation by scribe c 
occurs in WAN, 13247. In the Codbx$ of course, he 
would have had more space had H-e-B-egun t4e text of 
directly after 33, that is, on foe 11 rather It-ELan 
on foe 12e The fact that he did not do so 
threatened. to lessen the textual link between 26; j, ý 
andtý4 9sand it was probably in order to re-espab ish 
it 2 ýribe c, placed the rubric to 34 at the foot 
of foe 11 , ratHer than at the top of foe 12; see 
1ýlate XIII* 
6 
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Scribe d (part 213) (Plate XIV) 
Scribe d wrote a square mid twelith-century bookhand 
(protogothica textualls media). It occurs only in 
the rubric and first two lines of text of 213. at the 
top of fo, 112.1 This is only enough material for 
a brief description of the palaeographical features 
Characteristic letter-forms. appear to be as follows. 
d is either round-backed or upright; 
(spurred e) has a sharp spur made of two right 
angles; 
has a round head and a curved open tail; 
x has both feet on the line; 
There is a ligature of s+tj but not of c+t,; 
B and D. haye 'paunched' bowls; 
and T have pronounced ourved'serifs 
at the f oot of their stems; 
_N 
has both feet on the line; 
U hassLleftward-curving descender, 
Abbreviations: the Latin conjunction -gue was expressed 
as (q: ). - The tironian nota*was used for et. 
Punctuation, was by full point, 
A50u% Vie zu-bric &na i the letters of the first word of text'aftet the initial 
are in rustic capitals'about half a line high. The 
uncial capital. D which is the initial letter of the 
rubric may possibly have been carried, over from the 
(now-lost) exemplar. The t'ext was written in single 
colimn at the top'of fo. 112, in spitq of the two-column 
ruling; 
2 the content of M is described below under 
scribe ej who wrote., the remainder of. the text. 
The word dep in the fir'st line of text inshowever, 
in a diffe-rent-coloured ink and was probably not 
by scribe d. 
For this ruling, 1. above, secýion 1. 
I 
33ý 
PLATE XIV : Codex Wintoriensis, fo. 112 (scale 1: 2) 
top, document 213 
', 
in Cod. Wint. 11,11.1-2 of text 
by scribe d, rubric and 11.3-25 of text by scribe e, 
marginal note by annotator 10; 
below, document 214, in Cod. Wint. II, scribe f. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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Scribe e (part 213) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plate XIV) 
Scribe e wrote a laterally-compressed bookhand of 
the mid twelfth century (protogothica textualis'media). 
It occurs in the third line of text onwards of 213, on 
. fo. 112, and has thp. following characteristics: 
I 
Latin text 
-There is a regular proportion (2: 1) of the length 
of ascenders and descenders in the letters A, h, 
and 2 to the height of minims. This proportion 
ishowever.. irregular in the letters b, 1, S, and 
(caroline) s. There are transverse hairline 
serifs on the ascenders of b, and 1; on 
the descender of 2; and on the feet of, mosf minims* 
a is usually caroline with a high straight bacX2 
but sometimes is a triangular one-compartment 
shape; 
d is upright; 
(spurred e) does not appear; 
has an oval head and a widely-curved tail closed 
by an oblique hairline; 
x has a. -left foot which trails and is clubbed; 
4- 'f both c+t and srul There are ligatures 0 
E in rustic capitals has a domward-curled. top bar; 
N has a leftward-curving deseender'; 
_q 
sits witli its tail on the line. 
Anglo-Saxon letters 
These occur only in place and personal-names, 
and comprise only E and m was, made by a fusion 
of e with the trianguýar_shaped a; was formed 
by the addition of an oblique line to the ascending 
stem of upright-4. ' 
I$ 
I 
I 
33 6 
Abbreviations 
The Latin final syllable -bus was shown by (b3) and(b9)1" 
and the conjunction -_que by (q; ). Suprascript aq 11 
and o occur. Only the ampersand was used for et; the 
tironian nota does not appear. There are three different 
ways of expressing the ending -orum: -oru with a sus-. 
pension-mark over the u (anglo fo. 112,1.6); a 
-simple style of the -orum compendium (nor8anhumbroruml 
ibid., 1.14); and a more elaborate style of the same 
(prenominatorumg ibid. ýj 1,20). A rounded comma 
overline is a fairly-frequent abbreviation-mark, alter- 
A., 
nating with an upturning overline, 
Punctuation 
Full-pointsq colons, and semi-colons appears Hairlines 
were added to the Latin preposition aq and to the letter 
I 
i, to separate them from neighbouring letters. 
213, includýng its short witness-list, was 
completed by scribe e in the same single-column arrange- 
ment begun by scribe d (see above), There is a large 
single.;. colo ur initial R (green) to the first word of 
the text. This initial has a floreate terminal, but 
no infill, and was perhaýs unfinished. It may be 
contemporary to that of 214, on the-same folio. Rustic 
capitals were used for the names-of Archbishops Augustine 
and Theodore. Round display capitals. were used for 
the initial letter of Ego in the witness-list. 
(ii) Textual content 
213 claims to be the record of a decree of the Council 
, of. Hatfield in 6809 concerning the metropolitan sees 
of Canterbury and York, 
33 7 
(iii) Editorial practices 
The rubric to 213 (written by scribe d; 'see above) 
was probably an endorsement on the (now-lost) exemplar, 
The frequent expression of -orum by the letters -, oru 
with a suspension-mark over the u may also have been 
copied. from the exemplar, being common in Anglo-Saxon 
documents but usually replaced by the -orum compendium 
in those of the twelfth century# There were at least 
two uncorrected palaeographical errors: a misreading 
of an insular ligature of e+i as e (paleg for Palei; 
fo, 112,1.13); and the reading episcopus episcopo 
. ýor archiepiscopo 
(ib., 1.5)o Another copying error 
(j2re/discessoribus for predecessoribus; ib., 1.16) 
was alte3zed by sdribe e himself, using a combination of 
subpuncting, uniting2 and. the transforming of i into 
N 
e. -That the names of only two of the five subscribers 
were completed by scribe e. is perhaps an indication of 
his scrapulous editorial intentions;, - 
it is possible 
that he left these lacunae where hip exemplar was 
damagedt even though he could have supplied the names 
of the three. missing subscribers from the main part of 
the text. The varied range of punctuation (see (1)3 
above) was perhaps copied from, the exemplar, but its 
. distribution 
in the cartulary-text need not exaotl; y 
reflect that in the exemplar. 
Scribe f (214) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plates XII XIV) 
- Scribe f wrote a mid twelfth-century bookhand (proto- 
gothica, textualis media, ) which was somewhat irregular 
06 
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in ductl. It occurs on the lower half of fo. 1129 
and in 11.1-4 of 112ýv- It has the following 
characteristics: 
Latin text 
d is usually upright, but the round-backed form 
also occurs (Landwithan, fo. 112,1.2 up); 
(spurred e) has-an elliptical, closed spur; 
E. has its tail closed by, p oblique hairline, 
,2 and q have either short., straight descenders 
which end in a clubbed serif or have longer-% 
leftward-curving ones; 
r and z sometimes have leftward--ýcurving descenders; 
x has a trailingi clubbed, left foot; 
There are ligatures . of c+t and s+tj both of which 
-. are high and curved; 
H has a cross-bar which intersects the left 
ascending stem; 
_q 
sits on the linewith its tail as 'a descender; 
S is elongated; 
W consists of two overlapping Vs, but its right 
ascending stem is shorter than the left one; 
There is a ligature ;f N+T. 
Anglo-Saxon 3etters 
These o. ccur only in names. and comprise eel gj and 
has a protruding tongue, while 
w was formed by a fusion of. e with caroline a. 
Abb'r'ev'ia*t'io'n*s 
The Latin final syllable -bus was expressed as (bj) 
containing a hairline descender; the conjunction -que 
does n: ot appear. Suprascript a and i occur* 
2 
The ampersand was used for et, except on fo, 112; 1-17 UP, ' 
J Yer NS t"", Y. 1414W, 
The letter o, abovegpiscopis (fo. 112,1.5 up) 
is an overlIne correction and is not counted here. 
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where a tironian nota, with. a long liairline descender, 
was used. The ending -orum was expre'ssed in three 
%, 
11 
ways: -oru with a suspension-mark over the u (iewissorum, 
fo. 112,1.14 up); the -orum compendium with a simple, 
transverse hairline (quorum, ibid., penultimate line); 
and the compendium decorated with a. knot Keo ibid., 
last line). The insular'sign for est also occurs 
(ibid., 1.10 up). 
Punctuation 
The full point, punctus elevatus and semi-coýon were useAe 
Word-accents occur on hoc and salubre, (both foo 112v,, 1.4), 
-., and -on Pollt4N (f o. 112, penultimate 
lines were added to the letter i. 
214, was written in single 
ignoring the double-column ruling, 
I 
rubric. The initial to the first 
'single-colour (brown) letter A, with 
line). Hair- 
rv column on fo. 112, 
There is no 
word is. a large 
floreate terminals 
but no infill. It is perhaps contemporary to that 
of 213. Square display capitals,, nearly one line 
high, were used for the first two words of'text after 
the decorated initial, and for the initial letter of 
each clause. Rustic capitals were used for signif- 
icant names and for the word Lapa, (. fo. 112,1.12 up; 
fo. 112v, 1-3). 
For this ruling, 
' v. 
above, section 1. 
I 
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(ii) Textual content 
214 (A. D. 905, ? for 910) recorded the division 
of'Wessex into five episcopal sees, the. consecration 
of seven bishops in one day by Archbishop Plegmund, 
and the grant of three Cornis4 estates to the see of 
Crediton. 
(iii) Editorial_pr, actices- 
Although the exemplar of 214 does not'survive, one tenth- 
century single-sheet and Xour later copies of the 
document are extant. The single-sheet, from which 
2 
one of-the four copies was made at Exeter, seems to 
have been textually-very close to the lost exemplar of 
214, but was probably not identical to it. 
3 The three', 
other copies (from Canterbury) represent a different 
textual tradi'tion. 4A comparison of 214 to the 
certain 
single-sheet revealsicopying errors in the Codex text. 
Since some of these errors. were noticed and altered by 
BI; j- Add. *Mdý 71381 probably written at St. Augustine's, Canterbury, v. below, section 3, b(iv). '. 
2. Bod, Todley MS. 579, fos. 2-3. 
Most of the incidences of spurred e (g) in 214 appear 
to correspond to w in BL, Add. MS, -7138; sEm-511-larly, 
w and W in 214 ofFen correspond to uug Vu in the Add. 
TheFe-are -1 Uf f erences, , however, some textTa 
of a less-compatible sort between these two MSS. 
4,. BLI"Cotton MS. Cleo. E-i, fos. 43V-44; ýanterbury, 
Dean and Chapter Libraryg Reg, Aq fos. 4 -5; 
CCCCq MS. 452, pp'; 3 2-3ý, 
I 
ft 
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scribe f himself, but others remained uncorrected12 
it is pbssible that the latter sort were already "IN 
present in the, exemplar used by scribe f and may suggest 
that that exemplar itself i4as a copy rather than an 
original document. The exemplar of 214 may even have 
been an uncorredtbd, copy made from the extant single-. 
sheet. 
In the fifth line of'.? 14. scribe f apparently 
at first left a space for three words which he found 
difficulty in reading in the exemplar (gpiscopis instit- 
uisset destitutas). 
i _4He probably then c*pied them in the style of 
-týe exemplar, where they were perh I aps in a very abbrev- 
iated form, into the*inner margin of fo. 112 ( as a 
mnemonic) and sought advice on the correct reading once 
he had transcribed-the rest of the document, This 
is suggested by the appearance of the. letters -as, the 
last two letters of the three words involvedt in the gutter 
of fo. 112 (v. Plate XIV)j the remainder of the phrase 
now being lost through damage to the. "leaf. Once he 
had acquired'the correct reading, he inserted it in the 
space which he had left, as is obvious from the spacing 
of'this line in the Codex. 
............ ....... 
1. Insertions of omitted text from overline: nn%ti*4quam 
(fo,, 112 1 15 uP)i'. dampnareltur (To. 112-v-s-r. 7s, 
%re o' 
Zfo: 112, '14 UP) & 
Alteration by subpuncting and writing of correct 
reading overline: ' episcopis changed to episcopos (fo. 112,1,5 up) 
2. Seb below, Appendix 11 textual. notes to 
. 
214. 
0 
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In placess the punctuation of the Codex text 
is the same as that of the other five surviving texts 
and there probably reflects that in its exemplar, but 
elsewhere it is different from the other five texts 
and may represent alterations by scribe f. 
0 
Scribe g (14716,232) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plates XV, XVI) 
Scribe S wrote a tWelfth-century bookhand (protogothica 
textualis) in two separaýe locationa in Cod. Wint. Il. 
His script at fo. 6 is more formal, and less-developed3 
than that at foso 11J-117 and this, together with the 
location of both oc. currencQs of his work in re lation to 
the work of other scribes in Cod. Wint. ii, suggests that 
scribe E wrote 14-16 (at fo. 6) in the mid twelfth 
century but wrote 232 ( at fOs- 11ýv-117) somewhat later 
in-his career-9 in the second half of the twelfth century. 
Scribe E used the folloi%ring insular letter- 
forms: a, ! 29 &9 ! 19-L, Ej Ej a (long, and short), 
Of these2 insular a was very rarely used2 
being usually replaced by the caroline form. 
In generalq scribe F, favoured long leftward- 
curving descenders; wedged ascenders to b, A (upright), 
and and wedged tops to minims. The following 
letter-fo: ýms are characteristic of both occurrences of 
his work: 
Ce was usually formed from a union of e with 
insular a, but occasionally with caroline a; 
d is usually round-backed, often wiih a transverse*: 
1 hairlýne at the top of the ascender; 
has a very rounded tail; 
31-6 
'-I ) PLkTE XV : Codex Wintoniensis, fo. 6 (scale I-" 
coi. l,, top, document 13, in Cod. Viint* II, scribe c; 
below, and col. 2, documents 17-16, in Cod. Wint. II,, 
scribe E,; 
margiral headirgs and notes by annotator 4. 
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A is triangular-shaped; 
M has serifs on the feet of its descending stems; 
N is an enlarged version of minuscule n', 
T has a serif at the foot of its stem; 
U has a descender, 
In the more developed form of his script (at fos. 1, d-r1,, ), ' 
scribe E occasionally added notches to ascenders; used. 
a tironian nota (for OE and) which had a much more pro- 
n ounced serif to the foot of its descender than before; 
, and occasionally used a caroline form of f. 
Abbreviations 
The tironian nota was used for OE and (see above). 
Other abbreviations were marked by an upturning overline. 
Punctuation was by point (full, and medial). 
14-16 were written within the two column s 
ruled on fo. 61:; %, Eile 232 was written within the single- 
column ruling on fos. Ile-117. 
I 
No rubrics were 
supplied and there was no decoration, apart from calli- 
graphic capitular signs standing before 14 and 16. 
In 14-16, the initial letters of some, but not all, 
names, as well as the initial letters to diplomatic 
clauses, were written in rustic capitals* In 232, 
rustic capitals were used for the first three letters 
of the second word ( the personal-name EAD. Pine), while 
display capital6v three-quarters of a line high', were 
sometimes used for the initial letter of clauses. 
For both these rulings, v. aboves section 1, 
I 
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PIATE XVI : Codex Wintoniensiss, fo. 116v (part, 
scale 47,5) 7 
]-. I, document in Cod. Wint- II, scribe b 
--(script b2); 
below, document 232, in Cod. Wint. II,, scribe 
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(ii) Textual content 
The four documents copied by scribe F, were all in 
the vernacular, and were as follows: 
-14, a writ (984X1001) of King Ethelred Unrxd 
notifying his confirmation., to Bishop 
Elfheah II of Winchester, of the beneficial 
hidation of Chilcomb, Hants; 
a memorandum 1086) listing the d ep e nd- 
encies. of Chilcomb, Hants; 
-16.1 a memorandum ('1033X1066) listing the hidages 
of Winchester cathedral estates in Hampshire; 
-Q21 a memorandum which claims to be an eleventh- 
century description-of how a monk of the New 
Minster had gone, without his abbot's per- 
missio4l to the shrine of St. Cuthbert in 
Durhaml following a vision which he had ex- 
perienced; on his return, he had been recon- 
ciled with his abbot by the intercession of the 
monks of the Old Minster, in accordance with 
an old agreement which had'been rdtified by 
Bishop Ethelwold.. 
(iii) Editorial practices. ' 
The (novi-lost) exemplars of 14-16 may possibly have been 
kept together as a file and this may have dictated the 
order of 14-16 in the cartýulary. There are three 
apparent misreadings in 12-16: one of -ce as ee 
(hnutscilling another of -cce- as -cee- 
(Ticeeburnan); and a third of Ce- as E- (Endefer). 
1. Although perhaps containing some elements of fact, 
this document as it-stands is a forgery, probably 
fabricated in the period c-1170-12009 v. Harmer, 
ASWrits, pp. 393-5--, 
. 
2. For full details of these, and the following, errors 
I and changes, X** belowq Appendix. 11 15,16. 
fII 
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. In 16, H. P. R. Finberg's suggestion is plausible-that 
hundseofcntig ; seventy' I was an error for hund seof on, 
'one hundred and seven's thus making the sum of the 
individual hidages tally with the total given (615 
hides, rather than . 
578). ' Three place-name spellings 
in the cartulary seem to have been affected by scribe 
I 
S's greater familiarity with'ciýrrent twelfth-qentury 
name-forms* The first two of these are Ceolbandingtune 
(15) and Drocelesford (16), which in the Anglo-Saxon 
period would 4ve appeared as Ceolbaldingtune and 
Drocenesford, respectively; 
2 both of these cartulary- 
spellings reflect the common Norman interchange of n 
and 1.. 
3 The third spelling is Fearrham (16), rather 
",. 
than Fearnham, 4 which probably reflects. the Norman 
interchange of n and r. 
5 Apart from these errors 
and subconscious modernisations, scribe E mad'e., no other 
discernible textual changes'to 14-16. 
1. Finberg, ECW 179.2. See D=. s. nn. 
On such interchange, v. R. E. Zachrisson2"The 
French element', Intioduction to the Survey of 
English Place-Names edd. A. MaweF, ___F. MLO St-e-n-fon 
ace-Rame Society 19 part i; Cambridge Bnýlish Flace- 
1924, reprinted 1q6q)j. pp.. *IC)6-8. 
4. 'DEPN, s. n. 9 gives-Fereham c-ý130,, Ferham 1136; UoTE lacking the n o)T-fH-e UE form* Cf. he s illing 
Fearham, for FarnIMm, Surrey, in. 224, writ en scaýýe b tI me 7-, -ýs '. xý"- 5- See Zachrissong. loc. cit. in n-3 above, 
., This spelling could., 
howeverbe a-palaeographical 
error, a misreadiný; of r for n. 
I 
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Although the exemplar of 232 has not -survived, ' 
the existence of another twelfth-century copy allows 
some peculiarities of the Codex text to be explained. 
There is one instance where an insular long r in the 
exemplar was apparently misread by scribe p, as-a ;. 
2 
The words Sanc, and Acyrhalgan dei in: 232 seem to be 
copying errors for Sancte lsýintlj and a cyrichalgan dei, 
Son the day of tha consecration of the church'. 
3 
However, although both surviving texts are in early 
Middle English3 they are linguistically quite different 
and neither can be proven to reflect the language of 
the (apparently common) exemplar better than the other. 
4 
The Codex copy contains some errors which have a ling- 
uistic base and-which may be explained as the product 
of self-dictation by scribe y,. 
5 Three of these re- 
flect a confusion of the consonants c, as and k: gambe 
written for kambe; codes. for godes; and hagala for 
hakala. The writing of hie for Se may also be, 
clasded as a Idictationall error,. Both surviving 
texts contain words and punctUation-ýmarks lacking from 
the other and in most cases it is jiot possible to say 
1. BL, Stowe MS. 9449 fo. 40rv,. 
For details of the following errors, below, 
Appendix 11, textual notes to 232. 
See Hamer, ASWrjts3 P. 393. 
For'an edition of both copies, yo LVHq pp. 96-100. 
For such errors in the work of scribe a, X. above, 
Part B9 section 4'1'b(ii)... 
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which is the more accurate reflection of the exemplar# 
It is 6ertain, however., that the Codex copy omitt . ed the 
last four words of text, which completed the 
details of a gift of two'brown copes, one to the Old 
I Minster and one to the New Minster. The only 
: 
alterations made to 232 by scribe S were overline. in- 
sertions of omitted letters on two' occasiond). 
1 
Scribe h (19) 
ýi) Palaeographical features (Plate XVI) 
Scribe h wrote ( on the lower half of fo, 7) a well- 
spacedprotogothic bookhand. (protogothica textualis 
formata) of the late twelfth century, into which 
examples of the following insular letter-forms had been 
intruded: ms &I h (both feet turned to the 
right), 1, E, (short), Two of these 
letters occur, only once3 being replaced elsewhere by 
the respective caroline letter-forms: a (archeb' 
_fp-. 
7. ) last line); and s(hy an, ibid. , penultimate a. _ 
line). k was occasionally used in place of c* 
The cbaracteriptic'letters used by this scribe are 
ýas follows: 
a (caroline) has a long hairline, trai. lihg left- 
wards from its head; 
w has a long hairline tongue aýd was formed by 
a union of e with caroline a; 
b has a notched ascender; 
d is round-backed and has an ascender which is 
beginning to curl at the top; 
1*. 2ge"3! rine (fo. 116VI 1 10 up); 
ea'I! cfen (fo- 1179 1-9): 
Pt 
I 
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e has a long hairline tongue; 
f has its bar on the line and a descender which, 
curves to the left; 
E is compressed so that its tail-almost sits on 
the line; 
k, and 1 have notched aseenders; 
p has a squarish head and a descender with a 
hairline serif; 
1: (long insular) has a si"milar de scender to 2* 
A %-shaped form occurs: after p in the rubric;, 
(caroline) often has a slight nodule on the 
left of its stem; 
has a descender similar to 
either ha. s a descender similar to f or one similar 
to 2; 
has a descender which curves to the left and a 
right arm which turns to the left. In the word 
kynin (fo- 71 1.7 up) it was not dotted; 
A and E have hairline tongues, E is in the form 
-of an enlarged itinuscule 61 and M was formed by 
a union of it with an enlarged insular a (Ends 
fo- 7,1.7 up)- 
S leans backwards. 
Abbreviations 
The tironian nota was used for'OE and; 
' it-stands on 
the line and has a serif atits base which curls to 
Ahe right. Contractions were shown by a . 7-shaped mark 
overlineq and suspensions by. a clubbed transverse line 
attached to an ascender. A suprascript s occurs-once 
at the end of a line (fo 7,1.4 up),,. 
1. On fo. 7,1- 7 upl, the word was written in full 
(End); this-appears to be a palaeographical 
suSs9titution for. the nota however, (iii), below. 
I 
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PLATE XVII :- Codex Wintoniersis, f o. 7 
(part, 
sea-le-3--. 5), 'document 19p in Cod. 17int. 
Ilp 
scribe h. 
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Punctuation was usually by the medial points b# the 
punctus elevatus occurs once (fo. ?j 1-3 up, after 
on don). A hairline stroke to distinguish the 
letter i occurs once ( Lns ibid. 2 1.6 up). 
was written in single column at the foot 
of fo- 7, before the'addition of the table of contents 
to the cartUlary. The ruling already present on 
the leaf was ignored, 
2 
and. consequently the space be- 
tween written lines varies and there is a slight rise 
and fýll to the writing. There is a single-colour 
(red) initial, two lines high, to the first word of 
text, and a display initial (in ink) to the initial 
ietter of the clause introducing-the witnesses. A 
rubric (in red ink) was written,, by scribe h himselfz 
in the outer margin. 
(ii) Nxtual content 
19 claims to be a writ' ('1053 x . 
1066) of 
King Edward the Confessor2 recordinEý. his bequest of 
Portland2 Dorset, to the Old Minster, Winchester. 3 
1.19 was listed in the'-table (fo. 2v, col. 11 1-3). 
On the table, X. abovej Part . A, section I, d., 
2, For this ruling, v. above, section 
. 
3-. On its authenticity, X. Hamer, ASWritsj PP- 385-7- 
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(iii) Editorial practices 
The brief Lati3ý rubric to 19 may have been copied 
from an endorsement on the (now-lost) exemplar. 
1 
Since no other copies of the exemplar exist, it is not 
possible to say whether scribe h modernised the language 
himself or merely copied a text that was already in the. 
early Middle English in which 19 appears in the cartulary. 
2 
Nor is it possible to accuse him of any deliberate t- extual 
changes. He himself altered both the certain palaeographical 
errors in 19 (Edpart altered to Edpard, fo, 71 1-7 up; 
a misreading of round-backed d as t), 
3 
and also the one.. 
discqrnible palaeographical substitution 
4 in it (the tironian 
nota erased before JEhd, ibid). 
1. For the Latin endorsements on other exemplars, 
v. above, Part B, section 4, a(ii). 
2. On the language, Harmer, ASWrits, pp. 385-7.. 
3- For a possible uncorrected palaeographie'al error, 
v. Harmer, ib., P- 387 (bi lyS). 
4. That is, the substitution of a letter or symbol 
for another having the-same phonetic value* 
0 
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Section 
The Sources of Cod. Wint. II 
a) The Archival Provenance of Documents in Cod. WintM 
The number and nature of the archives in existence in 
Winchester at the end of the Anglo-Saxon period and in. 
the twelfth century has been-fully discussed above in 
relation to Cod. Wint. 1. Since-that discussion* 
was based on the sources fo r the whole cartulary, 
only a brief account of the archival provenance of the 
exemplars of Cod. Wint. II will be given here. 
The respective'exemplars of documents in 
"'*Cod. Wint. II were each available for transcription at 
Winchoster Cathedral at particular times during the 
period c. 1139 X 1200. It is probable that most% 
if not all, Were there. at the time of. the transcription 
of Cod. Wint. 1 (1129 X 1139 If so2 some of them 
were perhaps omitted from the earlie: p compilation through 
lack of time to include them before work on Cod. Wint. I 
was brought to-a halt because of. the unfavourable 
3 
political situation. There is no duplication of 
material between Cod. Wint, I and Codý, -Wint. III and 
the lack of an ordered arrangement for. the documents 
1. Part B, section 32 a(ii). 
2. For this dates v*-'ibid. 1-section 
3- Ibid. 
I 
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transcribed by scribe b in Cdd. Wint. 11 is suggestive , 
of the transcription of a pile of exemplard which had 
i 
been put on one side during the writing of Cod. Wint. I 
because they were not seen to fit into the topographical 
-order followed in that cartulary as'. far as it had reached. 
' 
ý--ý-----The-documents 34-2, transcribed by scribe cq were almost 
certainly part of the same exemýjar sub-documei3t as 
'26-1ý in Cod. Wint. 1.2 
It is probable that the exemplars of the foll- 
owing Anglo-Saxon documents in Cod. Wint. II belonged to 
the Old Minster's archive'by A. D,, 1066: *14-18.21-2, 
24-21 ý4-99 210-121,21'6-ý1.3 The exemplars of-19 
and 232 probably belonged to it by at least 12009 even 
..,, if they were both spurious. ' The exemplars of the 
post-conquest documents 2-1.3 may haveýbelonged in the 
twelfth century either to the episcopal archive at 
4 Wolvesey or to the cathedral priory archive, and those 
1. For this order, v, above, Part Bj section 4, a(i). 
2. See above, section 21 scribe c; and Part B, section 
4, a(i). 
3- The exemplars of 22 and ?5 were parts of chirographs, 
but probably thos"F parts ZlepositQd at the Old Minster 
rather than elsewhere. 220a, also a chirographt 
concerned the episcopal tEnure of Shalfleetq Isle of 
Wight, but dates fron before the Benedictine Reformation 
and was. probablyt initially at least, kept at the Old 
Minster for the bishop; it is less likely to have been 
the part given to Kinge Eegbeorht and Ethelwulf, 
above, Part Bt-section'3, a(ii). 
. 
4.13 was transcribed into Cod-Wint. II by scribe c. 
wHo may have been, in-the personal service of Erishop 
Henry of Bloisy. above, section 2, 
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of 2-12, at least, may have been kept together as a 
file. Possible files among the bxemplars of'' -inglo- 
Saxon documents in this group were: 14-16 (a writ and 
two memoranda concerning hidages); 34-2 (see above); 
and ý2-18,21-2,24-5 ating to lands within (all rela 
Winchester). 1 210-12,216,221, and 225-ýý were 
surrendered title-deeds'ý of alien bei3eficiarie8 con- 
cerning estates subsequeDtly owned by Winchester 
2. Cathedral, 189 219 24-29 211-12,217-LO., 22ý2-ý21 
and 230-: 1 all have-Latin rubrics which may have been 
copied from'endorsements added to their exemplars in 
0 
the early twelfth century, in connection with a3ý 
investigation into the cathedral endowment. 
3 
The'exemplars of 213 and 215 may have'belonged 
4 
. 
to an episcopal archive at Wolvesey by 1066.213 
concerned the relative power and status of the'met- 
ropolitan sees. of Canterbury and York. . 
Ej_2 Vias a 
personal grant of a fishery in Kent to Bibhop gthelwold, 
and its exemplar probably formed part of his personal 
1. On this last group, v. below, section 4, group (vii). 
226 also concerned a7tenement-in Winchester, but 
Va--s not grouped in Cod. Wint. II with the above six 
documents. 
2.. For 210,2169 2259, v. below, n. 4. 
3- See aboveg Part B, section 49 a(ii). 
4. The exemplars of 210,216, and 225 may also have be- 
longed to personal episcopal archives at Wolvesey for 
a short while. Those of 210 and 225 were probably 
later surrendered to the Old-Minster by their bene- 
ficiary, Bishop glfwinal together-with the estate's 
concerned. 2169 a-lease for life of Bishopstoke, 
Hantsq to Bishop Beorhthelm, with reversion to the 
Old Minsterg was probably surrendered to the Old. 
Minster wit4 the estate after the bishop's'dedth. 
226 also concerned a tenement-in Winchester, but 
Va--s not grouped in Cod. Wint. II with the above six 
documents. 
2, For 210,216,2259, v. below, n. 4. 
3- See aboveg Part B, section 49 a(ii). 
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archive deposited at Wolvesey. The exemplars of 
both documents were apparently endorsed in Latin, 
perhaps having been erroneously included on the early, 
twelfth-century 'collection' of documents relating 
to the cathedral endowment. 
2 
The 'exemplars of 134 and 209 probably be- , 
longed to alieli archives deposited at the Old, Minster 
by or The exemplar ofý133-may similarly have 
bedn. depositedl either at the Old Minster or at the 
New Minster; 4 it depositedat the New Minsterl it 
seems to have been poached into the cathedral archive 
by the mid-twelfth century, possibly during (the first 
four years of) the period that Bishop Henry .. 
'of Blois was 
in control of New Minster-Hyde Abbey, 11,35-42.5 
The exemplar. of 214 (or its exemplar's exemplar) may 
possibly have been deposited at the Old Minster'by 
Bishop Lyfing (of Crediton and Worcester) in 1040-11 
6 during his deposition from the see of Wor. ce'ster. 
1. See above, Part B, section 3, a(ii). 
2. Ibid., section 4t a(ii). - 
3. For such deposits, X. above, Part Bi section 31a(ii). 
4.13-3 recorded the grant of Chidden, Hants, to the 
thegn Ethelgeard, who had. a close connection with 
the New Minster, v. ibid. Chidden seemshowever, 
to have later beeH part of the cathedral ýstate of 
Hambledon, v. ibid.. 
5"e Ibid. Cf. also .2 
in Cod. Wint. TTI, j v. below, Part D, section 
9', 
a,, 
6. 'See above, Part B, section 3, a(ii).. For the. possibility 
that the exemplar of 214'was the copy of a co y of 
the surviving single-Weet (BLI'Add YS* 713851 
v. above$ section---21'scriýe fj* (1115. 
I 
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b) The Diplomatic Provenance of Documents in Cod-Wint. II 
While the methods and assumptions relating to the 
diplomatic provenance of the exemplars of documents 
copied into Cod. Wint. II are the same as those out- 
lined above in relation to Cod Wint. 1, 
I the number 
of categories of documents, reflecting potentially-. 
different diplomatic provenan'ces, is larger in re- 
lation*to Cod. Wint. II. The five categories in 
Cod. Wint. II (contrasting to the two of Cod-. Wint. 1) 
are as'follows: 
(i) Anglo-Saxon documents concerning Winchester Cath- 
edral and see; 
probably drafted and written att or by, the agents 
of the cathedral: 
N% 
Royal diýlomas to Winchester Cathedral and see 
(A. D. 74-)-1055) 
17-18,34-2,217-181,220ab, L22-29_ý27-'§1 
230-1; ? 24 
Royal diplomas granting, personal estates to bishops 
of Winchester (A. D. 960-1046) 
210,215-71-69 225---) 
Royal writs to Winchester Cathedral (A. D. 984 X 1066) 
14,19 
Episcopal and c&thedral grantsand leases 
(A. D. 858-975*X 979) 
21-21 219,224 
Memoranda relating to cathedral*-estates (A. D. 979- 
1033 X 1086) 
15-16,229 
lo Part B, section 3, b. 
IS 
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II 
The sole survivirg ex6mplar of the documents 
listed above is +210, which was written by the 
same scribe as +=. 
2 
probably in a Winchester, 
cathedral writing-office. 
3 +210 has some 
similar features in its dating and'subscription- 
clauses to 225, but no more than was usual in 
4 the late Anglo-Saxon peribd. Of the documents 
whose exemplars do not survive, ý4-2 had the 
same diplomatic provenance as 26-33 in Cod. Wint. 11 
almost certainly being copied from the same 
exemplar sub-ýdo`cument. 
5 14 has some phrases 
in common with 28. '. * 24 concerned also the New 
Minster and the Nuns' Minster and so need. not 
necessarily have been, drafted at the cathedral. 
Anglo-Saxon documents perhaps drafted at the New 
Minster. (A. D. 974'X 975-7-1170 X1200): G 
, 
ý1232; ? 24 (see (i), *above) 
Both 25 and 232 am vernacular records'which 
contain details of more direct relation to the' 
.. New Minster than to the Old Minster and it is 
therefore more. probable that they were drafted 
and written at the New Minsterg,. although the 
Old Minster subseVently acquired. copies of 
both documents. 
1. BLI Harl. Chart.. 43 C. 8; v. below, Appendix 2* 
'2' BLI Potton Chart. -viii 9; v. ibid. 
3:. See discussion above, Part B, section 3, b. 
4. Ibid. 
5. See above, section 21 scribe ce 
6. For the latter-date$. X. below, -section 4, group(ix). 
$1 
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(iii) Royal Anglo-Saxon di2lomas to lay beneficiaries 
(A. D. 863-1049): 
. 10-49 209,211-712s 221,226 
None of the exemplars of the above documents have 
survived, to allow palaeographical evidence-of 
provenance to be examined. Only 212 (A. D. 863) 
dates from before the tenihcentury.; it hýs 
several clauses in common'with 178 (A. D. 868; in 
Cod. Wint. I)$ but the diplomatic provenence of 
neither document is at present kno*wn. 133-4% 
and 209. come from the first half of the tenth 
century and each contains clauses in common with 
-surviving single-sheet documents whose scribes 
2 have been the subject of study by Dr. Chaplais. 
133 has a few clause s in common with each of 
Sawyer 624 and 646 whose single-sheet texts were 
3 
written by Chaplais's scribe 5, probably somewhere 
in Winchester. 
4 
134 has some clauses in common 
; Tith Sawyer 6549 whosý single-sheet text was written. 
10 Cf. part of the proem, the descriptio,, t he des- 
cription of tenure, the dating clause,. and the 
immunity. 
2. Chaplais, 'Origin and authenticityllw- 59-60. 
3. BL Cotton MS. Aug. 11,45; Bod',,,, MS. Eng. hist. 
a. 2, no e vo. 
4. Chaplais, "Origin and . authenticitylt p. 60o 
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2 by Chaplais's ocribe 7, again probably in Winchester. 
209 has some clauses in common with Sawyer 464 whose 
single. -sheet text was written by Chaplais's scribe 213 
4 
also apparently a Winchester scribe. Sincehowever, 
there was a large common pool of variable'formulae 
in use in royal diplomas written in different'script- 
oria at this times 
5 the partial identity of formulae 
mentioned here cannot be taken, as proof of a Winchester 
diplomatic provenance for these three documents$ al- 
though it is a possibility. The remaining three 
documents in this present group (2119 221,226) date 
from A. D. 985 to 1049, a period 'in which the number of 
scriptoria functioning in England increased, and when 
it is consequently more difficult to tellby comparison- 
of formulae in the comparatively few surviving documents 
6 
where an individual diploma was drafted. Both 
211 and 226,, howeve3ý have historical associations with 
Winchester: the first mentions Stigand with some 
particularity as its bishop, 
7 
while 226 records the, grant 
of a tenement in the)city to Queen Elfgifu (Emma). 
1, WCLI Library Showcaseq Sawyer 649. 
2. Chaplaiss origin and authenticity', p*60.. 
3. BL, Cotton MS. Aug. 11* 62. 
4. Chaplais, ibid. 
5- See above, Part B, section 3, b(ii). 
6. Ibid. 
... presentis teýtimonii carta in Wentana describitur 
urbe. presulante in ea dei gratia STIGANDO antistite 
eodemque cum deteris meis fidelibus consignante. 
(fo. 111v). On the small value of place-dates 
in this context, X. above, Part B, section 31b(i). 
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(iv) Memoranda concerning the Anglo-Saxon church .' 
(A. D. 680-905 or 910): 213-1, 'ý 
213, which claims to be the record of a decree of 
the Council of Hatfield in'680 concerning the 
relative power of the metropolitan sees of Canterbury 
and York, varies in its diplomatic language from 
the better-Imown record of: the same council. in 
Bede's Ecclesiastical History. If, as is 
likely, the exemplar of 213 was a forgery, it was 
probably fabricated at Canterbury, in connection 
with the latter's claim to primacy over York. 
2 
214 was a memorandum recording the consecration of 
bishops in WessexIbut also recorded a grani, of 
three -Cornish estates to the see of Crediton in 
905 (? for. 910)- The extant single-sheet text 
S 
of the same qocument, probably written at St. Augustinels., 
Cantdrbury, in the second half of the tenth century, 
3 
-Th 
1. Bade's Ecclesiastical History of the English People, 
edd. and trans. B. Colgrave, R&Aebe Dynors kUxrords 
1969)9 pp. 384-7* 
2. On other documents fabricated in connection with 
this claim, y. R. W. Southern, ' The Canterbury 
Forgeries', E. H. P. 73(1958), pp. 193-226. 
3. BLI Add. MS. 7138;. written. by the'bame scribe as 
St. John's College$ Oxford, MS. 28 (cf. T. A. M. Dishop, 
English caroline minuscule, OxforA, 1971, Plate 5-), 
v. P. Uhaplais, 'The letteF-trom Bishop Wealdhere of 
Eondon to Archbishop Brihtwold of Canterbury: the 
earliest original "letter close" extant in the West's 
Medieval scribes, manuscripts, &_libraries: essays, 
presented to B. R. Ker, edd* NobeearEqs, A. GWRItson 
0978), p. 16, n. 24. 
I 
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contains the came anachronisms as the Codex text. 
1. 
Whatever their diplomatic provenance, it is unlikely 
I 
that M21. and impossible that 214, werQ fabricated in 
the twelfth century for inclusion in Cod. Wint. II. 
(v) Royal Anglo-Norman writs concerning Winchester Cathedral 
and see (A. D. 1136-54): 
There are no surviving exemplars for the documents in 
2 this group. Diplomaticallyl they can be divided 
into writ-charters(2-. Z$ 20,12-1, ý) and writ-mandates 
11). The six writ-charters issued by King 
Stephen in 1136 (.? -51 Z, 10) Were almost certainly drafted 
by a clerk in the service of Bishop Henry of Blois* 
They are very similar in form to each other and to a 
chart. er issued in the same year by King Stephen in favour 
of Glasto'nIS-u"ry Abbeyý of which Bishop. Henry was abbote3 
has a distinctly ecclesiastical flavour, especially 
in the inclusion of a supernatural. sanction against any 
violation of its terms. 
4 
2'has an unusual spelling 
teneduras ( for tenuras) which also occurs in a charter 
in favour of Glastonbury issued, probably at Winchester, 
by the Empress Matilda in 1141.5, In view of Bishop 
Henry's efforts in obtaining the restorations of 64-tates 
On this documents Y, below-, AppQndix,. Il s. n. 
2. For BL, Add. Chart. 28658, X. below, Appendix Is 13, n. 6. 
. 
3. Pegest iii, 341 On Henry as abbot of Glastonbury, X 
Vosss PP# 70-7* 
4. See the edition in'Regesta iiij 94-4. 
5. IbId. 9 343. 
A 
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which these six writ-charters recorded, it would'not. 
be surprising if a member of his household were entrusted 
with their drafting, a3od even, their writing, prior to 
their being submitted to the kihg for approval and 
2 
sea ing.. The two remaining writ-charters of King 
Stephen. (§, 12)*are much briefer than the six already 
discussed and were more likely drafted and written in 
the royal chancery. 
3- The addýess in 13 however 
(issued by. King Henry II) may have been modelled on a: 
-writ-charter granted by King Henry I to Winchester 
.. Cathedral, 
* and may thus have been d: ýýLfted there. 
4 
Thp three writ-mandates, two of Queen Adeliza 
and one of King Stephen (f), all seem to be common-fprm 
. 'Writs collf erning service, probably drafted and written 
by clerks in the employment of their grantors. 
and 11 are formally identical. 8 is very similar t6 
another writ-mandate issuedby King Stephen in favour' 
of Winchester. Cathe. dral. 
5 
1. See abovel Part B, section 5. 
12o For this practice, X. Regest iv, pp. 21-2. 
3-ý On King Stephen's'chancery, Regesta iiij 
pp. ix-xv; H. A. -Cronne, The reiEn of Stephen 1135-54, 
Anarchy in Enýlan (1970), pp. 206-20. 
For royal scribes ýn the reigns-of Henry I, Stephen, 
and Henry III Z. T. A. M. Bishop.,. Scriptores regis (Oxford, 
1961). 
4. See below, Appendix 1'9 131 n. 6. 
5- Pegesta iii, 951,, 
0 
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Section 4 
The Historical Background to Cod. Wint, II 
The order in which the individual scribes of god. Wint-Il 
first appear therein is roughlyý'indicated by the sequence 
of the letters Q2 by which they have been described 
in the present thesis. A more precise indication of 
the order of addition of indivýdual texts is made 
difficult both because scribes b at leastg were 
. cohtemporaries of each other and-because scribes 
b, 
and je each wrote 
in dif f erent parts of. the caitulary. ) 
possibly over a period of years. However, taking 
all the available evidence into consideration, the 
following sequence of addition of texts may be suggested: 
(i) 13_3-ý41 ? 09-11 (scribe b; script bl) 
(ii) 34-2 (text), rubrics 26 30-. 9 (scribe cý 
(iii) . 211-14 
(scribes d, L) 
(iv) 212t 215-ýl (scribe ]2; script'b2) mid 
M ý-12 (scribe b; script. b3) twelftl" cent-1 
(vi) 13 (scribe. c uryý' 
(Vii). ', 12-18,2172,2ý-2 (scribe b; script b2) (vil*j 14-16 (scribe 
(ix) 232 (scribe second*half. of twelftbýentury 
'(x) 19 (scribeýh)- 2ate twelfth century 
. Groups (i) and 
(ii) seem to have been direct infilling 
and continuation of Cod. Wint. I; they used leaves either 
prepared for, or imitative of (M. 111), Cod. 'Wint. 1, 
and made some attempt to imitate its lavish presentation, 
366 
4 
Group (iii) was , added on the first definitely-additi'onal 
I 
leaf (112) after group (i), leaving a small space at 
------the -foot of fo. 111v which was later infilled by 212 
in group (iv); the documents in group (iii) may have 
come to light during the prep&ration of a dossier for 
Bishop ýIenry of Blois's attempts. to obtain metropolitan 
status for the see of Winchester, in 1144-5 and'1148-50- 
Group (iv) perhaps represents the delayed completion 
of copying of a pile of documents, earlier intended 
to be included it Cod. Wint. I and already interrupted 
by group (iii). Group (v) was not written before 
1147 x 1154, the date of 12; - this group was perhaps 
written s on after the death of King Stephen in 1154, to, 
whose reign all its documents belonged. Group (vi) 
was added soon after (v)t perhaps in December 1154t the 
date in which 13 was 
'probably 
granted. 
2 Group (vii) 
I may represent the transcription of an archive group 
N 
1. Winchester ann., s. a. 1143; for the dates 1144-5 
and, 1148-50, v. WEMAI P-320. On Bishop Henry's 
two attempts 7Eo -gain metropolitan status for 
Winchester, v. A. Morey and C. N. L. Brooke, 
Gilbert Foli'5t and his letters (Cambridge, 1965)1 
pp. 91 $ 158-9 (da: 
Eed 114.5 and '1149-50, but v. WEDIA 
loo. cit. ); Johannis Saresberiensis Histori"K 
pontifi-calls. Joh-n of Salisbury's Memoirs of the 
papal court, 1. , 
ed. and trans. M. Chibnall (1956), pp. 78-80; 
-The letters of John of SalisbuFZ, edd. and trans. W. J. Millor, I =.. - =u- er, Cal . 1jo Brooke, i 
(1955) 
1 
p. 254. Por a statement that Pope. Lucius (1144-5) 
actually sent a pallium to Bishop Henry and proposed 
to place seven bishops under him, v. Radul]c. ), hi de 
Diceto opera historica. The histoRcHl-works of 
Master Ralph de Diceto, dean of London, ed. W. Stubbs 
TRolls Series 68; 1876) il p*255. 
See belowg Appendix 1,13, nn- 5,6. 
0 
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of pre-conquest documents, relating to, lands"in Winchester, 
_ 
which wasre-disoovered during the course of the fiscal 
survey of the city in 1148ý- from its position in 
the manuscript it seems however to have been added later 
than groups (v) and (vi). Group (viii) could possibly 
have been another archive group ro-discovered at the sa33ie 
time, since two of its documents'(Iýý12) related-to the 
fiscal liability of the estate of Chilcomb, which surr- 
ounded the city2 and the third (16) concerned-the fiscal 
liability of cathedral estates in Hampshire. Group 
(ix) was added on leaves followinggroup (iv)s 
, 
but is 
palaeograpýically later than groups (v-viii); ' it 
was suggested by Dr. Harmer that its' apparent fabrication 
w. as connected with a movement., c. 1170-1200, to assert, 
rights of mutual support by-Benedictine monks of different 
monasteries for each other in times of dispute against 
2 their nspective superiors,, Group (x) is. on palae- 
ographical grounds, the last in Cod. Wint. II; it 
was-, however, 'listed in the early thirteenth-eentury table 
of contents. 
3 
Cod. Wint. 11 does not have the'same palaeographical 
'and editorial unity as Cod. Wint. 1. The specific 
motives of its scribes in transcribing-particular documents 
may have, been several. Two more general aims behind' 
'Phe copying of documents into an existing cartulary were., 
1. Survey. II in WEMA; on its nature, X. ibid7l pp. 18 28o 
2. Harmer, ASWritss PP. 393-4,. 
See abovel Part A, section I, d. 
I 
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however, p-robably involved to some degree. These 
were, firstly, to complete an existing collection of 
reference material about both episcopal and cathedral 
priory estates; and, secondly, to ensure the pre- 
servation of, and even to add. authenticity to, the 
text of individual documents by their association with' 
an important volume of evidence. The beginning of 
a table of contents-to the pre-conquept-contents of 
the cartulary in the early thirteenth, century, although 
never finishedg 
1 
perhaps-indicates thatj at that time 
it was thought that the first of these two aims, in 
reprd to the Anglo-Saxon endowment at least, 'hadý 
been fulfilled. 2 
1. 'See above, Part A, section 1, d. 
2. That this was not in, fact the case is shown by 
the later addition of i 
the pre-conquest documents 
2,236,238-9.241, in Cod. Wint. III, X. below, 
t -M. Tar 
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PART D 
LATER MEDIEVAL ADDITIONS OF TEXT (COD, -'WINT. III) 
Additions of material were made to the composite twelfth- 
century cartulary represented by Cod. Wint. I-II., at 
various times froi the first half of the thirteenth 
century to the second half of the fourteenth. Thesle 
additions were wtitten both in blank spaces, on leaves- 
belonging to Cod. Wint. II (on fos- 31r, 7v, 8,117rv) 
-aj. 1d on fourteenth-century leaves added to the manuscript 
for the purpose (fos* 118-20). The material added 
to the Codex Wintoniensis at this period of its devel- 
opment has been bracketed together, for convenience, 
under the name Cod. Wint. III in the present thesis. 
It should. be notedhoweverý that this section has even 
less coherence than, Cod. Wint. II (see Part C, above)q 
and that documents in Cod. Wint. III have no editorial 
connection with other documents written therein except 
for thoseq if any, written by the same. pcribe. The. 
documents contained in Cod. Wint. III are listed in 
Appendix It below, as 1,20, They were 
written into the Codex by the following thirteenth-and 
fourteenth-century scribes whose characteristics are 
described in section (2), below: scribe I (LO, 233-2); 
scribe m (? J); scribe a (236-Z); scribe, 2 (1); 
4 
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scribe Q8-ý. 41 scribe (242); scribe r (243-6) 
and scribe s (247). All of these additions may, be 
dated later, on palaeographical grounds, than the' 
medieval table of contents (at fo. 
1. See abovel Part A, section Ild. 
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Section 1 
The Additional Leaves and their Ruling 
I 
The leaves added to accommodate, parts-of Cod. Wint. III 
(fos. 
1118-20) 
now form part of gathering 16 of the 
Codex. 1 These leaves were added in the first 
rv half of the fourteenth century, and fos. 118 and 
119 were written upon at that time by scribe P. * 
- POs, -11qv and 120rv , left blank by scribe. 21 were 
f illed with texts copied by. scribes and s by 
-, ý"the end of the century* The addition of fos. 118-20 
to the Codex may have been the occasion for the 
medieval repairs to the binding. 
2 
No more quire- 
numbers or catchwords were., however., added at this time* 
The membrane of tos. '118-20 is parchment, but of 
an indifferent quality. Fos. 118, and 119 are a 
bifolium, fo. 120 is a half-sheet. These leaves 
were added after fo. 117, the twelfth-century leaf 
in gathering 16$ in. such a way that hair'sides faced 
hair, and flesh sides faced: fle'sh. Large holes or 
tears on fos. 119 and 120 were repaire4 before the 
leaves were ruled. A smaller. hole on fp. 118 (c- 5 mm- 
in diameter)was originally left unrepaired and scribe 
1. See above, Part As section 2,. ao 
See above, Part A, section Is a(ii)., ' 
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had to inakb an awkward word-division (2om/2os, fo. 119, 
line 5 up) to avoid it; it was later repaired. 
The written space on fos. 118 and 119 measures 
325 X 210 mm. (height X width). Fo. 120 was left 
blank by scribe although it seems to have been ruled 
at the same time as fos. 118-19; the outside measurements 
of the space occupied by'the teýct later written on to 
rv f o. 120 j by scrib. es and 
's is'295 X 220 mm. 
-. ---Tha-ruling on 
fos. 118-19, and, 7120 (faded), may be 
described as follows: 
Ruled in brownish lead for two columns of material. 
Eight vertical lines (arranged 2-4! -2) ruled as 
bounders of the written space. Twelve pricks 
(2-2-4-2-2) at upper and lower margins; the outer 
pairs and the four inner pricks guide the vertical 
ruled lines, while the remainder guide the arrange- 
ment of the subscriptions into columns. 
Forty-eight horizontal lines ruled, guided by forty- 
eight pricks in the outer margin. The horizontal 
ruling is confined within the external bounders of 
the written space, but crosses the column dividers. 
This ruling is unique to Cod. Wint. III, and is not imitative 
1 
of any found in either Cod. Wint. I or Cod. Wint. II. 
See above, Part Bi'section-1, e;. Part C, section 1. 
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Section, 2 
The Scribes of Cod. Wint. III (scribes 1-s) 
As in Cod. Wint. II (Part c, above)t both the textual 
content of, and editorial practices discernib'le ing 
Cod. Wint. *III will be discussed in relation to the 
particular scribes (1-s) appearing therein. 
1" The*scripts of the following thirteenth.. fourteenthp. 
-and early fifteenth-century Winchester cathedral 
. manuscripts 
have been consulted for'help in dating 
the work of scribes 1-s. For fuller, details, 
v. - 
below, BibliograpFýý, s. vv. Most of th&m are listed by N. R. Ker ' Medieval libraries of Great Britain: a list of surviving books'(2nd ed on, 
1964)9 pp. 1,99-201. - 
BL9 Add. IIISS, 294361 57334j Cotton MS. Domitjxiii, 
fos-1-87; Cotton R. xiii. 16; Harl. MSS- 35 
(fos. 46-7)9 328; Harl. R. CC. 21. - 
BodqLMSS- 589 767; Laud MSS. Misc*- 368 (Aos. 8-167)9 
Misc. 572; Selden MS. Supra 76 
Cambridgeq Gonville and Caius, MS-Aý3 
Trinity College, MS. Bo' 15-1- 
CUL9 MS. Gg. 2.18 
HRO9 Eccles. 2/selected episcopal Pip'e Rolls within 
the period 1208-9 to 1398,9 (for full list, v. below, 
Bibliography); hpisce 1-12., 
Oxford, Balliol College, MS. 15 
University Collegeg MS. 69 
WAM2-22854 
WCLI Rentale et custumale prioratus S. Swythini Wynton; 
St Swithun's Cartulary. -. 
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Scribe 1 (LOI 233-2) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plate XVIII) 
Scribe 1 wrote (on fos. ? ýv, 117) a script, of the first 
half of the thirteenth century, which had several 
similarities to'that found in the earliest surviving 
1 
episcopal Pipe Roll (A. D. 1208-9), but into which tho 
following insular letter-forms hýd been intl4uded* 
-Of these,. 
h 
. 21 Es 
91 11 11 11 occurs only 
in. initial position; it was always replaced by the 
letters th in medial and final positionsl and sometimes 
also in initial position. * This script has notched 
(and sometimes looped) ascenders to b, h, and 1; and 
long, right-curving, hairline descenders to hj 2E, and X. 
.. The following individual letters are characteristic: 
a is usually one-compartment (insular) in form, 
but'; ý two-compartment one also occurs (Crondale,, '. 
fo. 1.1; Illegatesthorne, ibid., 1.3 up); 
d is round-backed and its ascender is'sometimes 
curled forward at the top (Crondale, ibid. 9 
penultimate line) or even curled in'both dir- 
ections (shitelanende, ibid., -1.9, second word); 
f has a pronounced serif at the foot of its stem; 
is usually 8-shapedg but occasionally has a 
curved open tail, ending in a hairline (forth-/r. 7ghte, 
, 
ibid., penultimate line, ninth.. word); 
HRO, Eccles. 2/159270- 
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1. 
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PLATE XVIII Codex Wint oniersis f o. 7v (part, 
scale 3: 4), document 20,, in Cod. Wint. III, 
scribe 1. 
I* Ott r. 4wko qýA brit r" fiftý- I't 
'46'a y Nýme , fa 
fi*n 
has a squarish head. and a serif at thebottom' 
of its descender; ' 
r occurs in four forms - long insular, carolines 
2-shaped after o (occasionally; forth, ibid. IL2), 
and a current long type lacking its shoulder 
(Richmrdes, ibid. ); 
s is either caroline in form, or round;. ' 
There is 'biting' of d+e (Crobrodescrouche ibid. -j' 
1-5 (X2)), and a ligature of"s+t; 
'F was represented by ff; 
I sometimes has a long, left-curving descender 
(Icchulle, ibid., penUltiMate line); 
R has its right foot-raised to the horizontal; 
S has a hairline lower arm which descends below. 
the line, 
Abb reviations 
Suspensions were marked, by an-overline2 exoept after 
a and k (EpEll dykIj fo. line 2) where a hairline 
flourish was used. 
Punctuation 
The point (full or medial)j punctus elevatusj- and a 
short dash were used* The letter i was distinguished 
ýy a hairline curlicue. 
20 (fo. 7v) and (fo- . 117) were written 
in si-pgle column) making use of the horizontal ruling 
already present on the (twelfth-century) leaves, but 
not using the full column width. No rubrics 
or decoration were added. The initial letter of 
-clauses and of many: ( but not-all) place. -names was 
written as a'capital. 
For the ruling-of fos, 7 and 117s v. above, 
Part C, seetion 1. 
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(ii) Textual content 
20,233-2 were boundary-descriptions relating to the 
Winchester cathedral priory estates of Bleadon (pomerset)l 
and Crondall and Wootton St. Lawrence (bothHants); 
20 records a perambulation of 1189 X 1199. 
(iii) Editorial practices. 
The exemplars of 20, 'ed. 
2 have not surviv Three 
uncorrected palaeographical errors may be detected how- 
3 ever: n for r in 233 and 235; and. 'e. for o in, 2L4. 
In 222, an omitted word (crouche, fo. 117, line 10 up) 
was inserted from abovq-the line by scribe 1. 
The lazýguage of'201.233 and 235 was Middle English., ' 
-that of 234 interchanged between French, Latin and Middle- 
English. The English used appears to be contemporary 
to the scriptq that is, of the first half-of theýthirteenth, - 
century. 
Scribe m (23) 
(i) Palaeographical features, (Plate XIX) 
Scribe m wrote (on the lower half of fo. . 
8) a distinctive, 
but rather untidy, script which he had apparently devel- 
oped for the transcription of vernacular texts. The 
same script was also used by him for copying vernacular 
texts ihto the mid fourteenth-century cartulary of the 
1. All three manors were confirmed to the priory in 1205 
by Pope Innocent III, X. Goodman, Chartulary 45, 
2* For the fifteenth-century single-sheet associated 
with 234 (BL, Cotton Chart, viii. 18)v below., 
Appendix Ij 234, n. 2. 
3- For details of these errors, Z. ibid. i L33-5. 
II 
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cathedral. priory, and contrasted to the more orthoýdox 
gothic bookhand which he used for Latin texts, both in 
the said cartulary and in. another cathedral priory manu- 
s cript containing miscellaneous religiou s writings. 
His transcription of 23 includes the following insular 
letter-forms: h (both feet t urned to the. 
right), 2 (with a descender), g (long), 
Insular a occurs very rarely (Ocea, fop 89 1-3-UP)i 
usually being replaced by the caroline formo In 
this script, the ascenders of b, !I (straight-backed)l 
h, and 1-are notched'* The following. letters may be 
taken as characteristic: 
is almost always round-backed with a very long 
ascender (occasionally looped: abbod, ibid., 
last line), but a straight-backed form does 
occur (Andreas, ibid., 1.14 up); 
f has an upward-curving. head; 
consists of a straight line with a hook-shaped, 
tail suspended from its mid point; 
h has its right foot below the line; 
has an open-topped head; 
X has a trailing'left foot; 
There is a ligature of s+t. 
Abbreviations 
The tironian nota was used for OE. and; it stands on 
the-line and has a gerif at the base of its stem,, ' 
Suspension and contraction were'marked by. a thick overline. 
which sometimes has transverse hairlines at either end, 
10' BLI Add. MS 29436, foso' 10-389 42,; 
Bodl. Laud MS. Mir-0--368i f6s.. 8-73v, 88-164. 
S 
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XIX : Code-z. fo. 8 (scale 1: 2) 
toD, documents 21-2,, in Cod. Wint. II, scribe 11; 
below, document ? _3j 
in Co -Wint. III, scribe m. 
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Punctuation 
The point (full and medial) and the punctuaelevatus 
occur* The letter i was distinguished by a hairline stvolm, 
The. text of 23 was written in single, column 
. 
with the subscriptions arranged below in four columns. 
_____A 
ruling in point and black lead was added to. fo. 8 to. 
facilitate the addition of 21, and'was guided by the 
two extra series of twenty one slit-like pricks made on 
fo. 9 at týis time-' No rubric was suppliedg but 
the initial letters of the first two clauses were written 
in display capitals and the document was preceded by a 
signum crucisj. probably copied from the exemplar.. 
Capital letters. are almost entirely absent. 
"(ii) Textual content 
recorded the acquisition by King Edward the Elder, 
? 901 X 903, of land in Winchester on which to build-the 
New Minster. 
(iii)Editorial practices 
was doubtless added on fo. 8 because ofits textual 
association with 21-ýj 24-2 (in Cod. Wint. II) which re- 
lated to the creation of the three monastic precincts 
at Winchester later on in the tenth century-' Th: ere. 
are some obvious misreadingslin the Codex textPof insular 
letter-forms in the (now-lost) exemplar', and other, less- 
obvious, misreadings which are identifiable through 
Por the impression pricks on to fos.. 5-7, 
ye above, p. 3Q7,, nl. 
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collation of the Codex text with an (incomplete).. 
eleventh-century copy of the document preserved in the 
New Minster Liber Vitae. These misreadings are as 
follows: 2 b read as h; Ee- as e-; a as r; and 
,y as. 
IE, ri, and si. He also mistook d as 3 on 
7 
several occasions, 
.1 
as d, and u as n. The only 
alteration was the erasure of Ear before Eatpearb 
(fo. 8,1.6 up)@ The language of the Codex text is 
in parts morepodern than that in the fragmentary New 
Minster textj but shares with it an 6E syntax an&many 
OE spellings which probably represent those of the 
exemplar. The. only textual change discernible in the 
Cbdex text is the omission of seventeen subscriptions, 
no doubt through lack of space to include them at the 
foot of fo. 8. 
Scribe n (236-7) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plate XX) 
Scribe n copied two unconnected documents on to the top 
half of fo. 11ývj the one (236) in an imitative insular 
minuscule, and the other (237) in a document'ary script 
of the mid thirteenth century which has'similarities to 
3 
-the script used in the episcopal Pipe Roll of 1244-5- 
ý136-2 were written in the same ink and, are-recognizably' 
the work of the same scribe. Features common to the 
1. BLI Stowe MS. 944,. fo-57rv, For a collation of the 
two surviving texts, X. LVHt PP- 155-7-' 
For the possibilitythat the New'Minster text w6e 
from one part of a chirographt the other part of 
which was-at the Old Minster, X. below,. p. 406, n-3- 
'2. For full details, 'v. below, Appendix It 23, textual 
notese. 
HRO, tceles. 2/159287- 
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PIAf-LIE XX Codex Wintoniensis, fo-117' (part, 
scale 3 4), documents 236-. Zp in Cod. VVint. IIIp 
scribe n. 
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two scripts used by him in the Codex were: the contrast 
between thick firm strokes of the pen and delicate hair- 
lines; the letter e with'a hairline tonSud; and the 
formation of minims with pronounced feet. The following 
insular letter-forms were used in 236: aj! 2j! jj2 (high, 
in initial and medial positions), ft S$ ]1',, (both feet 
turned to the right), (shoit and long)j, jjýýj 
Caroline forms of a -and s also appear. In 2379 the 
ascenders of b, (long), and I have hairline 
loops. 'Biting' of d+e occurs. There are developed 
capitals A, R, C, T, and W, which are 
similar to those used in the 1244-5-Pipe Roll. 
Abbreviations 
The %ironian nota was used for OE'and in 236,, and for' 
Latin et in 237; in 236 its stem descends below the 
line, in 237 the stem stands on the line and has a 
horizontal line through its waist. Other abbreviation- 
marks in 237 were those one would expect to find in doc- 
uments of the thirteenth century. The fewused in 236 
would not be out of place in a pre-conqu. est manuscript, 
excep t perhaps for suprascript e (Petre, fo. 11ýv, 1.5, 
last word)$ which possibly owes its use ýo the position 
of the word in which. it occurs at a line-end in the Codex. 
Punctuation 
The full point occurs in both documents. A semi-colon 
occurs in, 236 but not in 237. Some hairline word 
accents appear over vowels in 236. 
f 
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Both 236 and 237 were written in single columns utilising 
the horizontal ruling present on the (twelfth-century) 
leaf as a rough guide, but not using the full column 
width. No rdbrics or decoration were addedg' but 
the initial letter to the first word of both the first 
two'lines of'.?. 36 is lackingt perhaps indicating an 
2 
unfulfilled intention to supply'decorative, initials. 
The initial to 237 is an offset display-capital (two 
lines high). The very infrequent use of capitals in 
. 
236 contrasts to the large number used iZ 237t whilch. is 
a list of fourteenth-century personal-names. 
(ii) Textual content 
236'claims to be a vernacular record of the confirmation 
by King Ethelwulf of Wessex and his son Elfreds in 853 X 
8559 of the beneficial hidation of C4ilcomb, Hants4p 
237 was'a Latin memorandum 1230), recording the names 
of the knights who had perambulated the boundary between 
West Meon and Warnford-(both Hants), and the estate of 
Ri. chard de la Bere. 
(iii) Editorial-practices 
The exemplars of both 236 and 237 are now lost. The 
only probable misreading that is discejýnible in ? ý6 is 
that of e for o twice in the same word.: meder, fo.. 11 
1.12, for modor 'mother'). The only -alteration in 
1. For the ruling of fo. 117,. -Z. above, Part C, Section 1. 
2. Unless these gaps indicate that the top left-hand 
corner of the exemplar was damaged with a consequent 
loss of text. 
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236 is the overline insertion of an omitted 1 in. 
si"'1'fne (ibid. 01-17)-- The language of 236 is 
standard Old English (West Saxon) and does not appear 
to have been modernised by scribe 237 appears 
to be a near contemporary entry into the Codex. and 
probably. accurately reflects its exemplar* 
Scribe o 
(i) Falaeographical features (Plate M 
Scribe o wrote (on fo. 3v) a rather'iormal. bookhand 
of the first part of the fourteenth century, of the 
sort used f'or headings both in Winchester episcopal 
Registers and Pipe Rolls and in cathedral priory 
manuscripts 
2 
of the period. In this. script, the 
'thick., wedged ascenders of b, h, and 1 contrast to 
the long. curvedhairline despenders of h, M, and 
Minims and the descenders of and have feet turned 
to the right. Other characteristics are as follows: 
a is made up of two compartments; 
d usually has a straight back, but occasionally 
has a round one (eadem, fo- 3v 
is either 8-shaped, or has an open, ribbon-like 
tail; 
r stands on the line; 
s is either caroline in form,. or round; 
x has a horizontal line through its waist; 
There is 'biting' of d+e, and ligatures of 
c+t and s+t. 
Capital* letters are well-developed and most consist 
of contrasting thick. ribbon-like strokes and 
more-delicate hai3ýlines. -, 
IN 
0 
1" HRO, Episc- 39 part 2, headings to fos 36,38948jetc.; 
Episc. 41 headings to fos. AlB9119114119121; Episc-9-7j- 
headings passi - HROI Eccles. 2/159451% headings. 
2. Cambridge, Trinity College, MS. B. 15.11 text- 
WCLý. st. SAthun! s Cartulary, -fos.. 
53! -ývheadlngs. 
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PLATE XXI : Codex Wintoniensis, fo-3 v (part 
scale 3: 5), document l.. in CodeWint. III 
scribe o. 
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Abbreviations 
The final syllable -bus was shovm by (bý) and the Latin 
conjunction -_que by (q3). Suprascript a and i occur. 
The tironian nota was used for et; it stands on the 
line and has a horizontal line through its waist. 
There is-an -orum compendium. Special signs were 
used to indicate -er, -re, and. -ur, all of which, 'to- 
gether with a line signifying other suspensions or con- 
tractions, were made up of ribbon-like lines. - 
Punctuation 
The point (full and medial), punctus elevatus, and comma 
weZ, e used. The letter i-was distinguished by a hairline 
stroke. 
"I. w&s written in single columnj ignoring the two-column 
vertical ruling present on fo. ýv, but utilising 
the horizontal ruled lines there. -No rubric or 
. coloured 
decoration was supplied, but'the*initi6l to*the 
first word was an off-set calligraphic letter (two lines 
high). 
'(ii) Textual content N 
I claims to be a mid thirýeenth-century record of tEe' 
settlement of a dispute between the prior of Winýchester 
and the abbess of Wherwell over watercourses and a meadow 
in Chilbolton, Hants, but appears to be-a later forgery* 
2 
1. For'the ruling on. fo. 
' 
above, Part Cl,.,, 'section 1, 
2. See below, Appendix 1,, I,, nn. 1,25 4. 
p 
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(iii) Editorial practices 
The exemplar of I has not been found. The one dis- 
cernible copying error was-made good by bcribe o himself: 
fo. 3v, -. 1.6 UP2 where the words cum pertinenciis were 
inserted from overline, aided by a sign in the shape of 
-an inverted v at the point of insertion. 
Scribe p (238-_41) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plate XXII) 
Scribe 2 wrote on fos. 118-19 of the Codex, in a series 
of different scripts which appear to be imitative of his 
respective Anglo-Saxon exemplars. Prom its positýon 
i2i'the manuscript, his work may be dated tothe first 
half of the fourteenth century* He used large 
square lettersfor all four documents copied into 
the Codex (?. ý8-ýLl)j and tapered-the descenders to the left. 
The following insular letter-forms appear in his trans- 
cript: a, 22, &1 Ajt (high)) Ll j%j 
h, 21 a (long, and short), 
Abbreviations 
Both the tironian nota and the ampersand -occur. The 
nota has a descender which tapers to the left* The 
ampersand was also used in 240 to, represent, the letters 
et in medial and final positions within-Latin words 
(uidelicet, fo. 119,1-3 UP; v. Plate"XXII). 
1. See'below, section 4. 
38) 
PLATE XX II 20-ley 
_', 
_4'int OT) 1'ýý T'ýý iS 6v 
d ci c ume nt. 13 L9-40, in Cod. Vilint. i1i, scribe R. 
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Punctuation 
From the evidence of the collation of 238 to its surviving 
exemplar (+ý2 
I\ 
. 
ý8)., the punctuation in 238-41 appears to 
follow that of the exemplars. 
238-41 were written in single column, using tha- two- 
colivým. ruling on fos. 118-19 only as a guide for the 
arrangeme nt of subscriptions. 
2 Signa crucis were 
added before the subscriptions, as were the pictorial 
invocatiqns (signum crucis, or chrismon) at the beginning 
of each document. The usage of capital letters differs 
between individual documents and seems to reflect the 
usagps of the respective exemplars. 
3 Each document 
was supplied with a calligraphic initial (from one to 
th. ree lines high). Pý8-9,241 were introduced by a. shori 
Latin rubric in ordinary ink; ýthe rubrics to 238-9 
included vertical rows of three'dots between words. 
4 
(ii) Textual content 
. 
238-41 were Anglo-Saxon diplomas, A. D. 939 X 1016, all 
to beneficiaries other than Winchester Cathedral. ' 238ý 
and 241 concerned the cathedral esta tes of East Overton, 
Wilts., and Wyke Regis, Dorset. 239-LO both related 
1, BL, *Cotton Chart. 'viii. 22; v. below, Appendix 39 
scribe 29 section 16. 
2' For the ruling of fos. 118-19, X. above, I section I.. 
ý8, as is shown by 3: This is certainly true in the case of 
collation to +238 (BLI Cotton Chart. viii. 22). 
4. Similar word-division by means of vertical rows of dots 
occurs in the Winchester episcopal Pipe Rolls for 1297-8s- 
, 1307-81 1317-18,1327-8; HROI Eccles. 2/159316,1593231 
.. 
1593322 '159340- 
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to alien estates (mt of ar TVNEt' probably Orton Watqrvill - 91 ioobt izciuaeci it, tht coa-ex 
Hunts ;1 and Fyfield, Hants) andibecause they were taken 
W'ý"- roo ' 
to refer to cathedral estates of the same name (East 
Overton, Wilts., as in 238; and Pyfield, Wilts ). 
2 
(iii) Editorial practices 
238-41 were arranged in chronological order on fos. 118-19. 
Something may be said of the editorial practices of 
scribe p since not only does the'exemplar of 238 survive. 
3 
but also 240 may be compared to 164, a copy of the same 
document by scribe a in Cod. Wint. I. The rubrics to 
238-2,241 were probably specially-coined cartulary. 
heeýdings; that to 238 does-not appear as an endorsement 
on +? J8, -while the OE endorsement which does, and'probably 
-'that on the exemplar to 240 (cf. the rubric to 164) were 
ignored. The following misreadings of insular 
letter-forms occur in 238 and. 
'240: 4 
(open-headed): taken as n in Latin and in OE2 240; 
as u in OE, ibid. 
f (with a-descender): takea'as s in OEI 238 
s (short): taken as r in Latin and in OEI 238 
r (with long descender): taken as s in Latin, 240 
See belows Appendix 11 239., n. 1. 
2. Fyfield, Wilts., was held by the sacrist of the 
cathedral priory in 1066, v. DB i, fo. 6ýv- For 
the similar inclusion of docuEents-relating to 
alien estates in Cod. Wint. l$ v. above, Part B, 
section 2, c(iii)-- 2ZM-was in7fact a copy of the 
same document as-167"In Cod. Wint. I. '.. 
BL, *Cotton Chart. viii. 22; below, Appendix 21 +M. 
4. For full details of -those 
in 238, v. below, Appendix 3s 
scribe For 240, ' v. below-l-Apgndix Is sn. 
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I In the Latin part of 238, scribe mi: sread the 
letter u as an insular form of a (open-headed). In 
the OE part of the same document, he misread the letter t 
6 
as c, and the letters "ul- as -lil-. Also in 238, 
he omitted an abbreviation-mark above the last letter of 
(DoR in +238; f or Donne), while in 240 he misread 
I the word transferre as trnnferr6l apparently both confusing 
insular f (with a descender) with insular s (short) and 
misreading open-headed a as n. In 240, he wrote 
mettis for metist using the ampersand to represent the 
letters -et-; his exemplar no doubt-had similarly used 
ampersand but had probably not also written an extra 
letter t following. In 241, he seems to have-misread 
&as o and initial b as h. Other copying errors 
were noticed and altered .. by*scribe j2, using a variety 
of methods. 
2 
There are very few modernisations of language 
in 238 or 240 and those that do occur'were probably sub- 
conscious standar4isations. 
3 Although the vernacular 
1. See below, Appendix 1,241, textual notes. 
2. Alteratýon of a wrong. -letter: Alft-altered to Elfst- 
fo. 1-18 1 1.19 up. Insertion or an omitted letter from 
overline: rur"i"cole$ ibid., 1.7. Indication of 
the correct reading overline: sermocinatur, with s 
above -r, fo. 118,1.2. Subpu_ncTing of a 'Wrong le7tter 
and ind7i6ation of the correct reading overline: to 
subpunctedl on overline,. ibid., 1.25- SubpunctiFg 
of an otiose-letter: habeant, with*h subpuncted, fo. 1191 
1.18 up. A combination 'of subpune: Eing and erasure: 
maledictionis altered to maledictioni2 ibid., 1-13 UP- 
3. See below, Appendix-3, scribe 2, seat-ions 3,41 12. 
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language of the boundary in 241, appears to be Middle 
English, and the subscriptions areinconsistent with each 
other, these features may have been so in the exemplar used 
by scribe The one serious criticism that may be 
made of scribe 2's transcription of vernacular text is 
that his word-division was often mishandled, but this 
does not present great difficulty in re-interpreting. 
1 
Scribe p does not appear to have made any 
deliberate attempt to falsify the documents he copied 
into Cod. Wint. III. Most of. the few textual changes 
that can be shown to have taken place during the copying 
process seem to have been due to lack of concentration. 
2 
The omission of endorsements appears, however, to, have been 
a conscious editorial decision; that on'+2ý8 is still 
legible today, so cannot have been left out in the fourteenth- 
century, because of illegibility. Apart from the omission 
of endorsementsl it is probable that 238-LI are all facsimile 
copies. This is certainly true of 238, whose exemplar 
survives for ccmparison. Scribe 2 seems to have imitated 
both the script, and the punctuation3 of particular exemplars, 
In 238, he even left a gap of a few letters1width where 
his exemplar was damaged. 
4 Considering that he Was 
copying exemplars that were, by then, some four hundred years 
olcl, his effort compares well with those of the twelfth- 
century scribes (a-ýh) of Cod. Wint. I and.. II, who were that 
much closer to the era in which the exemplars were written. 
1. Appendix 3, scribe V, sections 5,6. 
2, Ibid., sections 8,12,15. The lacý, of a dating clause 
in 241 may also have been true of the exemplar since 
the-FTbscriptions given are anachronistic, v. 
telow, 
Appendix 1,241, n. 2. 
3. See below, A7p-p-eiidix 31 scribe 2, section 16. 
4. Ibid., section 9. 
t 
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Scribe q (242; and rewriting of the rubric to 191) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plate XXIII) 
Scribe q wrote on parts of two folios (98, jjýv) of the 
Codex, in an imiýative insular minuscule script. He 
was also the writer of a single-sheet parchment, later 
in the Cotton collection, of the. document which has been 
I 
numbered 242 in the Codex. His transcription of 242 
in the-Codex may be datedto, the first half of the four- 
teenth century from its location between the work of 
scribes 2 and r; the rewriting of the rubric to 191 
was probably done at the same time, since it. is in the 
same script as 242. Scribe q's script is characterized 
by its thick strokeb of the pen and short, plain, as- 
2 
, cenders and 
descenders. The duct of this script is - 
somewhat similar to that of scribe s (see below) and it 
is poss. ible that scribes.. q and s were the same person, 
writing at diiferent times and using different alphabets. 
3 
Scribe q used the following insular lett. er-forms: a, Le, 
41 
pj 1, s(short)2 The following letters 
are particularly characteristic: 
1. BL. Cotton Chart. viii. 15; see (iii), below. 
2. That is, its general appearance ankits progress 
across the page. 
Note also that 242 (by scribe q) and 2ý2 (by scribe a) 
both concerned Buttermere q Wilts, 1. LI, -,, -F5-wever., relatel to Havantq Hants. 
4. -D in the rubric to 191 was written by scribe b and was Yetained by scribe f at the, beginning of the iei4ritten 
rubric. 
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ie is formed. from a fusion of e with insular a, 
and has a thick descending stem; 
is shaped like a figure 5 with a very long bar; 
is represented by two parallel lines, one of which 
has an ascender and the other a descender; 
r has a 2-shaped arm which stands on the line, 
and a straight descender; 
The only capital used by scribe q in 242 was an enlarged 
with a dot in its bowl. In'the rubric to 191, * he 
used an enlarged a and a capital'9.1 
Abbreviations' 
The tironian nota was used for OE and; it stands on the 
line and in. 242 was made of two right-angled linesl but' 
in. the rubric to 191 their angle of meeting is more oblique. 
Suspensions were marked by an overline. 
Punctuation was by point (both full and medial). 
The rewriting of the rubric to 191 followed the 
single-column layout used by the rubric"s first scribe 
in Cod. Wint. I. 242 was also written in single column, 
ignoring the (double-column) ruling' already present on the 
2 leaf, except as a rough guide for the alignment of the 
beginning of lines. No rubric or decoration was supplied 
to 242; the rubric to 191 was rewritten in red inks but 
of a different shade to that used, by scribe b. The signum 
crucis and an individualised signum -of'King, William. 1, were 
given at the foot of 242 (see Plate XXIII). 
3 
1. As P-394, n. 4. 
2. For the ruling of foe 119, v. above', section 1. 
3- On the king's signum, v. below, Appendix 1,242, h-3- 
3% 
XXIII Cod, ý, x Vv'intOnien'-1iS, f(D. 119 
v (scale, 1 
tog, document 2 ý' in Cod. Wint. III, scribe Sj; k3i, 
in Cod. Winta III below, documeýý2 scribe r. 
The note at the top is by annotator 6. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
(ii) T6xtual content 
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The rdwritten. rubric described the contents of 1ý1 
(in Cod. Wint. an Anglo-Saxon diploma concorning 
Havant, Hants. 242 claimed to be a notification by 
King William I of his confirmation to the Old Minstorl 
in 1070 X 10871 of the estate of Buttermere, Wilts, j 
as originally granted to them in the reign of King Knut, 
(iii) Editorial practicen 
Apart from the probable substitution of ce for the 
letters a and e in several of its words, and a misreading 
of cing as cnng, the rubric to 191 appoars to have been 
copied correctly from the faded, -or partially-erased, 
first writing by scribe b. 242 and the related 
single-sheet Cotton charter 
2. 
contain the same wording and 
were both written by scribe q in the same imitativo in- 
sular script (see (i), above). Collation of the two 
manuscripts. however. reveals too many differences of 
spelling for the Cotton char. ter to have been used as the 
exemplar of the Codex text, and vice versa. A more 
satisfactory explanation of their relationship would be 
that both texts were copied fTom the same exemplar, now 
lost.. Whether that exemplar was merely a rough draft 
in a fourteenth-century handl from which a forgery mig4t 
0 
be written, or was a 'genuine eleventh-century document 
which was damaged and was replaced by both a replica 
single-sbeet and a cartulary copy, cannot now be 
I., Some parts of the first writing are still visible 
-on fo. 9a* 
2. BLI Cotton Chart. viii. 15. 
I 
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established with certainty. 
Scribe 
jq 
made two palaeographical errors in 
242: misreadings of in as ih, -and of insular r as ri. 
1 
Neither . was subsequently corrected. ý 
The spelling of both the Codex text and the 
Cotton charter was Middle English, characterized by tho- 
frequent use of w for both'a and es a feature which also 
occurs in the rubric to 191.. Another featureq which 
occurs more frequently in the Cotton charter than in the 
Codex textq was the substitution of 4 for u. Both 
these usages retiected some confusion over the phonetic 
value of the insular letters w and and may even j3uggest 
that they were being inserted to give an extra air of 
-antiquity to the copied record. 
There is n othing to suggest that scribe % made 
any textual changes while copying 242* The latter's 
punctuation differs to that of the Cotton charter but 
one cannot say which was closer to the exemplar. 
The signum of King William I appears on the Cotton dharter 
.2 in the same form and was presumably also in the exemplar. 
Scribe r (243-§) 
(i), Palaeographical features (Plate XXIII). 
Scribe r wrote on fose 119v-129 of th'e' Codex in script 
of a type (litera cursiva anglican ) whi ch occurs frequently 
1. See below, -Appendix 19 2 42, textual note and note a, 
In the Cotton charter ff. --p. 397 n. 2 ,I), 
he wrot-e 
insular s for insular 35'*in King ýilliam s signum, 
2, On this signums X. below, Appendix 11-2429 n. 3. 
f 
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in both episcopal' and cathedral'priory2 records written 
at Winchester in the iirst half, and middle, of the 
fourtee7ath century. Some at least of the occurrencea 
of this script in the priory records were probably 
written by scribe r. Features which distinguish scribe r 
from other scýibes in the Codex are as follows: 
I 
a has two compartments; 
h, ft, h, and 1 have looped ýscenders; 
e is sometiiAes closed on its right side; 
f, 21 Ej and a have Tong, straight descenders; 
F, is. 8- sh ap ed; 
h2 E (initial)., and z have long hairli3; e descenders 
which curve to the left; ' 
q has a descender which curls upwardson the left side; 
Lc and y have descenders which curl back to the right) 
There is occasional 'biting' of d+e, and a ligature 
of s+t. 
Capitals are quite well-developed. The right leg 
of R is raised to the horizontal. 
Abbreviations 
A 'Comprehensive system of abbreviation was employede, 
The Latin conjunction que was shown as'(q5), and -bus 
as (b Y ), The French and Latin relative pronouns weft 
que, cluilshown by the letter q with an overline; this 
overline was sometimes formed by extending the letter's 
descender in a curl above the line* Suprascript i occurs. 
10 HROI EPisc- 3; Episc. 4, fos. A-E, IýV-30 v 
EPisc- 51 especially fos. 1ý0-219; Epýiso. -7., 
Episc 8, fos. ý 1-12'ýYiBv-13.4 sEpise. 9, exce o 
C), 
fo I ýheading), 4r? v-57,59-60v, 75-7 KK- 
Ibid., Eccles. 2/1594511 1593571 1593681 159376 
1593859 
2. BLI Add. MSZ Z9436, fo. 81 Harl. R. CC. 211 fo. live, 
. 
WAM, 22854 dors ). WOLI Rentale it custumale 
prioratus S. SýZhihi Wyfiton, fose, 8-184v , ri'tten by Jolin of Guildford, v. 1M. fo. 11v) . St. Swithun's 
CartularYs fos. 53-64ý's text (v- Goodman?, Chartularll' 
Plate 6). 
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The tironian nota was used for French and Latin et 
and usually has a horizontal line through its waist. 
The-orum compendium, and special signs for -. ax /-. 2r 
con-3 -_e/-re, --, ro, rur, and -us occur, as well as a 
more general sign of abbreviation in the shape of a 
long overline. 
I 
Punctuation 
The full point was used, and was sometimes joined to 
a rising, curled, hairline. The letter i was 
sometimes distinguished by a similar hairlinee 
243-6 were written in single columns ignoring the double- 
column vertical ruling already present on the leaves, 
except as a guide for the alignment of the beginning of 
lines; the horizontal ruling was used as a rough guide 
to line-spacing. 243-§ were each preceded by capitular 
marks (cc). In 243, the diplomatic clause depar le 
Roy was off-set and used-as a rubrics while the address 
was added on a separate line beneath the text. 
244-6 each had descriptive-rubrics. No'decoration 
was added. 
(ii) Textual content 
243-6 were royal writs (A. D. 1364-5) r6garding the claim 
of the tenants of Crondall, Hants, that the prior of- 
Winchester was demanding unaccustomed services from them. 
lo For the ruling of fos. 119-20% X.. above, 
section 1, 
" " 
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Editorial practices 
243-6 were entered in the Codex in chronological order 
of issue. The descriptive rubrics preceding 244-6 
appear to be cartulary headingst but those to 244-2 
may have been adapted from endorsements on the (now, lost) I 
N 
exemplars.. The address associated with 243 may well 
have been such an endorsement. These documents were 
probably written into the Codex 'shortly after th'eir . 
receipt. The only copying error by scribe r occurs 
in 243 (redresser for redrescer, fo, 119'9 1.5 up; 
see Plate =II) and-this was altered . by subpuncting 
and the writing of the correct letter overline, No 
linguistic or textual changes are discernible irr these 
texts, the first of which is in French and the remainder- 
in Latin. 
Scribe s (247) 
(i) Palaeographical features (Plate XXIV) 
Scribe s wrote on fo. 126v of the Codex in script of' 
a type (litera cursiva anglicana, tending towards 
secretary script, particularly in its forms of a, ! j, 
and s) which'occurs in both episcopal' and cathedral 
2 
priory records written at Winchester. ýn the second half 
.............. ... 
19 HRO; Episce 8, fo. 1 (heading), foo., 128-33 (text); 
Episc. o. 91 fo. I (heading), foso 47v-53*t 59-60vi 75-77 9 KK-ýTVv; Episc. 10, fos. 1-10V- Episc. 11, fos. 1-187v. Ibid., Eccles 2/159394,4594039 159403Ao 
The script in these MSS. becomes progressively more 
developed into secretary script towards the end of the 
cent'ury. 
2'. WCLI St. Swithun's dartulary, Index, first hand$ 
Goodman, Chartular , Plate 1, 
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of the fourteenth century. This script had 
several features in co=on with that used by scribe rp 
jaztWauly /in the-treatment of ascenders and most descenders. 
In duct. howeverit is reminiscent of the script of 
scribe q who may in fact have been the same person 
as scribe s, writing at an'earlier time (see scribe qt* 
above). The following letter-forms are peculiar, 
however., to the script used by scribe s: 
a is very'occasionally one-compartment (gracia, ) 
pontearchel suthampton', fo, 12e, 1.15 up; 
see Plate XXIV); 
d has a pointed bowl; 
e is always open-sided; 
.2 has an open, ! j-shaped head; 
has a straight. descender; 
r usually stands on the line and its stem has a 
foot turned to the right. In the first line 
of text however (fo. 120V, 1.15 up), the r in 
the first word (Henricus) has a descendert and 
has lost its shoulder, while those there in 
gracia and pontearche are 2-shaped; 
in final position is 6-shapedej 10. 
There is no 'biting' of d+e. 
Abbreviations 
The final syllable -bus, was Tepresented by (bj) and the 
BýLe SLA 
Latin conjunction/(q3)0 Suprascriptý'-i and d (apud, 
fo. 120V, 1-5 up) occur. The tironian nota was 
usually used for et, although the word was written in 
Yulf'on two occasions (ibid., 1.14 up, first and third 
words). The -orum compendium was used. . Apart . %. 
L, -D3 
PLATE XXIV : Codex Wintoniensist fo. 120v 
(scale 3: 5) 
document 247, In Cod. Wint. III, acribe s; with 
marginal note by annotator 4. 
Image removed due to third party copyright
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from special signs f or -us (Henricun ibid. 91- 15 'UP) and 
for -er (reuersus, ibid. 9 1.4 up; aspignauorit2 
assignauerint2 ibid., 1.10 up), other abbreviations \1 
were marked by a fairly thick overline, 
Punctuation 
The full point was used within diplomatic clauses, the 
semi-colon between clauses. The letter i was some- 
. times distinguished by a curved hairline, 
247 was written at the foot of foe 120V, without' 
reference to the double-column ruling already present on 
the leaf, ' and continuing the single-column arrangement 
of text used by scribe r at the top of foe 126v. No 
rubric or coloured decoration was addedl but the initial 
to the first word of te3tt was a display capital (one line 
high). 
(ii) Textual content 
247 claimed to record the confirmation by King Henry 1, 
in 1110., of the grant of the estate of . Buttermere, Wilts., 
by Prior Geoffrey and the convent of Winchester to 
Walter de Combe, for an annual rent of 60 shillingG* 
(iii) Editorial practices 
The exemplar of 247 has not been found. There are two 
discernible copying errors: the misreading and erroneous 
extension of Rann[ulfol as Raymundo; and a similar uvoing 
1., For the ruling on fo. 120, v, above, I ------ ý-4 section I* 
4'6e royal' A-warl ; cf. Gajlcjilý 
Clntus' 2; t iiio). 
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Section 
The Sources of Cod. Wint. III 
a) The Archival Provenance of Documents in Cod. Wints III 
The respective exemplars of documents in Cod. Wint. III 
were-each available for transcription at Winche6torg 
probably at the cathedral prioryll at particular times 
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 
The exemplars of the pre-conquest documents 
-! Ll) were probably included in the various .. v 
235t 238 
archives in. existenci at Winchester at the end of the 
Anglo-Saxon-period and in the twelfth century, which. 
have been described above in relation to Cod-Wint. 1* 
2 
Of these exemplarsl that of 236 probably belonged to 
the Old Minster's Archive in 1066, since it related to 
the monastic estate of Chilcomb, Hants. 
3 The 
exemplars of 238 and 241 may also have'been in the 
Old Minster archive by 1066, as surrendered back-title 
to monastic estates, but would earlier have been part 
of private archives, possibly deposited for safety in 
a monastery such as the Old Minster. 
4 
The exemplars 
1. Cf. below, section 4; and Part E, section 1. 
.. 
2. Part B9 section 3, aýii). 
3- Even if spurious (cf. Finberg, ECWj p. 227; 
Harmer, ASWrits, PP- 373-80), it Vais probably composed before IU66. 
4. On such archives, X. above, Part B, coction 3, a. 
a 
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of 239-40, relating to ali6n estates, were probably ' 
parts of alien archives at Winchester by 1066; that 
of 239 may haVe-belonged to the private archive of 
Bishop Ethelwold at Wolvesey'in the late tenth conturys 
since it seems to be connected with hia land transactions 
in the east midlands; 
' that of 240, which had boon. 
thus 
copied into Cod. Wint. - I as 1649'waslat Winchester 
Cathedral by 1129 X 1139 and had earlier perhaps been 
depocited there as part of an alien archive. 
2 The 
exemplar of 22 may, in 1066t have belonged to the Now 
I. 
Minster archivel both since it. related-primarily to the 
foundation of that house and because it may have been 
the exemplar for the early eleventh-century copy of*the 
same record in the New Minster Liber Vitae; 
3 if it 
had telonged to the New Minster archive it may either 
have been surrendered to the cathedral in 1110 with the 
original site of the New Minster (on the latter's move 
4 
'- '-- 
rtclovl -i-u 
lu c-131-44ml u, ',; w 
V 
to Hyde) orithe mid twelfth century, together with Dther 
documents in Cod. Wint. I and Cod. Winte 11.5 It seems 
1. See above, Part B, section 3, a(ii). 2. Ibid. 
3. BL, Stowe MS. 944, fo- 57 rV A further alternative 
is that there were$ from the beginning, two c. opies 
of the record, one kept at the Old * 
Minster and one 
at the New Minster. -This is feasible, since the Old Minster also gained from. the transaction, but 
there is no mention, in the text, of the record being 
drawn up as'a chirograph. 
4. See WEMA, pp. 3121'317-18, and ibid., Figure go 
5-' See abovet Part B, section 3, a(ii). 
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that the exemplars of all the pro-conquost documonta 
in Cod. Winti III could have been available at Winchester 
Cathedral for transcription'into Cod. Wint. I and II, 
but, apart from that of 240/164, were not copied into 
those twelfth-century parts of the Codex. It may 
be that most of them were accidentally omitted from the 
cartulary in the twelfth cdntury, and that this fact 
was only realised with regard to particular documents 
at different times in the succeeding centuries, at which 
times the omissions were rectified. 
It is likely that the post-conquest documents 
were copied in Cod. Wint. 111 (19 209 233-21 237, ýg42-. 
from exemplars which had been placed in the archive of 
Winchester cathedral priory soon after their production 
(at different times before the en. d of the fourteenth 
century), since they all related to priory estates. 
No archival press-marks were entered in 
Cod. Wint. III and the only rubrics which may have been 
adapted from endorsements on the exemplars were tho6e 
relating to 
b) The Diplomatic Provenance of Documonts in Cod. Wint-III 
The documents in Cod. Wint. III may be divided into the 
following four categories, reflecting the potentially 
The Latin rubrics to 23872,241 seem to be cartulary 
headings I rather than 
ria7in en56orsements on the exemplars 
of the sort discussed above (Part B, section 4ja(ii)) 
in relation to an early twelfth-conturybcollection'of 
cathedral endowment documents, 1. abovol Part D, 
section 21 scribe 21 (111)* 
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different diplomatic provenance of thoir roapoctivo 
, exemplars: 
1 
(i) Documents Probably-drafted-and written at, o 
by the agents of, Winchester cathedral prio 
(the Old Minster): 
Royal Anglo-Saxon declarations (? A. D. 853 X 903): 
236 
236 was in faVour of the cathedral, and, although 
brobably a forgery written later than its claimed 
2 ninth-century date, was very likely drafted there* 
if it represents a contemporary record of the 
acquisition of land ýn which to build the New 
Minster, would very probably have been drafted at 
the cathedral, as presumably the only writing- 
centre then in Winchester; if not contemporary, 
then it is perhaps more likely to have been drafted 
at the New Minster, which was its principal bene- 
f iciary. 0 
Post-concuest memoranda relatiný to Priory-estates, 
it Rot M-21 m 
Most of these were probably drafted on the spot 
by the agents of the cathedral priory and later 
1. For the methods and assumptions behind the ascrip- 
tion of diplomatic provenance, v. above, Part B, 
section 3, b. 
2, See Finberg, ECWI p. 227; Harmer, ASWrits, ppe 373- 
80; and beloi; _jAppendix Is a. n. 
I 
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forwarded to the priory for reference, and porhaps 
for writing in fair copy. appears to be a 
fabrication, but one almost certainly drafted by 
agents of the priory. 
1 
(ii) Anglo-8axon document perhaps drafted at the Now 
Minster: 
(if not contemporary; see M, above) 
(iii) Royal Anglo-Saxon diplomas to non-corporate bene- 
ficiaries (A. D. 939 X 1016)s 
L3-8 - LI 
The on ly surviving exemplar of the documents in 
2 
this group is +ý2 This has ý8, datýed A. D. 939 
many clauses in common with Sawyer 447, whose 
single-sheet text was written at Winchester by 
the man identified by Dr. Chaplais as scribe 2.3 
+Q8 does not appear to have been written by t. he' 
same scribe as Sawyer 447, but was probably 
drafted by the same draftsmant presumably at 
Winchester. 
Two of the remaining documents (M-LO) 
come from the period. A. D. 924-75, during whichý 
there was, a limited number of functioning script- 
oria in England. 
4 2405 has several clauses 
I. See'belowt Appendix 11 o. n. 
2. BL, Cotton Chartt viii. 22; see belowt Appendix 2. 
3- BL, Cotton MS. -Aug. fit 23; Chaplaist 'Origin and 
authenticity', p. 60. 
4., See above Part Bl'section 31b(ii). 
5- The same document as 164 in Cod. Wint. 1. 
a 
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iri common with Sawyer 706 and 7171 whone oinglo-' 
sheet texts were written at Abingdon by ChaplainIG 
scribe 61 and it may well have boon drafted thoro 
by the same draftsman. 
1M does not have 
enough diplomatic clauses in common with any of 
the single-sheets whose scribes have so far boon 
identified for any conclusimýa to be drawn about 
its provenance. I 
241 (A. D. 978 x 1016) comes from the 
period in whi-ch more scriptoria were functioning, 
due to the refoundation of monasteriesq and when 
diplomas were often partly modelled on those drafted 
0, 
a generation or two earlier, making the ascription 
of diplomatic provenance difficult; 
2 
nothing can 
at present be said about the provenance of 241. 
(iv) Post-conquest royal writs conceming Winchester 
cathtdral-_prio (A*D. 1070 X 1365): 
242-7 
Of these documental the fourteenth-century writ- 
mandates (24376) can be accepted without question 
as products of the royal administration: the 
--exemplar of 243 was a writ close issued under the 
privy seal; 
3 those of'244-6 were writs clone 
issued under the great seal. 
4 
The text of 247, 
EL, Cotton Chart. viii. 28 and Stowe Chart. 29; 
Chaplais, 'Origin and authenticity's p. 60. 
2. See above, ýart B, section. 3, b (ii). 
3- On such documents, v. P. Chaplais, English royal 
documents, Kine-joh-h - Hbnry VII I-IVV-14bl- ýUxfordq 
4. 
6 
17( 4.19 P. Po 
lbid. 9 pp. 16-19. 
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a writ-charýer of King Henr y I, is probably genuineq 
although this is not to say it was not drafted at 
Winchester cathedral priory rather than by the royal 
chancery; it has an identical dating-clause to 
another grant by the same king in favour of the 
cathedral. The text of 242, although perhaps. 
based ultimately on a product of the royal chancery, 
has probably been subjectedto some. modification. 
2 
0 
1. Goodman, Chartulary 21 (Regesta US 947). 
2. See below, Append# 1,242, n-3- 
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I 
I 
Section 4 
The Historical Background to Cod. Wint. III 
The order in which individual texts were added to 
Cod. Wint. 'III is represented by the sequence of letters 
by which the scribes who wrote them into the cart- 
. ulary have been described above. The thirteenth- 
century scribes (1-R) added their texts on leaveEr (or 
parts'of leaves) left blank in Cod. Wint. II (fos. 7vt 
81 117 rv ), but avoiding the leaf (fo, 3) which was 
o available for the completion of the table of contents 
already begun on foe 2v-'1 The first of the fourteenth-.. 
century scribes (o) ignored this consideration and placed 
his work on foe even though there were still some 
spaces available further on in the manuscript on'leaves 
v associated with Cod. Wint. II, (foS. 7 I foot; 11ývj foot). 
Neither these spaces, nor the still-blank fo-3, were 
enough howeverfor the next fourteenth-ýcentury-scribe (M)l 
who consequently had, to add new leaves to, the manuscript 
(fos. 118-20) to accommodate his text. The subsequent 
scribes Qq7s) filled the space left by scribe 2 on these 
additional leaves. 
-Similar general motives lay be4. ind the addition 
of the documents in Cod. Wint. III to the existing composite 
twelfth-century cartularyrepresented by Cod. Wirt, I-II., 
1*, Begun in the early thirteenth century by scribe k, 
but nbver completed, above, Part As section 1-'d. 
I 
W3 
as were adduced to explain the addition of 
to th. e first compilation, Cod. Wint. I. These were, 
firstly, the augmentation of an existing body of reference 
material, and, secondly, the attempt to ensure the pre- 
servation of particular documents by associating them 
with an important volume of *evidence. The pro- 
conquest documents 23, L36, end ? J8-Ll, were probably added 
because they were obviously-of the same-typ6, as those 
2 in Cod. Wint. I-II but, except for 240, had been omitted 
from the earlier compilations. The remaining'documents 
(12 20,2ýU-ýj 237t ? 42-, Z), all postý-conquest in date, 
------we: pe--no doubt added in order to preserve the 
individual 
texts, but the choice of the Codex Wintoniensis as the 
-vehicle for their preservation may reflqct the fact that 
the Codex had been consulted in relation to the earlier 
history of the estates which these documents concerned. 
A notable feature of all the texts in Cod; Wint. III, which, 
is of importance to the location of the Codex Wintoniensis 
3 in the late medieval period, is that they all concerned, 
or appea red to concern, 
4 
cathedral priory estates rather 
than specifically episcopal bnes. 
1. See above, Part C, section 4. " 
2.240 was a copy of the same document as 164 in 
Cod. Wint. l. This fact apparently escap-id-the 
notice oY-scribe 
Cf. below, Part Et section 1. 
4. With regard to 239-40, both poncerning alien estates 
whose names were identic6Ll*to thoge of cathedral 
priory estates (Fyfield and East Overton, Wilts 
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PART E 
USERS AND CRITICS OF THE CODEX WINTONIENSIS 
gection I 
Post-Medieval Users of the CodexWintoniensis 
The use ofthe Codex in the later medieval per iod, as 
a repository for the preservation of, important documents 
concerning Winchester cathedral priory estates, and as 
a source for historians and administrators working within 
the cathedral priory, is illustrated both by the additions 
of text discussed above in Part D (Cod. Wint. III) and 
., by the occurrence of medieval annotations passi 
in the. 
I 
manuscript. In contrast, information about the 
use of the Codex in the period since the dissolution of 
the cathedral priory (1539) is almost entirely dependent 
upon sources external to the manuscript itself. 
2 Tn 
the year 1550, the Codex appears to have been in the 
possession of Thomas Dackomb, who pl4ced his ex libris 
3 
mark on fo. 2. Dackomb, -a canon 
(1542-) of the. iiewly- 
established secular chapter of Winchester Cathedral, and 
the rector (1549-) of Tarrant Gunville, Dorset, was a 
book-collector on quite a large scale between c. 1540 
and his death in 1572, a period when thd.., contents of-the 
-libraries of dissolved religious houses became available 
.. I. The more explicit of i 
'these bnnotations are given below 
in the Descriptive List (Appendix 1)2 under the particular 
documents to which they relate. For a short m3mm of 
the work of individual annotatorsl X. ibid., prefatory 
matter, sub Textual information. 
2. On the dissolution of the prioryl'v. Knowles and ýa: dcock, 
3- See above, Part A2 section I, c. 
to private collectors. 
' ge seems to have used his 
415 
position as canon at Winchester to obtain,, Poss- 
6ssion of. , some of 
the manuscripts previously be- 
longing to the'cathedral priorys amongst them the Codex 
and two other cartularies. 
2 
One of these three 
carýularies was later sent by him to Sheen Priory (Surrey) 
and subsequently became part of'-the Harleian collection 
3 
of manuscripts. Another diýappeared from view until 
187ý, when'it was purchased by the British Museum at an' 
. auction at 
Sotheby's as part of the 'property of a 
gentleman deceased'. 
4 
The third, the Codexj appears 
to have been returned to Winchester Cathedral, perhaps 
by Dackomb himself. or his-executors, and remained there 
.,, until the nineteenth century 
(see below). It had 
probably already been returned thither when John Joscelyn 
'(1529-1603), the Latin secretary to Archbishop Parker 
from 1559 to 1575i'listed thirty-six of the documents 
contained in it as part of a general piece of research 
1. See A. G. Watson, IA sixteenth century collector, 
Thomas Dackomb, 1496-c -15721, The Library, September, 
1965.1. pp. 204-17; C. E. Wright, 'The dispersal of 
. the libraries in the sixteenth century, The English libraýZ before 1700jedd. F. Wormald, C. E . Wright ý1958)j 
pp, 
2. *He also obtained'the early'eleventh -century manuscript 
of thelives of St. Swithun (BL, Royal MS. 15 C. vii), 
V. Watson, '. A sixteenth century collector',, ibid. 
3- BLI Harl. R. CC. 21.; Davis 1045- 
4* BL9 Add. MS. 29436'. -po' Davis 1043. 
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I on documents issued by the Anglo-Saxon kings. 
' 
Joscelyn does*not appear., however, to have used the 
evidence of documents'in the Codex when preparing the 
De antiquitate Britannicm ecclesice (1572), which was 
pub lished under Parker's name. 
2 
No mention has been found of the Codex in 
the seventeenth century or in the first part of the 
eýghteenth, It was not mentioned by Dean Young in 
3 his diary (1616-45)9,. nor does it appear to have been 
brought to the notice of/Simonds DlEwes when he visited 
the cathedral in 1640 and transcribed'seven single- 
sheet Anglo-Saxon charters which were then thdre. 
4 
1, BL, Cotton MS. Vesp. A. 
i 
ix, fos- 116v-126v; a 
note of the donorg beneficiary, eEtatel date, 
and witnesses of Codex documents in the following 
order - 149,40-2,1 E01 26 12 24,49,8-2,249 
80,82, E0 j- 972- Z39 1) -- 1011 11- 9-76 9 18t ut 449 4 "871 7001--73ý5- 1109 Thesg iA4.1&67do'FU--MenTjS t laymen s wel os 
, 
to 
Winchester Cathedral. 
, 
Cf. ibid., o 121 1 'this 
is to be put in a boke wherin be other charters 
of kings before the conquerors tymel. On 
Joscelyn, v. E. N. Adams, Old English scholarship 
in En*, - 
ýtný' d from 1566-1800 (Yale Studios in riinh 
k1gly); reprintCEL Archon Bookat U. S, Xo qg'/U)t 
2, De antiquitate Britannicm eC01aSim L privilogiie ecclesime 
WCL, MS. 22. 
4 . BL, Harl. MS- 5969 £os. ' 147-21 (Saeer 376,668, ý 6979 738, 8019 9949 1016), 
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Although John Chssew)s almost certainly annotator 14 of the Code3( 
it was not included in his. list of the cathedral 
muniments made in 1643 .2 RdmarkablYj the Codex does not',,. 
appear to have been known to the leading antiquaries 
of this period, not being mentioned in the works of 
Dodsworth and Dugdale; Spelman; Wharton; Madox; 
Wanley; or Tanner. 
3 The fact that'these and later 
antiquaries had not noticed it was explained to Sir 
Frederick Madden in 1846 as being becaupe. the Codex 
was not kept in the library. of the dean and chapter 
at this timej but in the Singing School, where Madden's 
informant had 'often seen it serve the purpose of a 
seat for the boys to sit on'* 
4 
Whatever its precise location, it is probable 
, 
that the Codex was within the cathedral precincts for 
most -of the period between its. use by Joscelyn in the 
mid sixteenth century and its. appearance at an auction 
in Winchester in 1840 (see below). In spite of its 
omission from the iiajor antiquarian. works of the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, it does 
. seem to have been used, albeit in one 
'instance at second 
$e, Wow, AlTenaix A. rrtSaUty mattar s,,. 6 Textuil- 
;, 44mation. 
WCL, Book of John Chase* 
Rdspectively: Monasticon Ist edition, 1655-73); 
Spelman, Concilia (1639-64); Wharton, Angli 
Sacra (1679-15-t although this contains an edition of 
-37-1-11-ts text was taken from London, Lambeth Palace, 
MS. 183, ve below, Appendix 1, i 'Madox Pormulare 
AnglicanuR (1702); Wanley, CataRoizus"(17053; and 
Tanner, Notitia Monastica (ed. ames Nasmith, 1787)- 
4,. Bod, MS. Eng. hists""0.159s, PP. 6-7 (Madden's Journal, 
5 January 1846). - The Singing School wasat that time in Cheyney Court (ex inf. Dr. D. J. Keene). 
I 
18 
hand, by two different histori'ans in the later part of 
the eighteenth century, at which time it was almost 
---certainly at the cathedral. Five documents con- 
tained in the Codex (ýO, ý0-2,54) were mentioned 
by Robert Boyes in his 'History of Alresford', written 
in 1774. Boyes's immediate source appears to have. 
been transcripts supplied to him by the dean and chapter. 
2 
The transcript of ý1, which Boyes had quoied in full in 
his 'History', was later acquired by Sir, Prederick Madden, 
along with Boyes's other notes. 
3 -A comparison of- - 
M adden's-own transcript of the'transcript of ýl previously 
owned by Boyes to thd actual text of 21 in the-Codex 
shows that Boyes had been supplied by the dean and chapter 
with a transcript made direct from the. Codexq, rather 
than with either a transcript of an existing transcript 
4 
or a transcript from the (now-lost) exemplarýof. 21- 
At about the same time$ the Codex itself ('Register 
of Charters - relating to the Church of Winchester') 
was seen by Thomas Astle, who made. notes concerning 
I*- The MS. of Boyes's 'History' is. at present unlocated. 
An edition of it by A. J,, Robertson was published 
privately in 1937, under the title A histor of 
Z Alresford (republished, Laurence 2x. -Lert ANVes ord 1978)lin 
1937, the MS. was said to be in tTe- Vinchester Public 
Library. 
2. -According to Sir Frederick Madden, BLI Add. MS, 
33285, fo. 3. 
3- Ibid. fos. 2-4 v Cf* Bod, MS. Eng. '*hist.. C-157, 
P-57 
ZMadden's Journall. 14 April 1844). 
4. Madden's transcript__, is BL, Add. MS-'33285, fo. 2. 
6 
a 
01 
18 and 19 and also noted p&rt o: C the ý content of tho 
paste-downs* 
I 
. 
At some time before 9 April 18391 the date of 
'his death, the Codex appears to have been borrowed from 
the cathedral precincts for his own use by Thomas Watkins, 
-then-the canon librarian. 
2 
Watkins perhaps intended 
to add to his knowledge of the barly history of'the 
diocese, an interest in which he seems to have already 
possessed in 1827, when he was one of the subscribers 
3 to S. H. Cassan's Lives of the bishops of Winchester, 
Watkins's wife Eliza died on .8 September 1839, and, 
nine months later, on 15 June 1840, the contents of their 
'I-, 
. 
Astle (1735-1803) was keeper of the'records at the 
Tower of London, and the former owner of twenty-one 
of the cartularies listed in-Davis (q. v., p. 167), 
amongst them the New Minster Liber Vitae (BL$ Stowe 
MS. 944; Davis 1052). His notes o$ are 
now BLI Add. MS- 34712, fos. 172-3. P-or 
A 
paste- 
downs, X. above, Part A9 section I, b. 
2. At*his death, Watkins was librarian, sAcris: bj and 
precentor of the cathedral, and chaplain of Bishop 
Morley's College (for widows). 'He had been vicar 
of Minety, Wilts., since 1810; vicar of Collingbourne 
Kingston$ Wilts., since 1833; and a minor canon of 
the cathedral since 1802. See memorials in N. 
transept of Winchester Cathedral; WCL, Chapter Book 
1824-50, pp. 61,163,253-4; J. Foster, Alumni 
Oxonienses, The members of the University of Oxford 
171.5-lbbb ý4 vols; Uxford, 188b3 -ivs pe 75Uge 
The' lives of the bishops of Winchester, from Birinus 
, 
the first bishop of-the West Saxons, " to the 12resent time 
T27vol-S., 182r/) ii, p. xxi at rear, . -Uassan did not 
use the Codex or'any Anglo-Saxon documents in this work. 
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N 
house in High Streett Winchester, were. auctioned by 
Mr. T. Gudgeon. 11 
1. - 
The Codex"t 'lotted in the sale 
catalogue, and alluded to in some very unmeaning way, 
such as "an old'MS. "', was noticed by the bookseller 
John Gough Nichols at the sale-preview on the Saturday 
. -before-the actual sale on the Monday. 
2-- Nichols 
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rightly suspected that the Codexý was included in the 
sale by mistake and, managed to have it withdrawn and 
returned to the dean and chapter library, but not before 
he had made a tran cript of the medieval table of contents 
3 
at the front of the Codex,. Nichols lent this trans- 
cript to Sir Frederick Madden, then keeper of the 
manuscripts in the. British. Museum, when Nichols. visited 
. 
him on 15 January 1842 to inform him of the existence 
4 
of the Codex. Neither Nicholstor Madden realised 
at this time, however, that the medieval table of contents 
was incomplete, a fact of which Madden was informed on 
18-October 1842, after the loan of the Codex to J. M. Kemble 
(see below). 5 
1. Winchester City Library, Hampshire Chronicle, v 9 September *1839; BL, Egerton MS. 28431-fos 382-3 
(letter, J. G. Nichols to Sir F. Madden, 27 Niel 
November 1844). 
2. BLI Egerton MS. 2843, ibid.; cf. -Iýqd, MS. Eng. hist.. 
C. 157, -pp. 33? -6 (Madden's Journal, 26 [sic] 
November 1844 
3, 'BL, Egerton MS. 2843, ibid. For the table of contents, 
v. abovel Part A, section I, d. - 
4. Bod, MS. Eng. hist. C-155, pp. 7-8 (Madden's Journal). 
Nichols's transcriptis now,, BLI Add. MS- 33285, fos-327-9- 
5- Bod, MS. Eng. hist. C-155, p. 293 (Madden's Journal). 
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C J. M. Kembles the editor of the Codexdipý- 
lomaticus aevi Saxonici (KCD; 18ý9_48)j was the first 
Old English scholar of modern times to use the Codex 
Wintoniensis, and was apparently the man who gave it 
that name, by analogy with his own published collection 
of Anglo-Saxon documents, which he was able to enl6xge' 
considerably with documents edited from the newly- 
discovered manuscript. Kembip"s first attempts to 
see and use the Codex were, however, thwarted by the 
cathedral clergy at Winchester. Having been informed 
about it by Madden on 11 March 1842, Kemble had approached 
thp dean and chapterboth by letter and. in person., in 
order to consult it, but was informed*that no such 
2 
-jilanuscript existed.. It was not until-9 June 184ý, 
, p. xviii, 
1 the Bri ish 10 Cf. Goodman, Chartular7 t 
Museum Add. MS. 15350, called by Kemble Codex 
Wintoniensis'. On 21 November 1844, Kemble referred 
-to it as 'the Winton Chartularyl in a letýer to Madden (BL, Egerton MS*. *2843, fos. 375-76 ). 
. In the 
' 
recognizance made in 1842 (X * 422 n. 3), 
it is uermed the 'Chartulary of St, 
&fihiV5. The 
name Codex Wintoniensis-had previously been used 
to refer to an al-leged survey of England by King 
Elfred, v. W. Kennett, Parochial antiquities attempted 
in the history of Ambrosden, Bli cester, and other 
adjacent parts in the counties of Oxford and Bucks* 
(new edition, Oxford$ 1818) ii, Glossary, s. v., 
Domesday Book. 
2. Bod, MS. Eng. hipt C 155 (Madden's... Journal ,. # 
pp. 41f (11 March 
; 84i), 141-2 (9 June 1842ýj 
-7 154 (16 June 1842); BLI Egerton MS. 2843, fO " 3871 
... (cop7 of letter, Madden. to J. G. Nichols., 29. November, 1844). 
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when Madden confronted Canon William Vaux with Nichols's 
'transcript 
of 
existence of 
ceded. 
IA 
found 'thrown 
caused. Madden 
the table of contents (see above) that the 
the Codex at Winchester Cathedral was con- 
search was made and the manuscript was 
into an open drawer', a circumstance which 
to comment. in his Journal, II wish to 
God there were'an-Act of Parliaýent to deprive these 
clerical people of the treasures they cannot read, and, 
care not to preservels, 
2 
.. and one which undoubtedly 
influenced Madden in his subsequent (successful) efforts 
to purchaw the Codex for the'British Museum (see below). 
Eventually, on the s6purity of a sworn recognizance in 
one hundred pounds) and the guarantee of a member of the 
..,, Council ofthe Historical Society, Kemble-obtained a 
loan of the Codex on 16 July 1842., for a period up to 29 
3 
September following. This period of loazý was 
subsequently extended to 25 March 1843, and was followed 
4 
by another between April and December 1844. 
! C" 
1. Bod. MS. Eng. hist. C-155% pp. 141**2. 
2. Ibid. N 
3. WOL, Winchester Cathedral Chronicle 1800-1860, p. 76; 
Chapter Book 1824-50, P-312. This loan also included 
two single-sheet documents (probab. 1y. Sawyer 312(l), 
649). The Winchester Cathedral ex libris mark on 
f o. 2 of the Codex probably belongs to tHis time , 
v. above, Par7t A, section Ic. ' 
4, WCLI Winchester Cathedral Chronicle 1800-18609 P-76ý 
I endorsementi Bod, MS. Eng. hist. 54-59 671 'Co157a 
345 (Madden s Journal; 12,17 April an 
P7pLecember 
" (letter, 1844) BL, EgertonMS.. 2843, fos- 384-5 
Canon Vaux to Maddens 27 November 4844). ' 
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It was during these periods of loan that Kemble, 
accomplished most of the work needed for his edition I 
of the documents from the Cod. ex which he included in 
KCD. 
I 
Although this edition left much to be de- 
sired in accuracy and techniquel it did at least make 
the existence of the Codex Wintoniensis and much of 
its contents Senerall; ý,.. ýnown to scholars for. the first 
time. 2 
The circumstances of the appearance'of the 
Codex at auction, in-1840$ the initial difficulty 
experienced by Kemble in gaining access to it, and the 
casual way in which it was kept at*Winchester Cathedral, 
combined to persuade Sir Frederick Madden that the. Codex 
would be better preserved in public custodyo This 
opii3ion was no doubt strengthened when Madden was in- 
formed (18 October 1842) Of Kemble's discovery that the 
table of contents at the front of the Codex, of which 
Madden still had John Nichols's transcript (see above), 
was representative of less than half the manuscript's 
actual contents. 
3 Madden did*not, howeveractually' 
inspect the manuscript himself until. 12, April 1844, when 
BLI Egerton MS. 28439 fo- 386 rv (copy of. letters 
Madden to J. G. Nichols, 29 November 1844), 
Bod, MS. Eng. hist. C- 1571 P-345 (Madden s Journal, 
7 December 1844) mentions that some of the documents 
to be printed from the Codex. by Kemble were already 
in proof. 
2, On Kemble's methods of editing, ef'. tenton, 
PP. 3-4- 
Bod, MS. Eng. hist. C-"155, p. 293--ý 
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Kemble, who had borrowed it for the second time from 
Winchester Cathedral, deposited it with him for five 
days. Madden was considerably impressed by 
the importance of the Code but at that time did not 
expect any proposal for its cession to the British 
2 Museum to meet with success.. This did-not prevent 
i 
him from starting negotiations for its purchase however, 
and. on 16 November-1844 he wrote to Canon Vaux for his 
help in prersuading the chapter to offer the Codex to 
the Museum for two hundred pounds. 
3 
Vaux took 
soundings from some of his-fellow canons, who favoured 
the idea in principle but requested a valuation of the 
manuscript from an. lindependent authority' such as 
4 
,.. Kemble. The latter agreed. on 
21 November 1844, 
to Madden's request for his opinion of the manuscript, 
but proposed to limit this to a statement of its in- 
ýrinsic worth as a-collection of unique historical 
materials declining to place a monetary value upon it. 
5 
Madden wrote to Vaux-on 23 November 1844, explained 
Kemble's attitude, suggested that-the manusc . ript might 
be given a monetary value by '. some respectable bookseller'l 
1, Ibid:., 0.157, pp. 54-5s 57,67. 
2. Ibid. 9 PP- 54-5; v. also below, section 2. 
* 3. Bod, MS. Eng. Iiist. C- 1571 PP- 327-ý8. 
4. 'BL, Egerton MS.. 2843, fos, 371-2v (letters Vaux to 
I-11adden, 18 November 1844). 
5. lbid, t foi 373-4 (copy of letter Madden to Kemble), 375-6v (letter, Kemble to Madden3e Cf. below, section 2*- 
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and added his own opinion that the sum'of two hundred 
pounds was a liberal offer, being double the amount 
any cartulary had ever been sold'for up to that 
time. In the same letter, Madden hinted tactfully 
to Vaux in what manner he should persuade the full 
chapter of the cathedral to agree to the sale, 'not... - 
quite as a matter of business, but ... an arrangement 
on public grounds, by which a MS. oý "greatf literary I 
interest is transferred from one Body to another'. 
Madden's advice appears to have been heeded by Vauxj 
for on 27 November 1844-Vaux was able to report to 
Madden that the dean and-chapter had agreed to cede 
the Codex to the British Museum for the sum of two' 
. 
Aundred pounds ( to be spent on books for the improvement 
of the cathedral library), in order that it might be 
'deposited in a Collection, whore it would be both 
bette 
,r 
known to exist, and be more accessible than in 
2 
the Cathedral Libra On December 7 1844, ry P 
the Codex was deposited once more at the British Museum. 
-by Kemble, in order that Madden might prepare his 
recommendation to. the Trustees for its purchase, and 
so that the Trustees might themselves inspect it. 
3 
. 1. 
1. BL,. Egerton MS. Z§431 fos. 378V-9 (COPY)- 
2. Ibid., fos. 384-5- The decision to.. sell the Codex 
is not recorded in WCLj Chapter Book*'1824-50. 
3, Bod, MS. Eng. hist. 'C. 157, P-345 Cf. BL, Egerton. 
MS. 2843, fos. 373-4 (co Y of letter,. Madden to 
Kemble, 19 NovemberNI, 84439., ý75-76v (letter, Kemble 
to Madden, 21 November 1844). 
I 
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Althougý Madden anticipýated-objections to be put. uji 
by the Trustees to'the purchase-of the Codex, j these 
did not materialise, or were won over, and on 
21 December 1844 they agreed to. its purchase for the 
sum of two hundred pounds. The purchase of the 
Codex by the British Museum made it freely accessible. 
for scholarly use for the first'tiine in its long history. 
Since 1844, besides the publication of the text of many 
of its constituent pre-conquest. documents by Kemble 
in KCD (-1848), most of which were probably transcribed 
while the Codex was on loan to him immediately before 
its purchase, other editions of almost all of its 
constituent documents have appeaýredj more accurate than 
those in KCD. Walter de Gray Birch re-edited most, 
of the documents published by Kemble, but only those 
prior to the year 975 (BCS; 1885-93)-. Birch's editions 
were far superior to those of Kemble, but still included 
some errors of transcription and deliberate normalisations 
2 
of. spelling. In so far as twentieth-century' 
standards, of editing are concerned, the Latin diplomas 
in the-Codex still await their editors but most oi 
the vernacular documents have now been edited, to a very 
high standards by Dr. -Harmerl Professor Whitelock, and 
BL, Eger- 
hist. C. 
2. Thus in 
v for -us 
ton MS. 2-843' ibid Bod, Eng. 
157, PP- 3% 353: 
Latin-texts, BCS substituted-Ee, forg 
j for (consoH-antal) and 2ELL, - for pro. 
I 
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Miss Robertson. Naturally, given their termd of 
reference, all of these editions have been more con- 
cerned with an interpretation of each of the individual 
cartulary texts in terms of their representation of a 
particular lost exemplar, rather than primarily as 
samples of the work of various identifiable cartulary' 
scribes. The Codex cannot thus be said to have yet 
to have 
been edite4j or even adequatelylbeen calendareds as a 
cartulary, although the maj. ority of, its individual 
texts have appeared in print as parts of collections of 
particular categories of document. 
Harmer, EHD (1914): editions of 23,123abs 1 2. 
---', Vrits (1952): editions of LT-, -7T 61; Harmer, AS 
also of ELI Stowe MS. 944, fo. 40, a FIZ. associat7eil 
with 232. Whitelock, ASWills (1930): editions 
of I Q'S- 
9-1 '122,185,187; 
- al-so Of BLI Stowe Chart. 37, 
a single"Z-sh6et ass-oclated with 93 and 102. 
Robertson, ASCharters (1939): -e-ffition7s-of 22 2 
28 81 22, '1'1*lbl '121,126ab, 142a, 148ab, I 
ýn r= i-v s"' 
; 921 
IýL841 L8jG-Tj4: -- -I I also of I 9i ver iiy. 
Library, Laing Chx Z410 &M4 rt. 18 
. 
thelexempl ar of oL69). 
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Section 2 
The Reputation of the CodexýWintoniensis 
Assessments of the Codex a& & historical source have 
varied since its re-discovery in 1840 (see above, 
section 1), reflecting more general trends in the 
criticism of Anglo-Saxon documents over the same period. 
The fairly liberal and unscientific. approach to 
diplomatic criticism of*the mid nineteenth century was 
r6placed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries with a much more rigid one, based very much 
on the search for historical anachronism within the" 
documentg concerned. In more recent yearsa more 
balanced critical method has been developed, helped 
by considerable advances in ýhe study of palaeographical 
and linguistic criteria. 
As might be expected, the earliest. assessments 
of the Codex stressed its value as a collection Of. 4oc- 
umentst many of them previously unknown. Sir Frederick 
Madden's personal view, recorded in his Journal for 
12 April 1844, the day on which he first saw the Codex, 
shows the impression which it made upon him: 
1. See Stenton, LCI pp. 1-30; N. Brooks, 'Anglo- 
Saxon charteisi.. the work of the last twenty 
yearsIq Anglo-Saxon Englan 30974), pp. 211-31- 
42 9, 
-'This is, without exception, the finest and: 
most remarkable monilment of its kind I have 
ever seen, and the A. Saxon cartularies of 
Wilton in the Museum and Sherborne in the 
hands of Sir T. Phillipps, appear quite in- 
significant in comparison with it... this 
extraordinary volume... 
Taking it altogether, this, volume is the 
most valuable I have. 'ever set eyes on, of the 
classto which it belongs, and poor as I am) 
I would willingly give F, 200 for it. ' 
As Madden explained. on 23 November 1844 to Canon 
Vaux (of Winchester Cathedral), two hundred pounds 
was twice the amount that any cartulary had hitherto 
2 been sold for*, this washowever. the sum eventually 
J 
agreed for its purchase by the British Museum, and 
-'**Madden privately put its monetary value as high as' 
three hundred pounds when writing in his Journal op 
3 
26 November 1844. J. M. Kemble, in his letter 
to Madden of 21 November, declined to put any price 
upon the Codex but freely gave the following assessment: 
1, Bodt IIIS. Eng. hist. C. 157, PP. 54-5. The 
Wilton cartulary is BL, Harl. MS. 436, and the 
Sherborne one BLI. Add. MS. 46487- 
On Sir Thomas Phillipps (1792-1872), v. A. N. L. 
Munbyj Phillipps Studies (5 vols-t 19"51-60; 
re-issued in 2 vols', 
2. BL, Egerton MS. 2843, fos- 376V-9 (copy of letter). 
3- Bod *MS. Eng.. hist. C-157, PP*335-6-'-) 
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'As to the intrinsic value of the Chartulary, 
I. have no hesitation at all. The very ex- 
cellent condition in which it is, the great 
extent of its con tents, and the obvious 
genuineness of the great mass of them, render 
it as valuable as any that I have ever seen. 
It is plain that a very large proportion indeed 
of the documents contained in it are true 
copies of originals nbw lost: and from some 
of them (original covenants between the Bishops, 
Abbats and powerful tenants) we derive information 
which I do not think exists in any-other col'l- 
ection. On the whole it may be pronounced 
to be one of the very finest and most valuable 
chartularies you have in this country, and one, 
that the Museum ought to 'Possess at any rate... 
from what I have said you will perceive that I 
prize this volume very highly 
John Earlej writing in 1888, described the Codex as 
the 'chief monument' produced by an Anglosaxon [6icl 
2 Renaissance at the close of the twelfth century. 
He was correct in stressing the importance of the manu- 
script (particularly Cod. Wint. I and 11) to the. study 
of written English in the twelfth centuryl. although 
wrong both in his blanket dating of the--Codex to 'the 
latter. end of the 12th century', and in seeing the 
linguistic characteristics of #s twelft4-century 
scribes as reflecting an antiquarian revival 
of Old English spellingsjý rather than ap genuine-examples 
of. the early Middle Englis. h used at Winchester. - 
1i BL, Egerton MS. 2843, fos. 375-e. 
2. A handbook to the land-charters and other Saxonic 
ddcuments (Oxford, 1888), pp. cix, '348. 
3- Ibid-2 P. 3489 See above, Part B, section 4, b; 
Part C, section, 2. ' 
. "T 
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Walter de Gray-Birchl in 1892, echoed the favourable 
assessments of the Codex by Madden and Kemble, i; i 
--. ----calling 
it Ia manuscript of the highest literary value, 
towards the correct understanding of the early history 
of Hampshire. 
A considerably less favourable view of the 
Codex was taken by William Stubbs*in 1871, who condemned 
it as a cartulary 'of the lowes .t possib16 character*' 
2 
Although Stubbs did not justify this judgement in detail, '- 
referring only to the number of individual documents 
from the Codex which Kemble had marked in KCD as spurious. 
or questionable, 
3 it was a judgement which was adoptedt 
seemingly without questions by the most distinguished 
of the succeeding generation of historians. 
F. W. Maitland quoted it in 1897, and W. H. Stevenson 
paralleled. 'it in 1898 ( 'a highly suspicious source'). 
4 
F. Me (later Sir Frank)'Stenton called the cartulary 
'the fraudulent Codex Wintoniensis' in 1910 and 
described it as one I of ill repute' in 1913, but later 
1. LVIII p. xii. 
2. ( In A. W. Haddan a4d W. Stubbs (eAd. ), Councils and 
ecclesiastical documents relating-to Great Britain 
and Ireland (3 vols-v Oxford, 1869-78) 1111 p. 638. 
3ý Ibid., P- 6539n. 
4. Respectively: -Domesday Book and be; Zond (Cambridge, 
*1897), PP. 330,3.: 5'1 n. ; and -The date or King 
Alfred's death!, E. H. R. 13 (1898)S'P-73- 
4 
ol V-- 
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moderated his view**' Stubb's defamation of tlýe 
Codex, endorsed by his immediate successors, cdrribd 
such weight that., as-recently as 1961., the Codex was 
termed " the wholly disreputable Codex Wintoniensis' 
in a work on the Anglo-Saxon charters of Somerset. 
2 
These were allhowever, far too rigid 'descriptions 
of the Codexq not being based on a ful-l examination 
of the manuscript itself, and damning the whole con- 
tent of the cartulary because of its inclusion of a 
(limited) number of forgeridso 
The ground for a more balanced view of the 
Codex was only slowly. regained,, through a consider-. 
ation of individual vernacular documents in their 
, particular palaeographical and linguistic context with- 
in the cartulary. This consideration showed that 
the Codex did contain some copies of what could only 
have been authentic exemplars, but whose texts in the 
cartulary showed the respective editorial influence of 
a number of different scribes. As long ago as 17892, 
Birch noted that 23 was a later addition to ihe manu- 
Ocript. 3 An attempt in 1902 to analyse the 
Types of manorial structure in the. northern Danelaw 
(Oxford, 1910), p.. 79n; The earlZ history of the, 
abbey of Abingdon (Reading, 1913), p*13 and n-. 7--, 
cfo below* 
2. E. E. Barker, 'Somersetshire charters to A. D. 9001, 
London M. A, thesis, 19611 p. 66. 
3., LvH, P-155. 
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vernacular of the twelfth-century parts of the cartulary 
ýhat, is, Cod. Wint. ' I and II) failed, however., because of an 
inadequate palaeographical division, and because the 
actual text of the documents studied was taken, from 
KCD and BCS rather than from the manuscript itself. 
It was only when the texts of two Categories of vern- 
acular documents in the Codek, were studied thoroughly 
and seen in their cartulary context that an idea of 
the complexity of the problems involved in the criticism 
of the Codex became clearer. In 1939, Miss Robertson 
noted the recurrence of some copying-errors in the texts 
of 1219 148,1842 and 200 (all in Cod. Wint. 1), which she 
2 
edited. In 1952, Dr. Harmer, who in 1914 had noted 
3 
. 
the comment made by Birch in 1892 on 23, drew 
attention to the fact that the three writs which she 
edited from the Codex (14,19t 61) were in Idifferelit handB-' 
of the twelfth century', while her discussion of the 
language of 232 gave a short but valuable explanation 
of the linguistic changes effected in-the Codex by its 
4 
copyist (scribe S). 
1. R. A. Williamsq 'Die vokale der ton$ilben im Codex 
Wintoniensis' An lix 25 (1902), 392-517, based 
on a (cursorY5 graphical expampination by 
F. G. Kenyon of the British Museum (. ýbid. q P- 397)- 
2. Robertson, . ASCharters, pp. xxiv 276,287,289 306- 
She also suggest9d id, P-3383 that Elfheah 
Auý 
in 48,84, j_ý4,193 is in err6r. for Elfheah mi-Mst6r, 
and tjia7t two other witnesses designatied as duces 
ýn 134 were in fact ministri. 
3- Harmer, EHD, p. 27. ' 
4. Harmer, ASWrits, pp. 373,393-. Cf. aboVol Part C, 
section 2f scribe 
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The effect of the justification of oddities I 
in some of the vernacular texts in the Codex made a 
re-assessment of its Latin documents inevitable, 
although this was at first admitted only rather grudg- 
ingly. Stenton, writing in 1955, although drawing 
attention to 165, the grant of Patney, Wilts., to 
himself by King Eadgar, as a Codex document which he 
thought very unlikely to be a forgery since it did not 
directly benefit anyone but the said king, also included. ' 
Winchester Cathedral in a list of Icentres of proved 
fabrication'. Professor Whitelockq in the same year, - 
while admitting that the Codex contained 'exact versions 
of some original charters', described it as a 'less 
reliable source' than I. cartularies. of good repute like 
2 the Textus Roffensis or Hemming's cartulary' . it 
must be added., however. that the same writer gave a valuab le 
stimulus to closer study of the Latin documents in the 
Codex in 1958, when she observed, with regard to Anglo- 
Saxon'diplomas in general, that 'much is to be gained... 
from a study of them cartulary by cartulary-ý' 
3 
This invitation to re-examine the contents of, cartularies 
such as the Codex was noted by HIP. R. Fýnberg in 1961, 
and partially accepted by him in 1964 in his discussion 
4 
of some of its most controversial documents. Finberg 
Stenton LC, pp. 21-29,11. 
2. Whitelock, EHDI P-338. The Textus Roffensis is 
Rochesterg Dean and Chapter Libraryq MS- A-, 3,, 5; 
and Hemming's Cartulary is*BL, Cotton Mh, 
Tib. A. xiii., fos. 119-200. 
3- Changing currents in Anglo-Saxon studies", ýInaugural, 
lecturej Cambridge, 1958), p. 25- 
4. Finberg, ECWM, pp. 20-2; id. t ECWj pp. 16-18, 214-48; id., Lucerna, pp. 131--43. 
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reached a much more favourable conclusion as to the 
general character of the Codex than had been held since 
the en d of the nineteenth-century and stated: 
The Codex gives us the text of one hundred and 
ninety charters and other documents, many of which 
survive in no other copy. Some are of doubtful 
authenticity; others have been condemned outright, 
not always justly... but others again - and they 
can be numbered in scores-have never been called 
in question. 
More recently, C. R. Hart has described the arrangement 
of texts. in the Codex and attempted to relate its in- 
elusion of alien documents to the existence at Winchester 
2 
of. a royal Anglo-Saxon registry of title. However, 
this suggestion as to the archival provenance of the 
is 3 
-Qartulary's sources is not tenable, aslexplained above, 
and the article in which it is contained was based neither 
on a palaeographical examination of the manuscript nor 
4 
on a full list of its contents. 
I. Lucernal P-PI37- 
2. Hart, Code , passim. - 
3. Part B$ section 3 a(ii). See also N. Brooks, 'Anýlo- 
Saxon charters: ýhe work of the last twenty years 
Anglo-Saxon England 3(1974)-, pp. 227-8- 
4. The list of contents given as Appendix II to Hart, 
Codex omits 1. -: 121 §ýj 211,213-149 237, L42- : Z; 
of these, §3 211, and 213-14 are pre-conquest documents. 
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Criticism of the Codex as a source for. pre- 
conquest texts came full circle with Finberg's assessment, 
of it in 1964, which was remarkably similar to that 
gi-ven by Kemble. in 1844 (see above). Both stressed 
the inclusion in the cartulary of copies of many 
ob7iously-genuine documents, and its importance as a 
collection of much unique histoýAcal material. ' Neither'. 
of them. however, nor any of its'critics to date based 
their views on either a thorough palaeographical analysis 
of the manuscript or a collation of its texts to all 
the surviving exemplars. ' While the Kemble-Pinberg 
opinion of the Codex was, by its moderation, much more 
attractive than. that propounded by Stubbs and his successors,. 
work on the Codex as a historical manuscript in its own 
%% 
right, and not merely as a quarry for individual texts, 
was little further forward in 1964 than in 1844. 
Only a detailed study of the manuscript, its background, 
make-up, and sources2 of the sort attempted in the present. 
thesis, could move forward the argument concerning #s 
reliability and provi-de. new'evidence 13y which to judge 
the COdex as a vehicle. for the. transmission of historical 
texts. 
.I 
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CONCLUSION 
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THE RELIABILITY AND CHARACTER OF THE CODEX WIIýTONIENSIS 
I 
Any assessment of the Codex Wintoniensis as a historical 
source must take into account both its inherent nature as 
a cartulary and, the character of its exemplars.. The det-n 
ailed -palaeographical -, investigation of 
the Codex under- 
taken in the present thesis has shown it to be a composite*' 
miLnuscript whose text was written over the course of three 
centuries by a succession of scribes (, a-_hj.. j-g4)j while 
a consideration of the surviving exemplars and of their 
provenance has demonstrated the number and variety 'of 
sources behind the cartularye. 
The terms on which the reliability of the Codex Jý 
as a historical source is capable of being expressed are 
limited by its status as a copy, or series of copies, 
rather than as an original diplomatic instrument. Its 
integrity may only be criticised in relation to discern- 
ible changes (if any) made during the transcription of 
matter into the cartulary. Its scribes should not be I 4i 
held responsible for any existing errors or fabrications 
contained in its exemplarss unless it.? an be shoun, that 
those exemplarb were drafted specifically for. inclusion 
Scribes is d wrote the seventh or eighth-century 
paste-d6ýýs (v. above, Part A, section I, b) and 
scribe k wrotW the thirteenth-century table of 
content-i (ibid., section Ild). -. 
4 
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in the Codex, vhich does not aprpear to be. the case. -' 
Because each -of its many separate and varied exemplars 
had its own diplomatic origing the diplomatic of the Codex 
cannot be-judged as a single entity. Any'general con- 
demnation of the cartulary because it happens to contain 
copies of a number of forged documents is not therefore 
admissible, and designations'such'as 'the fraudulent 
,2 Codex Wintoniensis are both inapplicable and meaningless. 
The textual reliability of the Codex must be 
assessed-in relation to the. respective editorial principles 
and practices of the individual scribes who wrote its 
contents. The Cartulary should be seen and critigised 
as a succession of separate ýranscriptions rather than as 
a. single oneq each of the successive transcriptions being 
the work of a particular scribe with his own skills, m6tives$- 
and linguistic background governing the accuracy with which 
his transcription reflected the exemplar(s) before him. 
That accuracy may be. judged under three headings 
palaeographical error2 linguistic change, and textuaf 
change - but the amount which is possible to be' said abouV 
each scribe is limited by the number (if any) of exemplars 
which have survived for collation to their respective 
cartulary-texts, and the-amount of discernible error in 
the cartulary-texts whose exemplars have not survived. '' 
Within these limitationst an assessment of, the reliability 
of each of the text-scribes has been made in 
1. For the surviving exemplars V. below2 Appendix 2. 
2e, F. M. Stenton , Types of manorial. structure in the 
northern Danelaw (Oxfora, 1910), p. 79n; see-BaYo-ve, 
Part E, section 2. 
I 
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the present thesis. 
. 
In general, it may be said that 
the incidence 'of what may be termed subconscious changes 
on the part of the'se cartulary-scribes has been found to 
be far greater than that of any conscious attempts to 
misrepresent the contents of the exemplars. Most of 
the discernible differences ýetween the exemplars and the 
cartulary were caused by an unfamiliarity on the part of 
the cartulary-scribes with archaisms of grammar, vocabula3: 79 
and orthography used in the exemplars. There were also 
some mechanical errors of the sort one might expect from 
any copyist. The only deliberate misrepresentation 
of the*contents of exemplars which can. be proven to have 
occurred in the Codex - the alteration. of the designation 
of the beneficiaries in the rubrics to documents in Quire X 
of Cod. Wint. Iq to make it appear that they had a connection 
with the church of Winchester - was rather amateurish and 
probably effected by scribe a when scribe b, who appears 
to have been in a supervisory position to scribe a, was 
temporarily otherwise engaged. 
2 To counterbalance this, 
one should note the actions of scribe e"in Cod. Wint. II 
and scribe in Cod. Wint. III who scrupulously left gaps 
'Tiý_the_ir copy to represent places where their exemplars 
. were 
damaged; in the case of scribe e at least, he could 
-have filled the gaps 
he left by referring to another part 
of his exemplar, but did not do so. 
3 ljoreover, because 
scribe although writing in the Codex in the fourteenth 
century, attempted to produce a facsimile COPY of his 
1. For this term, above, Part B, section 4, b(iii). 
2. See ibid. 
3- See above, Part C, section 21 scribe el(iii); Part D, 
section 2t scribe 21 (iii). 
.,. t 
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exemplars, -his copies are more accurate representations 
of the exemplars than are those of scribe aq a twelfth- 
century scribe, who was editfng the exemplars to a twelfth- 
century standard. Here, as elsewhere in the Codexq 
the actions of one scribe should not. be used to impugn 
those of others who wrote in the same m 
different occasion, sometimes separated 
years or more. 
While an investigation of the 
ity of the various sources of the Codex 
of the present thesis, it is hoped that 
anuscript on a 
by two hundred 
diplomatic authentic- 
is outside the scope 
such an investigation 
will be helped by the discussions of their archival and 
diplomatic provenance which have-b een included. The 
diversity of both sorts of provenance in relation to the 
exemplars of the Codex makes it unwise to describe a pre- 
conquest diploma as a 'Winchester cathedral charter' simply 
because it happened to be preserved at-Winchester Cathedral 
at the__end of the Anglo-Saxon period: 'one must define 
whether it was a document'drafted and written-at Winchester 
Cathedral, or one merely preserved there as part of someone's 
archive. In the case of the latter sort. it would be 
most unfair to condemn a document as a forgery mdrely because 
of its archival association with a churc4. whose members 
2 
undoubtedly engaged in forging their own title-deede, 
but, through whose agency a significant proportion of 
surviving genuine pre-conquest documents have been preserved. 
1. See above, Part D, ibid. i and Part Bt section 4, b(i-iii)e 
2. See belowj Appendix 11 ýLOI ý-Is 56,1971 236, etc. 
Cf. Finberg, ECWj chap. rl. .. 
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Every document which has been so preserved must'be .*- 
assessed on its own personal merits. Even documents 
\IN 
drafted and written at Winchester Cathedral cannot be 
condemned without a full trial, and most of those drafted 
and written there on behalf of alien be neficiaries will 
almost certainly be found to be genuine. 'Surviving 
single-sheets may be judged by ref6rence to the pal'aeography 
and formulae of contemporary documents. Any diplomatic 
criticism of individual records which have survived only 
as cartulary-texts ought. however. to be preceded by an 
investigation of the habits and general reliability of 
their particular gartulary-scribet in order to fully 
I 
appreciate any palaeographica3,1 linguistic, or textual 
oddities which may be due to him and thus unlikely to 
have been present in the (lost) exemplars. Such cartulary-* 
content is obscured by the usual arrangement found in 
printed editions which draw on many di. fferent manuscripts 
and arrange their contents in one chronological serids. 
A tendency to ignore such contextual considerations when 
using the text of documents directly frým. a printed edition, 
such as BCS or' KCDj has had a deleterious effect on the 
quality of criticism of individual documents in'cartularies 
such as the Codex. The need to. assess all. documents which 
survive only as cartulary-texts against the background of 
the physical make-up and scribal history, qf the'cartulary 
concerned is extremely important: external criticiom may 
prove as significant with regard to such texts as it is in 
relation to single-sheet-documents. 
Whatever its-value as a source for individual 
diplomatic textsq the importance of the Codex as a historical 
I 
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entity is absolute. Its personal history spans eight 
centuries and has been influenced by many fashions and 
motives. Its major part, Cod. Wint. 1 (1129 X 1139)9 
constitutes an artistic and editorial achievement of a 
high order, and incidentally provides very rare material 
about the English language current in twelfth-century 
Winchester. The compilation of Cod. Wint. l, lintended as 
a convenient edition of the many-varied and separate 
documents of title to the whole Anglo-Saxon endowment of the 
cathedrall was very probably put in hand by Bishop Iýenry 
of Blois (1129-71); it accords well with what is Imown 
of both his general interest in adminis. tration and his 
actions at Glastonbury Abbey and St. Martin's le Grand in 
placing the respective endowments of his various benefices, 
2 
on. a secure and ordered footing* It. is possible that 
Cod. Wint. I was intended to be the base for a royal confirm- 
ation of the ancient endowment of Winchester Cathedral. and 
was to have had a symbolic function in a ceremony granting 
such a confirmation; this is implied by the lavishness of 
its palaeographical. features, * a lavishness normally associated 
with liturgical books rather than with documents, unless 
of a special and'commemorative sorte'3 A royal confirmation 
of the type suggested would have been closely in keeping 
with the spirit of the Oxford Charter, granted by King Stephen 
to the church in England in-1136, which promised thv restit- 
ution of ecclesiastical endowments. 
41 
1. See above, Part B, section 4, *b (ii). 
2* Ibido, section 5, 
3-, Cf., for example, the New Minster refoundation charter (A. D. 966), written throughout in gold and with a ý4ole-page 
miniature, BLI Cotton MS. Vesp. A. viii, fos. 2-33. - 4. Regesta 111,271; X. above, Part B$-section 5. 
I 
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Bishop Henry's quarrel with King Stephen in 1139 probably 
explains both uby a general royal confirmation of the, 
cathedral endowment was never made by King Stephen and why 
Cod. Wint. I was left incomplete. The additions made to 
the cartulai7 in the twelfth2 thirteenth and fourteeiith 
centuries (Cod. Wint. II and III) appear to have been made 
for the convenience of administrators at the. cathedral, 
rather than for any public affirmation. of ancient title. 
The additions made at these times. both ensured the pre- 
servation of individual documents2 by associating them with 
an existing corpus of materialý and supplemented that. corpus 
with documents earlier omitted either through lack of time 
or through oversight. 
The compilation, use2 and later criticism of the 
Codex, all. reflect a recurrent interest in the Anglo-Saxon 
past. From the twelfth century to the Henrician Reform- 
ation. -this interest was pursued by ecclesiastics who hoped 
to revive or justify the tenures and privileges of their 
respective churches by reference to Anglo-Saxon precedents. ' 
In the immediate post-Reformation. period'and the early 
seventeenth centuryl such precedents were sought by politicians, 
-for the justification of ecclesiastical dogma and of secular 
2 
privileges. From the later seventeenth century to the 
early part of the nineteenth2 interest in the'Anglo-Saxon 
past was of a more academic 3ýature and la4ed the pragmatism 
3 om the middle of the nineteenth.,. -ý' of the -Preceding periods*. Fr 
1. For its incompletenesst 'ab'ove, pp- 105-11. 
2. See E. A. Adams, Old English scholarship in Rngland from 
1566-1800 (Yale Studies in Englis]j 55, '1917; reprinted, 
Archon books, U*S*Ao 197U), chap, I* 
chaps. 21 
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century to the bresent, there has been a gradual develop- 
ment of a more scientific approach to the history of the NII 
----Anglb-ýSaxon period, helped in particular by advancen in 
palaeographical and linguistic studies. Against thia 
background, it is hoped that the present thesis has been 
able to demonstrate that scholarly and objective use of, 
the Coaex Wintoniensis as a medium for the transmission 
of many otherwise-unknown texts, , from the inglo-saxon 
period depends very much on an appreciation of the divera 
palaeographical bLnd linguistic features of both the 
Codex and its sources, aspects of its history which have 
hitherto been insufficiently studied. 
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